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Pagoda Hill in Gui-lin: precursor of the skyscraper, erected in the Ming Dynasty, placed in an aura-like 
frame of leaves and mirroring water. Gui-lin =Forest of Sweet Osmanthus. The smell ofosmanthus blos
soms sweetens the air all over Gui-lin in the autumn. (source: Gui-lin; in the series: China- A land of 
beauty, 1980) 



The function of a building, in its ideal sense, is to illuminate life. 

Peter Smithson, in discussion with Kisho Kurokawa during 

the Team T 0 meeting at Abbaye Royaumont, T 962 

( .. .) its formal energies radiate to the borders of the site and to the distant 

horizon. 

William Curtis about the Villa Savoye, designed by Le Cor

busier; in : Modern Architecture since T 900 (T 982) 

After all, an amazement that grasps at living bodies gleaming in the air may 

best of all inspire the contemporary art of building with new spaces and im

ages. 
Doch kann ein Staunen, das lebendige K6rper in schimmernder Schwebe erfasst, der 

Baukunst der Gegenwart wohl am ehesten glaubwilrdige neue Raume und Hilder einge

ben. 

Dr. Ursa/a Seibold-Bultmann, Neue Zurcher Zeitung, 29/ 30-3-2003 

Jos Bosman 

The Aura of Modernity 
Architecture with a Broken Tradition 



Some realised modernist buildings may raise the observer's understanding of architec

ture to the level of a pure poetic perception of 'tensions' and 'forces'- a sensation of 

the abstract and the sensuous melting together in one 'a uratic' experience. 

One capacity of aura is to make vibrant architecture recognisable - carrying the con

sciousness of being unique, and a storyline about involved events and personalities. 

Another is to pay attention to character. 

In collective memory - of places - the experience of aura is the cultural by-product of 

the alternating forces of creation and destruction, of shaping and breaking, of promise 
and suspicion. 
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'The Hours of the Day' by Richard Serra in the Kunsthaus Zurich, 1990 
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The image on the cover 

The image on the cover shows part of a photograph of the installation 'To Tony and 
Mary Edna' (1972) by Richard Serra. The installation is made of two steel plates, 
placed in parallel, a spatial layout used more often by Serra in work such as 'The 
hours of the day' in the Kunsthaus in Zurich, March 9 - April 29, 1990. A specific 
layer of experience, as is often demonstrated by a registration of movement in space 
by a video camera, has been filtered into the detail of the photograph of Serra's in
stallation using graphical means. The grain of the enlargement became flattened. The 
result witnesses another type of image of sensed experience, in comparison to the 
defined presence of material in minimalist art, when photographed from a conscious 
precise angle and printed in black and white. 

The combination or confrontation of sensed experience evoked by (a.) a vague 
awareness while walking and looking around, and of (b.) becoming aware of precise 
articulations and/or positioning in space of a particular material presence, is what to
gether may be understood as the realm of psychic energy, in which vagueness and 
clarity are played out against each other according the different sensibilities and no
tions of the sensuous and the abstract. Serra's installation in Zurich in 1990 offered a 
fantastic exercise in this field of awareness, because of the 'dancing' horizon of ex
perience - in a flimmering effect at the height of the eyes of an average adult - when 
walking, due to the different heights of the plates, while for children the installation 
merely unfolded the realm of curiosity that a labyrinth may offer. 

The image on the cover was chosen as a result of a remark made by architect Alfred 
Roth (1903- 1998), after having seen Serra's installation in Zurich. Roth thought it 
complete nonsense to take the trouble of bringing so much steel to the museum, 
when one could have realized the same arrangement of forms in painted chipboard1

• 

The remark expresses quite exactly the type of concern that has for many years di
vided the modem architecture of Roth's generation and that of a generation that 
learned to re-appreciate and re-articulate the modem vocabulary through learning 
from minimal art, as realized by Serra. The difference is that for Roth it was about 
the image of an abstract spatial idea, while for new modem architects such as 
Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron the sensuous role of Serra's material has been 
just as important (as they have also admired in the installations of Joseph Beuys). 
Roth saw the demonstration of space as both abstract (no need for specific material) 
and symbolic; symbolic in the sense of a category of modem space since Mondrian 
and De Stijl. For Herzog and De Meuron the installation was both sensuous and 
conceptual (with reference to a conceptual approach in art). 

For Roth the sensed space was a categorical one, made by an individual artist who 
works within the theme of a collective, historical idea. For Herzog and De Meuron 
the sensed space was one that works with objective means and measurements, in or
der to demonstrate a highly individual control of these means. In this example, the 
order within a possible understanding of a connectedness of the abstract with the 
sensuous appears in reverse order. The German words Sinnbild and Denkbild may 
help to explain this difference: Roth's interpretation is that of an abstract Sinnbild, 
where Herzog and De Meuron's relates rather to the notion of a sensuous Denkbild 
(see glossary of terms on the next pages). 
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Glossary of terms 

Aura= the classic Greek notion of breath, a gentle breeze, and emanation from mat
ter (such as the smell of flowers) that since the 19th century theories of psychology 
and occultism has become applied as an implied metaphorical - or even a believed 
'real' - understanding of the sensed, imagined or visualized psychic energy around a 
person or an object. Persons who, or objects that, look similar may be perceived as 
essentially different in terms of psychic energy. The surroundings in which a house 
stands, and the way a person moves can make all the difference as compared to a 
copy of the house elsewhere, or a doppelganger of that person. The literature on the 
aura distinguishes different types of energy of different character and nature. In lit
erature and art theory the notion of aura is used for the spirit of a place and of things 
as they are 'touched', by a person living with I in it. Such an experience is felt even 
more strongly around the things made by that person, when he I she is I has been an 
artist. Walter Benjamin argued that the aura of an artwork disappears through photo
graphic reproduction. The camera as a machine of registration has a superficializing 
quality: that of abstraction. For Benjamin aura is the medium of things 'speaking' to 
its onlookers. More generally, aura may be defined as "the melting experience of 
'knowing about' and 'having a strong feeling about' specific objects and places of 
cultural value". 

Aura of modernity. The abstract representation of the sensuous and the sensuous 
representation of the abstract in architecture, art, and product and fashion design 
have in common the implication of a notion of charisma, created by means of an ab
stract vocabulary. 

Mo«J_ernity, modernite (French, since 1823) = characteristic of what is modem. 
'Modem' is a word that exists in French since 1361, and the word comes from the 
Latin root moderare, and modus (measure). Many types of expression, believe and 
behaviour have been called 'modem' eversince. But when in the 14th century the 
logic of measure and modus were already at the heart of the understanding 'modem', 
it still concerned a measure referring to the idea of a universe ruled by a God. 'Mod
ernity', as an understanding at the beginning of the 191

h century, expressed with spe
cific characteristics of newness a condition of interdependence ofhuman choices and 
powers without a God, a condition that was propelled by mechanization and indus
trialisation. The 'experience of modernity' (Marshall Berman, 1985) is the experi
ence of such a condition. Layers of operation behind the 'experience of modernity' 
may be distinguished with the help of the understandings 'sensuous'I'Sinnbild' (for 
exploring the seductive characteristics of modem expression) and :ab
stract' I'Denkbild' (for exploring the notions of modem expression). Three possible 
layers to be distinguished are: the problem, image and imagination of modernity. 

Problem of modernity = the relation of the abstract to the sensuous. Sigfried 
Giedion posed the problem of modernity in 1966 as following: "Ever since Des
cartes, the principle of rationality has held the upper hand. Descartes unlocked the 
door to mechanization, even though it remained closed for another century. The 
mechanization of the entire world can be traced back to his thinking. The world has 
now become aware of the impasse to which we have been led through an overem
phasis on purely rational thought. We have again become conscious of the limits of 
logic and rationality. We again realize that the principles of form are based on more 
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profound and significant elements than rigid logic." (STA, p. 872) "Intellectually 
trained people are now able to follow the most difficult scientific research, but the 
same people are lost when faced with new artistic means that force an enlargement 
of their emotional response. The reason is that most of them have nothing equivalent 
to their mental training to rely upon in the world of feeling. Knowledge and feeling 
have been isolated from each other. So we arrive at the curious paradox that feeling 
has today become more difficult than thinking." (STA, p. 878) The relation of the 
abstract to the sensuous may be recognized at the heart of this problem of modernity, 
as it has been posed avant Ia lettre by Immanuel Kant. Modernity seen as the con
stellation of experiences and things, of energy and matter, being shaped by essential 
human understanding and behavior; a constellation experienced by the senses and 
defined by concepts. The core of Kant's 'Critic ofPure Reason' reflects the nature of 
how perceptibility through the senses relates to concepts by means of 'schemata'. 
The two components may be recognized in the terms abstract (concepts) and sensu
ous (perceptibility through the senses). 

Abstract = part containing in itself the properties of the whole, essence; summary; 
adj. not connected with matter or material objects; ideal, theoreti
cal; (arts) not representing any material object. 

Sensuous = adj. of, by or through the senses; pleasing to the senses, physically 
beautiful; easily responsive to pleasures of the senses. 

Schemata = schemes that mediate between between abstract understanding and sen
suous experience. Studies like those of Umberto Eco retrace meaning, in the way he 
and others suppose that imagination 'works' in terms of identifying with words the 
objects in the world outside, reusing in a contemporary way Kant's categories and 
schemata2

• Charles Jencks introduced this field of concern in architectural theory: 
"( ... ) the way we perceive any object is determined by the concepts we have, or in 
Gombrich's terms, schemata. And instead of being an intrinsic part of the nervous 
system, they are slowly created through language and other cultural sign systems 
( ... )"; "schemata determine perception"; "We form schemata by constant bombard
ment from outside stimuli, but also by relatively pure thought (logic, chess) and lan
guage. The hypothesis is the following: man has certain inborn dispositions to ex
pect recurrent patterns, or to be more exact, he is always asking the environment 
questions. It is this curious purposeful side, which so completely permeates his na
ture, that makes the passive, behaviourist position so ridiculous. This active, probing 
nature extends from concepts in the mind right down to perceptual schemata in the 
eye, or other receptors. Each level of this hierarchy acts as a sieve, on~~ allowing 
those stimuli to pass for which it has a (figurative) hole - or schema. Imttally these 
are fairly open and undiscriminating, allowing any old stimulus to pass, but soon 
they learn. Thus the stimulus is continuously stripped of all its irrelevance and so we 
arrive at greater and greater generalizations. The determination of what consti~t~s 
an adequate stimulus depends then on its relevance for the schema - how It IS 
coded." "( ... ) to put it in Koestler's terms, each schema is a flexible matrix with 
fixed rules which allows us to perceive each unique situation with a fair amount of 
flexibility. The more we look and concentrate, the closer our concept will approach 
reality. But the 'reality' that these schemata approach is still only relevant to the 
rules of the game. In Kant's terms our schemata only allow us to see 'phenomena' 
not 'things in themselves'. When they work as an overall whole and are shared by a 
society or group, we have a 'climate of opinion' or myth'." All quotations from 
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'Semiology and Architecture'; in: Charles Jencks and George Baird (ed.), 'Meaning 
in Architecture' (London, 1969). 

Image of modernity = image of 'what makes sense' = Sinnbild or Denkbild. 
Sinnbild is one specific meaning of 'symbol' in German that expresses the mecha
nism of relating ideas to form, that can also be applied to an abstract expression: the 
image (Bild) of what makes sense (Sinn). Sinnbild involves the way in which think
ing and visualization relate. Also the Dutch word denkbeeld explores this relation
ship, in terms of an uncommon type of symbol, where the personal choice of a 'ref
erence image' acts as the key of the relationship. The analysis of what 'abstraction' 
has meant in the visual arts and architecture in relation to the notion and practice of 
Sinnbild and denkbeeld, may allow for a renewed perception of the themes of mod
em architecture. 
The 201

h century image of modernity comes up as an abstraction of the allegorical 
type of Sinnbild in line with the art and architecture of the 19th century. Once estab
lished as an abstract image in the arts and in architecture, the interest for a specific 
idea 'behind' an image of architecture has become seen, especially after the Second 
World War, and merely after 1968, as a matter of personal interpretation of the artist 
and the architect: as an image with/of a thought, as the Denkbild of conceptual art 
and architecture. 
Average modernism in architecture has positioned itself somewhere between a rejec
tion of the idea of esthetical experience (in which a Sinnbild is still recognizable), on 
the one hand, and the call for imagination (the post 1968 Denkbild), on the other 
hand, a call that came as a reaction against modernism. Average modernism mani
fested itself in the vacuum position within a well-established dichotomy (between 
the abstract and the sensuous). Such may be seen as an important reason why the 
image of average modernism has been experienced as weak and not convincing for 
several decades: only early exceptions unveil a Sinnbild (f.e. Constructivism and Fu
turism), only postmodem neomodemist exemples use the legitimation with the help 
of an articulated Denkbild (f. e. New York Five). 

Denkbild (German, not in the dictionary, term used by Walter Benjamin); denkbeeld 
(Dutch) = 1 concept, 2 notion, 3 opinion 

Sinnbild (German); zinnebeeld (Dutch)= symbol 
zinnebeeldige voorstelling (Dutch) = an allegory = a symbolic rep
resentation 
Sinnlichkeit (German) = zinnelijkheid (Dutch) = 1 sensuality, 2 
perceptibility to the senses 

Image scheme= a basic notion of 'force' and 'tension', the bodily basis of meaning. 
In the tradition of Heinrich Wolfflin' s art theory the bodily basis of meaning plays a 
crucial role in the analysis of paintings and buildings, with the help of image com
parisons. First Wolfflin's doctoral student Sigfried Giedion applied this type of ob
servation to engineering constructions, and from there to modernist art and architec
ture. The way the mind registers through the body the tensions it perceives in the 
images of particular constructional force, such as an extreme cantilevered roof of a 
stadion, or an extreme open and high construction such as the Eiffel Tower, is in
dicative of particular image schemata through which in an analogous way also ab
stract art and architecture communicate meaning. 'Image scheme' is a basic under
standing with the same double component of image and abstraction, that Sinnbild 
and denkbeeld carry in their names. 
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Image schemata (as defined by Mark Johnson) = "gestalt structures for force". 
"( . .. ) a gestalt for forceful interactions ( . .. ) lays out the elements and their connec
tions that typically hold where some force operates on some object. ( ... ) meaning 
( . . . ) is often carried by gestalt structures of this sort." "( ... ) bodily experiences give 
rise to image-schematic structures of meaning that can be transformed, extended, 
and elaborated into domains of meaning that are not strictly tied to the body( ... )". "I 
am using the term 'gestalt structure' to mean an organized, unified whole within our 
experience and understanding that manifests a repeatable pattern or structure. Some 
people use the term 'gestalt' to mean a mere form or shape with no internal struc
ture. In contrast to such a view, my entire project rests on showing that experiential 
gestalts have internal structure that connects up aspects of our experience and leads 
to inferences in our conceptual system." "( . . . ) all image schemata are characteriz
able as irreducible gestalts. However, I presuppose this with the recognition that 
there are other kinds of gestalt structure besides schemata. For example, there are 
gestalts for complex categorical structures, for metaphorical projections, and for uni
fied narrative patterns." All quotations from 'The Body in the Mind' (1987). 

Imagination of modernity. Starting from the analogue understanding of the sensu
ous as Sinnbild , and the abstract as Denkbild , it is possible to focus on two particu
lar kinds of relationships of these, as two possible ways of posing/answering the 
problem of modernity. These are expressed in various particular examples of modem 
art and architecture that can be read with the help of the combined understandings: 
abstract Sinnbild and sensuous Denkbild. 

Abstract Sinnbild = abstract representation of the sensuous. Abstract Sinnbild may 
be seen a quality of early modernism in architecture (1920's)= a 
vocabulary of 1. abstract representation, instead of figurative sym
bolic representation, often in its abstracted form, and 2. of avant
garde (defined by architectural groups or 'movements') as a sym
bolic representation of various types of ideology. One characteris
tic of the well known examples of vital modem architecture is that, 
using means that make this type of architecture recognizable as 
'modem', it has abstracted two versions of the notion of Sinnbild as 
it was understood during the second half of the 19th century. It 
considers the understanding of neoclassical architecture as the 
Sinnbild of absolute calm (see Semper, p. 75) and the metal 
bridges of the 19th century as the Sinnbild of being in a hurry (see 
Meyer, p. 78). As in a symphony, such notions of extreme differ
ences in experience could now be expressed in one medium: in the 
language of modem architecture. The two Sinnbilder could act as 
the keys to 'play' differences, suggestive enough to relive the ex
perience of various analogue differences of styles from the past, 
but now in one 'formless' style. One could argue that this was the 
first time in the history of architecture that this had occurred. 

Sensuous Denkbild =sensuous representation of the abstract. Joseph Kosuth defines 
the conceptual understanding of art (Denkbild) as follows in 1969: 
"'Conceptual Art' merely means a conceptual investigation of art." 1 

Architects such as John Hejduk have practiced the conceptual in
vestigation of modem architecture. Where, for example, the nine 
square analysis of the groundplans of Palladia's and Le Corbusier's 
villas by Wittkower was a tool for explaining an abstract Sinnbild 
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of humanism, under Hejduk's teaching of architecture, the didactic 
application of the nine square grid became a tool to define and ex
plore a sensuous Denkbild. The diagram itself was seen as a poetic 
instrument to redefine an idea of space and construction in a multi
tude of variations. Sensuous Denkbild may be seen a quality of 
modernist architecture of the postmodem period (since the 1980's) 
= an inherited abstract vocabulary that has become (1.) discon
nected from former ideological programs, and (2.) loaded with 
particular sensations by allowing a type of materialization with a 
strong perceptibility to the senses. The operation is realized with 
the help of new specific concepts (defined by the individual archi
tect) that replace the previous ones. 

New inspiration since the 1980's: Image 
the series: China- a land ofbeauty, 1981) 
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Introduction 

Imagination has always been a topic, if not the very core, of architectural theory. 
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Imagination 

One of the findings of this study, one that defines its structure and binds it together, 
is that language theory, as applied in architectural theory at the end of the 1960's, 
prior to the advent of post-modernism, is related and complementary to the conse
quent and parallel discussion on The Body and The Formless of the early 1990's, 
when the rise of a new modernism was discussed and widely published. 

In the late 1960's, there was a significant overlap of on one hand, the call for "more 
meaning" in modem architecture, as formulated by Team 10 (especially Aldo van 
Eyck) and on the other hand the call for "imagination" made in the 1968 student 
revolution, soon theorized in literature, art and architecture through a discourse on 
meaning with the help of semiotics. In this period of overlap there existed a strong 
intellectual interest in the idea of a flexible matrix, in correlations, in open-ended 
and multivalent meaning, in 'multimeaning'. Abstract art and architecture seemed to 
be the ideal point of reference for theorizing its mechanism, especially when, as in 
the case of Picasso and Van Eyck, the interest in layers of meaning was prevalent. 
This, and the wish to theorize about 'imagination' lead to a first proposal for a dia
gram for understanding imagination in architecture, presented by Charles Jencks in 
1969: the Semiological Triangle3

• 

0 u G H T 
CONTENT 
CONCEPT 
SIGNIFIED ;·\ 

I \ 
8 0 L ·~·••••••••••••••••• ...... REFER EN T 

PERCEPT 
DENOTATUM 

THING 

Kant's notion of schemata, as reinterpreted by Gombrich and Koestler, formed the 
basis of how perception was reflected with the help of this diagram. From 1975 on
wards, the switch to post-modemism4

, at the base of insights that the Semiological 
Triangle visualized, were basically propelled by the notion of metaphor (the 'activa
tor' in between 'symbol' and ' thought'), triggering a wide variety of notions of the 
less abstract and the more associative in terms of images. "How Metaphor Can Give 
Meaning to Form" is the title of a chapter in one of the most influential books on the 
topic, 'Metaphors We Live By' (1980), by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson. In ar
chitecture it was Jencks who most prominently used the language theory for a de
fence of post-modem architecture. 

A return to abstraction was provoked during the early 1990's by the use of new 
software for computer aided design, notably in the laboratory of Columbia Univer-
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sity. This intensified an interest to design more consciously by means of vectors, that 
were often applied with the help ofDeleuze and Guattari's ideas of folds, pleats and 
other abstract schemata, that, as a tool for imagination, were wonderfully suggested 
in their open-ended language in 'Mille Plateaux'. The imaginative nature of this fas
cination was 'atectonic', similar to, but more consciously complex, as the one of 
Sigfried Giedion. Simultaneously arrived a new interest to define the 'tectonics' of 
architecture (Frampton, Neumeyer), looking at less 'complex' architecture, and re
flecting the nature and elegance of a new simplicity, from Mies van der ~ohe to the 
'Swiss boxes' of the 1990's. These were two impulses for an understandmg of two 
kinds of new modernism. 

At Columbia Universtity I have - in a seminar and a studio during the fall of 1997 -
applied the arguments on image schem~ta, as proposed b_Y Mark Johnso~ in ~he 
Body in the Mind (1987), for a revaluation of the modernist ~ocabulary, mcludi~g 
the various types of old and new modernisms. It became possible to construct, ;-vith 
the help of the image schemata, a theoretical understanding of how abstract notwns 
in language and photography may be seen as related in the pu?~ications of b?th old 
and new modernist architecture. With the example of the wntmgs and designs of 
Bernard Tschumi I worked out a sketch for a theory of perception in which John
son's image schemata start to convince as a possible understanding of 'event space' 
(first published 1997, see Chapter 6). Johnson continued along the same track as 
where Jencks left off. It should not come as a surprise that most of his arguments on 
schemata are a further (and more precise) elaboration, although entering an essen
tially other time frame of discussion (on The Body). 

In this study I propose an extension of the diagram of imagination of 1969, that 
questions and supports the use of the abstract vocabulary of both old and new mod
ernism in architecture. 

A vocabulary with 'formless' properties 

The most characteristic property of modernism is abstraction. Abstraction represents 
a capacity to imagine a scheme behind an image. In the wake ~f avant-gard~ art and 
architecture of the 1920's, abstraction also denotes the capacity to freely mte~ret 
and represent a schematic understanding, as it may be imagined behind t~e poss~bl: 
representations of the 'real' world, by means of other forms as those of a figurative 
or allegoric type of imagination. In terms of 'natural' visual ~anguage, such abstract 
representation is, by definition, 'formless', with the exception of forms . that ~ay 
immediately be perceived as 'symbol' (abstract 'landmark'), analogous with form
stance the pyramids. 

Applied to the habits and traditions of architecture (where schemes were always a 
tool 'behind' the design of ground plan, section and facades) the challenge of a~
straction in modernist architecture pretended to be 'nothing' in terms of symbolic 
form5 and to be an absolute 'new' start that would be able to deny all previous 'pre
conceptions' of design6

. 

Theories of structuralism and semiology of the 1960's brought various insights that 
lead to a review of the tenets of modernism, in order to argue that these tend to deny 
the principal rules of communication and language. Applied to ~rchit_ecture: Charles 
Jencks brought its arguments together in the diagram of the Semwlogteal Tnangle of 
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1969: "( ... )in the usual experience there is always a percept, a concept and a repre
sentation ( ... ) the main point of the semiological triangle is that there are simply re
lations between language, thought and reality. One area does not determine the 
other, except in rare cases, and all one can really claim with conviction is that there 
are simply connections, or correlations."7 

Using Jencks's diagram8
, it becomes possible to rethink the concerns of the period in 

relation to the limits of modem architecture as a language. The well-known argu
ment "form follows function" operates as an assumed determination of signified 
(fimction) towards signifier (form). The limitations of the argument become clear 
when looking at the Semiological Triangle, as the theorem does not provide a link 
towards a possible perception of the building made at the basis of such concept. The 
observation of such difficulty arrived first with Colin Rowe's argument of 1978 
about the problematic perception of modem buildings next to one another, as a series 
of repeated forms: "Certainly, in considering the modem city from the point of view 
of perceptual performance, by Gestalt criteria it can only be condemned. ( ... ) if fig
ure is unsupported by any recognizable frame of reference, it can only become en
feebled and self-destructive. For, while it is possible to imagine- and to imagine be
ing delighted by- a field of objects which are legible in terms of proximity, identity, 
common structure, density, etc., there are still questions as to how much such objects 
can be agglomerated and of how plausible, in reality, it is to assume the possibility 
of their exact multiplication. "9 

Repetitive generic forms of functionalism have been just one characteristic of mod
em architecture, perhaps even an omnipresent one. Other precepts of abstract archi
tecture have been the idea of an open-ended use, where the presence of less form 
would offer more possibilities of use- "less is more" (Mies van der Robe)-, whereas 
'multivalence' was a reaction against such doctrines, in order to stimulate the sug
gestion of "more meaning" with the help of architecturally articulated 'relationships' 
(Aldo van Eyck). It is typical that such considerations came up in a period when ar
chitecture was studied more carefully in terms oflanguage10.0ne may interpret some 
of Sigfried Giedion's late arguments from the same period as early concerns about 
modem architecture as language when he suggested possible extended notions of the 
current modem maxims. 'Form-follows-fimction' was extended with the idea of 
'democracy', with the architecture of Walter Gropius as prime example. 'Space
time' was extended with the notion of a 'third space conception', with the architec
ture of Le Corbusier as a concrete exemplification of this new idea 11

• In fact Giedion 
was very good at triggering various suggestions how modem architectural character
istics convey meaning, but his own matrix of understanding remained obscure, in 
contrast to for instance Ernst Gombrich' s argumentation in 'Art and Illusion'. 

The way to perceive how architecture 'works' as a language with the help of the 
Semiological Triangle provided an important argument in favour of Van Eyck's 
'multimeaning' argument, with a similar intention as Van Eyck's critique of func
tionalism. The Triangle could be used as a weapon against may current arguments of 
'modem architecture' of the period. The critique was that modernist architecture was 
an inadequate and clumsy language, and this opinion heralded various approaches 
that were labelled together some years later as 'post-modem' architecture. 

This study focuses on the question in what way modernist architecture has suc
ceeded as a 'new' language for decades, why later it was felt to be inadequate as a 
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language, and how subsequently modernist architecture was able to make a 'come 
back' despite post-modem concerns about language. Two examples serve to illus
trate the relevance of this theme within the chronology of changing images from 
post-modernism to nee-modernism: Firstly, Robert Ven~i and D~nise Scott 
Brown's idea of adding information to an abstract and functional cube with the help 
of a giant billboard - "I am a monument" - in order to let contemporary architecture 
'speak'; Secondly, the design of Jan Willem Neutelings for a neo-moder:n ~o~se on a 
comer of an urban block, drawing on the same type cartoons as Venturi d1d m order 
to demonstrate that also abstract modernist architecture may 'speak' in a suggestive 
way. Both drawings- with radiating lines representing 'glow' or 'tension' -refer to 
an unspoken notion of early modernist architecture, that this study uses as a theme of 
comparison - the notion of 'aura', a representation of 'energy', that is inhabited in 
the forms of modem architecture as 'tension' that creates 'space'. 

Illustrations by Robert Venturi, 1978 and Willem Jan Neute1ings, 1990 
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'Tension' 

A beautiful explanation of the notion of 'tension' is expressed in the language of 
Frank Lloyd Wright's handgestures, together with his comments from 1953: 

WRIGHT : You see the old post and beam construction-you can say 

this is the post and beam-post and beam-was all a kind of superimpo
- sition, and if you wanted partitions, they cut, and they would butt-you 
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isee-cut, butt and slash-and if you wanted tens.ion, you had to rivet 

something to something and make a connection. It might give way. 
Well, organic architecture brought these principles together so that 

a building was more like this-you see-it had tension-you could pull 

on the structure. It had tensile strength owing to steel-tenuity-and 
owirig ·to steel it could span great spaces, and the great spaces could ~e 
protected with great clear sheets of ,glass. The Orientals, of course the 
(!;reeks never had any such facility. 

From: Frank Lloyd Wright, The Future of Architecture (New York, 1953) 
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Also when Wright seems to be concerned with a specific category of modem archi
tecture - 'his' organic one - his explanation of the notion of tension in relation to an 
architecture of steel and glass may be taken as one that gives sense to a more general 
fascination for modem architecture of various kinds. Such fascination goes together 
with the common understanding of the major concept of modem architecture as 
buildings that are placed as solids in an open space so that they 'radiate' their 'ten
sions' in the field around them and between them. 

From the late 1960's onwards, in the period when architecture had been discovered 
as a language, two types of reaction to the formula and image emerged, both at
tempting to redefme the supposed abstract suggestion of radiation in terms of seman
tics (that had never disappeared in the work of Wright): the 'boxes' were either 
decorated to signify an expressive load with the help of a 'real' expressive image 
(Lincoln Center in New York, designed by Wallace K. Harrison and Max 
Abramowitz1

\ or the solid presence of the box was deconstructed so that any con
cept of 'tension' could be represented as an evocative abstract image (Church of the 
Autostrada, near Florence, designed by Giovanni Michellucci 13

). In the third and 
current phase, which started in the 1990's, any architecture that is continuing with or 
returning to modernist imagination seems to have been confronted, directly or indi
rectly, with the question of gender. While the solid container is seen as a masculine 
vision, various efforts have been made to represent flux and flow as feminine ex
pressiveness in the alternatives. 

In this research I examine the defense, break down, and repair of modem architec
tural imagination following the phases sketched above. Instead of looking only at the 
absolute opposition of the old masculine and new feminine abstract expressiveness 
of modernist imagination, aspects and constructions of imagination are analyzed, 
with the help of various case-studies, which allows identification of some baselines 
of relatedness in the modernist methods of architectural design. These baselines 
cross various ideas about universal truth (one of the inherent arguments of early in
dustrial modernity) before continuing to 'bleed' further into the various types of 
imagination that are typical for the multi-leveled post-modem condition, a condition 
which, for good reasons, denies the interpretation of the expression of modernity as a 
'universal truth'. 

Disputing 'universal truth' underlying an understanding of architecture has been one 
claim by the Semiological Triangle for 'relationships' instead of fixed determina
tions. The Triangle indicates various possibilities for relating and confronting mean
ing in a more 'flexible' way. Being motivated by a more 'sensuous' notion of archi
tecture, Jencks treats this notion as implicit in the use of the diagram. Jencks refers 
to the notion of schemata (see glossary of terms). The Triangle treats the way the 
sensuous is involved in perception through the 'interaction' between 'symbol' and 
'thought'. Such is one possibility of dealing with the question how the abstract and 
the sensuous may come to be related since Kant tried to define these as such, using 
categories and schemata. But it seems possible to go further than Jencks's Triangle 
allows for, and to deal as well with a notion of the sensuous that, as in the case of 
abstract art and architecture, intends to avoid consciously an obvious relation to 
available symbols. Or, when it deals - in an implied way - with symbols, than sym-
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bois possibly without form. One specific symbol did suit modernist architecture 
quite well as a metaphor for such purpose since the 1920's: aura. 

'Aura' as metaphor 

The concept of modernist architecture of buildings that are placed as solids in an 
open space so that they 'radiate' their 'tensions' in the field .around them ~n~ ~e
tween them. It is evident that 'aura' was used as a metaphor m Bruno Taut s City 
crown' and Le Corbusiers 'Radiant City' 14

• By applying the notion of 'aura' to the 
imagination of modernist forms that were supposed to radiate, t~nsio~s, !he sch~
matic idea of a container is replaced by a notion of a 'formless , Imagmattve ambi
tion that deals with various types of experienced vibrant qualities of an envelop. The 
architectural object is not analyzed along the precise limits of its contours, but by the 
open-ended field of tensions that a~y mo~emi~t e~velop. may suggest. The term 
'aura' enables one to rethink the notion of Imagmatwn, corned by Kant as those of 
metaphysics. Instead ofthe moral and ethical implications of the 18th ~entury, ~oday 
they may help one to understand better the realm of sensuous meanmg that IS ex
pressed in 'abstract' ways that did not exist as such before the 20th century. 

In contrast to the focus of notions such as 'phenomenal transparency'. (Rowe .a~d 
Slutzky) and 'skin' (Pallasmaa) that have attempted to investigat~ specific qu~lt.ties 
of architectural containment in relation to a favored 'complex' nu~er cor_nposit~on, 
the notion of 'aura' focuses on any presence of an architectural object w~th ra~Iant 
suggestion, even the most 'simple' and 'straight' ones (such as the radmnt hteral 
transparency of Dan Graham's cafe in Berlin). 

As it is formulated above (in the remarks on the photograph on the cover of ~his 
book) any awareness of precise articulations and/or positioning in space of a parti~U
lar material presence may be related to a counterpart of a vague awareness while 
walking and looking around. It is about how in the medium of ~he vague awareness 
(the formless) there is a possibility and freedom to trace readmgs that ~~y find a 
way to become more precise and real. And it is in. th~t way that a pre~ond~t10n for a 
sensuous experience may be explored, as first mdicated by Kant m his text on 

beauty15
. 

In this study I do not wish to assume or suggest one 'line' of dev~lopmen~. Inste~d is 
recognized that there is a major difference in modemi~t expressiveness I~ architec
ture between the beginning and the end of the twentieth century: ~ne IS the ab
stracted version of a former idea of sensuousness; The other had to remvent and re
introduce the notion the sensuous (sometimes as the 'sensual') after the postwar 
worldwide success of modem architecture had resulted in habits of abstract form
making that lacked the potential to communicate. 

The aura of modernity stands for the desires and capacities of the potenti~l to com
municate ideas of modernity by means of a vocabulary that has, to a certam degree, 
'formless' capacities. The focus is more on the forms of such 'impossible' co~u
nication than on the ideas involved. The notion of an aura covers the plural mamfes
tations of various ambitions related to the most diverse ideas on and of modernity. 
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Modern architecture and the metaphysics of containment 

A major turning point in the metaphysics of containment may be found in the line of 
thinking, which has often been discussed as one of continuity in the formation of 
functional thinking that did lead to modern architecture. This line goes from Sem
per's concept of building to that of201

h century modern architecture. 

Gottfried Semper (1803 - 1879), a well-known architect and professor at the Eid
genossische Technische Hochschule of Zurich, has reflected the correct relationship 
bet~een the expression ?f the finishing of an interior or exterior of a building, and 
an Idea of the constructiOn and technology behind the skin. His point of view was 
that architectural design is the expressive medium that translates the notion of the 
construction behind it into a skin, allowing a pure aesthetic level of experience. This 
was a viewpoint close to what Immanuel Kant had written in the Critique of Critical 
Judgment: "The aesthetic Idea is really the same thing as the rational Idea: it ex
presses what is inexpressible in the latter." 

Semper expressed his understanding of technology in the combined language of 
neoclassicism and decorative arts. Sensuous indications of abstract forces were rep
resented as patterns that were imbedded in a skin, covering the building construction 
in the way that clothes cover a body. 

To .a certain degree, early modern architecture continued Semper's viewpoint in its 
de~Ire to express a relationship between the skin and bones of a building, a relation
ship reflected along the 'form follows function' formula. However, it was the other 
revoluti.onary .type of vocabulary that introduced a profound change in the type of 
translation, with a greater capacity of either exhibiting (transparent surface) or tran
scending (mute surface), instead of transcribing technological insights about rela
tionships and combinations of building components with the help of decoration as an 
expression of decorum. Instead, the notion of expressive quality became part of a 
non-figurative 'abstract' language, developed in the visual arts. This 'modern' art 
recognized and derived an analogue imagery from the design practice of utilitarian 
engi~eering. constructions. The application of this imagery in a refined, purified way 
mamfested Itself as a new language during the 'heroic period of modern architecture' 
(1925-1935). 

Typical for early modern architecture is that its skin is shiny, transparent, or often 
thought of as 'dematerialized' (for instance when painted white). All these character
istics confron one with a built object with a vaporous kind of appearance. It is obvi
ous that what is expressed here - in terms of suggestion using forms and materials -
was (indeed, in the way Kant stated it) almost inexpressible in terms of a rational no
tion of modern architecture, known as 'functionalism'. The moments in which the ra
~ional way .of thinking in functionalism became related to a sensual experience, with 
Its source m abstract art, was expressed in short cryptic formulas. In the case of 
Dutch functionalism the formula was: "Modern architecture is based on the idea of a 
direct relational tension with the open (exterior) space"16

, an architectural notion de
void of material and formal particularities. 

The capacity of an indirect, somewhat hidden suggestion and idea of architectural 
e~pression - as it were 'beyond style' - was worded more explicitly by artists. Per 
Kirkeby talks about an 'electric field' when referring to the mood that buildings are 
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able to radiate, as painted by Jens Ferdinand Willumsen (1863-1958)17
• Donald Judd 

points to the relevance of 'geomancy' for the invisible aspects of space, and at a re
latedness with the idea of an astrology of place, known as Pung-su in Korea and as 
Feng-shui in China18

. The notion of abstract expression as the indication or sugges
tion of invisible forces at work in three-dimensional space had been explained by 
Klee, Kandinsky, Mondrian and other pioneers of non-representative art in a less 
'situational' way. 

Even when the idea of abstraction, as coined by various artists, was manifested in an 
extremely two-dimensional way, for instance in some well known paintings of Van 
Doesburg and Malewitch, it was read as a 'space' where invisible forces where at 
work. Such imagination included various associations with a fourth dimension, a 
dimension of a world outside the three dimensions, the painting being the seismo
graph of that hidden dimension. The analogy with Bekleidung in the manner of 
Semper stopped right there in its function of legitimating architecture. The alterna
tive, an analogy with invisible spatial expressiveness, enables different new types of 
abstract and modernist suggestion to be distinguished. The idea of invisible spatial 
expressiveness seems most directly related to the notion of'aura'. 

Mies aura and Le Corbusier aura 

There are at least two different types of aura-related suggestion in relation to the 
manifestation of modernist architecture. 

I. During the first period of modernism, the idea of space has become re
flected in the tradition of theories of De Stijl and Bauhaus. These implied a 
Platonic type of experience beyond the body. Space as a fluid - and a sup
posedly dynamic - constellation of invisible forces. This manner of inter
pretation - tensions in space - can be understood as an abstracted idea of 
aura, as an abstraction of an envellop of the human body as a field of ten
sion in space. Such field of tension was positioned in an "open" and "flow
ing" way in relation to nature, as a cosmic experience. The aura-experience 
could be practiced by the often lonely and contemplative manner of sitting 
on a cantilevered tubular steel chair (bringing the body in a floating posi
tion in space) and looking out at nature through a large glass window, 
knowing that space is all around. Giedion draw the consequence for archi
tecture via the work of Mies van der Rohe: "If later an investigation is 
made to which of the architects of our period have best understood how to 
link a continuously flowing interior space with the shaping of precisely lim
ited forms, Mies van der Rohe will appear as the clearest exponent of the 
inherent volition of our period."19 

2. As part of the post-functionalist criticism of the machine-orientation of 
postwar modernism, the interest in 'aura' appears in a phenomenological 
sense. The reaction pleaded for the sensuous and an attention to the surface, 
to the envelope: the aura as the imprint of person and place, as an emotional 
quality, as a radiance of the feeling factor. This is also how 'aura' is defined 
in the dictionary in its more popular sense, as an "emotional impression 
made by person or place". This emotional impression could no longer fol
low the transcribing medium of expression in the manner of Semper, but 
had to remain abstract in an emotional way, as did various types of metal, 
wood, stone, plastic, and other materials, especially in modern sculpture. It 
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was Le Corbusier who - in relation to his sculptural architecture of the 
cloister La Tourette - defined the notion of radiance in a way that comes 
closest to the idea of aura: "Je suis l'inventeur de !'expression l'espace in
dicible qui est une realite que j'ai decouverte en cours de route. Lorsqu'une 
oeuvre est a son maximum d'intensite, de proportion, de qualite d'execution, 
de perfection, il se produit un phenomene d'espace indicible: les lieux se 
mettent a rayonner, physiquement ils rayonnent."20 

The functional machine-oriented modernism based itself on the first category of le
gitimation21. A phenomenological aura-mindedness, the second category, arrived as 
a reaction. This aura-mindedness has transformed the mental picture of modernity 
and its expressive mode: modernism. It could be said that the critique on early mod
ernism has shaped the notion of aura into something with more of a physical type of 
emotional experience, and represents, as such, a crucial point in its history. The shift 
towards a more physical type of emotional presence has become expressed in the 
shift from the use of the term 'sensuous' (as a notion of the counterpart of the ab
stract, see Peter Meyer, 1942, p. 94) to 'sensual' (as a notion of the counterpart of 
the abstract, see Richard Meier, 1990, p. 89). Such a shift expresses a growing and 
more common bodily basis of meaning and imagination. 

A bodily basis of meaning, imagination and reason 

The post-modern interest in the human body has embroidered on the theme of the 
physical type of emotional experience in order to develop an understanding of the 
bodily basis of meaning, imagination, and reason. This is even demonstrated on our 
streets with the use of skate boards, that create physical traces over surfaces and ob
stacles in space, making the whole idea of the fluid of dynamic forces more physical, 
turning them into a more turbulent and 'real' experience. This does not mean that it is 
only the extreme physical expression of a bodily basis of understanding that defines 
the new era. On the contrary, the soft media stimulate the smooth receptivity of the 
entire body as a sensorial medium just as intensely. Digital techniques have in
creased the possibility and experience of another type of sensibility - even when do
ing exactly the same activity, such as typing. This has become a soft and more im
mediate type of experience using a p.c. instead of a typewriter. Industrial design 
thernatises the involved smooth sensibility. What Sigfried Giedion, the propagandist 
of first modernism, judged to be wrong -making the cover of a machine (car, vac
uum cleaner) itself into a design item - is contradicted and fully accepted today be
cause of another relationship of design - expressing a spatial sense (rather than use) -
with technology. 

The Platonic type of experiencing 'modern' space was related (in the sense of cohabi
tation) to a technology based on mechanization. The more emotional and physical 
experience of space since the 1990's is related to a technology in which one can of
ten no longer follow the movements and shifts of parts of technology. One then has a 
complementary kind of experience relating the components of spatial encountering 
to the physical presence of technology. The result is a shift in valuation. 

The former period of modernity was concerned with the idea of a possible mind in 
the mechanic body of the machine - which created the computer. The new and cur
rent period of modernity is concerned with the idea of corporeal experience related 
to the digital mind - which is on its way to realizing a virtual reality. Two books il-
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lustrate the basically very different paradigms and their philosophical environments 
pretty well: Arthur Koestler's 'The Ghost in the Machine' (1967) and Mark Johnson's 
'The Body in the Mind' (1987). 

Similarities despite a fundamental difference 

With all the essential differences, there are still many similarities between the mod
ernism of, for example, the 1920's, 1960's and late 1990's: as modern-ism, a type of 
expression, a certain manner. The modernity which is experienced as being new, in
cludes reinterpreted former ('classic') modernist means, items and forms, to ~uch a 
degree that the question has arisen of what the relation~h~p with the ~ode~1sm of 
the past is about. Jencks has suggested: "there is a new hvmg Moderrusm which has 
learned to overcome- or at least ackowledged- the horrific lessons of Old Modem
ism. It's a painful process, for those still committed to the movement, but as Oscar 
Wilde also said: 'experience is the name we give to our mistakes' .'m It seems, that 
what has changed in terms of experience here, has even been more precisely worded 
by those who explore modernity through the medium of film, such as Otto Rank:_ "a 
modern treatment is often successful in reapproaching, intuitively, the real meamng 
of an ancient theme which has become either unintelligible or misunderstood in its 
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course throug tra twn . ... 

The opposition of 'modem' and 'tradition', as mentioned here by Rank, has lead to a 
more complicated understanding in terms of architecture ever since the modem ap
proach has been considered as "a growing tradition" (Giedio~, ~~~1). At the same 
time this helps to clarify the explanation by Rank where the mtmtwn of many exam
ples of New Modernism have tried to reactivate the "real meaning of an ancient 
theme"- often from the avant-garde of the 1920's- that was experienced to have 
been "become either unintelligible or misunderstood in its course through tradition" 
(during the 1950's and 1960's). 

Comparative approach 

For a better understanding of the exchange of meaning in relation to modernist archi
tecture and its types of imagination, this study returns to some moments of crucial 
manipulation in the past (its photographic presentation, its fun~tionalist for~ula and 
its claim of historical importance). The fundamental shortcommgs ofmeamng ex
perienced are then outlined in order to recognize the conceptual reframing of mod
ernist language in recent years. The triptych of shaping-breaking-repairing modem 
architecture forms the body of observations, out of which is developed a theory of 
modern imagination. 

The other fundamental overlaps of meaning (with the sensuous and the trivial) are 
then outlined, in order to recognize the conceptual reframing of modernist language 
in recent years (as violated perfection, as supermodern, and so on). 

As the discipline of this study is that of architectural theory, it partly directs its thesis 
to the field where it obtains its major sources oflegitimization: that ofphilosophy

4
. 

The goal of this study- that it cannot fulfill by itself- is to stimulate a way of under
standing the esthetical experience of modernism in architecture as part of a more 
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complete theory of imagination, taking serious the condition of expressiveness that 
Wolfgang Welsch has called "Unsere postmodeme Modeme" (1986). 

A gradual explorarion of a theme 

Part I of this study is written as a collection of short notes, in order to sketch the 
field of a concern. The Parts II, III and IV are written from a more refined scholarly 
involvement, from insights build up and gathered from first sources, such as ar
chives, visits and talks with the architects that are involved in the topic in question, 
each chapter following a different topic, topics that fill in together the mosaic that 
has been sketched in Part I. In Part V the authentic results of research from Parts II, 
III and IV function as the self build reference matrix with the help of which the 
sketch of Part I may now become reflected on a deeper level: inside of the reflection 
frame of architectural theory, as given by philosophy. 
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Part I. SHAPES OF THE FORMLESS 
The paradoxical condition of modernist expression 

Part 1 explains in three steps the impli

cations of the observation that the 

shapes of modern design posses an in

determinate character, due to their ab

stract vocabulary. 

1. The experience of indetermina

tion allows interpretations to be ex

changed, even when relating to exactly 

the same modernist form (Chapter 1 ). 

2. In each decade since the 1920's a 

different key to interpretation can be 

distinguished (Chapter 2). 

3. The layers of interpretation may 

be seen as being driven by a pulse of 

positive and negative appreciation from 

the public (Chapter 3). 

The relationship between the pulse and 

the layers of received meaning, together 

define a paradoxical condition of am

bivalence that may let the modern 

shapes appear to be even more form

less. A not unimportant reason for this 

is the types of legitimization that have 

focussed on merely immaterial qualities 

such as space and concept, being suc

cessively linked to various types of ex

perience and notions of quality. 
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1. Modernity and aura, the Panton chair example 

A well known chair designed by Verner Panton and first produced in 

1967 is one of the remarkable forms that was re-established as an 

icon of modernity during the 1980's and 1990's, when it was manu

factured in new variants. Are there differences in meaning between 

the variants and their use of imagination? 
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Towards the end of the 1990's the new modernity of digital technology became more 
and more associated with product design - partly due to certain types of software 
tools for both designing and producing. Is it a surprise that the new modernity has 
found an emotional value in the expressions of former modernity, that the new has 
sometimes been able to slip into some of the old icons of modernism? The reuse of 
such an icon can be demonstrated using the example of the Panton chair from 1967. 
The familiarity with this form, seen from the point of view of product design since 
the 1990's, operates with the fascination for double curvilinearity, and a gesture 
somewhere between folding and bending, that the Panton chair represents as an ob
ject. 

Icon and aura 

photo 
thing about this building is the state of decay in which it is". 

It is not particularly easy to trace the fragility of the essential - and sometimes even 
dramatic- difference of two variants of one and the same 'icon'. For instance, con
sider the way in which the model of the villa Savoye was shown in the Museum of 
Modem Art in New York - with Le Corbusier colors as later additions applied on the 
roof terrace, as suggested by Philip Johnson- compared to how the photographs of 
the decayed villa were used by Bernard Tschumi on a poster. Both examples declare 
the surface treatment as the factor that shapes (with color) or breaks (with urine and 
graffiti) the vitality of the icon. The term of defining this difference - vitality - is not 
so much related to the properties of the form as icon (following the contours) but 
rather to the aura of the form: the properties of suggestion that are responsible for 
different kinds of experience of the same form. 

The Panton chair will be taken as an example to elaborate on this way of observing. 
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The Panton chair 

An exampl~ t?at may in~roduce the theme of aura is the notable presence of a yellow 
Panton chmr m the architectural office of Zaha Hadid. The question is: is the chair a 
proof o.f ~ rene~~d appreciation o~ former.modemism- maybe even the expression 
of Hadtd s ambttlon to become aligned wtth her work within that tradition - or is 
the~e proof of a possible and radical other interpretation of the expression of that 
chatr, compared to when ~twas introduced in 1967? If the latter is possible, it be
comes an even more bummg question: may the identical attribute - the chair in the 
chosen example - serve as a quintessence of an essential other aura of modernity? 

One objective fact to be included in the answer of that question is that the Panton 
cha.ir did not app.ear in yellow before 1983. A different color certainly contributes to 
a dtfferent expenence of the same chair. The status of an original color may be un
ders!oo? a~ a code ~f an original belief. A new color may implicate a conscious de
famtlanzatwn, operung the way to a new experience of the same object. 

A remarkable aspe.ct of the original colors of the Panton chair, however, is that 
though they underline a very particular formal presence, they do not mark or code 
only one kirtd .of belief. There was a whole spectrum of varied colors, such as dusty 
moss green, vwlet, and lemon, as exclusive limited editions. The mass production 
focussed on the orange, the black and the white colors. The difference between the 
classic appea:ance of the black version, and the fashionable appearance of the or
ange versiOn ts ext:eme. The white version may also suggest a less serious presence, 
when compared. wtth the black version - iri combination with other modem design 
features - especially when chromed steel is involved, which evokes the same kitsch 
atmosphere as white leather does in such a combination. 

The classic appearance that the black Panton chair evokes as a plastic artificial chair 
~ay have to d? ~ith it bei~g reminiscent of Bakelite, which in comparison to plastic 
IS an older arttfictal matenal that first appeared in rather dark colors. The black ver
sion is the most abstract and has the most solerrut effect. The application of this color 
on the Panton chair also works most sculpturally, and, as a cantilevered chair con
tradicts the dictate of the airy open gesture of the early tubular chairs of Starn 
Breuer and Mies. ' 

Indeed, color influences the experience of ambivalence that the Panton chair evokes 
by its form. It is so~ehow massive and tends to become a bulky object, but the 
foldecV?ent fre~standm~ surface made from one color without separate details also 
has a d.tsappea.nng quality. The kind of disappearance in black is opposite to that of 
the whtte ver~10n: the black Pant?n chair acts as an absorbing black hole. Its heavy 
presence derues the gesture of lightly surfing on the imagined waves of modem 
space t~at ~e ~bite one is able to suggest. In the black version, one may even read 
somethmg stmtlar to the characteristics of the very black parts of burnt food that 
have st~pped ~utside th~ organic continuity of growth, consumption and dige~tion. 
The whtte versiOn acts hke the white plastic window frames that claim an ecological 
quality because they can be recycled. 

!h~ us~ of the strong contrast of the black and white version was sometimes applied 
1~ mtenors of the 1970's, maybe also because of the suggestive parallel with chess 
pteces. In that color combination the chair did hit a particular nerve of the times, be-
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cause it expressed one of the few possibilities to refer to Op Art in furniture, and not 
least because it was a plastic chair. The plastic aura of 1970's Op Art forms probably 
the most direct link with the lounge party, street wear and website design at the tum 
of the millennium25

. 

In the end, the color yellow does not really add a new contemporary layer of experi
ence to the original color set. It is in no way a strong expression of the period, cer
tainly not in comparison to the orange version and its impact in relation to the early 
seventies. In addition, if the color yellow is more 'pop' compared to black or white, 
it has a more serious effect than orange. If it represents a code of renewal at all, it is 
one of a comeback and a kind of reparation of the former experience of modernity, 
but in a slightly different version. It is like an almost-identical cover of an old pop 
album, that brings back the mood of a bygone period in a contemporary context. It is 
new for the younger generation, and at the same time gives recognition of something 
familiar for an older generation. For the younger generation, the Panton chair is cer
tainly an attribute of a new modernity in the middle of contemporary things, it is a 
piece of luxury. 

The way in which the Panton chair has become part of a changed contemporary con
dition (the new yellow version is not really decisive for reasons explored above) is 
very different from the provocative postmodemist type of reinterpretation of furni
ture: Allessandro Mendini decorating a Czech cubist chair of Pavel Janak in a color
ful way (the original appeared only in black), in a similar way that John Lennon or
dered a decorated Rolls Royce in bright colors (with yellow as a major background 
color). 

Even if the yellow Panton chair would represent the narrative of a subversive yellow 
submarine in the subconscious of the 1970's type of late modernism for Hadid, it is 
still a hidden, and not an obvious or expressed story line. In the case of the color yel
low, being a new color introduced in 1983, it is a conscious choice by Hadid, besides 
being evidently the choice of a color that she likes, and probably indicates a fascina
tion for retouching, for trying to increase the force of an image by reworking it retro
spectively. It is the ambition to explore the potential of modernism more strongly, 
leaving out the weak parts and polishing the strong parts. 

Of course Hadid has a shiny stiff version of the Panton chair, that perfectly matches 
the notion of precision in her models and drawings. Since 1999 a version of the Pan
ton chair has been produced in polyethylene, that is more flexible as a material and 
has a mat surface with a sand motive. It was made as a chair for a large public, a 
chair that for instance can be used in the garden, and one sometimes sees it used as a 
chair for sidewalk cafes. The form is identical. The price is only twenty percent of 
the stiff version. Its aura is also extremely different: instead of an exclusive gesture it 
has an inclusive suggestion, and, particularly in the street when you see somebody 
moving on it, it almost works as a plastic throw-away product, just as the deformed 
plastic beer glasses that may lie around it on the ground. The weak and cheap ver
sion with its tarnished surface gestures - as an image scheme - down towards the 
street; the expensive shiny and stiff version gestures from the floor upwards, as a 
sculpture usually does. The expensive version needs a floor like in a museum; the 
street would easily scratch its base. The cheap version is made to survive outside. It 
is difficult to photograph the difference, but if you have experienced the difference, 
you will also recognize it in the pictures. 
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The cheap Panton chair, placed in the street, is standard neomodem; a re-make in an 
extended production run. The yellow Panton chair in Hadid's office is exclusive 
neomodem: it is already an exclusive chair and Hadid's work intensifies the moder
nity of the chair's presence with more specific exclusive connotations. Conversely, 
the Panton chair helps Hadid's designs to overcome the impression of being con
demned to remain 'paper architecture'. The chair adds an aura of the real to Hadid's 
abstract models and drawings. This aura works as a promise of things to come. Es
pecially in relation to her winning project for the Naples/Afragola High Speed Sta
tion. 

In contrast to the traditional Panton chair one may have the impression of a loss of 
aura in the case of the cheap 1999 version. 

Conclusions that can be drawn from this chapter are: 
1. The way that meaning may be researched, when dealing with an abstract vocabu
lary- as applied in the Panton Chair - is by exploring reference images: a series of 
associations that may be 'projected' as mental images on the open 'screen' of the ab
stract form. The challenge of interpretation is to find possible cultural historic links 
that provide the research with relevant associations. 
2. There is an essential difference between a post-modernist and a neo-modemist 
way of exchanging meaning, replying to an existing modem form, when it comes to 
define a new variant of an existing modem type. The post-modernist way fills it in 
with figurative imagination, while the neo-modernist approach seeks for ways of ex
pressing a different experience of force, such as the effort of slightly 'stiffening' it 
more, or making it look more 'soft' as expression- through a change of colour, ma
terial or treatment of the surface. 
3. The role of suggestion of how a form 'works' in the 'gestures' of two variations 
of one and the same form may be understood and indicated at the base of image
schemata. 
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chair in two variations: the chaise longue by 
Charlotte Perriand and Le Corbusier in the original Paris version (here placed 
in a neomodem house designed by Central Office of Architecture in Los An
geles), and in a bamboo version, as designed by Perriand in Japan. 
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2. Modernity as loss, refusal and fulfillment of aura-type 
aspirations 

Having looked at an object that could apparently just as easily fulfill 

aura-type aspirations of the late 1960's 1 early 1970's as those of the 

1990's - the Panton chair - layers of interpretation since the begin

ning of the 20th century are examined, in particular the way in which 

the notion of aura plays a role in the several decades of modernist 
expression, from the 1920's to the early 1980's. 

Painter and clairvoyant Ingo Swan .in front of his painting 'Aft Ship's View of Sagit
tarius', 1970 
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1920's: loss of, and liberation from, aura 

Modernist art and architecture purposely avoided the notions of subjectivity and con
text. In that sense, modernist art and architecture avoided aura, when defined as an 
"emotional impression made by person or place" (The Penguin English Dictionary). 
One could interpret the whole challenge of'gegenstandslose Kunst' (subjectless art)
a central core of modernist expression - as being motivated by the denial of aura. As 
such, the notions of 'aura' and 'modernity' seem, by definition, to exclude a relation
ship. Some prominent critics of the 1920's avant-garde theory even proclaimed the 
challenge of loosing aura. 

The loss of aura - that Benjamin had problematized with the theme of photographic 
reproduction of a work of art - was only one side of his concern. He also referred 
explicitly to the challenge of liberation from the idea of aura, when he pointed to the 
special quality of some of the photographs of Jean-Eugene Atget, in which no people 
are to be seen. He referred to those photographs in his 'Kleine Geschichte der Photo
graphie'. Some of Atget's images of Paris document a condition of urban density in 
the early morning when there are no people in the streets. Benjamin interpreted the 
documentation of such moments as a "salutary alienation between environment and 
human being". The similar theme of 'absence' may be recognized in Hilberseimer's 
Grossstadt drawings. They apply the Atget-like theme as a self-conscious representa
tion of modernity, a kind of representation that Michael Hays has labeled as 'post
humanist'. 

The opposite idea, to humanize the forms of industrial society (one remembers the 
analogous story line in the efforts of Ruskin and the Arts and Crafts Movement), 
was still present in Art Nouveau in the time of Benjamin's reflections. The exhibition 
on Decorative Arts of 1925 in Paris proved that the border between Art Nouveau and 
early modernist forms was rather hybrid fluid. Art Nouveau was a major reference 
for the idea and valuation of artistic quality. Such valuation had been available since 
1907 in a more contemporary form, as a form of legitimization, as in the valuation 
and choice of examples in Alfred Gotthold Meyer's book 'Eisenbauten'. Some major 
examples that appear in this book, like the Galerie des Machines, were strongly ad
mired by Benjamin, though this did not include the decorative parts that Meyer still 
respected as the artistic 'finishing touch'. Benjamin preferred to experience the steel 
constructions along the parts that were most 'naked' (not decorated in a vegetal-like 
manner). 

In exactly the same manner, Sigfried Giedion pleaded "to scrap the decorative 
slime". Such an opinion still represents the core of what Peter Sloterdijk detects 
more than 70 years later as the major characteristic attitude ofmodernio/6

• 

So, a crucial point in investigating modernity is what the 'more' represented that 
Mies van der Rohe in particular suggested by the 'less' of leaving out the decoration. 
In one of the most vigorous dissertations devoted to the work of Mies, Wolf 
Tegethoff has put, what can be taken as an answer to the given question, both at the 
beginning and at the end of his study. It concerns the explanation that Mies brought 
forward in a talk with Christian Norberg-Schulz in 1958: nature, shelter and human 
beings should be brought together in a 'higher' unity. 
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It is that goal, together with the means by which it was realized - with a transparent 
skin, a floating ground, and framing lines and planes that point towards infinity - that 
leads to the notion of aura, with some connotations of theosophy-inspired art around 
1920. It concerns the notion of the transparent envelope that drawings of astral bod
ies represented as an early topic of abstract art (of which one finds some literal evi
dence in a circle of Utrecht painters, who were inspired by Van Doesburg). The fas
cination of the expressionist architects by crystal forms is probably the most direct 
demonstration of charismatic rays and patterns in architecture. It concerns rays and 
patterns that often express group auras, as they are known in the literature on aura. 

Mies's 'rational' looking design for a skyscraper at the Friedrichstrasse in Berlin may 
be taken as being related to expressionist architecture. At the same time, the drawing 
seems to be dedicated to a similar theme of 'absence' of human presence, as demon
strated in the drawings of Hilberseimer and the photographs of Atget. The often dis
cussed switch from expressionism to Neue Sachlichkeit may apparently also be un
derstood from the thematic switch from an expression of charismatic fulfillment to a 
desired loss of aura, especially as a new character of the public realm. 

The desire to release aura from the dedicated handcraft society became expressed by 
the motivation to detach the allegorical dimension of art and architecture. One may 
conclude on this point that in the 1920's the desire to lose aura - in the sense of its 
popular definition - was often driven by the fascination for an ideation of auratic pu
rification, a theosophic abstract vision with a crystalline transparent cosmic appear
ance. There existed a wide spectrum of forms and expressions of such appearances, 
with two major categories: One that applied rays of light with many colours; The 
other being a strongly introverted ice cube like vision of the expressed sublimation 
of the utmost spiritual. Apparently the non-abstract allegorical habit of letting the 
human hand carve out and express meaning at the base of emotional and social val
ues - codes of knowledge, etiquette, dignity, ownership and social relationships for 
' describing' "who am I?" and "where am I?''- could denied because of another pos
sible idea and expression of character, being and inner world: Aura, an inner and 
'pure' image, one that communicated about the spiritual condition of men individu
ally and united in groups. This type of imagination was mostly related to social uto
pian ideas. To distance one self from ornaments meant for these advocates of an 'in
ner idea' to distance oneself from the codes of appropriation. The involved ideal 
may be defined as giving up the habit of indicating one's personal belongings within 
an open-ended collective- even 'endless' space. 

1930's: the thin light shell (an obvious image of aura) 

In 1929 Sigfried Giedion took the notion of the transparent envelope as a new key 
for a changed understanding of the modem house (Giedion 1929, also see Chapter 
6). Instead of being defined by walls, a modem house is defined by a light skeleton 
just filled with glass. 

Only a few years later, in 1932, this principle, defined by Giedion, was incorporated 
without further ado into the commentary on the Modern Architecture exhibition con
ceived by Philip Johnson and Henry-Russel Hitchcock: "First of all, the modem ar
chitect working in the new style conceives his building not as a structure of brick or 
masonry with thick columns and supporting walls resting heavily upon the earth but 
rather as a skeleton enclosed by a thin light shell."27 Surprisingly, they interpret this 
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as "the principle of volume," and not as the principle of the "penetration of space", 
to use Giedion's rather catch-phrase-like expression. They use it as a basis for a new 
concept of bordering space with "smooth" floors , walls and ceilings of equal status: 
a thin, delicate arrangement. In the discussion on the exhibited architecture, its qual
ity was evaluated in relation to the projected boundaries of space: subdivision and 
color, the material selected, its perfection, etc. This interpretation, derived from 
Riegl, as well as the differentiated nature of their argumentation, can be traced di
rectly back to Oud's lecture: "On the architecture of the future and its architectonic 
potential" . In their work The International Style, conceived and published only a 
short time before, Hitchcock and Johnson point out that Giedion attaches only minor 
significance to their interest in aesthetic questions. In thus defining their position, 
they seek to support their opposing thesis that the Modem Movement developed the 
'prime quality' of architecture in the form of the "refinement" of wall design, are
finement that was demonstrated from a tectonic, Vitruvian standpoint, i.e. the latter 
had merely been modified, but not transcended. In fact, the fundamentally new con
cept of a relationship between the iron structures of the nineteenth century and the 
modem architecture in the United States in 1932 made an aesthetic evaluation of the 
Modem Movement on a classicist basis possible which, in a way, interpreted the im
age of the iron skeleton of the first skyscrapers as a structure inherent in tectonics, 
and as one realized in its 'pure form' in the American buildings of Mies van der 
Robe. That this debate proceeded in a completely different direction to Giedion's 
approach is evident simply from the fact that Mies van der Robe was the very last (in 
1954) to be included by Giedion in his historical portrayal of the Modem Movement 
in Space, Time and Architecture.28 Giedion's goal evidently differed greatly from the 
tectonic interests of Oud and Mies in pure, well-proportioned, lovingly detailed 
form. 

Of those exhibited in 1932, Mies van der Robe had most explicitly practiced the idea 
of a glass skin in one of his private houses: the Tugendhat House in Bmo. The spe
cial character of the type of envelope was put into words in a precise and observant 
style by Raymond Hood, during a symposium on the International Style in the Mu
seum of Modem Art in New York, on February 19th, 1932. Hood said about the 
Tugendhat House: "I had never sensed this business of building a glass house that 
would, at the same time, give privacy." He also specified: "It seemed, at first, a bit 
like a goldfish bowl of glass. But then he put in the interior these solid walls, some
what as one would set up a Japanese screen. Immediately this gave privacy( ... ) and I 
began to understand what Vander Robe was driving at( ... )". 

These kinds of considerations indicate quite precisely on the strength of which qual
ity modernism could become accepted in New York. The glass house apparently had 
the potential to be a metaphorical projection of aura, in which one can feel one self 
'higher', united with the cosmos, but in a way that is comfortable, highly individual 
and pleasant - especially in contrast to the expressionist aura architecture that had 
been most often related to a feeling or practice of group mysticism. 

Seven years after the exhibition on the International Style, modernist architecture at
tained another accent of meaning as a result of Alvar Aalto's contribution to the 
world exhibition in New York. His type of design has ever since been discussed as 
being Scandinavian in an original way. Modernist architecture attained the more 
common meaning of aura as an emotional impression made by person or place29

. 

Hood's remarks about the Tugendhat house already witnessed a vital interest in the 
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meaning of emotional impression made by person or place. Hood's remarks about 
the Tugendhat House already witnessed a vital interest in the meaning of emotional 
value. With the manifestation of Aalto's installation, the notion of 'vitality' became 
expressed more explicitly. The curves of his installation and the fact it was made of 
wood was experienced as a demonstration of specific qualities such as health, safety, 
convenience, comfort, privacy, and beauty. In the United States and in Europe- es
pecially in Scandinavia and Switzerland - Aalto ' s contribution was understood as an 
impulse to modernize architecture in a 'local' way. One may argue that 1. such ' lo
cal' version was able to make modernist architecture "more popular", 2. the abstract 
message of avant-garde became "extended", and 3. modernism was allowed to 
somehow 'return' to the pre-modernist habits and status of pragmatic and comfort
able architecture. 

At least one particular effort in the American, Scandinavian and also Swiss context 
is remarkable in this decade: To involve the emotional argument of comfort in the 
architectural language of modernism. 

1940's: fresh and cool, the radiance of pragmatism 

In a text by James Ford and Katherine Morrow Ford on the modem house (1940) the 
expression 'fresh' has been used several times, as an indication of the new quality of 
the modem approach. In one passage they state: "health, safety, convenience, com
fort, privacy, beauty ( ... ) modem architecture has made a fresh analysis of these 
needs and has not been forced into the compromises so frequently dictated by other 
architectural forms". 

A decade later, the expression 'cool' became a more specific indication of a modem 
condition, after the release of the album "The Birth of the Cool" by Miles Davis. 
'Cool' added something like 'character' to the notion of modern qualities listed by 
the Fords, and counterbalanced them at the same time as a more ambivalent under
standing of a modern lifestyle. It was the nightlife urban counterpart to the sun and 
green suburban vision of the Fords. Both 'fresh' and 'cool' represent notions of an 
emotional, somewhat light response to the challenge of modernity that was presented 
by Sigfried Giedion in a much more serious form in Space, Time and Architecture 
( 1941) - a book that would drill several generations of architects with the doctrine of 
modernist architecture. 

During the Second World War modernist architects in the USA had almost nothing 
to do, but in the second part of the 1940's they could suddenly start to realize brand 
new buildings that became the export product in the successful travelling exhibition 
'USA builds'. 

It is typical for the understanding of the period that the Fords qualified the notion of 
modernity in the architecture of the immigrant architects Gropius, Breuer, Mies van 
der Robe, Saarinen and Ruthenberg as being "essentially American". "These men 
have been quick to catch the spirit of America, to appraise its opportunities for new 
rationales and mediums, and for new uses of materials. They are now making their 
own performance essentially American. They and their students are producing, not 
an 'international style', but a new American architecture, cosmopolitan in spirit, but 
native both in form and detail- a genuine expression of American individuality." 
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The notions 'fresh' and 'cool' came up in a time period that reflects the potential of a 
modern style as a particular identity and lifestyle in the USA. 'Fresh' articulated an 
emotional belief in the power of rational rethinking of types and habits in a radical 
way; 'cool' articulated the experience of a controlled emotion for creative uses (e.g. 
in jazz music). Aura, when defined in the way the popular dictionary does, as an 
"emotional impression made by person or place" could be discussed during the 
1940's in relation to modern architecture. Of its presence could be said that its ap
proach is 'fresh' and its appearance 'essentially American'. 

In this period, while teaching and writing in the United States, Giedion operated 
from a double conceptual track: On the one hand, he did not wish to reflect the ap
pearance of modernist forms but rather the ideas 'behind' them. This conviction he 
published in 'Space, Time and Architecture' (1941); On the othe~ hand, after the 
Second World War, he found it necessary to place the type of architecture that was 
documented in the book of the Fords (who lived themselves in a house designed by 
Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer) into an international perspective of various 
places in the world where modern architecture was realized. In the resulting book, 
'A decade of modern architecture'- about the decade 1935-45- only reappears one 
of the examples of the Fords: Gropius' own house. But the mood and style of the 
presented USA houses are not that different. In fact the two books together docu
ment a coherent spectrum. Giedion, however, succeeded in creating the impression 
of a changed mood using a set of selected photographs previous to his documenta
tion of architecture: Examples of modern art and furniture. Just before the part where 
architecture begins Giedion places the wooden chairs of Charles and Ray Eames. It 
was probably the best possible choice for including the 'fresh' and 'cool' considera
tions of the period, making 'the American Look' desirable within an international 
context in comparison with the effect of the protective isolationist arguments of the 
Fords. 

1950's: 'spatial acoustics' as the auratic theme of post-war modern 

architecture 

Up to this point, the discussion has focussed on a 'pure' expression of an idea of aura 
in the glass type of house by Mies: the transparent envelope as the shape of an au
ratic suggestion. Giedion developed an entirely different idea of an architecture that 
"radiates space", for which he wished to focus on an aspect other than the quality of 
transparency: on the feeling of tension in between forms, as if the surfaces of build
ings have the capacity to emanate a spatial effect on the onlooker. This became real 
for him as an experience when walking along the Rockefeller Center in New York, 
" in which large buildings stand in a many-sided relationship to one another" (845)

30
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Giedion's rather vague notion of "a decisive force of planes" in his experience at the 
Rockefeller Center has been reflected more often by him during the post war period 
of modern architecture in relation to a sculptural type of architecture that "radiates 
space". Such an idea- that can be understood as a Sinnbild of aura- is best recog
nized and formulated in what Carola Giedion W elcker wrote about the new and spa
tial faculties of modern sculptures in 1954: "A new and fundamental sense of space 
seems to be manifesting itself Figures and objects are no longer placed in self
contained isolation; the sculptor's aim is to animate the space surrounding the form 
and emanating from the form. He uses every possible means of bringing space to life 
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as an emotional stimulus." Sigfried Giedion wrote in 1966 that Le Corbusier's design 
for St. Die had been the first of such a type of new sculptural presence in architec
ture. He used the term spatial acoustics to be able to suggest the power of the forms 
to emanate space towards each other, with as a result an invisible but to be felt ten
sion field of rather complex interaction. 

1960's: the shine of a 'heroic period' in modern architecture 

With the several extended editions of 'Space, Time and Architecture', Giedion 
wished .to document and prove the success of a continuous 'new tradition'. A younger 
generatiOn, however, expressed their impression that the early period had been an 
extremely powerful one, and maybe the more successful one. Alison and Peter 
Smithson visited and described Le Corbusier's Salvation Army's building in Paris -
"still radiating its original force"- and in 1955 James Stirling had already visited and 
described the special quality of Le Corbusier's villa at Garches (when he was asked 
to write an article on the Jaoul houses). The special attention for the magic in Le 
Corbusier's early architecture found its theory in the writings of Colin Rowe and its 
later use- as a 'learning from' experience- in the architecture of the New York Five 
(Hejduk, Eisenman, Graves, Meier, Gwatmey). 

T~e Smithsons introduced the term 'heroic period', not so much as a master type of 
vtew, but rather as a catalogue of intriguing objects. They seem to have read Walter 
Benj.amin's thesis, that the aura of a work of art is lost through photographic repro
duction, as a plea for aura. A concern about aural quality was expressed in relation to 
their experience of modernity. Peter Smithson took Benjamin's quote about aura 
very literally - "The magic is in the objects themselves and is not there in photo
g~aphs ~~ the~." - when talking about th~ well-known S~h6derhouse designed by 
Rtetveld . He ts also one of the first archttects who explamed the function of pho
tography in seeing, visiting and evaluating architecture. "The picture which I held in 
my mind for all these years - the one that Le Corbusier had planted there, for one 
must assume it. wa~ he who decided (or allowed) that entrance far;:ade should occupy 
a ~hole page m hts Oeuvre Complete- was, I now realized, one side only." The 
Smtthsons encouraged a nostalgia for a 'heroic period' of modem architecture be
cause its witness had an aura that seemed to have been vaporized in the archite~ture 
of the later period. This was documented in a book which was overloaded with pho
tographs, that had themselves started to work as 'icons'. Later research would stress 
the ~ction of the role of the 'magic' in the photographs themselves, as a function of 
remmder, message, and above all, ofmise-en-scene32 • 

The Smithsons certainly had a good eye for a building with a certain magic that 
"trancends the ordinary"

33
• In their publications they maintained - after tho~e of 

Giedion- the focus on Le Corbusier (as did Colin Rowe), but they brought Mies van 
der Rohe to the fore in another way, in comparison to Giedion and Rowe: "An archi
tecture of the enjoyment of luxury materials, of the well-made, of the high finish. It 
is special to Mies and occasional to Le Corbusier and Gropius·"34 As in this indica
tion of the importance of enjoyment, the Smithsons contributed to a general shift that 
paid more attention to the refined object character of some 'magic' examples of mod
ernism, such as those of Pierre Chareau, Eileen Gray, and Melnikov. A sort of con
sequ_en~e of thi~ was that, along that track of examples they found new proof of 
magtc m the penod after the heroic period, especially in the work of Jean Prouve and 
Charles and Ray Eames. The focus of the Smithsons can of course be widened lim-

' 
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ited, or shifted again, but it can also be brought up-to-date again, with remarkable 
ease, as done in a lucid way by Jasper Morrison in his little book 'A World without 
Words' (1998). Morrison positions the emotional colored choice in a clever way, like 
those of the Smithsons, in a more conceptual frame, by a range of images such as a 
photo of furniture testing in a factory, an eccentric image, a critical cartoon, etc. Has 
the former taste of modernism become raised to a conceptual level here, or is it that a 
critical conceptual attitude has been applied just in order to return to the silent, word
less level of 'taste' again? 

The question is whether, in the end, all of this theory has liberated the notion of 
modernity from an exclusive connection with the aura of the 'heroic period' of mod
em architecture and its masters. Is it still, from the Smithsons up to Morrison, in the 
choice of a certain range of specific images? Or is that range the specific backbone 
that has been filtered out through various phases of opposite taste and opinion as the 
expressive side of modernity as such? 

What the Smithsons detected in quite a convincing way was the fact that the ability 
to express modernity had become a problem after the heroic period. For them, 
Eames and Prouve belonged to the few that found an active and fresh reinterpreta
tion, with the potential suggestion of a continuity of the heroic aura. 

The admiration and dependency of an early aura discouraged most members of the 
generations that followed from seeing themselves as authors and producers of a 
similar level. The Smithsons tried to resist that frustration, when they positioned 
themselves as a third generation after Schinkel and Mies. In their way of operating in 
the imagery, however, they were not convincing enough to prove this on behalf of 
their own work. Only with some photographs of the Economist building could they 
suggest the quality for which they strove, looking at the examples of the heroic pe
riod. These photographs represent a similar kind of 'icon' when compared to the kind 
of examples of modernity that they published as critics of the masters' work. For 
two reasons the Smithsons (and with them Team Ten) could not obtain the status of 
a third master generation: 1. Their catalogue of critical examples was essentially lar
ger in scope than that of a restricted masters selection type of approach, like 
Giedion, Pevsner, Hitchcock and Blake had practiced; 2. Their own work does in no 
way have the presence of a 'source', in a way that the work of Aalto, Corbusier or 
Mies has. One could argue that the Smithsons became rather more consumers than 
producers, of an aura they admired; consumers with a strong personality. Their posi
tion activated a strategy of collecting exceptionally good examples. 

Peter Eisenman wrote in 1972 about the Smithsons: "( . . . ) they possess a sensibility 
and an understanding of architecture as a history of social and cultural change; but 
above all, they have a total commitment to architecture as a way of life. This is the 
stuff of which architecture is made. It is the way in which architecture will continue 
to challenge as well as reflect the aspirations of a way of life." From the way Eisen
man describes his view of challenge, it is clear that for him the Smithsons personify, 
because of their commitment, the very notion of modem architecture of that mo
ment. They themselves rendered aura to the heritage of the 'heroic' experience of 
modern architecture that they pictured in their articles and books. They themselves, 
with the integrity oftheir enthusiasm, provided the radience of a 'heroic period' in 
modem architecture. 
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Late 1970's I early 1980's: the polish of modernist post-modernism 

The practice of collecting examples has been continued, especially by Rem Kool
haas. His next phase as a consumer of the notion of aura was that of the less known, 
sometimes even of examples that had been judged to be kitsch (like the architecture 
of Wallace Harrison). This attractor kind of notion became fully explored in the 
copy-paste practice of modernist postmodemism. Looking at images of modem ar
chitecture became a ritual, described by Koolhaas as "every time I flip through this 
series of modernist images". The ritual represents a search through considerably 
more images than just the cliche ones that carried a former - and in the meantime 
bankrupted -historiography. 

The consumer way of searching for aura has been expressed in terms of preference: 
some examples of architecture have 'it', others don't. Colin Rowe much preferred Le 
Corbusier to Mies. Koolhaas played the same game in terms of preference: "For me, 
the key moments of modernist composition come from Mies, certainly over Le Cor
busier, and from Leodinov, much before Gropius. I could continue to make a list, but 
I doubt this would seem very original." 

Mies and other famous references tum up in a complex mixed way in Koolhaas's 
own practice as a designer. The meaning of similarity between old and new modem
ism can be understood as a result of that mix. In fact, Le Corbusier shows up in the 
early projects more often than Mies. "The design for a dance theater in Schevenin
gen by the OMA office invites a comparison with the Soviet palace design by Le 
Corbusier. It shows OMA's interest for constructivism, that also impressed the 
young Le Corbusier. The design for the dance theatre is more free and plastic, how
ever; it carries the aura of the fifties in the manner of Corbu" (1985)35

. It is not a 
pure matter of 'quoting' that intrigues here, but the notion of icon and aura con
sciously relating to different time periods of modernity, which make it an intelligent 
postmodem design. 

Like Koolhaas, many movie directors, writers, painters and photographers did por
tray many places of modernism, even of 'vulgar functionalism', as interesting places. 
For instance, Wim Wenders showed La Defence as intriguing scenery. The medium 
of representation could apparently add a notion of fascination from the side other 
that the one of architectural authorship. It is often based on such a frame of being 'in
trigued' - with the hard to define relativeness of modernist architecture as a motive or 
background - that advertisements for new modem product design have found a way 
to re-define the inheritance of former decades. Consider, for instance, a demonstra
tion of new sport shoes with the city of Brasilia as a background. In such examples, 
modernism acquires a meaningful retrospective expressiveness - indeed in a reversed 
way: life is not extended through patina, information, an interesting author, or the 
sense of a unique experience, but the vital factor is added, like in movies about a his
torical personality, played by an actor who looks and moves much better than the 
person that he or she is representing. The deficiency of the original is corrected by 
the presence of a more original; like Koolhaas 'playing' Harrison36

• The boring is 
framed in such a way that it becomes interesting. Uninteresting things are related 
through a mise-en-scene so that they become fascinating. The shine of the original 
does not arrive from a core, but from the polishing of a surface. All such kinds of re
versals may be understood as kinds of 'repair'. In all the mentioned reversals, the ef
ficiency of suggestion is more relevant than the 'truth' of an author's original inten-
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tion. !he given situation is paired with a new and maybe random product, thought or 
emotiOn, but at least an involved one. The presence of modern form is repaired in 
order to represent a contemporary concept. The reader is placed in the position of be
ing a consumer, who in tum has been placed in the position of somebody who has to 
reinvent the relevance of a possible new plot of the given story. All those who are 
born in modernist architecture had or have to do this in some way, and they form 
almost, if not already, a majority in this postmodem world. They had or have tore
invent or re-find the content of the promising terms that potentially vitalize modern
ism: 'fresh' and 'cool'. These are terms that try to indicate an emotional content that 
~e holistic doctrines of 20th century modernity never provided as a theory; 'doc
tnnes that only referred to the a priori beyond the experienced world, that Immanuel 
Kant had already defined - in an isolated position - as being those of space and time. 

What Wen~ers, Eno, Yamamoto and many others (in the visual arts, music, photog
raphy, fashwn, etc) have contributed is a notion of ambivalence that is not exclu
sively related to the promising side of modernity, but also to the suspicious side. 
Koolhaas sees it as an exploration of an intuitive contact with all that is "inevitable". 

What may be concluded from this chapter is that it is possible to distinguish different 
notions of aura in relation to the vocabulary of 201

h century modern architecture: 
1. A conscious paradigmatic shift of aura as 'personal and local ambience' to 'pure 
inner astral experience', as demonstrated in various projects of avant-garde art and 
architecture. 
~·The ~oherently manife~ted 'functionalism' and 'international style' holds one par
ticular unage of aura, bemg the shape of the transparent envelop, "like a goldfish 
bowl of glass" (Hood on Mies 's architecture). 
3. In American pragmatism the notion of aura refers to its more popular definition of 
an emotional impression made by person and place, being expressed in modern ar
chitecture. 
4. Once modem architecture was established as a 'tradition', the scheme of aura
the imagined 'radiation' -was used to legitimize relative massive sculptural- some
times 'free form'- architecture, especially during Le Corbusier's post-war period. 
5. The rise of the Team 10 generation represents a second return to the notion ofper
sonal .and. local ambience, this time with a focus on personal choice and preference, 
resultmg m an aura of 'commitment'. 
6. Postmode~ modernists like Koolhaas have not only recycled the perceived 'good' 
modem.architecture of the past (the examples that Team 10 admired), but also trivial 
modernism. The earl~er 'lack of aura' oftrivial modernism (of for instance Harrison) 
has been replaced with the gloss of well formulated tracts (such as 'Delirious New 
York' , 'generic city' and 'junk space'). 

The first notion is defined in a dialectical way; the second one is formal· the third 
politi~al; the fourth is schematic in the manner of art theoretical argumedtation; th; 
~fth IS b~s.ed on a restricted personal choice of examples (that 'work' auratic); the 
Sixth position carries the aura of admired 'retroactive' reinterpretation of modem 
fonns. 
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3. Modernity as a twin phenomenon of promise and sus

picion 
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A dialectic pulse of promise and suspicion dic

tates moments of changing appreciation, a 

mechanism that constitutes the notion of layers 

of interpretation, as described in chapter 2. 

The mechanism of the dialectic pulse is ex

plored here in terms of suggestive experience. 

Following this explanation, the manners of 

representing an aura of modernity may also be 

understood in terms of constructions of sug

gestive experience. 

Manners of representing the aura of modern design 

Modernity claims the status of men's independence from God and religion. At the 
same time, it activates the curiosity to act from the vacant position: both the theory 
about the fourth dimension- from the 1920's, that was spread around as the word of 
the modem bible directly after the war - as the one about virtual space since the 
1990's, are concerned with the possibility of a contact with a world that penetrates 
reality from outside. This may explain the similarity between the representation of 
aura of modernity and the representation of aura in religious scenes: the saint is a 
normal human being, but there are different kinds of mise-en-scene to accentuate 
her/him as being special and an exception, in the sense of his/her being connected to 
a world outside that penetrates reality: (1.) an indirect or 'hidden' way, by rays of 
light, or by a certain spot, angle or plane through/along which the light falls; (2.) an 
integrated, or 'woven in' way, through the presence of certain attributes that represent 
a sacred and symbolic value; and (3.) a pointed extra on top of the image -the aure
ole around the head. Similar ways of accentuating a notion of aura may be recog
nized in relation to the 'modem' experience of architecture and its modernist win
dows, doors, stairs, kitchen, bathroom and furniture, as part of the spatial experience 
that is sketched I painted I photographed I filmed I photoshopped. 

1. The indirect/hidden way was demonstrated by Sigfried Giedion looking at the 
painting Mother and Child, c. 1650, by Pieter de Hoogh, to uncover a motive of 
Mies van der Robe's approach: "an inner affinity with Piet Mondrian as well with 
Mies van der Robe's balancing of plane surfaces." The same words Giedion repeats 
in the caption under the photograph he made himself of a comer of Mies's Bacardi 
Office Building: "Relation between the surfaces and floor and ceiling ( ... ) the crys
tal clarity of the building". The presence of a detailed travertine floor in Mies's 
building is made present in te photograph with a similar precision as the Dutch 1 ih 
century example, also expressing continuity from inside to outside, created by the 
detail of the floor. In the Hoogh' s painting the most immaterial spots, created by the 
light effect, are at the left side a part of the floor (with recognisable lines of joining). 
The comparison makes De Hoogh 's painting part of a modem perception, and ren
ders aura to Giedion's not very professional photograph of Mies's work. One may 
even question whether the visual construction is the only convincing factor here, as 
the operation of comparing follows the same logic of fascination when a particular 
house becomes more interesting because the information is added that a famous per
son lived or grew up in it. The notion of famous slips into the object and fills it with 
aura. A historical trajectory is projected. 

2. Le Corbusier had a very pointed view on how only a limited number of industri
ally produced elements, woven into the scenery, could tum the whole into a modem 
experience. He argued that it could even be enough to limit oneself to windows and 
staircases, designed in a modem way7

. The wooden house of Martienssen, copying 
a Corbusier type in the middle of the wilderness, looks modem due to the horizontal 
modem type of frame of the window, as an exception woven within a traditionalist 
codex, that for that reason ceases to be traditional. With the house aux Mathes, Le 
Corbusier himself extends his own argument by placing and using traditional mate
rials in a way that is experienced as modem. 

3. The effect of adding an isolated feature is again of another nature: the photograph 
of a zeppelin near the Eiffel Tower makes the 19th century construction more mod-
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em (as the finishing touch of a promised modernity, and as a first touch of new 
things to come), like 1960's Brasilia filmed today with a user of a mobile phone in it, 
or an athlete with the latest running shoes. This technique was often used by the con
structivists, and much later also in the montages of Archigram and Superstudio. 

The impact of such manners I aspects created together - in the library of architectural 
books, during a certain period - something like an overall aura of 'belief around the 
modem vocabulary as a whole. The immense theoretical defense of modem qualities 
in the period from the 1920's till the 1960's saw the different conditions of renewal 
of the inherited reality from behind, within and without, so to speak, as coordinates 
of one module. The defense forced itself to have the tone and convergence of a sys
tem, a method and a belief: all in one (later in the 1970's and 1980's criticized as 'the 
project of the modem'). A coherent state of being and acting man - in his definitive 
divorced position from nature - from where he could dominate and regulate the 
world. That the dream of avant garde had been the individual experience of this 'sys
tem' as a cosmic event, without necessarily being religious, had become reduced to a 
hidden motive. lin fact already from the late 1930's onwards the notion of modem 
architecture limited itself to the argument of practibility. However that notion of the 
functional was related as well specifically to characterises of the new. In the way in 
which the new was shown, the modem treatment of the ancient themes of represent
ing aura plays a role, that became further popularized in the advertisements for new 
products, as applied within the context of modem urban space and modem architec
ture, culminating in the world wide propaganda for modem products and design after 
the Second World War. 

Alternating positive and negative valuation 

In 1946 J.M. Richards wrote that modernity entered the house through the kitchen. 
The example points very clearly to the core of conviction that represents a type of 
modernization of the architectural environment: a new hygienic and functional envi
ronment, easy to clean, practical to work in. It represents a milestone of worldwide 
success as a result of an important implication: the old type of kitchen with its stove 
in relation to the traditional type of construction of a house, had represented a major 
cause of fire and destruction, now tamed by modem control and techniques. 

The aspect of taming is an essential ingredient of modernity, aimed in terms of con
trol. However, every step in responsibility beyond the one of the individual user still 
implicates the notion of danger. All forms of acceleration and channeling of energy 
are dependent on a type of control that is modem, and that defines the condition of 
modernity. In a related way, every modernist expression is related to the twin phe
nomenon of promise and suspicion that is inherent in modernity. 

Of promise: modernity has always represented the reality of the new, made possible 
by technology. As a fascination, aspects like speed, floating experience and flowing 
space have become related to objects like airplanes, and today these aspects are still 
associated with a specific range of 'smooth', 'light', 'transparent' or 'shining' expres
sions in architecture. 

Of suspicion: modernity, as such, has always also been suspected, and such suspi
cion has, from time to time, been confirmed in serious accidents, such as when on 
October 22 in 1895, a locomotive crashed right through the facade of the Gare de 
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Montpamasse in Paris, and fell one floor level down onto the street. Many contem
poraries saw his accident as 'the fair price' for the modem desire for speed. The acci
dent was therefore able to mark and embody a negative valuation of modernity, 
which was capable of throwing a shadow on the spectacular industrial appearance of 
the six years old Eiffel Tower, for instance. 

Of promise (again): towards the end of the 1920's the Eiffel Tower became related to 
the optimistic message of Le Corbusier's architecture. All of a sudden, Sigfried 
Giedion could propose the Eiffel Tower - as an open construction - as the conceptual 
start of the contribution of the engineer within the historical development towards 
modem architecture of Le Corbusier, Bauhaus, ClAM, etc. 

Negative and positive valuation alternated, as long as there was a public debate on 
the positive and negative sides of modernity. A certain critical mass was needed to 
convince as a form oflegitimization of modernity. 

The two World Wars, in particular, mark the waves of a dialectical pattern ofprom
iseloptimism versus suspicion/skepticism, concerning the expression of modernity in 
architecture as modernism. Within the polar structure of this dialectical pattern, there 
was no alternative than that the maximum suspicious side of modernity, that mani
fested itself through the power of industrially organized destruction of the World 
War Two Machine (in combination with the identity of a neohistoricist Nazi
architecture), had to be become corrected with the help of a symbol of belief in the 
power of modernity to reconstruct society and the devastated cities. Modem archi
tecture (now seen as a brand of the Anglo-Saxon liberators of Europe in the first 
place) offered that symbol worldwide, especially through a transatlantic exchange 
and fusion of American technology and (Americanized) European style. 

T~e power of that symbol - modem architecture as a representation of sheer opti
mism - came to a definite end with the postmodemism of the 1980's. The language 
of.modem architecture was continued by various architects, however, either out of 
n~IVete, or as a tool of a postmodem agenda, that wanted to prove the idea I mecha
rusm I potential of ambivalence. Since its becoming evident, the rise of 'modern 
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within the postmodem' towards the end of the 1980's, promise and suspicion are no 
longer separated and opposed ideological aspects, but related aspects; two sides of 
the same coin. Ever since the insights of a postmodem condition, the aim is more to 
accept the twin phenomenon of promise and suspicion as an inter-related phenome
non. 

The new premise of valuation has become the way architecture is mediated - archi
tecture in its relatedness to the way it is photographed, filmed, communicated; archi
tecture not as the representation of a belief or ideology, but architecture as a medi
ated experience or part thereof. The second wave of postmodemist taste profits as 
much from this condition as that of the new modernism. It is interesting how opin
ions are expressed during the process of alternating valuations. For example Robert 
Venturi is cted on the cover of the Architectural Record, more than 35 years after his 
influential book 'Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture' with the following 
sentence: "I have never been post-modem". 

The argument proceeds by relating the notion of suggested experience to the 
construction of architectural history. 

Suggested experience 

Suggested experience is an important ingredient for the acceptance and rejection of 
modernity. When one looks more closely at the suspicion of modernity in the recent 
past, the photograph showing the moment of collapse of the housing blocks of the 
Pruit lgoe estate in St. Louis on the 15th of July 1972 (when they were blown up) 
works as a suggestive experience in a sequence of images in chronological order, as 
proposed by Colin Rowe: a model of the Plan Voisin ofLe Corbusier of 1922-1925, 
and photographs of Stuyvesant Town in New York, 1951, and La Defence in Paris, 
1970. The experience of the sequence suggests that it was not only the estate in St. 
Louis that was blown up - as an incident - but also a concept of modem architecture 
in the field of urban design that had been active worldwide over a period of fifty 
years. 

The experiential level of the example would not be so strong, if modem architecture 
had only been active as a model for urban design. The strength of the experience 
comes from the fact that modem architecture had proposed a way of living that- be
yond the kitchen and the bathroom - was felt to be worn out during the second half 
of the 1970's. The experience of such bankruptcy of modernity - the experience of 
disillusion within the scale of the arrangement at home - was expressed by putting 
out Eames and Panton chairs on the curbside to be collected as garbage. Only after 
that practice could the photograph of the blowing up of Pruit lgoe Estate work as a 
suggestive experience: killing the monster within the frame of historiography. Now 
it was over, forever. 

Suggestive experience is like the shift of color of a stage light that may create a dra
matic change of mood within the same spatial arrangement. 

Since the late 1990's, the color seems to have changed again. The fairly high prices 
of the saved Eames and Panton furniture from the 1960's and 1970's in neo 'antique' 
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(or 'modem classic') design shops proves the cultural cyclical difference with that of 
the first period of postmodemist taste. 

Aura of modernity in terms of 'presence' -the role of specific char

acteristics in the vocabulary of modern architecture 

Specific attributes, that merely represent 'secondary' aspects at first glance, play a 
major role in both the rejection and appreciation of an architecture that represents 
modernity. Pieces of furniture, details of railings, windows etc., may be nothing less 
than the decisive 'finishing touch' of the formative part of the suggestive medium, of 
aura. The difference between the features of an object that were convincing for the 
purpose of a 'general' seduction of modem architecture - like the Randell Estate in 
London on the cover of the book Introduction to Modem Architecture (1946)- and of 
an object that was convincing as a 'general' rejection of modem architecture - the 
Pruit Igoe Estate being blown up in 1972 - show that difference is about details. The 
model is identical! 
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It was not these features themselves that were discussed, however, but the fact that 
that the model was felt to be inadequate. 

The photographs of the 1960's and 1970's illustrate how the Eames and Panton 
chairs created an aura of modernity, and correspond with specific other characteris
tics in architectural and interior design. In the 1990's, the aural spectrum has 
changed definitively. The same Panton chair in the architectural office of Zaha 
Hadid articulates other suggestions of pliability of space and form. 

Once modernist imagination returns, there are also other associations; other image 
comparisons spring to mind, so much so that - taking another example - one could 
bring the plywood Arne Jacobson chair, with its symmetrically placed holes, in rela
tion to the design of Nokia portable telephones, and even further with the eyes and 
ears of the Manga Comic personality Ann Lee, animated by Pierre Huyge, resulting 
in the movie Ann Lee "Two Minutes Out of Time" (2000). Similar forms are related 
to different similarities. 

It is typical that Jasper Morrison ends his World without Words (1998) with a 
wellknown cartoon, which originally represented a critique of Loos. It would be 
wrong to conclude that all that Morrison has shown ends up in a notion of critique. 
What is suggested is that the image of critique has grown into the mindscape of con
temporary fascinations . Cartoons that criticize modernist architecture have become 
part of a debate that is interested in the potential of the cartoon itself in order to revi
talize modernist expression. Modernity then no longer represents good, as a cate
gory, but might feel good, when the sensibility of the observer and I or the architect 
has collected a rich and 'convincing' spectrum of ingredients. 

Concern 

During the first period of mass production of modem/modernist design - after the 
Second World War - a certain aura of modernity was realized, then - from the 
late1960's till the 1980's- it became more and more intensively denied, and- since 
the 1990's - it has been revitalized and renewed. Having being renewed, it turns out 
to have changed impact and meaning. 

Reconsidering an aura of modernity 

In German-speaking countries, a discussion was started on a 'zweite Modeme' during 
the 1990's. The question if one could speak of a second episode of modem architec
ture was discussed, this mainly in relation to architecture from countries other than 
Germany. There can be no doubt, however, that the notion of modernity in relation 
to the architecture of, for example, Diller & Scofidio, Gehry, Ito, Herzog & De Meu
ron, Koolhaas, Nouvel and Sejima, is fundamentally different when compared to the 
type of legitimization practiced by the Swiss art historian and Harvard professor Sig
fried Giedion, who updated his defense of modem architecture regularly until his 
death in 1968. It is no longer claimed, and certainly not in the absolute way Giedion 
did, that modem architecture is the advent of a "third space conception" in the world 
history of architecture. Nor is it viewed anymore as an ethically pure representation 
of a democratic idea. The two buildings that represented those two keys of under
standing were the Le Corbusier's Swiss student center in Paris and the Graduate 
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Center at Harvard University in Cambridge Mass., designed by Walter Gropius38
• 

Neither of the two buildings today represents a really central issue of interest for a 
historical or typological analysis. Most architects and historians have forgotten that 
these buildings were once considered to be that crucial and important. 

Nevertheless, it still may be assumed that 'modem' ways of building and experienc
ing our cities imply quite specific manners and habits of looking and thinking, and 
thus of perception. It is on that level that constructivism of the early 1920's, for in
stance, and deconstructivism of the late 1980's formed an experienced coherence. In 
fact, it is during various periods of the 20th century that architectural thinking sur
rendered itself to comparable suggestive ideas such as floating volumes, transparen
cies, mobile forces, cinematic effects, flowing space, etc. 

The experiential level raises the question of whether it is possible to conceive and 
speak of some kind of continuity of modernism in some examples of today's archi
tecture, despite the recognized failures and a shipwrecked ideology. An even more 
urgent question is how an experienced continuity may correlate with the notion of a 
break. 

During the early 1980's, Colin Rowe in the Anglo-Saxon world, and Heinrich Klotz 
in the German speaking part of the world, insisted that there was a break in the no
tion of modernity in relation to architecture after the generally felt failures of mod
ernist architecture to shape a vital cityscape. Words like 'machine' and 'function' 
were ideal weapons for dismissing the failed idealism of the Modem Movement, but 
above all to dismiss the rules of functionalist/modernist architecture in the field of 
urban design. In the books they published in the 1990's, however, they reconsider a 
continuity of thinking within the iconography of modem forms, with certain implied 
habits. Klotz goes as far as to consider "a second step in the process of moderniza
tion", with the new minimalism and deconstructivism in architecture as two lines 
that document the continuity of modernism (while he is still stressing the misfortune 
of the vulgar functionalism of the recent past). Rowe is more skeptical, avoids men
tioning any example of contemporary expression at all, and both wisely and humor
ously quotes Karl Marx: "Great ideas come around twice, first as tragedy, second as 
parody." He disapproves of much of the contemporary debate ("a talk about linguis
tics and miscellaneous intellectual bric-a-brac"). Beut Rowe nevertheless treats the 
content and inheritance of modem architecture along the Panovsky-like premise of 
iconography (which marked his almost life-long Le Corbusier research in the line of 
Wittkower), along two premises of an architectural idea as text (epistemology and 
eschatology), and reflects on the nature and origin of mechanization and its opposite 
in architectural attitudes through the premises 'mechanism' and 'organism'. 

It is after two moments of such profound reorientation - first a break with modem 
architecture and the assumption of a new definitive phase with an interest for post
modernist architecture, and secondly critical efforts to see some continuity of either 
forms (Klotz) or habits (Rowe) of modernism - that the question of how an experi
enced continuity may correlate with the notion of a break may be posed. 

The way an answer is formulated in the following chapters is by the valuation of the 
acts of introducing, doubting and reinterpreting a notion of modernity as three acts 
on their own. Each act has functioned as a precondition for a possible auratic percep
tion of the vocabulary of modem architecture: 1. by declaring the existence of a 'he-
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roic period'; 2. by declaring modem architecture to be 'dead'; 3. by taking 'the 
formless' as a challenge, allowing for a post-modem modernism. There is no motif 
of historical continuity in cultural and architectural thinking that could link the con
tents of these declarations. However, their potential loads of a uratic perception may 
very well become linked already in collective memory, in a similar way as passion
ate love, fear, indifference and magic get easily connected in the baggage of an indi
vidual's experience. 

The work of one specific architect involuntarily plays a crucial role in defining the 
period of a gereal doubt, with little to no acceptance of modem architecture. It con
cerns two complexes designed by Minori Yamasaki. Charles Jencks has taken the 
day that the Pruit lgoe Estate was blown up as the definitive end of Modem Archi
tecture. The Pruit Igoe Estate became the embodied object of symbolic condemna
tion of modernism in architectural history. Twentynine years later another Yamasaki 
design, the World Trade Center in New York, was demolished, this time as the result 
of a fatal terrorist attack. The WTC became the first martyr of modernism in archi
tectural history. 

It may be concluded from this chapter that: 
1. Suggested experience is an important theme as part of the introduction of newness 
of modem design at the end of the 1920's. Some exemples of this introduction may 
be understood as a modem treatment of the ancient themes of representing aura in 
the visual arts. 
2. The aura of modernity that architectural modernism may communicate is not lim
ited to its original notion of newness. The aura may change with the alternating posi
tive and negative valuations. Similar forms may be related to different similarities. 
3. The status of modem architecture changes periodically according to an alternating 
positive and negative valuation. Even Rowe and Klotz, two major theoretical oppo
nents of modem architecture and advocates of postmodemism, towards the end of 
their lives wished to see a critical effort towards some continuity with a positive 
value of either forms (Klotz) or ethics (Rowe) of modem architecture. Their attitudes 
converged in the period of postmodemist architecture - when they had a common 
enemy - and diverged during the rise of neomodemist architecture: A split of atten
tion for on the one hand formal refinement and on the other, ethics. 
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PART II. SHAPING 
Particular manipulations in the defense of modern archi

tecture 

Part II investigates three levels of legitimization 

of modernist imagination, that have together 

acted towards a coherent, almost monolithic, 

understanding of modernist design and archi

tecture. 

One level is defined by the physical effects of 

visual presentation through photographs that 

pretend to represent a fundamental new way of 

seeing (Chapter 4). 

Another level is the programmatic and rhetori

cal level, of introducing ideas that became ac

cepted as collective ideas in relation to a type 

of research as executed by the so-called Mod

ern Movement, framed by the ClAM organiza

tion (Chapter 5). 

The third level is the intuitive level of reasoning 

that aspires to find an interpretation for the 

modernist vocabulary within the context of the 

world history of western culture (Chapter 6). 
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4. Pretentious photographs: manipulations of perceiving 

and remembering architecture 

Photography has been a most effective medium in which to construct 

the suggestive visual experience of newness and modernity: "a pic

ture (. .. ) that abolished perspective and forced objects and propor

tions into the two-dimensional plane" (Sigfried Giedion on Moholy 

Nagy's supposed first abstract photograph in 1925). 
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Newness that manipulates ways of perception 

The notion of 'newness' when it comes to photography has an additional implication 
of a relation to reality which painting, sculpture and architecture does not have. The 
last three have always been a medium of translating reality into form, and becoming 
reality out of matter. Photography seems to refuse the last step, and remains much 
more a medium of the inner world of perception; of an illusion of reality. All four 
media represent a man-made form of communicating an idea of reality but because 
of the difference, photography could indicate in a much more intense way what the 
capacities of the 'new' are compared to the traditional arts once one is able to see the 
notion offraming reality itself as an 'effect'. The traditional 'effect' of relating to re
ality within the framework of a plane was 'perspective'. This is what photography 
tends to register 'automatically', when one looks into a given space with a camera in 
the usual way. It is the conscious manipulations of conventions that, with the reality 
of the observed object directly in front of the camera, that photography could func
tion as an indicator of how to see in a new way. The 'given' form could be photo
graphed either stable or unstable, voluminous or flat. In that sense the camera could 
be used as the manipulator of interpreting some aspired new idea of architecture. 
Experience could become easily constructed on paper, as an illustration what was 
envisioned as constructed matter. The end result of this enthusiastic avant-garde im
pulse of the 1920's, and the way it influenced the architectural literature untill the 
1960's, was that in the 1970's many colleagues started to feel be 'manipulated' in an 
arbitrary and negative sense. 

Juan Pablo Bonta's book 'Architecture and its interpretation' (1979) has convincingly 
shown how a small selection of examples have narrowed the history of modem ar
chitecture down to a cliche. The photographs that have been employed in the well 
known books by Giedion, Pevsner, Zevi, Joedicke and others contributed to the nar
rowing of awareness, in fact, to the reduction of perception, often by cropping pho
tographs, thus reducing the 'new' to a few arbitrary qualities. Buildings were photo
graphed in fragments, merely to focus the attention on certain characteristics39

• 

Giedion in particular proved his statements using photographs that show a detail in a 
very manipulated way. These manipulations with photographs end up being highly 
misleading, particularly as they have been widely used in architectural education. 
Photographs failed to document buildings, let alone analyze them. Images ended up 
in the straightjacket of a theory that was originally intended to legitimize the idea of 
the liberation of the gaze and sight; they became cliched images of a cliched mem
ory. 

The effort and claim of 'first' abstract photographs 

What was the original meaning of 'liberation'? The art historian Sigfried Giedion 
thought that his Hungarian friend Laszlo Moholy-Nagy had discovered a new way of 
taking photographs at the moment when, on holiday together in Belle-Ile-en-Mer in 
1925, Moholy took a photograph of the terrace from the roof of their hotel. Giedion 
wrote: 'a picture ( ... ) that abolished perspective and forced objects and proportions 
into the two-dimensional plane. It was hardly an interesting subject - concrete pav
ing, a balustrade, a few chairs, a round table - but it was a totally new beginning, the 
camera had never been used in this way before. '40 
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Another quotation laying claim to the invention of the new photography is by Ger
maine Krull who is relatively unknown41

• She wrote in 1960: "I think that this way 
of seeing the things that my eye and my lens discovered has resulted in a whole se
ries of possibilities of seeing, observing and realizing." Karel Teige is one of the few 
who has regularly mentioned Krull as one of the most important pioneers, but his ar
ticles appeared in Czech. Krull's memoirs reveal the important role that modem pho
tography played in the prime of the 'optical revolution', a prime that she described 
soberly and convincingly on the basis of her personal experiences. She lived for a 
time in the Netherlands where she got the idea of photographing cranes in the harbor 
of Amsterdam in 1922 or 1923 (she didn't remember precisely what month of that 
winter). In Paris she became friendly with Sonia and Robert Delaunay. The latter 
was so enthusiastic about her 'metal photo series' that he wanted to show them to
gether with his paintings in the Salon d'Autornne. Whether this exhibition actually 
took place is not completely clear, but Krull's memoirs suggest that the photo-series 
proved a great success amongst Delaunay's friends. This success gave her the means 
to publish the 1922 photo series she had brought with her as a book- Metal- in 1927 
with an essay by Florent Fels. In the well-known artists' cafe, 'Les Deux Magots', she 
met the young film director Jean Greville, who introduced her to a man who wanted 
to publish an illustrated weekly magazine of the type common in Germany but 
which Paris did not yet have. His name was Lucien Vogel, and at the time he was 
chief editor of 'Vogue'. Having seen Krull's photographs of iron constructions, he 
gave her a commission for one of the first issues of 'VU'. The assignment was to 
photograph the Eiffel Tower in her own way! 'How could I begin to make photo
graphs of this old black thing, which were just the same as my earlier pictures?', 
writes Krull. 'In the end I found right at the top a small door leading to a staircase 
which was never used and nobody knew about'. It was here that she took her pic
tures, which appeared in issue no. 2 of'VU' on 30 May 1928, making it instantly re
nowned. For one person in particular the photographs must have felt like a slap in 
the face, and that was Sigfried Giedion, who had done everything he could to be the 
first to come up with oblique pictures of the Eiffel Tower, which coincidentally ap
peared a little later, in June 1928, in his book Bauen in Frankreich. Quite suddenly, 
in November 1927, he had started making a study of iron constructions42

• To illus
trate his studies he took his own photographs and apparently discovered the same 
staircase at the top of the Eiffel Tower at about the same time as Krull! One cannot 
rule out the possibility that he had spoken to Krull's friend Delaunay and had known 
about Vogel's assignment, however, the reverse was just as likely to have been the 
case - that Vogel had heard something about Giedion's study from the same con
tacts. The focus on the same staircase remains remarkable. Whatever the sequence of 
events may have been, one may assume that it had been Giedion's historical sense 
that induced him to photograph the Pont Transbordeur in Marseilles and the Eiffel 
Tower in the style of Krull. Metal may have opened the historian Giedion's eyes to a 
different interpretation, as he was writing the history of modem architecture in 
France; it was an interpretation that would be decisive for his life's work. His sudden 
and unexpected enthusiasm for the new aesthetic qualities of 'crane architecture' can, 
in fact, in the words he chose for the Eiffel Tower, be applied to all the different ex
amples in Krull's book. This did not so much concern the qualities of the objects 
themselves, but most of all to the way in which they had been photographed. 

Werner Graefs book 'Es kommt der neue Fotograf!' from 1929 provided documenta
tion of the new way of taking photos, together with a manifesto-like explanation. It 
encouraged anyone who took photographs to do anything but place people and 
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buildings judiciously in the middle of the camera viewfinder. One can conclude from 
the introduction that the oblique photograph had, at that time, been discovered by the 
popular press, as it was useful for their sensational approach; they were printed with 
jokey commentaries suggesting, for instance, that the photographer must have been 
drunk. Avant-garde artists (Graef also published in magazines like De Stijl) were of 
the opinion that it represented a fundamentally new way of seeing. Karel Teige and 
Walter Benjamin also thought that the public and critics had to get used to this new 
way, and compared it with the step from theatre to film. Seen in this way, the fashion 
in the twenties of implementing oblique, fragmented effects as stage settings can be 
regarded as a mutant sort of intermediate phase. The public was trained for the 
changeover, as it were, through 'oblique' effects on the stage (this was fashionable 
for a while during the twenties; a fashion that has since become traditional in ballet 
choreography). Theo van Doesburg introduced it into architecture by treating Cor 
van Eesteren's design for a university auditorium as a theatrical stage with a decor 
full of diagonals. Giedion, and Teige, always claimed that the new vision was in
vented by painters. Teige is one of the few who, fairly early on, paid attention to the 
significance of photography and film and also later wrote a survey of the develop
ment of these media. Although Giedion took no account of the role of photography, 
he deliberately used photographs to defend his point of view; according to him, these 
photographs merely document what the painters themselves were already seeing. 
Giedion could well imagine that the view of Paris when descending the spiral stair
case at the top of the Eiffel Tower, whereby the lines of the iron construction cuts 
the city into constantly changing sections, contributed to the invention of Cubism. 
Delaunay's paintings of the Eiffel Tower provided him with the almost literal proof 
of this. 

Giedion's photographs of the Eiffel Tower in the 'new' way made the nineteenth 
century iron construction directly comparable with examples from Russian construc
tivism (he published these photographs in Bauen in Frankreich mentioning 'con
structivism in the nineteenth century'). Interestingly enough, it was not only the 
oblique view into or through the construction that produced this association, but 
Giedion also discovered proof for his argument by taking a straight frontal picture of 
a fragment of the Eiffel Tower. This picture shows a leg of the Tower's base, which 
looks exactly like El Lissitzky's well-known drawing of the Lenin Tribune, since, in 
the first place, the slope in the photograph is exactly the same as that in the drawing 
and, secondly, the cropping produces the same formal composition. Lissitzky him
self was wildly enthusiastic about the convincing way in which these photographs 
proved the argument. A few months later in Paris he borrowed a camera from 
Ehrenberg in order to photograph the Eiffel Tower from all angles himself. 

A dispute on the legitimation of modern architecture with the help of 
photography 

In the years that followed, architectural photographs became deployed as a weapon 
in the struggle to legitimize modem architecture. Giedion published his own photo
graphs in the magazine Bauwelt at the beginning of the thirties. The issue devoted to 
Holland includes a photograph that he took of a detail of the Van Nelle factory: the 
slanting elevated bridges, obliquely photographed, unmistakably demonstrate a 'con
structivist' quality. A counter-offensive was represented by a series of photos from 
Philip Johnson and Henry Russel Hitchcock's exhibition 'Modem Architecture' (bet-
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ter known as the 'International Style'), where not only the same Van Nelle factory, 
but all the examples are smartly photographed in an old-fashioned, static way. There 
is only one exception in their selection, which also has an unmistakable polemical 
content, and that is the photograph of the courtyard of the German Metal Workers' 
Union Building in Berlin designed by Erich Mendelsohn and R.W. Reichel. This 
photograph, in which the jambs of a window seen from the inside with a view of the 
strip windows on the opposite side, form a Malevich-like composition, representing 
a polemical choice: it seems to indicate that the very modernist intentions that were 
denied to Mendelsohn by Giedion, who preferred to attribute them toLe Corbusier, 
can be suggested just as persuasively in Mendelsohn's case by using photography in 
a certain way. 

There is a lot to be said about the idea that the emancipation of precisely this 
'oblique' view has contributed to the concept of 'deconstructivism' in architecture, via 
the rediscovery of avant-garde photography. Before this rediscovery the oblique 
form of photography had for some time been degenerating into a worn-out cliche, 
especially in various Eastern Bloc countries where it became the trademark of com
munist journalism. Even in the Stalinist period, for example, there is a picture of a 
metro station in a Russian architectural magazine, which is indeed photographed in 
the ideologically correct oblique manner, but which is nevertheless completely 
meaningless as the photograph is used in an unimaginative layout accompanying a 
piece of anti-avantgardist joumalism.43 

Giedion and Moholy-Nagy, who were not above suspicion of being Communist 
sympathizers, emigrated to the United States at the end of the thirties; there they 
gave a new impulse to the 'abstract' view of architecture - Giedion in words, 
Moholy-Nagy in images. Both of them once again looked at architecture with care
fully chosen, out-of-axis camera viewpoints. Yet, in making the crossing to the 
United States the 'new vision' acquired a different accent: people there were more in
terested in striking black and white effects, a reinforcement of a sensual effect often 
found in 'cool' effects like that of designer objects under a spotlight. The photo
graphs of Richard Neutra's houses, in particular, reflected this self-conscious charac
ter and, as documents of an ambiance they became something like the 'house style' 
of the Museum of Modem Art in New York. It seems that Moholy-Nagy immedi
ately recognized the interest in this quality, which, from the photographs in Broom 
magazine up until Man Ray's success in New York, had clearly become recognizable 
as a valuable passport to success in the United States; part of his teaching method in 
Chicago was geared towards it. 

Capturing two ideas with the help of photographs: 'radiating' form 

and 'flowing" space 

In suggesting new spatial qualities, Giedion was so inventive to find a new photo
graphic representation of an atectonic effect. Such eventually changed his position 
somewhat, particularly when he photographed the Rockefeller Center in New York, 
sticking together a collage of his photographs and then including it as an illustration 
of the new experience of space in his bestseller Space, Time and Architecture. One 
would have to look far afield to find a more convincing proof that the photographer -
as Graefs book reported - seemed to have been 'drunk'. The buildings were shown 
from a position and experience, being completely out of balance. Giedion's montage 
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suggests moments of felt pressure, coming from the planes of the buildings that 
stand like a free objects in open space, intensified in the metropolitan context, when 
'pushing' on masses of moving pedestrians. The montage lays out such moments as 
a visual diagram, out of which the effect of movement (as represented by Duchamp 
and the Futurists) is abstracted away. It is only there as a to be imagined conse
quence of the sequential reading. This sequence is not composed like the constant 
flow of a camera that follows a movement, but the sequence is composed out of 
more or less suddenly hitting moments, when a notion of the presence of the huge 
buildings interacts with patterns of meeting within the flowing crowds of people, 
crowds that are not strictly lined up by the grid of streets, but crowds of pedestrians 
that flow more freely over a square that acts like a non-directional plane. 

What the collage shows is precisely the opposite of a spatial effect (as it traditionally 
becomes represented in three dimensions); but it demonstrates the concept of 'fak
tura'. Moholy-Nagy had a lot of memorable things to say about the interesting effect 
of an accumulation of forms superimposed and juxtaposed in the flat plane of the 
photograph. 

It is first one decade later, in the 1950's, that Giedion demonstrates with his own 
photographs how the flat plane in architecture itself guides the experience of space 
in a more smooth and flowing way, when he portrays the architecture of Mies van 
der Rohe. As, according to Giedion's argument, it concerns here especially the role 
of the horizontal planes, its registration within the plane of the photograph make the 
representation space of the photograph return to spatial illusion and composition 
again, because the horizontal plane always creates some kind of angle in relation to 
the plane of the photograph, when made in a standing position. However Giedion 
did let dominate the presence of the flat horizontal plane to such a degree, as an 
empty white-grey piece, that space is not in the first place within the composition in 
between horizontal en vertical lines and planes, but rather a suggestion at the edge, 
when going into the green outside. Such represents the ultimate suggestion of 'flow
ing space'. Along the lines of his representation of the Rockefeller Center, he took 
photographs of Le Corbusier's sculptural buildings of the 1960's: edges that 'radi
ate' bodily felt pressure into space, in the manner of modem sculpture. The poetry of 
the socalled 'free standing object' was portrayed not with the image of the total ob
ject as such, but by focussing on the edge condition. 

New promises- after those of Giedion 

Most architectural photographs - of any style - portray the potential of a built object, 
an interior or site, in the way a photographer has captured it at a certain moment in 
time, under a certain light, or has manipulated it afterwards digitally, so that it works 
better, as a promise or enigma. What a photographer is able to manipulate within the 
frame of the photograph in terms of correction, if a desired refinement is missing or 
not working in a built concept and/or situation, an architect may also be able to ad
just retrospectively in terms of making or remaking and materialization - rethinking 
and reinterpreting architectural concepts. In fact, this is what several architects have 
been doing with 'modem architecture' in recent years. The result has been labeled as 
'second modernity' and 'supermodern'. 
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We seem to be so omniscient nowadays with regards the mediating meaning of ar
chitecture, that our sensibility often seems to be dictated by the consciousness of the 
possibility of being able to 'see' architecture on the basis of photographs and films. 
Each way seems to represent a concept. The continuation of the 'American' modern 
heroic way of photographing can be recognized in the pictures of Kim Zwarts, for 
example. These are often penetrating, frontal photographs; it is a relatively static, 
rather than 'dynamic' way of taking photos. They still belong to the 'new vision' ap
proach, however, since they are deliberately meant to convey an abstract quality, 
which is striven for in the architecture itself (as in the case of Quist and Arets ). It is a 
way of seeing that corresponds to both architecture and photography, where the cor
respondence, in Giedion's words, is constructed as a visual composition 'in the man
ner of modern art'. More conscious random effects in the work of Takashi Homma 
and Hans Werleman can be recognized. Werleman's photographs demonstrate not 
only the oeuvre of the OMA arranged with an awareness of the random effect, but 
they also document the rediscovery of the photographic faktura effect as a 'periph
eral' quality of the city itself, at the very moment that it is observed by a camera. A 
good example of this are his photographs of the dance theatre in The Hague, which 
indefinably cross over into the patchwork of the surroundings, so that the facades are 
spread across the photograph like objects without depth. 

So many visual sensations are within easy reach that there are at last various alterna
tives available for the medium of black and white photographs of the W eissenhof
siedlung and Chareau's 'Maison de Verre', for instance. For years these have deter
mined the modernity of the concordance of photographic reproduction, on the one 
hand, and the way that architecture materially corresponds to the special effect of 
this reproduction, on the other. While white, smooth stucco was best suited to the 
medium of old-fashioned retouching, and glass building blocks and chrome pipes to 
the 'cool' medium of studio lamps, it is now the sandpaper-like roughness of un
treated 'Eternit' sheets whose desired effect, preferably in gray tones with a rough 
grain, is being captured in photographs, or, even better, by a slightly out-of-focus 
video camera. The way that the photographs of Herzog and De Meuron's Ricola 
building have been treated provide the most extreme example that one could possi
bly imagine. The gray, coarse-grained photographs of the building were screen
printed onto the windows of the Architecture Museum in Basle; Enrico Fontanilles 
made a video film of these and excerpts were made from the video for a publication. 
In this process, all the qualities that Giedion and Hitchcock argued about when 
armed with their photographs, literally disappear. The effect aimed at is connected 
with the visualization of mass culture culminating in television programming. Op
posed to such experiments is the form of photography like that of Reiner Lautwein, 
which documents the very desire to escape from the consciousness of a manipulated 
reality changing every nanosecond. His aim is to create a world in complete inner 
peace by most emphatically recording that which the memory recognizes as an 'ar
chaic' sort of reminiscence. It seems, the Sinnbild of absolute calm and the Sinnbild 
of being in a hurry have become redefined in contemporary photography as the 
Denkbild of 'absolute calm' related to intense corporeal experience in space, and the 
Denkbild of 'modern nerves' as related to a possible intense experience of multi
layered refinement. 
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5. HowLe Corbusier was able to determine the discourse, 

since Athens 7 933 

Rhetoric has been a most effective medium to construct the sugges

tive experience of modernity in architecture: "This declaration was a 

magnificent poem to space as produced by the play of light, by the 

movement of the sun that regulates the rhythm of life, the day, the 

years, all our functions." (Hubert Hoffmann about Le Corbusier's in

vocation to the Acropolis in Athens, 1933) 

Without a sense of poetry as a possible goal of final satisfaction in 

the effort to design in a 'functional' way, modernist architecture 

would not have succeeded in spreading around the world, in scale 

and intensity as it did. One architect had a particular role in perform

ing the realising of that goal: Le Corbusier. This chapter focuses on a 

crucial moment in his efforts to use the suggestion of a sense of po

etry as a strategy for functionalism. 

Acropolis Athens, photo Sigfried Giedion, as published in 'Architektur and das r , .... ,vu .. ou 

1969 
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One moment in the history of the 4th International Congress on Modem Architecture 
(ClAM) in Athens in 1933 has remained particularly famous: Le Corbusier's invoca
tion to the Acropolis. His entire fascination with the monument sited in the Mediter
ranean was concentrated in this feat of oratory. The fact that the true object of his 
lecture (published under the title 'Air - Son- Lumiere') was of a technical nature, 
arguing in favor of hermetic dwellings with a glass faryade, generally escaped atten
tion44 .... What a contrast to his hymn to the glory of the Mediterranean! 

Remembering the unity of vision expressed in Vers une architecture (1923), where 
in a black-and-white photograph the Acropolis was transformed into a machine by 
comparing it to an automobile, one can perceive signs of an imminent conflict in the 
architectural poetry of Le Corbusier around 1933. What retains a special interest 
here is the dual countenance assumed by Le Corbusier's Acropolis and the integrat
ing function at the heart of the contradiction evoked. 

Two strategies for a modern architecture 

Among the points of doctrine for a modem architecture listed in the program inviting 
participants to the ClAM Preparatory Congress at La Sarraz (Switzerland) in 1928, 
Le Corbusier had included the question of the flat roof considered as a living 
space 45

• He himself had already consolidated this idea with the theme of a modem 
pergola in a series of villas in the twenties. The roof of the Church villa in Ville
d' Avray is a typical example and one that inspired the Italian Sartoris some years 
later46. Another exponent of this principle was the Spanish architect Mercadal. His 
'Mediterranean house' project, which foresaw a classical pergola by way of a crown, 
was published in June 1928, just at the time of his trip to the chateau at La Sarraz47

. 

Curiously enough, when one looks at photographs of these various constructions, 
the image of the pergola arouses formal associations not only with the Acropolis but 
also with the promenade deck of a steamer. The same Mediterranean ambience! 

Mercadal and Sartoris had doubtless already been won over to the cause of this prin
ciple that Le Corbusier planned to lay before the congress in La Sarraz. But the 
dominant tendency at the time of drawing up the final resolution of this first con
gress was not Mediterranean but Constructivist48

. The principal representatives of 
the latter movement were Mart Starn and Hans Schmidt, who found expression in 
the ABC magazine, of which they were the editors. With an argument based on func
tional criteria, they refused to admit a priori the affectation of the flat roof and habit
able terrace. Le Corbusier adjusted the program points to this approach. Apparently 
at this stage it was not too difficult for him to relinquish his 'Mediterranean' stance 
for that of the Constructivists probably because he shared with them an ambition to 
realize a massive program of modem architecture in the USSR. Besides, at the time 
of the congress he already had the Centrosoyuz mandate in his pocket. At the begin
ning of the thirties, the ClAM constituted the bubbling cauldron of his hopes. Starn 
and Schmidt left for the USSR with the group of Ernst May, and the 4th ClAM was 
scheduled for Moscow in 1933. 

Failure of the Soviet adventure in 1933 

The set-back suffered as a result of the Soviet refusal to receive the 4th ClAM in 
Moscow is reported by Giedion as follows: "April 1933. During a session in Le 
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Corbusier's workshop, I had to communicate the news just received that the country 
where the fourth congress was due to be held had barred us for an indefinite period. 
Preparations had been finalized; the analysis of thirty-two towns, all represented at 
the same scale, was ready. Cancellation at the last minute . . . what could we do? 
Marcel Breuer, who was also attending the session, suggested the congress be held 
on a boat rather than staying on the mainland. Immediately Le Corbusier telephoned 
Christian Zervos, editor of Cahiers d'Art, and the very next day we received confir
mation from the Greek shipping company Neptos that the Pdtris II would be at our 
disposal on favorable terms. The dates fixed were from 29 July to 13 August 1933 
and we confirmed the reservation49

." 

ClAM 4 in Mediterranean waters 

Embarkation at Marseilles on 29 July, destination Athens. On the afternoon of 1 Au
gust the boat entered Piraeus. The days were spent discussing the functional city. 
The proposal to hold the congress on a boat was not without significant symbolism. 
It incorporated the principle of laboratory work and, what is more, the boat offered 
the comforting view of the Mediterranean horizon, with no reminder of the depress
ing landscape of contemporary events (closure of the Bauhaus in Germany, proscrip
tion by Stalin and the Soviet Union of modem architecture). The atmosphere on 
board the sunny boat corresponded well with the state of mind personified by 
Pikionis, a Greek ClAM protagonist, who had developed the conception of integrat
ing modem architecture with the landscape in perfect continuity with the Medit~rra
nean culture. In an article on the functional city, he had written that the archttect 
must adapt to the rhythm of the landscapes, attributing to the project the task of es
tablishing "harmony between the dynamism of the spaces, masses, forms and mate
rials of the work and the dynamism of the light, the rhythm of the landscape and the 
quality of the climate. It is an action analogous with that adopted by Rodin in his last 
years, when he wanted to place his work in space, harmonizing his tones with that of 
the atmosphere50

." 

These laboratory scenes set against a splendid scenic background have been captured 
on camera in fascinating images by Moholy-Nagy. In his film Architects Congress 
can be seen the participants portrayed as somewhat awkward actors under an imper
turbable sun 51• Clearly this congress was not of the usual kind. Wives had also been 
invited and a large number had joined the participants. A good mood was the order 
of the day: laughter, alcohol, games . . .. One sequence shows the participants install
ing a makeshift dummy on deck, caricaturing the comfort of the cabins. Everything 
suggests the sociability of a large family. Yet at certain times the faces do beco~e 
more serious when unpacking the cases containing the town plans and, later, durmg 
the discussions. 

All the plans under discussion documented the leitmotiv of the poor relationship be
tween places of work, residence and leisure in existing towns. Working-class dis
tricts were often found under factory smoke, whereas parks were the privilege of 
middle-class neighborhoods. It was impossible to extract any other information from 
these plans beyond establishing that the town's functional zones overlapped, conse
quently leading to incompatibilities. Indeed this was the central theme that would 
serve as the basis for drawing up the congressional conclusions. 
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Le Corbusier's rhetoric in praise of the Acropolis 

The official part of the congress began on arrival in Athens. The Acropolis had been 
illuminated in honor of the international group. The ClAM presented a series of con
ferences and an exhibition of the analyzed town plans, complemented by photo
graphic documentation concerning architectural projects realized by congress mem
bers. A large reception was organized in the courtyard of Athens Polytechnic on the 
evening of 3 August, and even ministers were among those who came to listen. The 
highlight of the evening was to be a lecture by Le Corbusier at nine o'clock. The ab
sence of this speaker at the appointed hour began to cause some anxiety among the 
organizers. Half an hour later and still no sign of Le Corbusier; Van Eesteren, presi
dent of the congress, was completely perplexed. Most of the official guests left. Fi
nally, at a quarter to ten, Le Corbusier appeared, somewhat casually dressed and 
without any great regard for the ceremonial character of the occasion. With his sense 
of assurance and repartee, he immediately managed to defuse the tension: "Ladies 
and gentlemen, I was told I was to speak at ten o'clock. It is now a quarter to ten. 
Please accept my apologies for starting a quarter of an hour early2

." 

Later Le Corbusier explained to his colleagues the reason why he had been late: he 
had become completely absorbed in a visit to the Acropolis 53

• He opened his ad
dress by paying homage to the Acropolis: 

"I came to Athens 23 years ago; I stayed 21 days on the Acropolis, working cease
lessly and nourished by the marvelous spectacle. What could I have been doing dur
ing those 21 days, I wonder? But I do know that's where the notion of irreducible 
truth came to me. I left, crushed by the superhuman aspect of everything to do with 
the Acropolis, crushed by a truth, a truth not light, not smiling but strong, whole and 
implacable. With life opening out, it was up to me, not yet a man, to become a char
acter. I have endeavored to act and create harmonious and humane work, and this I 
have done with the Acropolis at the core of my being. My work has been honest, 
loyal, persistent, sincere. It is the truth felt here that turned me into an adversary • 
someone who proposes something, something to put in the place of other things, in 
the place of established situations. 
So I am accused of being revolutionary. When I returned to the West and wanted to 
go to college, I saw people telling lies in the name of the Acropolis. I deduced that 
the Academy lied giving way to laziness; I had learnt to reflect, to look and to go 
right to the heart of the question. [ . . . ] 
This morning we were walking in the port of Piraeus with a few friends: Femand 
Leger, the painter; Zervos, creator of Cahiers d'Art; Albert Jeanneret, the musician; 
your own Ghyka, one of the painters who will make an impression. We stopped in 
front of the coasters boats of today and every day, boats from your history. These 
boats are painted in the boldest colors. Color, the very expression oflife! [ .. . ] 
In these boats of Piraeus, painted like those of two thousand years ago, we rediscov
ered the tradition of the Acropolis. Until Pericles one was not distinguished, one was 
strong, strict, exact and intense. The Greek spirit has remained the symbol of con
trol; mathematical rigor and the law of numbers bring us harmony. [ ... ] 
And so leaving the Acropolis, in the name of this harmony, it is essential throughout 
the whole world•not with a faint heart but with a valiant spirit•to harmonize. This 
word truly expresses the justification of the present time. 
And penetrated by this notion of urgency, to harmonize modem times, and to seek 
out this quality in men: today's "harmonizers", to discover in the midst of current 
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misfortune the key that will open door through which to drive out disorder and mis
fortune: that's harmony. 
In the name of the Acropolis, a harmony strong and all-conquering, without weak
ness, without frailty. Create a soul of bronze such is the admonition of the Acropo
lis!" 

After this introduction, Le Corbusier presented the text he had prepared for the con
gress 'Air - Son- Lumiere' all the while raising the apparent incompatibility with 
the those impressions inspired in him by the Acropolis and Piraeus. He returned to 
the concept of a residential system equipped with tempered fa9ades-curtains, a con
cept he had first developed in the questionnaire of the same title destined for the 
third congress in Brussels in 1930 (but moved to another agenda): "Let's look at the 
consequences. To allow our precision respiratory mechanism to perform, you must 
close your windows. Better still, there should be no windows! The builder will save 
on an expensive item: the woodwork for windows. From now on he will only have 
to construct a simple fixed framework of iron and glass, without openings. The fa-
9ade will be hermetically sealed. Like the fa9ade of the steamer that crosses the trop
ics, the fa9ade of the Buenos Aires Building, like that of the Grand living complex or 
the work in Moscow. Another immediate consequence: the hermetic property of the 
glass fa9ades brings silence, that is to say, insulates the house from outside noise54

." 

The determinate factor that should be raised here is the influence exerted on the pub
lic by Le Corbusier's emotive evocations preceding the effective subject of his lec
ture. The vivid images aroused by the Greek landscape, the lyrical language describ
ing the transparency of the Mediterranean atmosphere combined to associate the vi
sionary representation of his buildings with the brutal sensation of sun on bare skin. 
Through his enthusiasm, Le Corbusier succeeded in communicating this sensual im
pression to even the most reserved of his listeners, judging by the memories retained 
by Hubert Hoffmann: "This declaration was a magnificent poem to space as pro
duced by the play of light, by the movement of the sun that regulates the rhythm of 
life, the day, the years, all our functions . The task of the new architecture was to re
spond to this cycle in our buildings and the organization of human establishments, to 
translate these interpenetrations of spaces and volumes by controlling exteriors and 
openings, forms and colors55

. " 

Refering toLe Corbusier's conception of a residential system at this particular time 
(such as described above), it has to be said that the sun does not directly intervene as 
a factor in the life experience of inhabitants~ it simply serves to warm them in their 
hermetically sealed incubators. The hotels of the 1960s in Athens itself adequately 
prove the discomfort of this conception! 

The motif of ambiguity 

Devotion pure and simple to his Greek hosts was not the only reason why Le Cor
busier added his euphoric description of the Athenian landscape to the pre-existing 
text of his lecture 'Air - Son - Lumiere' . The allusion to the visit to Piraeus in the 
company of Femand Leger makes it possible to suppose that Le Corbusier was pre
occupied with adapting the tone of his propositions to overcome a resistance he 
sensed to be crystallizing in part of his audience. In fact, as far as his visit was con
cerned, he dwelt particularly on the impressions aroused by the variety of forms and 
innumerable colors, an essential theme in the aesthetic conceptions developed by 
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Leger during the same congress. Now, Leger maintained that architects should 
deepen these formal qualities as part of 'replacing' the 'curtain-wall' principle, argu
ing: "Urbanism is social. You are entering a completely different domain, a domain 
where your pure and radical formulas are in for a fight. That's exactly where the 
drama begins for you, a cold period. You are leaving that elegant and established 
minority to attack the 'average', who so far have lived with furniture, hangings, 
knick-knacks, who have always decked and adorned wall surfaces and enveloped the 
windows in curtains. You are stripping these slow, simple, timid people, and clamp
ing them, completely bewildered, in front of the 'wall'. This wall you have just res
urrected is the one their fathers and grandfathers spent their time concealing. You 
are imposing it radically, and they find themselves brusquely swathed in light in 
front of smooth new surfaces, where there is nowhere to hide, where shade itself no 

fi d "t 1 n 56 longer m s 1 s p ace . 

So by recounting his walk to Piraeus where he had shared in common with Leger an 
aesthetic experience moreover, recounting it as an introduction to his talk on the 
conception of the 'curtain-wall' Le Corbusier demonstrated an astute capacity for 
diverting attention away from the controversial aspects of his ideas. A subtle maneu
ver and one characteristic of the way Le Corbusier assimilated criticism. It is quite 
probable that these reflections were the reason he arrived late on the opening eve
ning. 

Blockading an idea 

The criticism leveled by Leger did not lead to any major modifications in Le Cor
busier' s work during the following years (between 1933 and 1939). The volume 
CEuvre complete, 1934-1939 only mentions the possibilities of articulating the sur
face of the fa9ade and combining the elements of translucent glass and opaline glass 
in reply to accusations of monotony and super-transparency57

• 

This fixation with the principle of the hermetic fa9ade can be interpreted as an effect 
of the pessimism of the ClAM during the thirties with respect to the possibilities for 
purifying urban agglomerations. The last way of dealing with the "insoluble" case of 
large metropolises was to press for buildings in the form of greenhouses in which, 
thanks to air-conditioning techniques, a purified atmosphere would circulate. The in
salubrious island project for Paris in 1937 clearly demonstrated the means of inter
vention conceived by Le Corbusier: a piece of urban fabric was extracted and a glass 
residence substituted, a healthy island in a polluted cilf8

. 

Outcome of the ambivalent tendency 

During the 1930's, a number of magazines published the 'Principles' of the Athen's 
Congress, together with illustrations of the so-called investigations of cities. The 
conclusions of the 41

h ClAM were to be published together with Le Corbusier's 
commentaries in the book La charte d'Athenes in 1943, but reached only a restricted 
circle of professionals in architecture at this juncture. It was not until after the end of 
the Second World War that the urban pessimism of the ClAM gave way to optimis
tic confidence in the new possibilities for a fundamental reorganization of the city. 
In 1957 •in the intervening period Le Corbusier had transformed his conception of 
the fa9ade for Unites d'habitation (with balconies and shading elements59

) a second 
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edition of La charte d'Athimes appeared under the slogan: "The 24-hour solar day 
regulates the rhythm of man's activity." Henceforth the ClAM ideology, according 
to which the sun regulates the functions of man and city, was enriched with a new 
associative power relating to the affirmative period of Constructivism. The Unite 
d'habitation constructed in Marseilles was not an air-conditioned greenhouse but a 
solid monument open to the sun and exalted by the lively polychromy of the shading 
elements. If one casts one's mind back to the images conjured up in Le Corbusier's 
eulogy to the Acropolis in 1933, one can see they coincide with his more recent 
conception of a housing standard, a standard that in the name of the Acropolis irradi
ates a potent harmony. 

The Athens Charter in architectural history and its effect on the prac
tice of architectural design 

In 1964, Sigfried Giedion wrote of the Athen's Congress (referred to as ClAM IV): 
"It was the longest, most relaxing and most productive of all the ClAM Congresses. 
The teams had done an excellent job, enabling us to do comparative analyses of the 
thirty-three cities and, on this basis, to set out the principles of modem urban plan
ning in the Charter of Athens.'.6° The correspondence between Knud Lonberg Holm 
(who, assisted by Otto Senn, analyzed Detroit) and ClAM president Cor van 
Eesteren61 showed, however, that every function (a working-class district, for exam
ple) had been noted down in accordance with personal criteria deemed typical of the 
country in question by the architect recording the entries. It is, therefore, a myth to 
say that the charts were compared with one another: they were not comparable be
cause the entries were not made in accordance with explicit criteria. The 'principles' 
to which Giedion refers are thus of a completely different nature.62 Behind the vague 
image of the 'investigated' city lies the authors' intention to transform the existing 
city in accordance with their own 'modem' conceptions. The thirty-three charts pre
sent an abstract view of the city as a form and as city life, whose rich diversity was 
restricted to a few areas. Consequently, the city appeared as a structure comprising 
vast diversely colored areas, which was dissected and bordered by arterial routes. 
This conception ties in well with those of the participant architects, especially of 
Walter Gropius and Le Corbusier, who had already engaged in a concrete debate on 
the 'reconstructed' situation. Their visions also foresee vast uniform areas and arte
rial routes. Here, one need only perform the mental exercise of adding the corre
sponding blocks of buildings, as stated in the controversial Item 92 appended to the 
Charter by Le Corbusier: "Architecture ... reserves in advance the free spaces in the 
midst of which will rise volumes built in harmonious proportions.'.63 Le Corbusier's 
colors, in contrast to the light, pastel colors proposed by Gropius, considerably 
heighten the impact of architectural structures.64 At the same time, parallels with the 
layout ofLe Corbusier's own plans in his oeuvre complete are evident. 

The urban-planning ideal elaborated during the post-war period envisaged a large
scale grid of roads for cars, carving out large 'islands' which were presented as ar
eas, with footpaths, that could be freely allocated for development. The fact that the 
title-page illustration of the Architectural Review portrayed the center of Harlow as 
corresponding to this ideal reveals that ClAM's particular contribution at this time is 
to be sought in formulations on what was supposed to happen within these 'islands', 
rather than in any fundamental implementation of the ideal outlined in the Charter. 
If Le Corbusier is to be believed, the first edition of the Charter of Athens (1943) 
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was out of print only a year after its publication and was not printed again for an
other fourteen years.65 In other words, it was available to a broader public again just 
when Team Ten had already begun to move in a new direction. The development of 
Team Ten's new form coincided with the reissue of the Charter. It was thus possi
ble, for example, with a model project like Toulouse-le-Mirail by Candilis, Josie and 
Woods, to clearly show - in the simplified, uniform version (Bijlmermeer) imple
mented in Amsterdam - forms that were viewed and interpreted as the purest em
bodiment of the Charter. 66 

At the time, historians also joined in the debate. In 1963, in an entry in the Encyclo
paedia of Modern Architecture under the keyword ClAM, Reyner Banham charac
terized the Charter as "the most Olympian, rhetorical and ultimately destructive 
document to come out of ClAM'. Although Vittorio Magnago Lampugnani retained 
Banham's text when he was entrusted with bringing out the new edition of the ency
clopaedia in 1983, Lampugnani nevertheless unceremoniously excluded the passage 
above, arguing that it was too emotionally charged. He included the Charter as a 
new keyword. There he says, among other things: "One of the six basic principles 
was the disentanglement and ordering of the four main functions of the city (residen
tial, work, recreation and transport), thus reducing the urbanistic conceptions of ra
tionalism to a brief formula as concise as it is misleading.' With these words he ex
pressly distanced himself from the overheated debate mentioned above. In the ensu
ing years, hardly anybody else has been interested in this supposed 'misunderstand
ing', in whether or not the Charter was to blame for the mono-functional character 
of much of the urban expansion in the 1960's, etc. In the meantime the concern had 
become transcribed by Colin Rowe as 'the crisis of the object', the crisis of the 
building that intends to stand free in space. What for Banham had been an implica
tion of the Charter, was brought back to the core of Le Corbusier's fascination for 
the Acropolis, as it had to serve the legitimation the status of free standing object of 
modem architecture. As such Rowe traced the problem back in the field of histori
ography, where Giedion, as will be shown in the next chapter, had introduced it as 
an essential value. 
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6. The remarkable reversibility of Sigfried Giedion's con

cept of modern space 

Historiography has been a most effective medium in which to con

struct the suggestive experience of a concept of modernity in archi

tecture: "Perhaps it is a risky enterprise to link our age with the be

ginning of a new conception of space, since there are few concep

tions of space in history and these extend over long periods. Today, 

nobody has the necessary distance to determine the correctness or 

incorrectness of this assumption." (Giedion in Architecture and the 

Phenomenon of Transition.) 

Eiffel Tower from inside, photo Sigfried Giedion, as published in ' Bauen in Frankreich' (I 
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Giedion presents in 'Bauen in Frankreich' (1928) his vision of the new quality of 
space in modem architecture, and works out the implications of this text in his most 
well known book 'Space, Time and Architecture' (1941). The notion of a new qual
ity of space he continued to develop during his life into an open-ended spectrum 
within a related set of qualities that he sketched as a development of "the three space 
conceptions" in his last book 'Architecture and the Phenomenon of Transition' 
(1969). It is the 'transitional' notion, that he starts to apply in some of his articles 
during the 1950's for the extensions to 'Space, Time and Architecture' that imply a 
curious aspect of his concept of space: The fact that the notion turns out to have re
versible implications for the observation of a spatial effect. This chapter focuses on 
the background and meaning of such flexible argument. 

The new art historian 

The first articles that Giedion devoted to the new architecture, after he had finished 
studying art history, were confined to tendencies that could be unequivocally classi
fied as traditional architecture. This changed when he began revising some of these 
articles for his book Bauen in Frankreich (1928). He now supported the establish
ment of a new tradition, citing such examples as the Eiffel Tower, which no longer 
fitted the extended framework of traditional concepts. In his later discussion of the 
Crystal Palace in Space, Time and Architecture (1941 ), he would summarize this 
new tradition in the terse formula: "From now on, the engineer would determine de
velopments for decades to come. He will put the new solutions into practice. "67 

" ... I must object rationally to your denying me the right to pass judgement on tech
nical matters. After all, I spent a year at a drawing table and in factory workshops, 
and I have designed bridges and cranes, for I had to become a qualified engineer be
fore devoting myself to art history. In other words, these things are at least well 
founded." 
S. Giedion to J.J.P. Oud, 22 June 1928 

It is very tempting to consider Giedion's interest in nineteenth-century engineers' 
designs, which he documented in Bauen in Frankreich, in terms of his having stud
ied mechanical engineering (receiving his diploma in 1913) at the Technische 
Hochschule in Vienna: the approach adopted by the publisher of the brochure adver
tising his book:" ... he combines a technical education (as a qualified engineer) with 
studies in art history. Only in this way was he able to grasp this complex material 
technically and historically." However, this leaves unanswered the question as to 
why Giedion's 'second nature' barely surfaced in his art-historical observations for 
ten years. One only arrives at an initial, plausible explanation by examining the sur
rounding circumstances more closely (his book arose under great pressure). Bauen in 
Frankreich appeared in June 1928, shortly before the first meeting to prepare (and 
ultimately consummate) the founding of ClAM in La Sarraz. In this work, a very 
dedicated Giedion presents an important argument that was to be a motivating force 
behind the gathering: the wish to defend Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret's 
competition design for the Palace of the League ofNations in Geneva against the all
powerful Academie des Beaux-Arts. He came to their defense with a historical sur
vey of the achievements of the French Ecole Polytechnique, the counterpart of the 
Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Only in this context and, as he later admitted, at the instiga
tion of Le Corbusier himself (who had already coined the expression 'l'esthethique 
de l'ingenieur' in relation to his own architecture in 1923), does Giedion grant the 
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engineer a prime role in the development of recent architectural history. Although 
ABC magazine had drawn attention to the progressive role played by the engineer, 
Giedion's book assigns paramount importance to the engineer's contribution. He 
places Mart Starn's Rokin project alongside the Eiffel Tower - justifying the com
parison in terms of the 'common denominator' in the 'engineer's strategy' . In full 
accord with Le Corbusier's 'types', the publisher's commentary summarizes this ap
proach to history as follows: "Here we have the type of the new historian who 
analyses and evaluates the past in order to see into the future." 

Iron and air as constituent factors 

In his book, Giedion writes of the Galerie des Machines in Paris in 1889: "The last 
hint of columns has disappeared, it is impossible to discern where the support and 
load flow into one another ... The iron skeleton has found its true form." And on the 
next page, writing about the Eiffel Tower, he says: "By its silhouette undoubtedly a 
product of its age: monument, sculpture. But all flesh has been left off, everything is 
reduced to connective parts, and the air drawn into the interior of the piers 
now becomes, in an unprecedented way, a formative material". 
Giedion traces the historical development into airiness, into 'floating' (thus confirm
ing Walter Gropius' apt comment in the latter's introduction to International Archi
tecture, in 1925), going right back to the beginnings of its formal constitution. In the 
process, Giedion makes two essential, yet almost contradictory observations, as 
shown by the quotations above. First, he seeks the property of airiness in the form of 
the load-bearing skeleton, and discovers in the Galerie des Machines the culmination 
of a development that he interprets as being the most progressive, and as represent
ing a potential 'inherent' in iron as a material that would serve to transcend Vitru
vian tectonics. In Giedion's second interpretation, the same impression of floating 
derives from the optical effect of manifold changing planes which, depending on the 
observer's point of view, are created by the interplay of connecting rods running in 
different directions against the background of the atmosphere surrounding them. A 
person ascending the Eiffel Tower's spiral staircase and looking across Paris is 
greeted with a view that is dissected and 'agitated' in much the same way as a 
Braque painting: "The landscape penetrates the picture in uninterrupted, changing 
incisions".68 Giedion attributes this same transparency, as a special quality, to the 
pont transbordeur in Marseilles (1905). He cites both examples in the chapter "Fur
ther Development", having previously apostrophized the Galerie des Machines as 
the culmination of a development, and sets 'design' in the place of mere construc
tion. Does this mean that the construction of the Eiffel Tower represents a further 
step towards creating a 'floating' architecture? Is it merely symbolic of a develop
ment now manifest in the townscape: all naked iron structures, strictly considered, 
share the same transparency, bridges included? (Incidentally, Giedion completely 
bypasses the history of bridges for the time being.)69 

With these two observations, Giedion believes that he has captured the fundamental 
features of Neues Bauen: 1) a slender, elegant, load-bearing structure whose base 
barely seems to touch the ground, like the ballerina in Edgar Degas' Dancer (which 
might allow comparison with the three-hinged arch in the Galerie des Machines, but 
certainly not with the elephant's feet of the Eiffel Tower) and 2) the extraordinary, 
exciting experience of being 'bathed' in air. In Befreites Wohnen (1929), Giedion 
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defines the effect produced by the interplay of these two properties as follows: "The 
house enclosed by walls is replaced by a light skeleton structure (of iron or rein
forced concrete) separated from the external space only by an isolating layer and 
glazed apertures." Giedion's fascination must be considered in terms of a tectonic 
conception of composition in forming space and a related 'spatial value'. During the 
19th century, Semper had updated this architectural principle (which had been ele
vated to the status of a leitmotif after Vitruvius) in line with the above conception, 
placing it at the center of his analysis. Analyzing its aesthetic significance, he wrote: 
"When an object stands upright or is vertical, nobody thinks of its weight or, given 
the correct relationship of the height to the base, of its stability. And we are re
minded just as little of the weight, as an active force, of an object resting in the hori
zontal position; we are rather inclined to consider it now as a symbol communicating 
absolute rest."

70 
Yet it is with this symbol in mind, and with examples taken from 

ir~~ ~tructures ("':hi~h Semper_ excludes from his aesthetic judgemenV, that Giedion 
cntlcizes Semper s mterpretatron ·of the 'support-and-load' principle. 1 In Giedion's 
eyes, the Crystal Palace (completed in 1851, it used columns, albeit of a very fragile 
caliber), the World Exhibition pavilion in Paris (1855) and the new railway stations 
already contain the seed of a new architectonic value-system: "The aesthetic mean
ing ... lies in the perceptual union and in the penetration of the exterior space, result
ing in an utterly new limitlessness and movement." And: "Rail lines and trains, to
gether with the railroad station, form a single whole .. . The fluctuating element 
becomes a part of the building. Architecture has been drawn into the cur
rent from the isolated position it had shared with painting and sculpture." 
The reference to Semper not only situates the distinction, underlying Giedion's con
cept, be~ween ·~raditional' (Ecole des Beaux-Arts) and 'modem' (Le Corbusier) 
thought m a particular frame of reference, it also, and more importantly, presents the 
ba~kground against which this distinction can be interpreted as a genuine turning 
pomt. 

Gothic, Baroque and atectonic Modernism 

Durand's Precis de le9ons d'architecture (published in German in 1831) only al
lowed for a rationalistic interpretation of the 'support and load' (in Laugier's sense) 
a~ a visual element of architectural language, within the context of endeavors by en
gmeers to solve the specific building tasks of the 19th century (e.g. the museum). In 
the German tradition, too, this impulse was to have a stabilizing influence well into 
the 1920s: alongside 'alternative' endeavors to renew architecture outside the classi
cist t~adition. Such endeavors manifested themselves in various forms: in the designs 
by Vrollet le Due and those of Art Nouveau, for example, and later in Hans Poelzig's 
work, which lead to German Expressionism. All of these projects manifested a 
~ommon desire to revive Gothic. And iron, which (in the form of cast iron) secured 
Its place - via Neo-Gothic - in architecture and has been associated with Gothic ever 
since, seemed the most suitable material for lending expression to this characteristic 
expressive language, with its tendency towards transparency, a language arisin~ 
from a desire for transcendence. This association remained closely linked, in particu
lar, _to all the_ functional iron structures (bridges and exhibition halls) designed by 
engmeers durmg the 19th century. Restlessness, motion and vanishing transparency 
~ere seen as properties to be combated by their adversaries, who took their orienta
tion from Classical architecture. And Peter Behren's turbine factory was considered 
to be an example of how the material iron (with a certain degree of over-
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dimensioning, according to Posener) could be integrated into architecture in a digni
fied, 'static' manner.72 

Giedion's mentor, Wolfflin, also saw the 'support-and-load' principle as providing 
the incontestable basis of all architectural design. Its complementary counterpart, the 
free forms ('vegetable' or otherwise) can, at best, 'liberate' the 'rigid' base. For this 
reason, Wolfflin was bound to adhere to the idea that the 'liberated compositions' of 
Gothic and Baroque do not deny but, on the contrary, consolidate architecture's tec
tonic 'core'. ("It has already been noted how small a role the intention plays in mak
ing all forms flow."73

) An interesting aspect of the definition of the atectonic effect 
within architecture (which is to be considered 'modem' because this observation can 
be interpreted as bearing on both form and space) is reflected in Wolfflin's notion 
that the closed form is opened, "in other words, the satiated form is transformed into 
a less satiated, the finished form is replaced by the apparently unfinished one, the 
limited by the unlimited. The impression of calm gives way to that of tension and 
motion."74 

Giedion encounters this definition some ten years later in Theo van Doesburg's writ
ings: this time as the expression of an avant-gardist approach.75 Employed by 
Giedion to defend a new attitude breaking with architectural tradition, it becomes a 
central idea of Bauen in Frankreich. For this is the very argumentation that Giedion 
uses to define the transition from the engineering tradition of the 19th century (de
signing with iron) to the modem ideas of Le Corbusier. "In terms of their design, all 
buildings today have the possibility to open themselves ... In the air-flooded stairs of 
the Eiffel Tower, or better still, in the steel limbs of a pont transbordeur, one has the 
fundamental aesthetic experience of the contemporary building: it is through the 
delicate iron net tautly suspended in midair that things flow ... Nobody will want to 
transfer this absolute experience, unknown to previous times, to houses." ( Giedion 
adds a note here: "The allure of Le Corbusier's houses is that an attempt has been 
made, exceeding all other efforts in this direction, to do just this") 

A few years later, in Das Werk, Giedion was more precise with this comparison 
There, he focused on Van Doesburg's contra-compositions as being a concrete mo
ment in realizing the 'unconscious' vision in the engineer's design (transparent com
positions of lines): to create a relaxed composition based on planes, which - accord
ing to Giedion- was first achieved in Le Corbusier's architecture.76 

One and the same criterion for iron structures and 'Cubist' architec

ture 

How did Giedion arrive at the comparison between 'Cubist' architecture and the iron 
structures of the 19th century in the parallels he drew between his art theory and aes
thetics based on lines, or rather planes and openings? - At first sight, it was by asso
ciative observation. Giedion's interest in crane architecture (a concept from ABC 
magazine) first becomes evident in a review, in the Neue Zurcher Zeitung newspa
per, of the Weimar Bauhaus Exhibition in June 1923. There, he describes a house 
designed by a French architect which closely resembles the projected house designed 
by Guevn!kian that very same year and illustrated in Giedion's Bauen in Frankreich. 
Apparently, Giedion's concrete interest in historical 'precursors', especially in the 
pont transbordeur, was first awoken when he was writing an article for Cicerone 
about Le Corbusier, who, it seems, drew his attention to this remarkable comparison. 
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The surprising thing here, however, is that the accompanying illustration of this 
plain engineering structure was intended to represent De Stijl architecture: "Le Cor
busier's houses - as well as, for example, those of Rietveldt, Starn, Eestren, 
Guevrekian and, to a certain extent, Wright - are neither spatial nor sculptural: the 
air blows through them! The air becomes a constituent factor! Neither space nor 
plasticity apply, only relationships and penetration! Unfortunately, it cannot be illus
trated here. (see ill. 5 and 6 [two photographs of the pont transbordeur in Mar
seilles])." The association is historically determined. After the Constructivist con
gress in Weimar, Constructivism became a collective term for abstract compositions 
composed of planes of the kind executed by De Stijl, as well as for the Russian ex
periments involving diverse materials and forms. (Hans Richter: "At the 1922 Dus
seldorf Congress, Doesburg, Lissitzky and I used the term Constructivism in a 
broader sense."f7 The term gained general acceptance from then on: not least 
through the efforts of Giedion, who associated with it a shared 'Desire to float above 
the earth'. Specifically, Giedion used the term 'Constructivism' as a bridge between 
the 19th and the 20th centuries, referring to the history of iron structures as: "the his
tory of Constructivism in the 19th century". In Bauen in Frankreich, Giedion pre
sents the example of a pont transbordeur in the context of a historical development. 
Close examination shows that its description occupies just as many pages as the arti
cles taken from Cicerone for his book. 

How does Giedion succeed so quickly in substantiating his discovery both histori
cally and in terms of art theory that the open character of Neues Bauen in general 
and of Le Corbusier in particular is unconsciously immanent in iron structures? Al
though countless notes in his archives testify to his having spent hours on end in the 
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris collecting data on iron structures, it is disturbing to 
see how little data from this collection found its way into his final text. And where it 
did appear, it was mainly in the notes. The bold hypothesis advanced by Nikolaus 
Pevsner that Giedion's historiography is based on the work of the totally unknown 
art historian A. G. Meyer must be taken seriously. 78 Without a shadow of a doubt, 
Giedion's own comments on Meyer's publication suggest that the latter's interpreta
tion had predated Giedion's. It is in this spirit that the following statement by 
Giedion must be read, and more closely studied: "Nevertheless, we should like to 
note that our approaches fortunately concur"?9 

Alfred Gotthold Meyer's contribution 

"My subject is not the history of style in the 19th century, but the 19th century in the 
history of style." "We have command over new workers, and they create a new divi
sion of labor; we have new materials at our disposal, and they offer us new ways of 
working. The limits of the possible have been extended into hitherto unknown 
worlds. The very ground upon which man's intellect has been erecting its buildings 
for thousands of years is shaking beneath his works and seems to be demanding new 
statics and a new evaluation of space and time." 

On the Eiffel Tower he commented: " ... dematerialization, reducing mass to planes, 
and planes to lines. It is not 'invisibility' which is the essence of this iron tower, but 
transparency." 

It is the great merit of the art historian A.G. Meyer (1864-1904), who died so young, 
to have recognized the great significance of the iron structures of the 19th century as 
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an interrelated whole, and to have introduced them into the architectural debate tak
ing place at the turn of the century. Mayer, like Giedion later on, was aware that the 
competent art historian felt completely helpless when confronted with the task of es
tablishing a connection between the intellectual world of the engineer (based on stat
ics) and the judgmental criteria of aesthetics (the characteristics of style) in thenar
rower sense. For these criteria elude any definition of essential, formal, prime char
acteristics - novel to the art historian - of designs for iron structures. Important here 
is the way Meyer presented the difference to prevailing architecture (to the basic 
principle of 'support and load', on the one hand, and to the interest then prevailing 
among architects, i.e. in forming space, on the other). In order to clearly demonstrate 
the direction in which this 'other', this 'new', was moving beyond the boundaries of 
existing architecture, he coined a number of terms derived from Schrnarsow. Some 
of these terms structure the introductions to the chapters: New Space Values (the 
dematerialization effect of the Crystal Palace), New Heights (the Eiffel Tower) and 
New Width (the history of the buildings at various World Exhibitions). In fact 
Giedion would rewrite, and often in quite a similar way, what Meyer argued and 
documented here. 

Meyer's interest in a kinetic mode of perception becomes most apparent in his de
scription of a walk through the Crystal Palace: " ... a free play of lines, ch.angi~g -
through foreshortened perspectives and intersections - with every step; the tmagma
tion seemed to have come to a decision about this play of lines, which, in turn, ad
dressed the imagination, rather like the play of lines in Arabesque. Only there is no 
two-dimensional decoration to compare with this, since it dissects space in its static 
function." 

Drawing a contrast with stone structures (stereotomy) and their execution as solid 
constructions, Meyer judges iron structures according to the aesthetic principle of 
air-filled planes (chapter: 'New Lines') bordered by lines. The character and method 
originate in bridge construction. And Meyer saw in the latter the most important 
contribution to architecture in the 19th century. Reflecting upon their spatial constel
lation, he noted, however, a remarkable feature about bridges: they do not create 
space in the architectonic sense, they merely dissect it. He assigns to them motifs 
that signify motion: "The load-bearing structures of iron bridges convey the impres
sion of haste itself, they are monuments to restlessness. Yet there is nothing unartis
tic about this. Doesn' t this restlessness come to life in Gothic systems of buttresses 
and flying buttresses? In the buttressed tower this restlessness strives towards the 
heavens; in the bridge it sends its oscillations across empty space, from path to path: 
in both cases serving as a symbol of humanity's fate: 'Yet there is granted to us no 
place to rest'". 

Interpreting the emotional content of the play of lines of the new 'huge structures' in 
various parts of his book, Meyer establishes a link with Gothic architecture. Yet 
even if he had succeeded in including iron structures in the history of style by taking 
into account such 'comparable' qualities, these structures would have remained a 
marginal phenomenon. Either their basic form has no true comparative value, or it is 
'classical' and contradicts their space or space-less content. Only in the example of 
the Galerie des Machines does the comparison with Gothic architecture refer to the 
main form itself. This comparison may be acceptable inasmuch as the three-hinged 
arch, like the Gothic pointed arch, is sealed with the keystone, although in the former 
case the arch stands directly on the ground, free from the 'classical' support. Thus 
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considered, Gothic is reduced to mere 'escape ' : a heaven on earth. These particular 
associations may be the reason why Giedion devoted as much attention as Meyer to 
the basic form of the Galerie des Machines. And, as with Meyer, all the other exam
ples of iron structures Giedion studied are described and appreciated from the stand
point of form under the general criterion of a 'play of lines' . 

The critical moment of interpretation 

For all his services to research (from an architectural standpoint) in the fields of art 
history and art theory into the formal 'deviations' of iron structure, Meyer was still 
working conceptually within the paradigms of Semper's theory around 1900. He fol
lowed the then customary practice that viewed the use of iron structures, especially 
of roofs that let in light (Berlage's Stock Exchange, Moser's University), as an ' inte
gral' part of tectonically composed architecture. In his article 'Der Begriff der Zeit 
in der Architektur' (1924), Paul Zucker turned Meyer's arguments upside down, 
pointing out that the iron bridge, whose spatial impact was quite different, proved 
that the 'support-and-load' principle was both too one-sided and too limited to com
prehend architecture in its totality. As the point of departure for his reinterpretation 
of existing arguments, Zucker chose the kinetic perspective, proposing that the user 
of architecture, when he moves, be guided along a "logical" succession of determi
nations. Such is seen as a question of "architecture ... whose function also unfolds 
successively just like that of a piece of music when it is played. "80 

A year later, this theory formed the basis of Mart Starn and Hans Wittwer's design 
for Geneva railway station (the 'succession' here is logically organized as a spatial 
grouping of explicitly utilitarian elements). It also appeared in Bauen in Frankreich 
in a digression about a discussion of these projects in ABC, where Giedion defends 
Le Corbusier's design for the Palace of the League ofNations.81 One month after the 
book appeared, this perspective was raised to the status of a communis opinio by 
ClAM at an international level under the title: Architecture moderne!Neues Bauen. 

Giedion's contribution 

In his art theory, Meyer considered engineering structures to be a marginal phe
nomenon within architecture. Zucker then chose an argument to defend a new mode 
of viewing all that could be seen as architecture and non-architecture at the time. 
Giedion, in contrast, proceeded from a split, distinguishing between an architecture 
possessing what he perceived as a fundamentally new formal concept with a funda
mentally new attitude, on the one hand, and the traditional classical, tectonic concep
tion, on the other. He draws this dividing line to distinguish the latter from the Ecole 
Polytechnique and Le Corbusier, who, in his eyes, represent their continuation into 
the modern age. In contrast to those areas that can be associated with this distinction 
(related to Le Corbusier's and Giedion' s commitment within ClAM over the next 
few years: the 'rational mode of construction', the 'functional city' ), it is precisely 
the rational aspects of the Ecole Polytechnique that are tabooed, whilst emphasis is 
placed on the relevance of the engineers' intuitive approach to design. A historical 
operation performed with the paradoxical conviction that precisely the impression of 
the irrational, which the iron structures of the 19th century impart due to their his
torically conditioned association with Gothic ("We mean the structure itself, 
which .. . appears to be satiated with expression over and above the rational value."), 
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is attributable to intuition, thus paving the way for designs in iron: " .. . before the 
theoretical means were found to calculate it, both vision and reason recognized in 
iron their future material" Here, vision and reason 'unconsciously' constitute a unity. 
In Giedion's view, the coupling of reason and vision was rendered conscious by 
modem abstract painting as an intuitive approach to design, being implemented con
cretely for the first time in Le Corbusier's architecture. Giedion sees the social le
gitimation of this linear development in the common commitment to industrializing 
the construction of buildings. " ... Ia nouvelle architecture a atteint ici un palier qui 
conduit a un postulat valable pour taus. " (S. Giedion on the design for the League 
of Nations building by Le Corbusier and P. Jeanneret in the Neue Zurcher Zeitung 
newspaper of 21 July 1927; cited and translated by Le Corbusier in 'Une maison
Un palais '). 

In Sigfried Giedion's presentation of modem architecture, the competition design 
submitted by Le Corbusier and P. Jeanneret for the League of Nations building con
stitutes a decisive moment, because never before had such a modem design been se
riously considered a favorite within the framework of traditional commissions for 
monuments. Giedion did not explain the design's success primarily in terms of the 
commitment of one jury member (Professor Karl Moser)82

, but attributed it instead 
to the 'independent' persuasiveness of the artistic genius incarnated in it. With this 
design, modem architecture had reached maturity. The famous art historian then 
situated this moment within a national- French- tradition. (Giedion's description of 
the design of April 1928 appeared together with the articles published in Cicerone in 
1927 - 'Zur Situation der franzosischen Architektur - in his book Bauen in Frank
reich, which came out in June 1928.) Even after his standard, later work on modem 
architecture Space, Time and Architecture was published in 1941, the draft contin
ued to hold its own internationally as an outstanding first work. Where Giedion paid 
great tribute to this project, some of his contemporaries chose to ignore it. Ludwig 
Hiberseimer, for example, took an unequivocal stand by reproducing an illustration 
of Richard Neutra's competition design in Internationale neue Baukunst (1927). 
Nevertheless, Giedion's viewpoint eclipsed all the others for a simple reason, as a 
dedication by Phillip Johnson in his book The International Style (with H.R. Hitch
cock, 1923) illustrates so well. There Johnson refers to Giedion as the leading critic 
of modem architecture. 83 

Considered historically, Giedion's judgement (written in spring 1928) of Le Cor
busier and P. Jeanneret's design must be seen as an offer of direct support for Le 
Corbusier's application of 28 February 192884

. The latter had been drafted in the 
firm conviction that the pressure of public opinion might make the jury (which had 
rejected the design in the second round) revoke its decision.85 Giedion tried to en
hance such pressure, in favour of an opinion that wanted to see the prize the prize 
being awarded as a symbolic victory over the tradition of the Beaux Arts that still 
dictated how prestigious buildings had to be designed. For the first time, in spring 
1928, this same commitment induced Giedion to point out the specific features dis
tinguishing a design for a modem building from a 'feudally ossified work of archi
tecture', and to lay down Modernist criteria derived solely from Le Corbusier and P. 
Jeanneret's design for the League of Nations building. Five years earlier, Theo van 
Doesburg had made the same intellectual effort to promote his own architectural de
signs. Nor were these efforts without effect on Giedion's interpretation of the devel
opmental path of modem architecture when he wrote the articles for his Bauen in 
Frankreich86

• 
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For the present, to avoid entanglement in Giedion's theoretical conception of archi
tecture, this section is is restricted to his thoughts on Le Corbusier and P. Jeanneret's 
design for the League of Nations building, to avoid getting too involved in his theo
retical conception of architecture, which, in 1927-28, had not yet assumed its mature 
form. 
In his Foreword toLe Corbusier's Works 1929-193487

, Giedion emphasized the ob
jectivity of his perceptions, made under agitated circumstances: "After seven years, 
my first impression has been confirmed: that Le Corbusier and P. Jeanneret's project 
for the Palace of the League of Nations is still the only entry- of the 377 that were 
submitted - to have assured itself a place in history. As a result, a project of the new 
movement in architecture has become the focus of discussion for the first time, a 
project that was designed for a social organism of exceeding complexity." And after 
a period of thirty years, it is still true to say that this design - probably the most 
highly discussed of all of Le Corbusier's works- is now considered to be a critical 
moment in the history of modem architecture alongside another design, one that was 
probably even more lonely, because it was executed: the Bauhaus in Dessau, by 
Walter Gropius, dating from 1926.88 

" ... Corbusier's project, which, together with 
the Bauhaus, showed for the first time how a large complex can be organized spa
tially in a modem sense." 

A continuous line of thought 

If one wants to call the avant-garde position of Le Corbusier's 'Palace' design into 
question, one last time, as a moment in the development of architecture (which 
would mean examining, above all, the emergence of the graphic architectonic con
ception of functionalism) then one ought to do so in connection with the Van Nelle 
factory, in Rotterdam, designed (completely in the style of the ABC) by Starn in 
1925-1927 while he was working for the architect's office of Brinckman-Van der 
Vlugt. When Le Corbusier visited the factory in 1932, he said: "Mr. van der Leeuw 
and his architects have built a great factory; it is the most beautiful spectacle of the 
modem age that I know. If the present world could be organized in this way our 
work would be crowned by harmony."89 Three months after Le Corbusier had 
viewed the building, the same factory was displayed as the modem building on a 
brochure announcing Giedion's lecture on the optical revolution in Barcelona.90 

Several years later, in Space, Time and Architecture, this building was no longer 
considered to be truly innovative, because an American type of concrete ~ier of ex
cessive weight had been used between the different levels of the building. 1 This ex
ample shows the extent to which Giedion's views were related to the time in which 
he lived, i.e. the 1920's and 1930's. During his visit to the United States in 1938, he 
began to feel that there was nothing extraordinary about the contents of ABC maga
zine. Giedion, and the American students he was teaching, found it incomparably 
more exciting to look back at the competition for the League of Nations building and 
the commotion caused at the time by Le Corbusier's design, documented in one of 
the most well-narrated chapters in the book. And that was all there was to the story; 
in this case, with a wink at the doubts Giedion felt when he first described the build
ing in 1928. Ultimately, historiography is a question of creating order, of arranging 
facts and impressions, although occasionally certain details can fall victim to the 
ravages of time. This problem of ordering and arranging material is one that only art 
theoreticians have (to varying degrees) who wish to subject events to uniform crite-
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ria. Owing to his dual role as historian and critic, Giedion, in particular, experienced 
this problem when assessing the design for the Palace of the League of Nations vis
a-vis other modem designs. Despite the change his views underwent during the thir
ties, Giedion wanted to retain the criteria he had applied in the past in order to pre
serve his theory. He solved the problem by occasionally applying some criteria sepa
rately and independently from one another when difficulties arose. 

That ten years were to pass before Giedion developed the ideas he had polemically 
formulated in Bauen in Frankreich into a theoretic basis for Neues Bauen and mod
em architecture clearly turned out to Giedion's advantage. After all, the formal 
characteristics that Hitchcock and Johnson wanted to lay down for modem 
architecture, and Moholy-Nagy for Neues Bauen92

, were already dated and obsolete 
by that time. And even if Giedion abstains, in later editions of his book, from 
expressing his earlier enthusiasm for Pessac as an example of floating architecture, 
he nonetheless manages, with equal ease, to apply the analogous 'dancing 
equilibrium' of the Galerie des Machines of 1889 (the 'flowing way of equalizing 
forces') toLe Corbusier's and Nervi's plastic architecture of the 1950s, and also to 
that of J0me Utzon in the 1960s. His initial remarks also prophetically include the 
so-called 'spaceframes' of the 1960s. In this way, a continuous line of thought 
emerges. 

The Renaissance, Baroque, Modernism 

The double role of historian and theoretician Giedion considered one of his main 
tasks to be the elaboration of a theoretical basis for a new concept of space within 
the Modem Movement. He dedicated his whole life to this goal. In Space, Time and 
Architecture, he interpreted modem architecture as a sphere of constant renewal, and 
analyzed its relationship with the Renaissance and Baroque (the 'architectural heri
tage'). He illustrated the elements on which a new concept of space rested by refer
ring to a counter-composition by Van Doesburg dating from 1923. To Giedion, al
though "neither Borromini nor Valadier worked with spatial conceptions identical 1 
with those of the present", Van Doesburg's composition had its roots in the Baroque 
epoch, in which the impact of perspective (a Renaissance invention that the Modem 
Movement declared passe) was still considered the foundation of any conception of 
space. However, Giedion felt that the 'seeds of tendencies ' existed "which might not 
achieve their full effect until much later". Considering the specific case of the Piazza 
del Popolo in Rome, he wrote: "Here, Valadier touches on a fundamental conception 
of our age: the relationship between horizontal and vertical plans as one of the bases 
of aesthetic expression." 
In 1949, in the chapter on Alvar Aalto, Giedion directly transferred the means with 
which Baroque had formed space plastically - the undulating wall - to modem ar
chitecture. As Alvar Aalto was considered the third supporting pillar of Modernism, 
alongside Gropius and Le Corbusier, Giedion dedicated a new chapter to him in the 
second edition of Space, Time and Architecture. 

The Pyramid, the Pantheon, and Le Corbusier's architecture: three 
different conceptions of space 

Giedion began to catalogue the broad spectrum of plastic and spatial possibilities in
herent in the new developments, tracing them far back into prehistoric times. A 
sketch of this extensive excursus is contained in his (frequently underestimated) 
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work Architecture and the Phenomena of Transition, published posthumously in 
1971. Giedion distinguishes three conceptions of space: "The first conception of 
space: architecture as plastic .. . is firmly linked with the first high cultures: Mesopo
tamia and Egypt... By virtue of its means of forming objects, Greek architecture 
embodies the first concept of space: architecture as plastic. Whether one is talking of 
the pyramids or the Parthenon, plastic expression predominates in both cases. [Com
pare this with the example of the pyramids presented by Moholy-Nagy in his From 
Material to Architecture.- '1st stage: the block' and of the Parthenon in Le Cor
busier's Force et purete.] ... The second conception of space: Architecture as inte
rior. For all their stylistic and formal differences, Roman Antiquity, the Middle Ages 
and Baroque all share the same conception of space. Development takes place in the 
West, so that one could also speak of a Western conception of space. It has its be
ginning in the architecture of Ancient Rome [See 'Architecture I La leyon der Rome ' 
in Le Corbusier's 'Vers une Architecturel The emphasis in the second conception 
of space is placed on the interior, on hollowing out the space and, at the same time 
opening it by means of windows . . . The third conception of space: architecture as 
plastic and as interior." 

The third conception of space: sculptural and spatial in one 

In the chapter 'Phenomena of Transition' ('Preliminary Stages in the Third Concep
tion of Space'), Giedion summarizes his presentation of the history and significance 
of iron structures in the 19th century in his Bauen in Frankreich: "The bases for the 
skeleton structure and the beginnings of a conception of space had been created". 
This is directly followed (under 'The third conception of space', 'The principle of 
the plane') by Van Doesburg, Le Corbusier and Lissitzky (all three being both archi
tects and painters!) who are collectively defined as the first designers of the first pe
riod in which the third conception of space materialized: "They all moved towards 
architecture by placing great emphasis on the plane" (p. 274). There finally follows 
a discussion of Le Corbusier's Pavilion Suisse (whose significance in 1949 is first 
mentioned in the supplementary chapter on Alvar Aalto in Space, Time and Archi
tecture) as a "transient example of the transition to the next period for the third con
ception of space". This is a period that produced such examples of sculptural archi
tecture as Le Corbusier's Notre Dame du Haul in Ronchamp, and the Sydney Opera 
House by J0m Utzon. The central theme here is the 'continuous merging of interior 
and exterior, volumes and cavities' . Giedion explicates this principle with the aid of 
an illustration of the seated figure of Alexander Archipenko, dating from 1916. 

The remarkable reversibility of the spatial imagination of modernist 
plastic expression 

Moholy-Nagy, who commented on the same figure of Archipenko in 1929, proposed 
a conception very similar to Giedion's: "depending on the lighting, the deepened 
(negative) parts of the cast model appear to be heightened (positive)". Moholy
Nagy's approach takes the observer through the marked deviation from the custom
ary naturalistic conception to the elementary potential contained in positive-negative 
relationships. This definition, plus the fact that Moholy-Nagy discusses this example 
at such a prominent place (the picture of Archipenko is followed by a 'totally perfo
~ated, and completely pierced sculpture' ofRodschenko, dating from 1920, express
mg the 'liberation from gravity' as an architectural principle too') shows the consid-
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erations on which Giedion's art-theory strategy is based. Giedion adopts as his start
ing point the De Stijl principle of positive-negative figuration (Schoenrnakers). He 
then applies this, as a basic concept, to all examples revealing a formal divergence: 
from the 'unconscious' early stage (the Eiffel Tower) to mature Modernism (the cen
tre of Brasilia). Between these two 'stages' he shows that development has taken 
place by turning upside down the hierarchy that forms the basis of Moholy-Nagy's 
theory. For Giedion, the Constructivist idiom is not the end but the beginning of a 
'recherche patiente'. Having made Le Corbusier's architectural language into a kind 
of connecting thread leading into the very centre of this development, (and after 
making a considerable effort to emancipate himself from Semper's ideas, which 
were dominant in the 1920s) Giedion was able to return some thirty years later, as if 
by fate, to the ideas of Semper, Behrens, and others. This meant returning to the no
tion that a 'fused' art of building embracing construction and pure structural design 
was distinguished by its creating space with the aid of plastic and fairly robust 
means. There was one vital difference, however: in a visionary way, Giedion finally 
succeeded in separating the 'support and load' , which he saw as generating negative
positive forces running parallel to one another. Like Van Doesburg, Giedion viewed 
these constellations as a 'space-time' phenomena. 

Doubts 

"Perhaps it is a risky enterprise to link our age with the beginning of a new concep
tion of space, since there are few conceptions of space in history and these extend 
over long periods. Today, nobody has the necessary distance to determine the cor
rectness or incorrectness of this assumption." (Giedion in Architecture and the Phe
nomenon of Transition.) Behind the persistence with which he traces the conception 
of 'space-time' as well as its constituent components in all their nuances (on move
ment, for instance: E.J. Marey's studies of a seagull in flight) and preliminary stud
ies (e.g. the design, not executed, by John Nash for the houses in Regent's Park in 
1812 "with their set forward and setback groups of buildings, which one could not 
take in at a single glance"), lies the desire, the motivating force, to inject life into a 
hypothesis with the aid of convincing illustrations. The result is a seemingly inco
herent cumulation of phenomena (and certainly inconsistent regarding the history of 
style and culture) which Giedion, as an art historian, relates to modem architecture 
and which receives coherence through his hypothesis alone. 

Critique 

Even if Giedion initially expresses the view in Bauen in Frankreich that the iron 
structures of the 19th century - as phenomena reflecting the transition to modem ar
chitecture - are to be grasped with a new conception of space, and that the 'support 
and load' principle will be superseded by a "more complicated, more flowing mode 
of equalizing forces", his later publications clearly show that, even in the Modem 
Movement, not everything that 'flows' can be designed and constructed. (Analogous 
ideas are to be found in Wolfflin, too.) In other words: Giedion's earlier vision 
(which groups all historical forerunners around this interest) breaks far more radi
cally with the interpretation of the 'support and load' of the 19th century in general, 
and with Semper's ideas in particular, than is the case in the design practice of archi
tects which Giedion presents in his works. For in his later additions to Space, Time 
and Architecture, Gideon is compelled to concede that Mies van der Robe and Gro-
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pius fall back on Schinkel even in their very last works. And even Le Corbusier, the 
architect for whom Giedion had, in a certain sense, assumed the role of sorcerer's 
apprentice when it came to elaborating a theory, was all too well aware of the role 
played by the 'support and load' in conceiving compositions. (Le Corbusier's self
identification with the French rationalist tradition played a vital role in this aware
ness. Like Durand before him, Le Corbusier saw the 'support and load' as means to 
be employed at will.) Le Corbusier modernized this unity in his Maison Domino and 
defended it in his Five Points. Consequently, considered objectively, the 'classical 
basis' was never suppressed by modem architecture. 

How Giedion could argue in two directions 

To gain acceptance for an atectonic vision, as an antithesis to the classical principle, 
within the Modem Movement, nobody formulated such a unique and independent 
spatial conception as Giedion. In Giedion's theory on a new concept of space, Van 
Doesburg's vision ( 'Klassiek-Barok-Modern ') and Moholy-Nagy's method ('From 
the material to architecture) overlap. Van Doesburg and Moholy-Nagy shared the 
goal to gain acceptance for an atectonic vision, as an antithesis to the classical prin
ciple. But, with Giedion's writing as a third position, there had been remarkable dif
ferences in opinion. As early as 1929, Moholy-Nagy was accusing Giedion of insist
ing that architecture fulfil a purpose merely so that he (Giedion) could present his 
own formal interest in an architectonic vision: "Giedion tries to show how, nowa
days, the structure, the consistent use of materials, and economic principles become 
transformed into architectural design. However, he adds that the building materials 
and the structure are only means to fulfil an architectural vision."93 Giedion had paid 
far too little attention to 'the material' itself. It is not so surprising that Theo van 
Does burg, writing in Het Bouwbedrijfin September 1931, turned these arguments on 
their head and accused Moholy-Nagy of restricting the subject matter of his Bauhaus 
course far too much to 'the material', and to the technique ofjattura derived from 
Cubist painting.94 In other words, the course lacked architectural vision - a goal. 
With the help of the overlap of Van Doesburg's and Moholy-Nagy's points of view 
Giedion possesed an interesting hinge to interprete architectural vision. He could ar
gue in both directions. 

In 1928 Giedion claimed that the eye accustomed to tradition was unable to grasp 
the spatial setting ofLe Corbusier's design for the League ofNations, for it was only 
possible to gain an overall impression with the aid of the movement captured by a 
film camera passing along such work of architecture. This rather complicated ap
proach to the subject prompted Paul Klopfer, in 1929, to pass the sober comment: 
'Terrible, isn't it? 95 His independent recognition of Le Corbusier as an artist was 
expressed in Giedion's appeal "We want an international architecture"- at that time 
a clearly defined concept thanks to Walter Gropius' book Internationale Architektur 
(1924). The latter meant a conception that tended towards a light, 'floating' mode of 
construction96

• In 1956, however, Giedion felt free to refer in relation to the same 
design ofLe Corbusier to the heavy, sculptural mode which was implemented in the 
governmental buildings in Chandigarh. He did such with the aid of two illustrations. 
A drawing of the 'perron' in front of the hall entrance of the League of Nations 
building placed alongside a drawing of the High Court of Justice in Chandigarh sug
gests a very similar conception of form: "The architecturally integrated flat perron 
roof of the League of Nations project became, thirty years later, a shell that was 
slightly domed towards the top and leaned slightly to the side, and running monu-
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E.J. Marey, photographic image of bird wing, 1855 S. Giedion, Eiffel Tower from inside, 1928 A. Archipenko, sitting figure, 1916 K.Tange, project for Dentsu advertisement company, 1960 

N. Gabo, kinetic sculpture, 1922 Rodschenko, construction, 1920 
A. Archipenko, sitting figure, 1916 G. Vantongerloo, sculpture, 1924 

LOWER ROW: IDEA OF DEVELOPMENT AS PRESENTED BY MOHOL Y -NAGY IN 1929 
UPPER ROW: IDEA OF DEVELOPMENT AS PRESENTED BY GIEDION IN 'MTC' AND 'PHOT' 
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mentally along the front of the parliament building in Chandigarh.".97 During the 
decade that followed Giedion would define the difference between the first and the 
next period for the third conception of space. The first one related to "the principle 
of the plane" (Bauhaus) and the next one to the merging of "volumes and cavities" 
(starting with the Pavillion Suisse). Interestingly enough the design for the League 
of Nations could stand as easily next to the Bauhaus as an illustration of the first 
principle, but it could stand as well next to the parliament building in Chandigarh as 
an illustration of the next phase. In this comparison the League of Nations design 
adapted retrospectively a pivotal role as a kind of vitamin for "the transformation of 
the architectonic articulation" toward the next period of the third conception of 
space. Moholy's understanding of spatial 'effects' allowed the first interpretation, 
where Van Does burg's notion of architectonic vision had allowed for the analysis of 
an element as being of formative value. 

In the example of how Giedion interpretes the League of Nations design in 1928 and 
in 1956 is included the remarkable reversibility of Giedion's concept of spatial 
imagination. The trajectories of a notion of 'development' are most completely oppo
site in direction (see illustrations). Within these trajectories the metaphorical exten
sions of the image-schematic suggestions as 'expressive modes' of spatial tensions 
are most completely opposite as contents as well. 

Giedion's concept of 'the beginning of a new conception of space' looks like a tele
scope in which he sees in 1928 the more open form of the future, while he seems 
starting to look in it since 1956 from the other side, seeing once more the future, but 
now melted with the beginnings of art and architecture in Egypt, Greece and the 
Roman Empire. 

Chapter 20 will deal with the question whether Giedion was just opportune here, fol
lowing the line of change in the work ofLe Corbusier, as became clear from his line 
of conduct in Chapter 5. But one thing is important to realize for now, going to the 
next part of the study: that already some of those who wittnessed Giedion in the 
1960's looking in a different way at history, became suspicious if one could see such 
as part of only one 'space-conception' and if- in the case of the sculpural architecture 
of Le Corbusier for instance - other notions than space - such as the articalation of 
the material surface - were not of importance to valuate modem architecture and the 
way it could become more mature. Under the infuence of such doubts, for instance 
Bruno Zevi proposed to place of Frank Lloyd Wright instead of a forerunner of 
'real'/'pure' modem architecture to one who gave it more substance after the 'pure' 
period. During the late 1950's and early 1960's there was a strong Wright-revival that 
illustrates quite well the 'necessity' for Giedion to start looking along the other side 
of his concept of space-conception: it was toward the beginning and the origins of 
modem architecture where the other side of abstraction could be explored: the emo
tional side of the sensuous. 

If Zevi still thought that Giedion's concept could be saved with the help of minor 
shifts in his construction of architectural history, it would be a next generation (Por
toghesi) that would see in the same wish for the sensuous a reason to break with 
Giedion's concept. 
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PART Ill. BREAKING 
Productive doubts on the 1Cool' presence of modern ar

chitecture 

"But, it is as if in their love affair with the machine, with the cool light 

of the purely rational, they lost touch with the sensual, the ground of 

our aesthetic being." Richard Meier (Discussion on 'The New Mod

erns ', The Annual Architecture Forum, London, September 27, 1990) 

When abstraction has been applied in 

modernism in a somewhat dictated or 

dogmatic way, it is governed by know

ledge and models. The modernism 

documented in part II has been experi

enced in just such a way. 

Part Ill deals with four aspects that indi

vidually function as a contrast to pure 

abstract thinking and design: 1. the 

sensuous, 2. the trivial, 3. the corporeal 

and 4. contamination. A chapter is 

dedicated to each of these aspects. 

Emotion and imagination govern the 

fascination for each of the four aspects. 

This has been introduced as a criticism 

of modernism, forming the basis for 

various post-modern strategies. 
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1. The Abstract and the Sensuous 

"The urge for abstraction must be complemented by the striving for 

melodiousness." J,J.P. Oud, 1961 

Wiel Arets, pharmacy in Weert-Boshoven, 1986-87, photo Kim Zwarts 
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Since decoration as a notion of decorum was the key to expressing sensuousness in 
western art and architecture before modernism, the sensuous as a concept seems to 
be doomed to relate to the notion of abstraction in modernist practice in a problem
atic way, where every attempt at decoration (which according to architectural think
ing ranging from Nicolas le Camus de Mezieres to Gottfried Semper fulfils an im
portant 'mediating role') is ruled out ('ornament as a crime'). Generally speaking, the 
abstract and the sensuous are regarded as being separate and antithetical concepts. In 
the architectural world of the 20th century there is a somewhat banal idea of this: 
geometric forms are associated with the Abstract, organic forms with the Sensuous. 
The Functionalism of the twenties and thirties represents a tendency towards abstrac
tion, but the curved lines of Alvar Aalto and the new plastic architecture of Oscar 
Niemeyer and many other South Americans are considered to contradict this98

. Sig
fried Giedion, in the revised 1966 edition of his detailed survey of modem architec
ture, discerned a synthesis in the architecture of the fifties and early sixties: 'The 
trend to the organic again asserted its right in the buildings of Alvar Aalto, in the late 
work of Le Corbusier, in Kenzo Tange's National Indoor Stadium for the Olympic 
Games, 1964, as well as in the work of J0m Utzon, to mention but a few. All faced a 
common problem of linking a geometric structure to organic forms.' In this way, he 
wanted to point out the victory of a contradiction in certain examples of modem ar
chitecture, one which had indeed been formulated more than fifty years earlier by 
Worringer as the fundamental opposition of geometric and organic form. 

Art Nouveau and the Eiffel Tower 

The generation that took the helm in 1968 after Giedion's death did their best to 
sabotage his synthesis, primarily because they judged the examples that he had ad
vanced as embodying a typically one-sided selective choice. On the one hand this 
had indicated the vague immaterial quality ofbuildings such as the early villas ofLe 
Corbusier (geometrical in language) and, on the other, the archaic type of poetic 
quality possessed by buildings such as the Ronchamp Chapel (organic in language). 
In its place, the new generation of architectural critics developed a veritable passion 
for everything that possessed tactile expression, thereby rediscovering elements from 
the treasure house of Expressionism. Thus, for instance, Poelzig's Festspielhaus 
(with its ridged vertical articulation) reappears in another form (a horizontal articula
tion) in Paolo Portoghesi's Church of the Sacra Famiglia, a transformation that took 
place through the medium of Alvar Aalto's vocabulary. From the moment that Por
toghesi preached the end of Modernism (in his book Dopo I'archittetura modema of 
1981 ), the whole of Functionalist Modernism became the victim of 'its' abstraction, 
while each new venture was interpreted from the standpoint of a 'new sensibility'. 
Portoghesi refers here to Charles Jencks' viewpoint, according to whom the 'new 
sensibility' has more affinity with Art Nouveau than with the International Style (in
cluding all of Giedion's 'heroes' in this category). 

Thus Jencks and Portoghesi resorted to architectural history for an explanation of the 
schism between the Abstract and the Sensuous, in so far as these concepts can be re
duced in a trivial way to simple geometric and organic forms. This makes it worth
while looking at what was happening around the turn of the 19th and 20th century 
when the Sensuous could indeed be associated with Art Nouveau, and the Abstract 
with the Eiffel Tower. When these concepts are juxtaposed in this way, each of them 
acquires a specific formal and expressive charge. Jencks' assessment, wishfully re
ferring to Art Nouveau, was probably an answer to Sigfried Giedion to whom Art 
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Nouveau and the Eiffel Tower were absolute opposites, and who liked to see modem 
architecture as the continuation of crude, barbaric and inartistic iron constructions 
such as the Eiffel Tower - as he documented it in 1928 in Bauen in Frankreich. 

Nevertheless, it is hardly possible to explain the dichotomy between the Abstract and 
the Sensuous on the basis of Giedion's opinion alone. As explained in Chapter 5, 
Giedion's argument was largely inspired by the work of Alfred Gotthold Meyer. In 
this, he drew the logical conclusion from Meyer's contention that the Crystal Palace 
and the iron bridges possess a special, different, and thus 'new' open form of three
dimensionality, one which had never been seen before. The essential point here is 
that Giedion only sought to relate this new three-dimensionality to the engineering 
language of the iron constructions while, according to Meyer, the airy, floating spa
tial effect may also be associated with the botanical shapes of Art Nouveau. As such, 
he admired the botanical shapes of the ornaments in various metal constructions. 
Such admiration still obeyed the twin concepts 'Kunstform-Kemform' (art form and 
basic form) that Karl Botticher had introduced in his book Die Tektonik der Hele
nen. In this book, Botticher explained that all architectonic elements - in so far as 
these are purely functional in form - always require artistic amendment. As a result 
of the harmony that is characteristic of all ideas of classicism, he argues for a coun
terbalance to the purely technical constructional solutions. This demand was even 
applied analogously to the gigantic iron constructions built up until the first decades 
of the 20th century. A striking example is Paul Zucker's reasoning in Plastik und 
Briicke (1920) concerning the design of the bridgehead as an 'ornament'. He primar
ily focuses on sculpture which he sees in principle as an 'art form' in contrast to the 
'organic form' -the bridge as a piece of engineering work. 

Art form - engineering form 

Alongside the opposite poles of the Art Nouveau-Eiffel Tower, which Giedion's in
terpretation made absolute, something similar also occurred at that time with the l 

twin concepts 'Kunstform' and 'Kemform'. This raises the question of whether it is 
only the 'Kemform' of the engineer - as put forward by Giedion - that can be seen as 
the most important contribution to the interest in the 'dynamic' expression, as the 
new characteristic of the modem townscape. The interest in the 'dynamic' expression 
was then just as much determined by the ideas of architects such as Mendelsohn, 
who very convincingly defended the role of architecture as an 'art form'. He in no 
way wished to sacrifice the latter to engineering forms. The ideas which lie at the 
root of this view are connected with Le Camus de Mezieres' interest in the interrela
tion between proportion, beauty and character. In order to express his fascination 
with movement, Mendelsohn only needed to rotate 'all the vertical rising supports' 
which were 'struggling against the load' (Lotze) through 90 degrees so that the up
ward forces were now horizontally directed. A slogan such as 'l'esthetique de l'inge
nieur' (Le Corbusier) evidently already indicated that Mendelsohn's approach was, at 
that time, considered to be outdated and had nothing whatever to do with the avant
garde. Giedion, Pevsner and Hitchcock, who were preoccupied with the rise of Mod
ernism from a historical point of view, hardly paid any attention to Mendelsohn's 
dynamic ideas. 

Only one single comparable dynamic project has found its way into the list of exem
plary illustrations of modem architecture: J.J.P. Oud's housing scheme in the Hoek 
van Holland with the curved ends (shop premises) to the housing blocks. Hitchcock 
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has described Oud's subtle solution of a wide powerfully-splayed concrete awning 
which curves round the comer in a wide arc and subsequently leads downwards. In 
his eyes, details such as these testify to the quality of refinement which elevates 
modem architecture to the level of a true 'art' of building. But which theoretical idea 
was actually being expressed here? Apparently under the influence of Wilhelm War
ringer's book Abstraktion und Einfiihlung (Abstraction and Empathy - 1908) Oud 
declared, as early as 1917 in an article in De Stijl, that by interrelating empathy (Ein
fuhlung) for the new machines with the abstraction of forms as they are understood 
in traditional architecture, aesthetics would be offered new perspectives. He evi
dently wanted to bring about a reconciliation of those two elements that were treated 
as opposites in the architectural debate of the early twentieth century. On the one 
hand, people wanted to remain true to traditional architectonic thinking (Gottfried 
Semper's concept of style springs to mind here, for example) and yet, on the other, 
people recognized in industrial design the possibility of expressing the Sensuous 
(Henry van de Velde ). 

Both of the aims mentioned above play a role in the Hoek van Holland example. The 
hollow split-open cylinder shape, for example, which was used in the eighteenth 
century as an altar backdrop to envelop a Madonna or the figure of a saint, was 
turned into a secular form by Oud, to contain capitalist merchandise. Moreover, the 
purist smooth finish of this white cylinder also alludes to machine-produced prod
ucts. The tectonics of the building mass contrast with the atectonic roof edge which, 
like the decorative chrome strips on American cars and trains, suggests speed and 
dynamism. In this way, Oud attempted to overcome the ' romantic principle', a sub
ject on which he corresponded with Peter Behrens and Erich Mendelsohn. It is char
acteristic that Oud wished to hold on to Le Camus' ideas about arousing emotion 
(emouvoir): 'Architecture itself- old or new- can and must give emotion. It has to 
transport the aesthetic vision of one man (the architect) to another man (the 
onlooker)', as he wrote in 1947 in The Architectural Record. It is typical of the Mod
ernists' theoretical self-image that the curved dynamic form is conceived as the 
bearer of emotion, yet it is ruled out as a design principle on theoretical grounds. 
Nevertheless, the Hoek van Holland is included in H.R. Hitchcock and Ph. Johnson's 
book International Style (1932). Giedion and Pevsner were equally guilty of ruling 
out curved dynamic forms; they too were aware that the modem equivalent of the 
Sensuous was frequently associated with curved forms and that, in fact, it was some
thing the public needed. Referring to Mendelsohn's 'motif of the curved facade' 
P~vsner wrote: it became one of the most popular motifs of the years between the 
FirSt and the Second World Wars and can be made responsible for much of that 
functionally unjustified but emotionally justifiable bogus streamlining which went 
on in refrigerators, prams, and many other industrially produced objects.' Giedion 
makes a similar observation using Art Deco as a reference (from the same period as 
the Hoek van Holland and certainly not unconnected): 'The declining art deco ap
proach expressed in "modem style" architecture and adornment around 1925 set a 
pattern for America's "streamlined" automobiles, refrigerators, and even furniture 
from about 1935. These forms reappeared in the Fifties with the kidney-shaped ta
bles. Post-Modernism also shows a predilection for objects which at the time were 
not supposed to be thought of as truly modem - remember Giedion's cautionary 
wo.rds about the 'streamlined style': 'Just as a tailor pads shoulders, the designer arti
ficially bloats the sheet metal case and heightens the effect by multiple chrome 
bands.' 
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The remarkable fact is that towards the end of the thirties even such outspoken op
ponents of Modernism as Peter Meyer were driven by the same fanatical diligence to 
exclude from 'higher' architecture anything that bore the slightest resemblance to Art 
Deco. Meyer, however, did consider this style to be acceptable for the interior design 
of fashion exhibitions. In 1942 he made the perceptive remark that the Abstract and 
the Sensuous were not satisfactorily compatible in Modernism. This is why he saw 
the two concepts as antitheses. He uses the concepts 'sensuous' and 'abstract' in a 
sharp outburst against 'the skeleton building of Constructivist stamp':' .. this skeleton 
degenerates into a completely dematerialized abstract organizational plan, devoid of 
sensuous qualities, a stereometric co-ordinate system of which the individual stan
dards and joists in practice only contain the static acceptable minimum of mass, and 
where the sensuous does not come into its own, but is repudiated. ( ... ) In contrast, 
the classical - irrespective of form - where the sensual and the rational exist side by 
side, is clear to all; the whole is subdivided in a well-arranged way, and the individ
ual components are aesthetically and unambiguously in proportion to one another -
in principle there is nothing ambivalent, nothing cryptic in the sense of being im
penetrable, nothing that could stand in the way of the spontaneous Einfiihlung (em
pathy) of the onlooker.' 

This quotation makes it quite clear that Meyer cannot be seen as a precursor of Post
Modernism. There is even a direct contradiction between the classically oriented 
view and the 'ambivalence' (double-codex) that Charles Jencks raised to the status of 
a principle. In fact, rather than repudiating it, Jencks championed the 'cryptic nature' 
of contemporary architectonic vocabulary, actually focusing attention on it using 
metaphors. The only thing that Charles Jencks and Peter Meyer have in common on 
the theoretical level is that they are both concerned with the means of expression. 
This must be seen as a personal criticism of Giedion, who after all - unlike the theo
reticians of the 'old' school - paid scant attention to the means of expression. 
Giedion's analysis is in fact limited to the purely visual aspect, stripped of expres
sion. One could even see this limitation as a 'clever device' in Giedion's argument, 
whereby the new stands in sharper contrast to what went before. What it boils down 
to is that the significance that was formerly reflected in the form and the materials 
has been deliberately eschewed since the advent of Art Nouveau, particularly the al
legorical, the symbolic and the syntactical significance. The term abstraction now 
only indicates the orientation which Giedion defined as a space-time concept. In 
fact, this architectural concept does not comprise any tactile expression or imagina
tive powers such as the multifaceted notion of collage with its combination of di
verse materials that may be found in Picasso and Braque's experimental period. It is 
precisely such concepts as 'space-time' (derived from science) that have robbed ar
chitectonic thinking of all symbolism. The corollary is that the fascination, the thrill 
of a new formal language, has remained intellectually non-existent for a long time. 

It was particularly after the Second World War that architectural critics became 
aware of the schism between the Abstract and the Sensuous, when the pleasure of 
the new threatened to become paralyzed. 'Abstraction', after all, had for at least a 
decade been a challenge to transcend and transform traditional notions of the Sensu
ous into new ones; the avant-garde of the twenties had produced new formal sensa
tions. One became aware of the fact that the relationship between functionalism or 
the Abstract, on the one hand, and atmosphere or the Sensuous, on the other, was 
distorted. In the publication Zwischen Glashaus und Wohnfabrik (1959) Eberhard 
Schulz wrote: "The cheerfulness of the busy salon which presupposes both space 
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and emptiness, or the living room in the loquacious Biedermeier period have quali
ties which we necessarily lack." This criticism, which has a somewhat conservative 
flavor, would lead to the possible conclusion that in the first place certain spatial 
properties such as 'emptiness', which one considers to be typically modem, have 
their origins in traditional examples, and secondly that the materials and the form of 
the detailing as they are applied to Modernism are incapable of evoking certain spe
cific moods. The desire to recreate a certain atmosphere in a modem way is ex
pressed in an often-quoted statement made by the architect J.J.P. Oud in 1961 : 'The 
urge for abstraction must be complemented by the striving for melodiousness.' 

In conclusion, it could be said that the relationship between sensual expression and 
abstract form is a theoretical conceptual problem. One way of fathoming this prob
lem is by examining the 'avant-garde' interpretation of the three concepts of firmitas, 
utilitas and venustas. For avant-garde architects, this trinity created the space for a 
hypothetical dialogue between the engineer and the artist. It is precisely that dia
logue which gives rise to the ambivalence referred to in this chapter. Architects who 
were inspired by the engineers' vocabulary of bridges and silos took firmitas and 
utilitas and coined from them their own version of a theoretical construction with 
only one meaning: functionality. The viewpoint of abstract painters and sculptors 
can be taken as the Sensuous (venustas) which an art historian such as Giedion 
wished to bring into a 'dialogue' with that functionality. However, this discourse 
only existed by virtue of the images that Giedion presented: a painting by Klee next 
to a bridge by Maillart, or a painting by Braque next to a photograph taken of the in
side of the Eiffel Tower. By placing the Bauhaus in Dessau beside Picasso's Arlesi
enne, he wished to demonstrate what this strategy meant to the renewal of architec
ture. Such examples only gave the reader a vague impression of the systematic ap
plication of 'Einfuhlung' (empathy). As it was not clear how all this was to be con
verted into a design method, the chosen images soon lost their power. 

Differentiation 

The question is now whether and to what degree 'the Sensuous' and 'the Abstract' can 
be reconciled with one another in architectonic thought. The numerous attempts by 
French philosophers to define the concept of modernity, while taking into account all 
the conflicting arguments which come up in the discussions on Post-Modernism and 
Deconstruction, did provide plenty food for thought. Jacques Derrida, the language 
wizard, launched the word 'differentiation': 'references are made to an organization 
which is insensitive to the fundamental antithesis in philosophy between sensibility 
and intelligibility.' For architects and painters, this could mean that they concentrate 
increasingly on tactile expression and on an imagination that develops from that. 
This is indeed what has since happened: Calatrava with his technical design has suc
ceeded in returning to something bordering on Art Nouveau; Deconstructivists have 
elaborated on Giedion's fascination with movement as the 'symbol of unrest'; archi
tects such as Frank 0. Gehry and Peter Eisenman have given form to the subcon
scious in the 'Einfiihlungsmethode' (empathy method) in a surrealistic way. Never
theless, the need for the sensuous still appears to be the subject of a fundamental po
lemic, since that aspect is explicitly regarded as an additional corrective to the Ab
stract. Some artists seem able to pull off the combination of abstract forms with tac
tile fantasy and to reinvest the Sensuous with an intrinsic significance. This is sub
stantiated, for example, in Helmut Federle's paintings, which intentionally disrupt 
the abstraction of Concrete Art (which is founded on intelligibility). In his strategy 
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the sensuous is indeed reconciled with intelligibility. Federle's basic forms are geo
metric, but they only acquire expressive power in the way they are combined, thus 
evoking 'symbols'. The colors are not always 'pure', they often have a kind of patina. 
This use of color imparts a sensuous aura to this 'gutter' rawness, and in this aspect it 
can be compared with John Cage's idea of recording street noises and introducing 
them into music. But does this mean that the accepted 'modem' repertoire is under
going a 'breaking open of its boundaries' or is it a case of a simple variant on a mod
emgeme? 

These sorts of questions no longer seem relevant, since the paradigm of the evolu
tionary and moral development of the visual arts - the image of 'progress' - has been 
abandoned in Post-Modernist thought. It is no longer a question of innovation but of 
revision, and from this particular viewpoint, historical examples also deserve to be 
re-evaluated. Which selection of Mondrian's paintings shows most clearly that he 
knew how to furnish abstract forms with the maximum sensuous charge? Such a 
question would, in the final analysis, also have to be applied to architecture99

• 

Modernist architecture with a sensuous charge 

The failure of Functionalism has often been attributed to external - that is political -
factors and the functionalist building of the Sixties and Seventies was later accused 
of having vulgarized an avant-garde idea. It is not the intention to elaborate on these 
presumptions here, but to show that in the quest for the Sensuous in modem archi
tecture, which manifested itself in the fifties and slowly but surely continued to 
make headway, certain images and theories played a role. The desire for the Sensu
ous together with the notion of the Abstract have become 'automatically' associated, 
due to the habit of thinking about pairs of concepts that at first glance are compara
ble yet, on closer inspection seem fairly incompatible, such as K. Boetticher's 
'Kunstform' and 'Kemform' (art form and basic form) and W. Worringer's 'Abstrak
tion' and 'Einfiihlung' (abstraction and empathy). 

In conclusion, here follow a series of individual examples that indicate how the ab
stract forms of modernist architecture have occasionally been furnished with a 
maximum sensuous charge. 

1. The Edward A. Norman Residence (1930s), New York City, by William Lescaze. 
The relationship of the Abstract - the house - and the Sensuous - the streamlined car 
parked in front of it - could hardly be a more stereotypical image of Modem Life 
(photo Ben Schnall). 

2. The piano room in the Silver Lake Residence in Los Angeles (1930s) by Raphael 
S. Soriano. The association of the round comer with 'melodiousness' could not be 
more literal (photo, Julius Shulman). 

3. The Crystal House by George Fred & William Keck at the Chicago World's Fair 
of 1934. An example of soft exhibitionism: in the same way that many years later 
advertisements for showers show a naked woman behind opaque glass as the sensual 
implication of the functionalist environment, here it is Buckminster Fuller's Dymax
ion car that performs the same function (photo Hedrich-Blessing). 
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4. The living room in the penthouse of Highpoint 2 (1936-1938) by Berthold Lubet
kin. After the sensuous application of the abstract vocabulary by Eileen Gray, this is 
one of the first 'male' efforts to create a more sensual ambiance (photo Dell and 
Wainwright). 

5. Bedroom in the B. J. Cahn House (1936-1937), Lake Forest, by George Fred & 
William Keck. When a conscious ambiance for the Sensuous has to be created with a 
modem vocabulary, the result often looks like a movie-set; with a somewhat crip
pled appeal: it is as if the Sensuous is paralyzed (photo Hedrich-Blessing). 

6. Housing near Rio de Janeiro (1947) by A.E. Reidy. Here the Sensuous seems to 
self-consciously direct the Abstract in the manner of the Lambada (photo Michel 
Aertsens). 

Both the search for a conscious ambiance for the Sensuous and ways of directing the 
Abstract toward more popular types of experience (such as Lambada) have the ten
dency to guide design ambitions into the field of the Trivial, as pictured in the next 
chapter. 
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8. Notes on the Trivial in Architecture 

How a global antithesis of formal architecture - kitsch - could be

come a specific reference for finding a way out of modernism. 
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When the art historian Sigfried Giedion went to the United States in 1938, he enthu
siastically reported on the "industrial" qualities of the balloon frame, however, he 
did not wish to deal with the image of its styles as an essential part of its success. 
This seems to be in contrast with the remark made by his wife, Carola Giedion
Welcker, in 1942, stating that the most banal reality may become a point of depar
ture for modem imagination. Although she wrote this as a comment on surrealist po
etry, what is relevant to architecture is her intelligent observation that the language 
of this imagination is an associative one. In general, this interest in associations had 
become excluded, even tabooed in modem visual arts and architecture. The reason, 
marking a fimdamental difference between kitsch and the avant-garde as explored in 
an article by Clement Greenberg in 1939, was never discussed. It is therefore typical 
that only thirty years later Gillo Dorfles published Greenberg's article in an anthol
ogy on kitsch. 

Kitsch as the opposite of modern architecture 

Kitsch objects are, in a popular sense, the homely equivalent of a public respect for 
persons and events as expressed in monuments. A private, intimate, pathetic type, 
and a homely urge for possession always characterize kitsch. "Kitsch" houses that 
flirt with a foreign yet very homely appeal, are quite comparable to the popularity of 
"foreign" taste that a variety of "foreign" restaurants offer in many cities in Europe 
and the United States of America. It seems important to stress the fact that this phe
nomenon is as old as the industrial revolution and its mechanisms of demonstrating a 
market and creating an interest in specific images of imported products. In that 
sense, the types of houses and furniture that were displayed in the national pavilions 
of the World Exhibitions in the nineteenth century are not only important indicators 
of what may be understood as national pride, but also as efforts to seduce, in the way 
that other imported products do. An example of a successful import is the fashion of 
the Swiss chalet in Holland during the nineteenth century. This chalet fashion is an 
early example of the expression of a desire to enrich existing domestic architecture 
with a foreign option: the house as a more explicit domain of free time and holidays; 
the home giving a feeling of being "elsewhere". With the invention of tourism, it 
was as if you could return home to live in a souvenir. In earlier times, exotic and co
lonial architecture, such as the Chinese garden in Great Britain and the British colo
nial style in India, had just as much of a memory jogging fimction, but they remem
bered aristocratic power in contrast to the banal reality of local architecture. The 
Swiss chalet fashion in Holland also produced remarkable contrasts, but as it repre
sented individual bourgeois taste, it was one of the first steps towards the psychol
ogy of a transcultural international market. 

Kitsch, understood as bad taste, first manifested itself after World War II as a deci
sive reference in opinion making. Architect Franz Schuster rejected it in his plea for 
truth and modernity in books such as Der Stil unserer Zeit (1948). For this purpose, 
he reactivated the reform mentality, establishing a connection between the modest 
expression ofunomamented craftwork and modem production methods. The book is 
a demonstration of good design as opposed to kitsch design. In itself, Schuster's 
standpoint on good design was paradoxically very close to what may as well be 
called "trivial", in the sense used by the Swiss architectural critic Peter Meyer in the 
1920s. Meyer's and Schuster's examples aim to demonstrate a close relationship be
tween modem vocabulary and a modest traditional expression. Nevertheless, that 
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sort of "timeless" modernity implied a distancing from the trappings of the other 
trivial, the popular memory jogger. 

Modem architecture became established as the opposite of kitsch in the 1940s. There 
are exceptions, of course, even within the era of the modem movement during World 
War II. Some beautiful examples are those of Carlo Molino, who created an atmos
phere in architecture that today only Jef Koons is capable of creating in art. How
ever, the 'main stream' avoided the potential of what was, at the same time, an ex
tremely heroic, erotic and emotional expression. 

The trivial as the opposite of modern architecture 

During the war, J.M. Richards wrote the study Castles on the Ground. It describes 
the trivial as a sociological phenomenon. It was Richards' opinion that modem archi
tecture had to understand this phenomenon in order to become more popular itself. 
After the war, Richards purified this opinion as editor of The Architectural Review, 
by bringing forward the Swedish style of Markelius and other architects as exam
ples. As in the case of Schuster, here too can be recognized the intention of evaluat
ing the tools and housing of everyday life in a more distinctive, simple and neutral 
form of expression. 

Explicitly anti-trivial was Maxwell Fry's warning against the visual appearance of 
advertising billboards along the roads, in his book Fine Building (1944). The school 
in Ulm was opened in order to train designers who would be able to achieve this new 
modesty after the war. 

As a matter of course, the visual appeal of an imagination that is experienced as 'triv
ial' always refers to a specific opposite content. In the early 1970s, when the lan
guage of modem architecture was experienced as an authoritarian doctrine (which, 
as such, implied the exclusion of certain trivialities), Charles Jencks and others 
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wished to advocate the trivial as a possible provocative starting point for new design. 
First labeled as "adhocism", the trivial became established as a post-modem under
standing in the years that followed. 

A reversal of an argument that may be seen as the decisive switch 

from a modern to a post-modern conviction 

The most decisive contribution came from Robert Venturi, who turned Maxwell 
Fry's plea for modem architecture that would free men from trivial expressions into 
a peripheral, commercial condition. Venturi and Denise Scott Brown favored the op
posite condition: the expression of commercial banality in cities like Las Vegas. The 
argument was reversed, claiming - still in the manner of modem architects - dialecti-
cal progression. 

Ettore Sottsass, who had studied design in Ulm, introduced a more vital and refined 
reaction to the premises of the modem dogma when compared to that of Venturis. 
He had explored all the forms of trivial expressions around the world, for many 
years, and integrated them into a new universal language. Ever since his introduction 
of Memphis design, the trivial expression has been transformed into an international 
sensibility with a link to the modernist language. It is like a mutation of the sensuous 
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expressiveness of the 1950's interiors, but now linked to the memory of trivial forms 
motives and ideas. ' 

As a reaction to first modernism, several modem forms appeared in a trivial version, 
such as Mendini's version of the black Czech cubist chair of Janak. The most ex
treme example was the decorated kitsch version of Walter Gropius' black and white 
teaset. It seemes like Venturi's lesson has been proved too easily and, as such has 
turned the debate into a dead end. 

The most productive focus on the trivial with a new impulse for architecture arrived 
at through the teaching of Aldo Rossi. Rossi's coffeepot may already be seen as an 
example of a more refined trivial play on modernist language, but his assistants at 
the ETH Zurich, Bruno Reichlin and Fabio Reinhart, were to intensify that playful
ness as a characteristic in the house Tonini in Torricella (1974). The real trivial 
forms (outside the serious and classical realm where Rossi and his assistants had op
erated) were first chosen some years later by Miroslav Sik, an assistant of Reinhart, 
in his interpretation of Rossi's idea of the analogue ('Analoge Architektur'). 

In the Rossi-line, exemplified by buildings such as his Palazzo Hotel in Fukuoka 
Japan (which Rem Koolhaas once called the most contemporary building he eve; 
saw), there is both a trivial and eloquent sensibility at work. Such ambivalence al
lows both contextual and international associations; the formal appearance is that of 
both a personal and collective handwriting. This double referential impact, that can 
be considered to be a typical post-war impact of questions on modernity, makes it 
both easier and more difficult to see the trivial itself as an architectural attitude. It is 
easier because, since Venturi-Scott Brown and Sottsass, one is apt to glimpse an in
telligent, interesting and contemporary attitude behind such a proposal. In fact there 
is no new need for an architect to seriously advocate the trivial (this is already both 
part of history and practice). But another, new individual association may have to be 
proved through which the dislocation of the trivial may become a sign of a desire 
that architecture aims to fulfill vis a vis architectural ambitions that are experienced 
as oversaturated, unnecessarily complex and artificial. 

The challenge may be formulated as a question. Have Sottsass and Philippe Starck 
yet used up the potential of the banal in design analogous to the challenge that 
Carola Giedion-Welcker saw in surrealist poetry in 1942? Or have we, during the 
1980's and 1990's, witnessed a flirtation that has been commercialized before it 
~ould be explored? The answer lies in knowledge of the content and the way the triv
Ial evokes and, at the same time, sublimates specific associations. Up until now this 
knowledge has been left to the intuition of trendsetters. 

Conclusion 

l_be efforts to include the trivial as enrichment for a modem approach have been mo
tivated by the wish to realize what surrealism had promised and what modernism 
ha~ n?t been able to bring about. As such, it has brought back the idea of the concept 
~air, m the way that Boetticher and Worringer had introduced a way of compensat
Ing the 'pure' abstract. The next chapter concerns an approach that may be seen as a 
post-Venturian point of view: to radicalize the notion of the concept pair trivial -
~ure modem even more, by seeing contamination as a challenge. In Chapter 10, this 
IS taken even further by some architects, who take contamination as a strategy. 
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9. Real Space versus Ideal Space 

Bernard Tschumi's approach to modernity refers to two doubts about 

functionalism, raised by two different sides of debate: of Team 10 

(Tschumi had worked for Candilis, Josie and Woods) and the Situa

tionists (whose texts were published in English when Tschumi was 

teaching at the Architectural Association in London). The demands of 

Team 1 0 and the Situationists for a more intense and other reality, in 

contrast to that of the ideal space notion of functionalism, is shifted 

by Tschumi from the corner of late modernism into that of postmod

ernism. Tschumi succeeded in rethinking Team 1 O's notion of 'in

between' and the Situationists' notion of 'event' as the basis of a 

poststructuralist approach to architectural theory. 

O.M. Ungers, project for Welfare Island, 1975 B. Tschumi, Exploded Folie, 1984 
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Architect Bernard Tschumi is not only against a pure abstract approach in design, he 
has a marked aversion to any passion for autonomy, style and pure form in architec
ture. It is an aversion that he has never attempted to hide, especially not in the im
mediate past when, in what Tschumi regards as an over-literal reaction to functional
ism, there have been vigorous and sustained attempts to separate architecture from 
notions of use. In 1994 he wrote: "The contemporary world is a dislocated space of 
constraints that may find few common denominators. Yet we should remember that 
there is no architecture without everyday life, movement, and action; and that it is 
the most dynamic aspects of their disjunctions that suggest a new definition of archi
tecture." 

Contamination as a challenge 

In 1976 Tschumi's aversion was directed towards the prevailing veneration for Le 
Corbusier among the progressive in-crowd of American architects: "Were the ration
alists of the 'New York Five' unconsciously striving for respect through the white 
and timeless skeletons they proposed?" Provocatively, Tschumi confronted them 
with the view that the Villa Savoye was never so moving as when plaster fell off its 
walls and skeleton, an experience dating back to 1965 when, as an architectural stu
dent at the ETH Zurich, he took part in an excursion to what is perhaps the most 
celebrated house of this century, designed by Le Corbusier. Tschumi vividly recalled 
"the small service rooms on the ground floor, stinking of urine, smeared with excre
ment, and covered with obscene graffiti." Eleven years later, he drew the following 
lesson from this Bataillist existential experience: "it is my contention that the mo
ment of architecture is that moment when architecture is life and death at the same 
time, when the experience of space becomes its own concept. In the paradox of ar
chitecture, the contradiction between architectural concept and sensual experience of 
space resolves itself at one point of tangency: the rotten point, the very point that ta
boos and culture have always rejected." Standing at this point of "metaphorical rot," 
he sees the experience of architecture as taking place between two mirrors: those of 
ideal space and of real space. According to Tschumi, this notion of reality, which he 
has pursued ever since that moment of insight, has more in common with Bataille's 
endeavor to invest the erotic with meaning than with the increased interest in sensu
ality expressed in art theory (Einfuhlung) and architecture (Jugendstil, Art Nouveau 
and Art Deco) at the beginning of the century. Tschumi, unlike such diverse archi
tects as Botta, Calatrava and Kollhoff, sees no reason to return to a supposedly lost 
sensibility of that past. He is more interested in the notions of conflict and impend
ing disjunctions that since the Second World War have inspired a new sensibility in 
literature and art and, rather late in the day in his view, that have also found their 
way into the architectural sensibility. In an echo of the popular definition of eroti
cism - "not the excess of pleasure, but the pleasure of excess" - he locates the chal
lenge of architecture not in the fact that it "seduces" or that "it fulfills some utilitar
ian function" but that "it sets in motion the operations of seduction and the uncon
scious," warning also that architecture "cannot satisfy your wildest fantasies, but it 
may exceed the limits set by them."100 

The in-between argument 

The central argument in Tschumi's discourse, the consciously chosen overlapping 
and connecting "in-between" position between universal concept and personal ex-
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perience, between ideal and real space, corresponds exactly to the position of the 
Divided Line in Plato's schema between the basic questions "why" and "what", on 
the one hand and "how", on the other. The first two questions are governed by 
knowledge and models and the third by emotion and imagination. It is a distinction 
that has preoccupied philosophers and architects for centuries. While knowledge im
plies a structuring of information, at first glance emotion resists the definitiveness of 
a schema. Knowledge is instrumental, emotion is mediated. In the Platonic tradition 
the Divided Line is usually seen as a dividing line. The American philosopher Mark 
Johnson has described the dilemma of the thinking about the "how" aspect in the 
Platonic tradition as follows: "on this account, nothing in the physical world gives us 
real knowledge, since all perceptible objects are constantly changing, while their es
sences are fixed." 

Interest in fixing "essences" acquired a new and widespread lease of life in early 
twentieth-century architecture, not least as a result of Le Corbusier's writings and 
Bauhaus-style education. Reaction against it started to gain ground after the Second 
World War, beginning in such artistic circles as the Cobra movement and the Inter
national Situationists. In the 1950s, architects like Aldo van Eyck and Alison and 
Peter Smithson confronted the old guard of the ClAM with this artistic reaction as 
evidence of a changing way of thinking. Nevertheless, it was to be some time before 
the existentialist ground swell finally - via Lacan, Foucault, Derrida et al. - per
suaded philosophers to generalize the doubt about the place and interpretation of the 
word "how" in Plato's schema vis-a-vis the questions "why" and "what" into a fun
damental dilemma in cultural thought. This doubt can be seen as the core of their 
present-day, "postmodern" vision. 

Mark Johnson describes the "Platonic suspicion of imagination" which provoked this 
postmodern reaction as follows: "in short, the prejudice of the 'Platonic' tradition 
against imagination is based on the claim that no true knowledge can rest on either 
sense experience or, even worse, upon images of things. This 'epistemological' ar
gument is then coupled with the "psychological" argument that poetic imagination is 
not a rational process but only an act of possession by the daimon." Johnson, and 
also Tschumi, has radically reversed this standpoint by pointing to "the centrality of 
image schematic structures in the organization of meaning," "the more important 
ways in which structures of our bodily experience work their way up into abstract 
meanings and patterns of inference." Tschumi's credo, "Bodies inscribing Space," 
the theoretical basis of his recent work, corresponds perfectly with Johnson's basic 
premise: "Our reality is shaped by the patterns of our bodily movement, the contours 
of our spatial and temporal orientation, and the forms of our interaction with objects. 
It is never merely a matter of abstract conceptualizations and propositional judg
ments." This contemporary variation on Kant's critique of "pure reason", coincides 
with a general interest in the significance of emotions and in "emotional intelli
gence." 

The theoretical basis of the idea of an 'event-space' 

The general shift in linguistic research from the significance of the form and the 
form as a bearer of meaning (metaphor and metonymy) moves to one that operates 
with underlying "schemata" that refer less directly and specifically to meanings be
cause they are driven by emotional imaginings, signals a change in cultural sensibil
ity. Architecture, witness an article by Derrida devoted to Tschumi's follys in the 
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Pare de la Villette, pro;ided food for thought in this context: Derrida recognized the 
form of the folly as an Image schema, which is to say, a form that "eventualizes." As 
a result of the shift from meaning to schemata, the form has become an embodiment 
of forces that stands mid-way between relatively vague physical experiences on the 
one hand, and conscious thought, on the other. ' 

Johnson has defined the "image schema" as follows : "A schema consists of a small 
number. of p~rts and relations, by virtue of which it can structure indefinitely many 
perceptions, Images, and events. In sum, image schemata operate at a level of mental 
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organization that falls between abstract propositional structures, on the one side, and 
particular concrete images, on the other. The view I am proposing is this: In order 
for us to have meaningful, connected experiences that we can comprehend and rea
son about, there must be pattern and order to our actions, perceptions, and concep
tions. A schema is a recurrent pattern, shape, and regularity in, or of, these ongoing 
ordering activities. These patterns emerge as meaningful structures for us chiefly at 
the level of our bodily movements through space, our manipulations of objects, and 
our perceptual interactions." 

A like-minded approach to the notation of 'image schema' is reflected in Tschumi's 
designs for fireworks displays, where the desired effects are indicated by lines, 
planes and arrows. This affinity is perhaps even more evident in Tschumi's interest 
in Oskar Schlemmer's method of notation for ballet performances. In fact, few media 
demonstrate the expressive use of 'lines of force' so clearly (because so naturally), 
as fireworks and ballet. In one unbroken line, the world of myths is connected with 
the world of ultra-modern computer software. The perception of these lines of force 
is directly (and without interference from interpretative thinking) colored by emo
tional impressions. Arthur Koestler, writing about this area of consciousness in 
1967, remarked that it can be seen in relation to "some ancient structures in the brain 
which are phylogenetically much older than the modern structures concerned with 
abstract conceptualizations. Abstractive memory generalizes and schematizes, while 
the picture-strip particularizes and concretizes - which is a much more primitive 
method of storing information." At the time when this insight arose, Sigfried 
Giedion (just before his death) seized upon it as an antidote to the increasingly nega
tive status of abstract thought (epitomized in modern art and modern architecture) by 
suggesting a direct relationship between the cave drawings of early man and the 
mode of expression of modern painters, such as Klee and Miro. It is characteristic of 
the beginning of Tschumi's career ten years later that he chose as his starting point 
the difference between categoric and imaginative thinking. He had recognized an ar
chitectural method of representation in the relationship between perception and 
thought as formulated by Koestler and others. In 1977 the visual impressions de
scribed by Koestler as adding "texture and flavor to memory," the so-called "quasi
cinematographic details, picture-strips" that are a registration of "emotional rele
vance," became a conscious method of architectural representation in Tschumi's 
Manhattan Transcripts. 

An approach expressed in projects and buildings 

The form of the follys in Pare de la Villette accords perfectly with the approach to 
drawing in Manhattan Transcripts. The dramatic impact they had on the architec
tural debate of the time can be best appreciated by comparing a design for Welfare 
Island by O.M. Ungers with a drawing of Tschumi's 'exploded folie'. The basic ele
ments are virtually identical, but the attitude could not be more different: Ungers' 
drawing represents an exercise in sorting and stacking forms while Tschumi presents 
the viewer with an exercise in associative, combinatory thinking. 

In the Glass Video Gallery in Groningen - the actualization of the "exploded folie" 
the architectural form disappears even more than in the original drawings. What re
mains is an extremely elegant glass box, balancing on a 'line of force' (the raked 
concrete plinth). The approach to detailing deployed here was further developed in 
the project for Lausanne and reached its next peak in the detailed project for Metro-
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pont. The extremely eloquent insight that Tschumi developed in this project is the ir
relevance of the consistent datum plane: in the given topographical confusion, the 
entrance to a building can be located near the top of another building, an insight that 
has been elevated to a design principle in this project. 

With his design for Pare de la Villette and the considerations on which it was based, 
he was the person to most consciously move the architectural debate in the direction 
of the specific issues raised by the post-structuralist discourse, issues which subse
quently transformed architectural thinking throughout the world. 

To exercize 'event-space': Don Juan, Duchamp and Bataille 

The exercise of thinking more diverse by using text has been encouraged as a way of 
developing architectural projects since the second half of the 1970's. Tschumi wrote 
about this procedure: "The ability to translate narrative from one medium to another 
-to translate Don Juan into a play, an opera, a ballet, a film or comic strip- suggests 
architectural equivalences, equivalences that are made through carefully observed 
parallels." Twenty years later, transformation patterns, such as Tschumi's Manhattan 
transcripts - the outcome of a narrative - have become abstracted as a medium by 
and for its own sake, controlled by the automatic pilot of the design software in the 
computer. The link to language is not really lost, however, it is only approached 
from the other side: according to Johnson the representation of vectors of force func
tions as a level or type of notion in between corporeal experience and language. It is 
the kind of fascination to look at the world of meaning from "the other side" that 
Tschumi had admired in the texts of Bataille, as analysed by Denis Hollier1 01
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From Tschumi's contribution, one can go further back in time to the one of Joseph 
Kosuth, who was one of the first to insist on a 'conceptual' approach. The way out 
of the dilemma, that Kosuth saw in art (having become too dependent on the taste of 
some dominant critics experienced as being dated) - and that in architectural theory 
became defmed in parallel by Tafuri as "the crisis of architecture" (seen as a conse
quence of the role of both the architect and the critic in capitalist society) - was to 
replace the paradigm of the functional by the question of function, and to reread the 
challenge of modernity, by referring to Duchamp: "The function of art as a question, 
was first raised by Marcel Duchamp. ( ... ) With the unassisted readymade, art 
changed its focus from the form of the language to what was being said. Which 
means that it changed the nature of art from a question of morphology to a question 
of function. This change - one from 'appearance' to 'conception' - was the beginning 
of'modern' art and the beginning of'conceptual' art." (Kosuth, 1969). For architec
ture, the question of function would imply questioning at least the dictum of 'appro
priate use' of materials, this time from a conceptual point of view of a younger gen
eration of architects. The ambition of the possible parallel in architecture, to talk 
about conceptual architecture, was introduced in 1975 by Tschumi. 102 It also resulted 
in a thematic type of dealing with architectural history, for instance in the compari
son between Piranesi and Soane by Jennifer Bloomer (a former student ofTschumi). 
Her understanding of concepts is demonstrated in the form of a dictionary, that per
haps first and most evidently has brought the new and different relationship of the 
abstract and the sensuous to the attention: not by abstracting the form of the sensu
ous, but by tracing the sensuous content of the abstract, in the way it may be classi
fied alphabetically. 
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Very similar to the way in which Kosuth argues -"art changed its focus from the 
form of the language to what was being said"- is the older definition by Georges 
Bataille: "A dictionary begins when it no longer gives the meaning of words, but 
their tasks". This was chosen as a starting point in the book 'Formless' (1997) for a 
new effort of an overview of concepts in art. As it was formulated on the cover of 
the book: "Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind E. Krauss convincingly introduce a new 
constellation of concepts to our understanding of avant-garde and modernist art prac
tices."103 In Bataille's dictionary, Bois and Krauss saw the possibility of a sketch in 
which the twin phenomenon of promise and suspicion of modernity becomes part of 
one and the same matrix type of constellation of concepts. It is no longer a polar 
constellation, with something like a day and night side, that fresh and cool once rep
resented, and which fresh and cool represent together as sheer emotional optimism 
versus an 'other' side of the 'base materialism' like the realistic cut in the sliced eye 
in Un Chien andalou, and the constructed 'entropy' in the sliced houses by Gordon 
Marta-Clark. 

In the search for a new possible constellation of concepts of modernity in art, Krauss 
and Bois articulated a possible elaboration in the conceptual frame of imagination in 
art theory. Driven by a similar motivation Tschumi had exercized imagination in ar
chitectural education and theory, in the search for a more complete theory of imagi
nation. 
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Projects of Stefano Luca Colombo (left up and right down) and Katrin Kloetzer (left down and right up) 
in Studio Jos Bosman, fall 1997, Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation at Columbia 
University, New York; as published in Abstract 97.98 
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10. The Contamination of the White Cube 
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The notion of literal contamination of a white 

cube was at play when Bernard Tschumi wrote 

above a photograph from 1 965 of Le Cor

busier's villa Savoye: "The most architectural 

thing about this building is the state of decay 

in which it is." Here, the notion of decay - simi

lar to the one applied in the romantic gardens 

of the 18th century - allowed a critical retro

spective look at modernism. From this same 

viewpoint, Tschumi developed new strategies 

for architectural design in the late 1970's, fol

lowed in the 1980's by Lebbeus Woods (who 

turned the apocalyptic character of the argu

ment more directly into an uncanny atmos

pheric visual type of imagination) and Wiel 

Arets (who applied the argument of contamina

tion in a rather unexpected indirect way to the 

forms - as drawn and photographed - of a new 

modernism). The literal fulfillment of the con

tamination of a white cube as a challenge was 

realized in Lebbeus Woods' first exterior instal

lation, invading the facade of 'De Witte Dame' 

(the white lady) in Eindhoven, 1998. 

This chapter deals with some moments of shift 

from (a.) the fascination for the modernity of 

the white cube as an image of purity and logic 

to (b.) a modernist architecture with virological 

subversive capacities that tend to create poetry 

of 'otherness'. 

Two different ways of understanding a modernist desire for smooth 
cubic capacities 

An enormous gap in time appears between the notion of modernist smooth cubic ar
chitecture, such as the 'toward a new architecture' idea of Le Corbusier's villas that 
Van Loghem published in 'building- built to live in' (1932), on the one hand, and 
Wiel Arets' building for the headquarters of a pension fund in Heerlen, on the other, 
for which the Canadian sociologist Arthur Kroker developed the idea of 'viral codes 
for a new architecture' (1996). In the latter case, one is confronted with modernist 
cubic architecture that is 'contaminated', but not by graffiti, dust, patina or any other 
physical process of becoming 'dirty'. Here is a modernist form that is supposed to be 
inhabited by a philosophical virus that would make the observer read all the haptic 
qualities of some variations on a smooth skin in a decisive other way as compared to 
the heroic reception of times when the white modernist architecture was philosophi
cally owned by the followers of Bauhaus and/or Le Corbusier. The white cube may 
apparently be applicated in another way by a different idea. The two longer quotes 
given below may explain this difference in more detail. 

Van Loghem in the 1930's stated: "The white plaster work, enameling or tiling of 
nearly every new building is not a mask for constructional or technical imperfec
tions; they are the interpretation of the desire for fineness and purity of expression, 
whereas tension and rigidness is also expressed best by a smooth finish. The white
ness is also to be explained as a means of reducing, at least for the eye and feeling, 
the remaining heaviness that is still preserved by the structural form, to the utmost. 
Probably a purer technique will still be able to accelerate the appearance of build
ings, so that the still strongly pronounced white can be done away with for a part. 
The degree of purity by which the building harmonizes and contrasts with the sur
roundings, the radiating exterior appearance of the building, and the interior radiat
ing from the building, will in the future determine its value. This value is thus no 
more an absolute measurable value but a strongly variable one according to time and 
circumstances: a dynamic value, which therefore makes the meaning of art dynami
cally independent of space and time." 

Kroker in the 1990's said: "Like a strange attractor that pulls into its gravitational 
field the passing energies of the stellar dust storm, viral architecture is fully ambigu
ous: all materiality I all screen, all immersion (in digital reality) I all dissenting re
fusal (of the logic of the social). Forever breaking with modernism (because of its 
inability to stabilize around one of the poles of the dialectic of enlightenment) and 
finally beyond postmodernism (because that has reduced itself to a language game of 
competing crossings of the syntagm of metaphor and metonymy), viral architecture 
occupies the privileged space of the hypermodern. That's the space of the flashing 
polar reversals, of sacrificial violence and the monotonous seduction. Viral architec
ture? That's imminent reversibility by the strategy of simultaneity of the code: an 
outlaw experience that can be so transgressive because it travels so deeply within the 
labyrinth of the ruling machinery of the logistics of perception. Today the key politi
cal struggles are purely aesthetic. When we have moved beyond the production ma
chine to the order of consumption, and now beyond consumption to recombinant re
ality with its bio-technical logic of cloning, splicing and transcription of the human 
genetic code, then the great order of power mutates into aesthetics. Breaking forever 
with the literalist illusion and refusing Nietsche's 'concept-mummies', viral architec-
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ture opens the doorway once more to the recovery of poetic utterance, to ambiguity, 
paradox, and irony. Viral architecture as simultaneously the point of fatal accelera
tion and immanent critique of viral power. At the end of the twentieth century, why 
shouldn't architecture take up once more the privileged aesthetic expression of the 
parte maudite: a dirty clone for a dirty time, an anti-septic aesthetic for a culture that 
dreams ofpurity." 

The notion of an auratic expressive mode of the modern vocabulary 

Both authors deal with the notion of an auratic expressive mode of the modern vo
cabulary ("the radiating exterior appearance" and "the space of the flashing polar re
versals, of sacrificial violence and the monotonous seduction"). Both authors use the 
term 'accelerate' in order to give a name to the factor of intensifying such an expres
sive mode. Van Loghem says: "a purer technique will still be able to accelerate the 
appearance of buildings, so that the still strongly pronounced white can be done 
away with for a part". Kroker asks: "Why not speed things up to their point of fatal 
acceleration? No longer an architecture under the sign of romantic over
determination( ... )." The notion of speeding up allows for a most literal comparison: 
like water that is warmed up to the point where it boils and changes into steam. The 
formula and the quantity have remained the same, but there is an abrupt change into 
another quality. Comparing examples of modernist architecture from the 
1920's/1930's and from the 1990's, it seems possible to argue that modernism also 
arrived in another state of aggregation. For instance, the comparison of the villa 
Savoye of Le Corbusier and Rem Koolhaas's villa near Bordeaux gives reason to 
follow such argument. Both examples display a similar composition of a rectangular 
closed volume as a first floor that suggests floating, with modernist means on top of 
the level of the ground floor. In both examples the two levels are linked inside with 
the help of an element of spatial transition that allows one to experience the move
ment from one floor to the other as a travelling one (more than a purely functional 
circulation space). The essential difference, however, is that the villa Savoye has the 
tectonic presence of one coherent object, where in the case of the villa near Bor
deaux, the closed volume is more closed and the open volume more open, to such a 
degree that one gets the impression of a dramatic floating weight (as surreal as Ma
gritte's floating rocks). The fever of the surreal, realized using non-rhetorical means, 
points to the possible interpretation of another aggregation. In the arrival of such an
other state of aggregation the understanding of 'acceleration' is indeed relevant, as 
the villa in Bordeaux appears to be a product in a series of efforts to put more mean
ing into the white cubes ofLe Corbusier and the Bauhaus, starting with Robert Ven
turi's argument in his book 'Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture'. 

The process of reinterpretation - that finally brought the modernist vocabulary into a 
new state of aggregation - can be more easily recognized in a series of efforts in 
which the obtained meaning consciously became disjuncted from the modernist ap
pearance of the white cube. It was so-called post-functionalist efforts that intended to 
literally contaminate the modernist idea of the white cube by adding historicist deco
rations on top of it. It was 'Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture' in particu
lar that stimulated some 'kitsch' symbols to merge into the 'sterile' inheritance of the 
Modern Movement. However, in parallel with Venturi, the New York Five intended 
to reinvent the modernist vocabulary by recognizing Venturi's notions within the 
modernist complexity of Theo van Doesburg's 'countercompositions', as well as in 
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the contradictory fascist ambitions in the architecture of Giuseppe Terragni. The 
most theoretical architect of the Five was Peter Eisenman. 

After Venturi and Eisenman, Koolhaas in particular continued the exploration of the 
potential of a polemical love-hate relationship with modernist architecture. Like 
Venturi and Eisenman, he still intended to settle up with Le Corbusier's dour Calvin
ism. He was aided in this by the conceptual strategy of the painter Salvador Dali. 
Besides the paranoid critical method as a possible weapon against straightforward 
ideas, like those of Le Corbusier, Dali himself, in an extremely fervent and direct at
tack on this Swiss avant-garde architect, had defended the architecture of Gaudi as 
being 'better' than that of Le Corbusier. Koolhaas however did not wish to follow 
Dali so literally in terms of visuality in his own architecture. He did not see Gaudi as 
an alternative for Le Corbusier. Koolhaas's paranoid critical way of recycling mod
ernism resulted in designs such as those for Checkpoint Charley in Berlin, that are in 
fact even 'tougher' in comparison with the architecture of Le Corbusier. It certainly 
does not display a glimmer of Gaudi. In his text on the 'Generic City' Koolhaas ex
tols precisely the lack - one could say the paranoid critical lack - of qualities, in other 
words the indetermination, as a possible positive generative force for the city and for 
architecture. The conclusion is that at the end of the twentieth century there turned 
out to be a form of theoretical gymnastics for the use of a paradoxical tension within 
a set of polemical opposites that may be emasculated or duplicated. The question is: 
what as a rule of the game is here more involved than the possible reversals of some 
(complex set of) polemical point or points of view? 

'Anatopism' 

Post-functionalism and post-modernism have, in various ways, taught architects to 
dislocate the white cube from the notions that the ideologies of Le Corbusier, Bau
haus and ClAM had attached to it. The writer Michel Tournier has defined such an 
act of dislocation as 'anatopism'. Retrospectively this notion may be recognized in 
the way modernism in architecture itself also operated, as a strategy of ignoring the 
genius loci in terms of breaking with the local traditions of form and decorum that 
intended to connect buildings to a place. As a post-modern notion, 'anatopism' may 
explain in an analogue way how and why the modernist vocabulary has been able to 
survive in postmodern times: by a further disjunction of the former understanding of 
the formal result of the first act of dislocation; a type of dislocation when compared 
with the modernist ideological mode and habit of placing (as machine-like repetition 
in row forms for example). 

Toumier defines the term in his book 'Le pied de la lettre' (1994): "Anatopisme. 
Equivalent pour l'espace de ce qu'est l'anachronisme' pour le temps. Le surrealisme 
use volontiers de l'anatopisme. Exemple: figurer la tour Eiffel en plein Sahara." The 
example may not be immediately clear. It takes a moment before the sense of the 
mystery of the suggested misallocation reveals itself. The Eiffel Tower in the middle 
of the Sahara is surely a picture whose absurdity is fascinating, precisely because of 
the meaning given to the utilitarian expression of the Eiffel Tower? In that case, it is 
precisely by 'misplacing' it in the Sahara that this object becomes more understand
able for what it is - the way it has always been experienced on a subconscious level: 
a rather jazzed up, obsolete drilling rig! Heat and thirst, the sweat that breaks out 
when ascending this tower and the view of Paris - an experience with the character 
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of a potential mirage - are the more hidden implications which, in Tournier's exam
ple, accompany a felt surprise like vague physical sensations. 

The received history of modem architecture contains the odd elements of an experi
enced anatopism. The Nazi propaganda in which the white cubes of the Weissenhof
siedlung in Stuttgart are ridiculed as an Arabian village by editing camels into pho
tos of the modernist estate is just as much part of this history as the euphoric pictures 
by Hans Werleman. He rented a real giraffe for the photos of the Villa dall'Ava in 
Paris, designed by Rem Koolhaas. Koolhaas is also the architect who, in an earlier 
phase of his work, recognized the principle of anatopism in Dali's paranoid-critical 
method. His first lesson from this formed a story and a design for a swimming pool, 
a real poetic interpretation of the notion of anatopism. 

A conscious 'contamination' of the modernist hertitage; from 'dis

turbing' color via 'disturbing' allegory to 'disturbing' patina 

While the foundations of an understanding of a fundamental change in strategy that 
transformed the idea of the white cube of modem architecture into a postmodem 
phenomenon have been laid, the question of how the notion of 'contamination' is in
volved here more specifically is still open. To answer that question requires that the 
notion of its opposite, being health and hygiene, must be traced back to the moment 
when this was linked to the white cube. The next question is then how such a link 
was mutated in order to finally end up reversed in the notion of 'virological architec
ture' in the 1990's. 

In the 1920's the Dutch painter, writer and architect Thea van Doesburg was one of 
the most influential modernists who introduced a 'space-time' strategy for the spatial 
treatment of planes in relation to (and as part of) abstract cubic forms. He and Le 
Corbusier applied the space-time notion to the white cubes from the Mediterranean 
tradition that turned them into modem architecture and its implied metaphoric no
tions of hygiene and even sterility. 

Toward the end of the 1960's, the Belgium furniture and interior designer Pieter de 
Bruyne transformed the modernist notion in his furniture by breaking with Van 
Doesburg's banishment of allegory. He transformed the modem legacy into a style, 
which, braving the anti-narrative consensus of the Modernists, assumed other meta
phorical qualities than that of hygiene, and a theosophical belief in technical pro
gress. Some furniture was painted in striking pastel colors. Their use of color was 
soon imitated, particularly in Italy, and from there later became recognizable as a 
major element of postmodem culture. One of De Bruyne's cupboards from 1975, 
black with a diagonal in white and Dutch blue, contains a copied fragment - a 'quota
tion' of a form - from an eighteenth-century desk in its left-hand comer. It is most 
probably the very first piece of postmodem furniture. In architecture this strategy of 
deformation (which is not generally associated with DeBruyne but rather with the 
postmodem furniture by Memphis that he influenced) became in a similar way ap
plied by Lebbeus Woods, who - after designing late-modem architecture for Kevin 
Roche - developed a vision of parasite architecture on paper. As a variation on the 
many efforts to apply the notion of deformation to architecture (Tschumi, Coop 
Himmelblau etc.), it was the specific allegoric appeal of Wood's drawings that in
troduced the parasite and virus-like notion into architecture. With the notion of the 
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parasite arrived the strategy of attack and contamination. Such a strategy can be un
derstood as a reversal of and a counterattack on Le Corbusier's desire to eliminate 
the old parts of Paris' inner-city: "Imagine all this junk, which till now has lain 
spread out over the soil like a dry crust, cleaned off and carted away." Anthony 
Vidler cited this sentence by Le Corbusier as a comment on the photographic and 
drawn presentation of the architecture of Wiel Arets that, unheimlich like the draw
ings of Woods, takes its place "easily enough amidst the cacophony of walls and 
spaces that suffice to indicate the memory of a city". Such is Vidler's notion of the 
uncanny with which he introduced Arets' architecture to a larger public in 1989. 
Such a notion of the uncanny could be understood in Kim Zwarts' photographs and 
W endi Bakker's drawings of modernist architecture that is pictured with an intense 
presence of a skin that shows strong expressions of patina and/or shadow. Some 
years later Arets recognized this intended subversive approach in Kraker's reflec
tions upon virology as a model for social action and resistance. It is therefor no coin
cidence that the magazine A+U brought the drawings by Lebbeus Woods and Wiel 
Arets' buildings together in one issue. The issue demonstrates contamination as a 
positive uncanny attitude in order to avoid a relapse into the careless type of optimis
tic stupidity of the modernist off-the-peg architecture from the 1960's and 1970's. 

An open question that the A+U issue raises is the relationship between suggestion in 
drawings and photographs, on the one hand, and the haptic experience of a built real
ity on the other. Without the dramatic mood of the drawings and photographs, does a 
material reality have the same comment-like effect, that contamination suggests as 
an idea? One visitor of Arets' own office and house expressed his astonishment 
about the very likeness with a villa of Abe Bonnema from the 1960's. Conversely, 
the drawings of Woods confront one with the similar necessity to be able to prove an 
essential analogy in the case of them being built. The first exterior installation of 
Woods steel was applied in a similar way as Peter Zumthor had experimented with a 
steel screen in his atelier. The experience of contamination did indeed become true 
here. This is an indication of the possible assumption that the haptic translation of 
the idea of contaminating the white cube has been most intensely developed in the 
Swiss context of neomodemism. The most literal demonstration is the atelier for 
Remy Zaug, designed by Herzog and De Meuron, where the traces of water are con
sciously visible because of rusted iron elements on the roof, brought down by the 
rain along the concrete wall. In the case of Arets, a building that also first demon
strated a slight uncanny presence due to its materiality was a police station with ob
vious parallels to neomodem Swiss architecture (Chapter 13). 

Aura and the uncanny 

Woods' installation in Eindhoven, being more an expressive abstract sculpture com
pared to the neomodemist wall of Zaug's atelier, evoked - despite its abstract vo
cabular - strong allegoric messages as an image of contamination in the facade of a 
newly painted white building. A letter from a reader of a local newspaper reported 
on the shock felt by the message received: the reader was reminded of an airplane 
that crashed into a building during the Second World War. Such an example demon
strates the tunnel of fear that connects the world of modernity with accidents like the 
one in Paris in 1895 (see Chapter 3). The television-watching world of 2001 mas
sively became aware of such a tunnel of fear in their collective memory when the 
World Trade Center was demolished. Maybe it also had the effect of waking up the 
architectural world from the paper dream of violation and subversive attack, as vari-
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ous colleagues were reminded of Lebbeus Woods' drawings when seeing the ruins of 
the WTC. A mechanism connecting anxiety and the uncanny has been at work in a 
broad realm, that has formerly only been discussed in a small world of architectural 
and art critics. Hal Foster wrote about this mechanism: "The connection between 
anxiety and the uncanny is clear: the first is one effect of the second. Aura and the 
uncanny are also associated, for just as the uncanny involves the return of a familiar 
thing made strange through repression, so aura also concerns a strange web of space 
and time: the unique appearance of a distance, however close at hand." Such insight 
arrived at a large public with the demolition of the WTC. Suddenly a built complex, 
always denied as being of value by historians like Giedion, took a place in the col
lective memory of a world wide public as one of magic and radiance. A symbol of 
hated modernism in the eyes of the defenders of Le Corbusier and Bauhaus mutated 
into a magic memory. The transformation of trauma into a mnemic symbol (Foster), 
such as first intuited by the surrealism of the 1920's, and developed as a strategy of 
contamination and 'violated perfection' since the late 1970's- that was a strong im
pulse for the fantasies of paper architecture and its use for the design of stagesets of 
movies (such as 'King Kong' and 'Seven Monkeys')- had imploded in the experi
ence of a superior judgement by an actual act of giant destruction. The decisive act 
of a revaluation of an abstract modernist vocabulary in terms of aura took place on 
the 11th of September 2001. 
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PART IV. REPAIRING 
Particular steps in rethinking and reinventing modernism 
as a possible contemporary architecture 

"( ... ) a form that resists easy classification, to free-associate with 

successive moods - the mechanical, the industrial, the utilitarian, the 

abstract, the poetic, the surreal. It combines maximum artistry with 

maximum efficiency." Rem Koolhaas about his design for the Zee

brugge Sea Terminal (1989); in: SMLXL (1995), p. 584 . 

Part IV explores the backgrounds of a 

practice of repairing, reintroducing and 

revitalizing modernism since the 1980's 

as a 'sensuous Denkbild, in which 

Northern Swiss and Dutch architects, in 

particular, played a pivotal role. Most of 

the evidence arrived during the 1990's. 

The Swiss have contributed to a deeper 

and refined sensuous aspect, the Dutch 

more to the quality of a diagram as a 

Denkbild of new modernist architecture. 

Various viewpoints from the past are 

mirrored in the evidence of the new, 

raising the questions: what is the es

sential difference?; what has been con

tinued in a renewed, or even mutated 

way?; and what has been left behind as 

broken and irrelevant? It will be seen 

that there are very different lines of in

fluence and topics of interest that enter 

the new modernist architecture of the 

1990's into a dialogue with topics, 

forms and fascinations from the 1960's. 
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11. The contribution of Northern Swiss architecture 

The 'formula' of Northern Swiss architecture, 

the most explicit new kind of modernist design 

in buildings since the 1980's, is analyzed and 

described here as precisely as possible. 

Herzog and de Meuron, Atelier Remy Zaugg, Mulhouse-Pfastatt, 1995-97; photo JB 
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Not long before the Second World War, the London-based German architect Arthur 
Korn made a trip to Switzerland to study its imposing old barns. His wish 'to see 
peasant architecture' shook his Modernist hosts and shed a critical new light on their 
historical view104

• Some fifty years on, the selection of Jacques Herzog and Pierre de 
Meuron's design for the new Tate Gallery building in London has provoked a similar 
stir. This has become the first time that a Northern Swiss formula is brought to bear 
on British territory. This time, existential simplicity is coupled with the Modern id
iom, the simplicity of the barn frame serving as a model for the modernist cultural 
temple. The image is icy and absolute and evokes a sense of space or even horror as 
the German Expressionist cinema did around 1920, but now with geometrical pure 
rectangular forms. What determines that quality typical of the German speaking can
tons ofNorthern Switzerland? 

The enigma of Northern Swiss architecture, of just what that distinctive quality is 
that sets some very simple-looking buildings apart (buildings uniting an artisan re
sponse with the industrial and formal ideals of Modernism) is a question that has oc
cupied architectural discourse for a number of years now. The names of a notably 
large number of partnerships keep cropping up in this respect: Herzog & De Meu
ron, Burkhalter & Sumi, Meili & Peter, Gigon & Guyer, Morger & Degelo, along
side a handful of individualists like Peter Zumthor. Most critics agree that it provides 
a good alternative to a worn and depleted Neo-Modernism. This may also explain 
why Zurich's most successful architect, Theo Hotz, has never been seen as one of the 
'gang': not that his Neo-Modernist style (which has occasional shades of Richard 
Meier) is particularly worn (quite the reverse, it is livelier than Meier's, but it does 
lack the ambience of das Andere. And yet Hotz to a large extent brings together the 
same ingredients as the others, the exponents of 'true' Northern Swiss architecture, 
namely craftsmanship and Modernism. 

Formula and craft-Modernist aura 

The implicit 'formula', then, is not as easy to define as a person (Hotz may even be 
seen as the most typically Northern Swiss type of personality of the architects men
tioned above). It may simply be a matter of how the ingredients are combined and 
the atmosphere the designs exude. The way of working proceeds from a sober, con
temporary and craftsmanly handling of construction elements (one architect in par
ticular who has demonstrated the typical Swiss style while visually renewing it is 
Noldi Amsler), which are made to look more alluring a la Nouvel. This involves a 
certain amount of homework- taking a look at history's 'other Moderns' such as Otto 
Salvisberg and Hans Hoffmann - to achieve the right blend, the right tension. And 
studying these other Moderns becomes particularly useful (useful for an understand
ing of how to fix the right atmosphere) when the mode of drawing or photographing 
is capable of evoking a Rossian De Chirico-like serenity. Analyzing and producing 
atmospheric architectural images was for a full eight years a theme, if a controversial 
one, in Fabio Reinhart's studio at the architecture department of Zurich's Eidgenos
sische Technische Hochschule (ETH). This had a remarkable effect: the very irrita
tion aroused by the extreme, uncanny images of the post-1933 Heimatstil led to a 
fascination which was to strongly define the face of Northern Swiss architecture. It 
was Miroslav Sik who, as assistant to the ex-Rossi assistant Reinhart, carried the 
Rossian ambience most radically into the Uncanny, using a Super Realist style of 
drawing combined with dark tones. Sik comes from the same generation as Herzog 
& De Meuron. And although not the originator of the uncanny ambience (paradoxi-
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cally it arose from a desire for a 'critical' Heimat), Sik's sensitive treatment took it to 
an extreme. Something of that extremeness clings to all of the work of architects 
from Northern Switzerland. It is detectable in the meticulous choice of colors and 
the surface quality of the materials: after that it is the way the buildings are photo
graphed that captures this typical craft-Modernist aura. 

For eight years, Sik's style of drawing created uproar at the ETH. Yet the idea of it 
being an insult to that institute's Modernist tradition was only temporary. It was qui
etly assimilated, most particularly in Hans Kollhoffs design studio. In this Berlin 
architect the ETH gained a very different, more conventional Modem designer of the 
Salvisberg variety. This then became official college policy. Since 1999 Sik holds a 
permanent professorship in design. 

Out of the sidelines into the center 

Outside Switzerland, the significance of Northern Swiss architecture seems to be 
moving out of the sidelines to play a more central role. Jose Luis Mateo introduced it 
to Spain in the magazine Quadems. In 1992, the exhibition 'Architekten der 
deutschen Schweiz' ('Architects from German-speaking Switzerland'- German title, 
Spanish texts) held up a mirror to the assertive younger architectural generation 
practicing around Seville. In the Netherlands, Bart Lootsma and Ben van Berkel 
pointed out the importance of the new models. In Belgium, a similar tendency can be 
detected in the work of Christian Kieckens, among others. In Denmark, the maga
zine Skala spotlighted this architecture. And so on and so forth. In each case the ar
chitecture of Northern Switzerland was presented as a hot tip. But things changed 
when a heated debate flared up in the wake of an article published by Vittorio 
Magnago Lampugnani in Der Spiegel calling for a 'new simplicity' in Germany 
modeled on the architecture of designers such as Roger Diener. It was a deliberate 
attack on the formal complexity (particularly when executed with cheap materials) 
popular since Behnish and Libeskind. Lampugnani's appeal was generally taken to 
support Hans Stimmann's policy in Berlin, a policy that favored such architects as 
Hans Kollhoff. Similarly, in the United States, examples of Northern Swiss architec
ture were being cited to back up designers like Peter Testa, former associate of 
Alvaro Siza, who were eager to provide an alternative to deconstructivism. 

Hot tip or advance guard, all of these architects and critics are acutely aware of the 
subtlety and craftsmanship which added expression, or 'tension' to the Neo-Modem 
idiom. Only one critic refuses to go along with this: Charles Jencks. To him Herzog 
&De Meuron's design for the Tate Gallery is a sign that Modernism is alive and 
kicking, calling the tune, even. Jencks would rather the dragon were slain. Instead of 
just studying the phenomenon from close by, it might be wise to view it from a dis
tance, literally bound up as it is with what in effect is a virtually unbroken Modernist 
tradition within a relatively isolated cultural area. 

Historical perspective 

It is the irony of history that the only country to have hailed Northern Swiss archi
tecture as something special in the past is today the country where it is both utterly 
despised and granted an opportunity to prove itself in a major commission (a new 
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building for the Tate Gallery). Evidently Britain is sensitive to the cultural isolation 
of German-speaking Switzerland. 

~ 19~9, the ma~azine Focus p~blished a talk between Arthur Kom and Maxwell Fry 
m :"h1ch they discuss ~he spec1al features of a W emer Moser dwelling in Zurich, a 
wh1te modem house With a gently sloping gable roof and equally slight angles in the 
p~an, a fine response to its topological context. It was a period when the general mal
aise and the threat of war happened to coincide with the late breakthrough of 'white 
m~d~m' in neutra~ Switzerland. With its mixture of modernist and regional charac
tenstlcs~ .the ar~h1tecture here dissociated itself from the manifesto-like political 
adaptab1hty, wh1ch was the hallmark of the architecture of their Italian fascist col
leagues. Moreover, the incorporation of regional features need not be seen as a com
promise, as it was in the work of modem architects in Germany who since 1933 had 
been working in dramatically changing conditions. 

Focus wa~ th.e first platform to bring together regionalism and the avant-garde. It is 
hardly comc1dence that the modernist element in Barbara Hepworth's and Ben 
Nicholson's art - typical examples of the work covered by Focus- was rural and not 
urb~n. T~ere is something decidedly unique about this combination. It precipitated a 
rev1sed v1ew, from Frank Lloyd Wright, who was visiting London for the first time 
to giv~ ~ series .of lectures. The remarkable combination likewise had an impact on 
the Bnt!sh architectural debate. In 194 7, for instance, the Architectural Review fo
cused on the Swedish regionalism of the young British architect Ralph Erskine and 
Ch~rlotte Perriand's famous chaise longue (which she designed for and with Le Cor
bus!e~ and had co~structed in bamboo in Japan). At that time, the extremely explicit 
Land1 style - a spm-off of the so-called Landesousstellung or national exhibition of 
1939 - was the rage in Switzerland. This was the period Aldo Rossi was to concen
trate on at the Zurich ETH in the early eighties. And the studies devoted to the archi
tects ~fthe d.ay- s~ch as the one on Hans Hoffmann by Christoph Luchsinger (for a 
long time ch1ef ed1tor of W erk, Bauen + W ohnen) or Ueli Zbinden's study on Hans 
Brechbi.ihler resulted in interest being centered on a form of architecture which fil
tered through to the work of these young inquiring architects themselves. But it was 
not ~til Marques &.Zurkirchen's Hodel house in Meggen (1984-1985) that concern 
for th1s form of architecture found a remarkable echo in reality. On the one hand the 
house was something of a remake of Kom & Fry's above-mentioned 1939 Moser 
house, on the ot?er it exhibited contemporary features. The telescopic columns, for 
one, drew attentiOn to the expressive detailing. These columns look familiar because 
of the early work of other Zurich-trained architects such as Santiago Calatrava and 
Franz Romero. 

Naked containers 

In style the Hodel house ~as halfway between a recollection of the past and a quest 
for a contempora~ readmg .. !he r~collective element of this new style gradually 
came to be associated by cntlcs With the Modem 'tradition', spawning various at
tempts to legitimate the new object of enthusiasm. Martin Steinmann set the ball 
rolling with a series of articles in Archithese and elsewhere. His observations and 
an~lyses culminated in an article on Herzog & De Meuron's architecture entitled 
'Hm~er der Form nichts' (Behind the form: nothing). And indeed, the impression this 
architecture conveys of a 'naked container' is surely the first thing that impacts on the 
observer. This naked aspect is achieved by the most craftsmanly of means, and since 
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the focus is on the materializing of a simple form there are surprises a la Donald 
Judd in store. The nakedness theme inspired Werner Oechslin to bring out a com
parison with Adolf Loos in one of the first catalogues on Northern Swiss architec
ture in 1990, devoted to the work of Marques & Zurkirchen. Oechslin later enlarged 
on this idea in the textbook StilhGlse und Kern (Style shell and core). Kurt Forster, 
however, took a different stance in his inaugural speech 'Fluss und Fels' (River and 
Rock) at the ETH in Zurich; he saw surface quality as a haptic problem tying in Lily 
Reich's design sensibility present-day architecture's concern with surfaces. While the 
speech was clearly not just intended to legitimate the architecture of Northern Swit
zerland, the theme captures the essence of its containers. 

Meanwhile, Lampugnani, as already mentioned, had dubbed this frugal 'nakedness' 
(for it was far from abstract and realized where possible in real materials) the 'new 
simplicity' (a polemic variant of Koolhaas's New Sobriety). Prior to this, Lampug
nani's successor as director of the Deutsche Architekturmuseum, Wilfried Wang, had 
given an entirely different reading, based on Herzog & De Meuron's work. ~e dr~w 
a parallel with the theatrical qualities in the work of the painter Caspar David Fne
drich, thereby alluding to the undeniable German element in Northern Swiss art. 
And the publications kept coming. Jacques Lucan -another admirer of Rem Kool
haas's work- argued Herzog & De Meuron were among the few European architects 
capable of bringing about a shift in the general concept of architecture. Further, there 
was an extensive article by Max Bill expert Hans Frei that discussed the similarities 
and differences between Northern Swiss architecture and the minimal art of Judd 

and Smithson. 

All this excitement adds up to a legitimization mania last witnessed with Sigfried 
Giedion (yes, another German-speaking Swiss). The professors from the gta (Institut 
fiir Geschichte und Theorie der Architektur) have been consultants in Berlin. It is a 
difficult question to answer if the Swiss identity has been somewhat outdone by the 
paradigm of the elusive German simplicity, but one thing is certain: all the efforts of 
legitimation have boosted the prestige of the ETH as an 'international' school. 

Form and content 

Quite a different type of interpretation of the meaning of the Nothern Swiss impulse 
has been formed within - or in diaglogue with - the debate in the United States, a 
debate less concentrated on specific architectural characteristics, but more focussing 
on the way architectural features are mediated and reflected, as 'avant-garde'. 

Perhaps the notion of an avant-garde only exists by virtue of the limited content of a 
world-shaking manifesto. The question is: can the poetic magic of an image come 
across in a manifesto, or is it doomed by definition to evaporate as soon as the critics 
try to legitimate it? The artist's personal commentary plays a pivotal role in this in
terpretation process. On the whole, there are few examples of an image and text by 
the same author with the power to elicit genuine and profound amazement. Van 
Doesburg's elucidation of a plastic architecture that accompanied the experimental 
board models he made with Van Eesteren in the twenties is such an exception. 
Jacques Herzog has this capacity too, and it looks as if he is slowly becoming the 
personification, particularly in his texts, of everything that _is fascinating ~bout t~e 
architecture of Northern Switzerland. Herzog's manifesto-like commentanes to his 
firm's designs reveal his passion for his work. In this way he is consciously cultivat-
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ing a 'scene', built around his own architecture and that of his partner De Meuron: 
'T~~ architecture we strive for, which we seek to define as a stance, which we allow 
cntlcs, whether befriended, paid or voluntary, to define so that this architecture be
come stance can be defended, can be further offset against other stances from the in
exhaustible stock of other forms, other bodies, other surfaces, other static and other 
transparencies.' 

An imp?rta~t . theme of the architecture and architectural theory that Herzog ad
dresses m his Images and texts is the fascination with the film medium. Of this An
thony Vidler writes: 'it is architecture that has had the most privileged and difficult 
relation~hip w~th ~lm.', ~erzog, speaking ~f 'AI:chitecture ... which we photograph 
~nd ~ncircle with VIdeo mterprets that relatiOnship as follows: 'The architectural pro
Ject IS, _as the name suggests, a projection, a mental projection of body onto body 
( ... ) It IS a sort of reproduction, an impression, or rather an expression of the archi
tect's t~tal sensory experience. In this respect it is like the filmmaker or the painting 
of a ?amter _and the song of a musician. It is the physical sensorial presence of the 
film m the cmema and the sound from a speaker( ... ) that fascinate us, move us, en
able us to experience our own physical presence.' It is, more than anything else is the 
intensity and abstract manner in which Herzog formulates his design vision that baf
fles En_glish-speaking theoreticians. Whereas the theories of Anthony Vidler, Beatriz 
Colomma and everyone else with an interest in architecture as medium served for a 
period to legitimate mostly deconstructivist-looking contemporary architecture, 
Herzog associated that interest with bare, stark, almost outmoded Modernist images. 
Jencks finds this hard to swallow, but it doesn't prevent the impact of Northern 
Swiss architecture via Herzog's (and Christian Sumi's) teaching appointment at Har
vard University in the USA from playing a role in the debate on architecture as a 
medium. It may encourage students and critics to review the work of architects such 
as William Wurster (1895-1973) in a new, contemporary light (wasn't Wurster and 
co.'s Back Bay style, related to the Landi Style of c. 1939: one of the sources of in
spiration for the new Northern Swiss architecture?). 

The architecture of German-speaking Switzerland has altered the face of discourse in 
~ermany and in the United States. That these two barely fit together like the prover
bial_ Janus face does make one conscious about the 'complex', contradictory, enig
matic practice of legitimization. 
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12. A case study of a shift from postmodern to neo

modern Swiss design 
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A little house in the Italian part of Switzerland 

represents the ultimate research of how to go 

back to modernism after the postmodernism of 

the Tesinese School. The house functioned as a 

case study in the design process for the most 

radical new modern building in Switzerland of 

the 1990's: the post office of Locarno, a build

ing that was massively criticized in Switzerland 

for bringing back the non-qualities of vulgar 

modern architecture of the 1960's (an opinion 

not shared by the author). 

Among the wares of a certain Swiss pastry manufacturer is a lemon pie whose at
tractions are not totally unlike those of the house described in this chapter: the ex
ceedingly airy substance is ingeniously constrained in its flat, elementary shape by a 
structural layer of pastry, while a hard, sugary bottom keeps the whole thing stable. 
This almost poverty-stricken austerity paradoxically owes its attractiveness entirely 
to the brash yellow coloring of the top, whose glistening coating of gelatin somehow 
converts the warning effect of the virulent artificial hue into a sensual longing, 
thereby giving the whole confection a gleam ofluxury. 

It may seem a little unconventional to explain the ostensibly Miesian modernity of 
the house concerned here by analogy with a pie, for ever since Theo van Doesburg 
this very argument has normally been applied the other way round. Van Doesburg 
compared all architecture that displeased him with the products of the pastry cook. 
The building style supported by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe formed the absolute op
posite to this, resulting in an expression of unadulterated parsimony, symbolic of 
pure necessity: such argument Van Doesburg recognized especially in Mart Starn's 
explanatory drawings of Mies van der Rohe's architecture. A cake, by comparison, 
is a superfluous thing, a luxury and - to make things worse - the product of decora
tive art. 

This simple argument is naturally easily reversed when Mies is the point of refer
ence, if only because he had such a predilection for luxurious materials. The inten
tion behind the offered analogy is different, however. Its role is to explore the asso
ciations and arguments that inevitably arise in connection with the work of an archi
tect who not all that long ago passed for post-modern, but who now builds in a radi
cal modernist manner. It must be assumed that the architectural reconsideration did 
not come about without an assiduous re-thinking process. 

From a.) functionalist heritage of argumentation to b.) post-modern 

reaction to c.) rediscovery of potentials of modernist language 

In the first instance, an argument along the lines of Starn and Van Doesburg has 
been a strong influence in the architect's immediate surroundings. This is evident 
from the world of pure concrete, sparing almost to the pain threshold, which is no
where so pronounced as in the architecture of Luigi Snozzi, with whom Livio Vac
chini - whose house is the concern here - collaborated for many years on numerous 
projects. Nonetheless, associations with bakery products are hard to resist in view of 
the provocative stance that typifies the work of the Ticinese School, whose innova
tive core was formed by Snozzi and Vacchini together with Lio Galfetti and Mario 
Botta. It is principally Galfetti's and Vacchini's layer-cake style buildings with large 
round holes, to which the analogy is so literally applicable. Quite consciously, Vac
chini has done everything in his power to detach himself from this architectural 
mould. He succeeded in the house at Contra, where he brilliantly extrapolated the 
two components of the Ticinese School - on the one hand reduction of the basic ty
pological form to a geometrical pattern, and on the other the soothing effect of mate
rials added decoratively - and placed them in tension in a novel way. This tension 
was so extreme that the cogency of the house's spatial impact in the final stages of 
construction was found to rest entirely on the coloration and final finish of the floor. 
After the utter restraint practiced in form and color, the architect unexpectedly chose 
a vivid yellow color for the cast industrial floor, driving the site foreman to panic. 
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The architect refused to make so much as a trial with the chosen color; the floor was 
to be laid without wavering. The first impression on completion that the whole 
building was ruined (the color was unbearably bri~ht ~nd flat) and subseq~ent~y 
transformed into the elation of success after the applicatiOn of a layer of varnish m 
line with the architect's instructions. 

This self-controlled sense of drama is typical of Livio Vacchini. By applying an au
dacious final touch to the construction of an otherwise utterly restrained and bal
anced composition, he forges a bridge to the world of 'ba~al' co~sumpti~n and even 
to the cliche of the modem villa as an entourage for cocktatl parties. The mterplay of 
forces has a certain ambivalence that invites the visitor, sensually rather than pedan
tically, to appreciate simplicity and sobriety. as. a means o~ a.rc~itectur~l expression. 
The impression aroused by the above descnp~IO~, that this IS .merely a case of. an 
experiment carried out in the course of the bmldmg ~rocess withou_t any. role bemg 
played by the special situation of the house or the wishes of the ~lient, IS a co~ect 
one. The house is an experiment in expression. It has not been bmlt for any particu
lar person. With the addition of a few bits of furniture, it is re~dy for photographs ~o 
be taken and for enjoyment by admiring visitors. The house IS a test case underlam 
by an immense amount of thought. 

It all began with a remark by Mrs. Vacchini, that Mario Botta was beginning to .c~st 
a long shadow over his Ticinese professional colleagues, and .th.at ev.en he, LiviO, 
was being held back by that eminent influence. Suddenly Vacchmi realized the coer
cion exerted by a collective repertoire: the new ideas all c.ame out of one ~n~ the 
same box of tricks. Ever since Botta's Banco del Gotthardo m Lugano, Vacchmi and 
Galfetti had been using a similar kind of ornamentation, intermediate. between ~e~ 
gional typology and modem repetitiveness, in their own w.or~. By the ttme V ~cchmi 
became aware of this, he was working on two large commissions: a commerci~l c~n
ter and the Locamo post office. He was oppressed by the idea that he ~a~ cultivatmg 
a bad habit. Radical as he is, he changed over to computer-based desigrung. But the 
computer proved capable only of generating variants of the same problem. It becam~ 
clear that the problem could be solved neither on the monitor nor on paper. Then. It 
occurred to him that he still possessed a little plot of land at the top of the mountam, 
and that he ought to build something there to seek a way out of his current crisis. 

The only results he felt satisfied with at that ti~e were th~ characteristic fe~tures of 
his self-designed office. The bridge construction he applied .here resulted m a de
lightful open space with continuous windows .thro~gh t~e entue length of t~e struc
ture. Columns do not break the space. The bndge Idea IS moreover double m a cer
tain sense, since this open box is supported-by columns with car parking space. be
tween them. In other words, Switzerland's most original office can be charactenze.d 
as a bridge parked in a public car park. An extremely refi~ed ornamental them~ IS 
used on the exterior: the repetition of a light gray rectangle m the Grey concrete, m a 
strip that stretches the whole length of the building, can be read as an abstract meas
uring rod. Vacchini regards this building as his first 'independ.ent' ~ork. T~e hou~e 
in Contra is the second one, and bearing in mind that the architect IS now sixty this 
attests to a remarkable blend of patience and ambition. 
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The house 

At the mountain top Vacchini hoped to repeat the quality of a full-length open space 
that he had achieved in his office. Once again, he employed a bridge construction, 
i.e. the floor and the roof are both supported by the outer ends of the building. The 
closed and relatively narrow entrance facade recalls a garage with a concealed door; 
on entry, the space is experienced as one that is squeezed out on both sides along its 
full length. This feeling is reinforced by the way the windows slide open like garden 
doors. This principle becomes diffuse, however, owing to the lightly tinted glass and 
the gleaming floor. The interior is like an elongated platform resting on the mountain 
at one end (although the closed end wall withholds this certainty) and supported by 
three enormous, roof-high, columnar buttresses at the other. A chasm gapes on either 
side. The outward end with its container-like countenance looks out over the valley, 
while on the inside it has an effect complementary to that of a panoramic window. 
Unlike in Le Corbusier's well-known sketches, the view of the landscape is not at all 
suggestive of a film projection in a cinema. The two open sides instead give a sense 
of being in the landscape. To extend the analogy, the visitor walks the platform more 
as an actor than as a mountain walker. The house would undoubtedly make an excel
lent film set. If this openness to the sides is a reaction to a Le Corbusier cliche, the 
elongated shape of the house is very Corbusian. According to Vacchini, his famous 
compatriot was very good at working with bays, a principle of spatial measurement 
and construction that can be found in the most ancient of huts and stalls all over the 
world, including in Ticino. Vacchini wished to develop, in his tum, a modem variant 
of this principle, a modem-archaic expression. Pondering further, he found a foot
hold in Louis Kahn, who in Vacchini's view was the first to contribute in a really po
etic way to solving the problem of the side of the house which had defeated Le Cor
busier (e.g. the Kimbell Art Museum as an answer to the Jaoul houses of Le Cor
busier). Vacchini's lining up of the kitchen and bathroom in the center of the open 
space naturally recalls the houses of Mies (above all in respect of the ground plan). 
But the spatial result here is also a conscious antithesis: the roof does not give the 
impression of being about to 'float', but is unmistakably pinned down by the end
facade columns, which are clad with black-lacquered panels on the inside. These 
black verticals combine with the yellow floor to provide the paradoxical Mondrian 
effect in three dimensions: the black bars raise not only the idea of infinity but also 
that ofboundedness, in a very physical way. (The yellow chosen here is in fact rec
ognizable from Mondrian's paintings from the period of his most austere composi
tions). 

Finally, the combination of two Miesian principles works less convincingly: the ten
sions between, on the one hand the two large horizontal planes i.e. the ceiling and 
floor, and on the other hand the intervening core, which contains the kitchen and 
bathroom. This tension places so much emphasis on the two bays in the middle of 
each end facade that any impression of the core as a freestanding element in the inte
rior is firmly contradicted. Why use such an ingenious bridge construction with a 
free-standing core when the actual impression given is that the core helps bear the 
weight of the roof? The desired 'squeezed' character of the space would equally 
have made it impossible to articulate the core as a non load-bearing element (its 
height of 226 em borrowed from the Modulor - is too limited for that). It can even be 
argued that the detailing of the core contributes to this confusion because the combi
nation of concrete and black-lacquered wooden panels adds to the impression that 
the core has a load-bearing function. Vacchini had wanted to make the upper half of 
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the core in aluminum, but this was too expensive for the experiment. It can be de
duced from this intention that he had wished to make the ambivalence of the 'canti
levered' roof extending over a 'freestanding' core maximally recognizable by means 
of the alternation of concrete, aluminum and again concrete. 

On the outside, however, the effect of the continuous windows confirms the applica
tion of the bridge construction in a particularly powerful way, especially in the twi
light when the interior illumination of the house accentuates the contrast between the 
polished atmosphere inside and the primitive finish - taken to the level of a state
ment- of the concrete exterior. The same contrast is demonstrated by the combina
tion of the morose, introverted, recessed square windows in the end facade and the 
sliding windows, designed for extroverted sunbathing, of the side facades. 

From the outside, the house gives a fairly monolithic impression. Although the 
adopted construction would have made it possible to raise the house like a box float
ing in space or to let it lean out from the mountain, the non load-bearing section be
neath the floor has been detailed as a gigantic pedestal. This classical element is not 
oriented with its long side set into the mountain, as in Gottfried Semper's design, but 
with its short side inwards. Inside the pedestal there is nothing, not even a storage 
space. 

The outcome of an experiment 

The architectural expression of the house is a consequence of the tension between 
two principles: from the window frames inwards, the house is a perfectly executed 
piece of craftsmanship, while the outside has been executed in the cheapest possible, 
consciously sloppy way in coarse concrete. The columns display thin, hand-drawn 
edges scratched in while the concrete was still wet and later colored in with red. In 
contrast to this crude and cheap effect of wear and tear, the concrete canopy above 
the front door in the closed aluminum facade has a smoothly cast form. The expres
sion is here again ambivalent, in this instance on account of the relatively thin con
necting element. The canopy looks as though it could move like a hand - and this is 
meant as a friendly greeting (in Vacchini's words, 'a hand that waves ciao, ciao'). 
The expression of the facade, which might otherwise be experienced as 'rejecting' is 
thereby moderated. 

It could be argued that the inside and outside, the front and side, the base and the su
perstructure all express the same principle in different ways. The contrast is empha
sized between emptiness and mass, openness and delimitation, gloss and flatness, 
perfection and nonchalance, public and private. This is further underlined by the de
tailing of the extremely reduced and uniformly simple forms - although at first sight 
these do not even strike the observer as being 'detailed' . It is precisely the surfaces in 
this house that makes one aware of the content, of the use and meaning of architec
tural ideas. Few instances of modem architecture substantiate in such an expert, in
tensive and impassioned manner the fascinating insight described by Gilles Deleuze 
in Logique du sens (1969) as 'meanings that display themselves as paradoxes on the 
surface'. 

The detailing in the design for which Vacchini meant this house as a preliminary ex
periment, the post office ofLocamo, is in an analogue way paradoxical in a modem-
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is~ mann
1 
er. The game of paradoxes on the surface is played with concrete and bluish 

mirrorg ass. 

To fo.cus on a det~il for one _last time: the meaning of color as a carrier of meanin 
(I?ovt.mg .udrom a direct narrative way to a more indirect and implicit way of commu~ 
mea mg I eas ). 

The experience of an overall membrane and the robust surface that 
can adapt time as patina: the auratic expressiveness of modernism 

In t~~ ho~~e designed by. Vacchini the yellow color of the cast industrial floor is a 
speci IC e e~t that contnbuted to a new view of modernity, as together with the 
tmt~~ glas~ It create.s the experience of a continuous membrane that another color 
co~ not ave provid~d. ~he yellow color contributes to the experience of a conti
nmty from the hght b~tge tmte? glass to the aluminum frame, where the reflection of 
the yellow forces a shght tensw!l in the mixture of the two colors on the aluminum 
frame, that n~dges tow~rds a kind of caramel color, reminiscent of Mies's bronze 
co.lors, but Wtth a capaci~ or rendering the spirit of youth instead of that of a mum
~Ifie~ m~nument that ~tes s .last buildings represent. By reflection, the harsh yel
o~. a so as the ca~acity to mtensify the yellow brown spectrum in the concrete 

cethng, thus completmg the experience of an overall membrane The v h. · h 
introduces · rt d · ace tnt ouse 
h . an tmpo ant an _extreme difference between the membrane inside and 

t eb vtew of the struc~re out~ ide, that has become one of a robust quality, that ~ants 
~o . e read ~s a c~n.sci?us object that can adapt time as patina. The refinement of the 
~~~Ide and tts positionmg towards the outside have become two consciously different 
t mgs, and n?t parts of one and the same scheme that the followers of Mies would 
want to practice. Of course the double reference to Mies and Le Corb · · · 1 
here. uster ts m p ay 

For ~e Corbusi~r ~he topic o~ color deals with a different ambition compared to that 
ofMtes. In fact .tt ts too easy t~ the Corbusier-line: his followers have understood his 
~~i~ry ;s ha magt~ formula of hght on the built object, where there is such a dramatic 

. o t ose ObJ~cts from a stucco surface of his early work, to the rou h often 
~trty cloncrete of his later. work. Le Corbusier himself was also too eager to ~e~p one 
f:o~~ a of ~n understa~dmg. of poetry, that in his own work and that of his followers 
~~ e I a notwn ?f m~mpulatwn to obtain a maximum effect. Such insight (and tech

mque.) first amve~ m the 1990's, with a much more studied practice of refinement 
~e subtlety, also ~n the exec~tion at the outside of the Vacchini house, is to be ad~ 

Ired. In the practice of colormg and polishing concrete the art museum ofV d · 
~h~e of the most convincing examp~es. The Vacchini house, the Vaduz muse::rn u:~~ 
se examples from Chapter 11 pr?vtd~ enough evidence of how, in its interest for the 
19~~~~u~ and corpo~eal ex~ressw~ m architecture, the Swiss architecture of the 
r . p Sayed a cructal role m movmg from the narrative phase (as expressed in the 

tcmese chool) to the new abstract one. 
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73. An example of 'multimeaning' in a Dutch neomodern 

way 

132 

The police station in Vaals by Wiel Arets has 

been experienced in the Netherlands as a first 

parallel to the sensuous architecture of the 

Northern Swiss. The abstract research at the 

architectural design laboratory of Columbia 

University in New York, where Arets taught, 

may be seen as another reference. This double 

reference works as a sensuous Denkbild type of 

carrier of various meanings, of which the effect 

is an experience of ambivalence and double 

coding. Here a 'pure' neo-modernist form is 

able to fulfill typical post-modern expectations. 

One of the most innovative buildings from the 1990's in the Netherlands is situated 
in Vaals. Its form appears most enigmatic, and closer inspection reveals that diverse 
layers of meaning contribute towards this impression. Visitors first become aware 
that the complex in Vaals is a police station on seeing the police cars in the car park. 
The cars act like a welcoming sign, announcing the police station's existence. The 
sign on the building itself is quite modest. Visitors report their questions and com
plaints to the desk inside the zinc-clad building lining the car park, a building where 
the suspects are also locked up. The policeman on duty keeps watch in the middle 
building, which is clad in red cedar. The offices in the exposed-concrete building 
behind it provide an unhindered view of the gently sloping hills of the Limburg 
countryside. What significance does this multi-layered complex hold in store as an 
architectural concept? An academically trained architect or art historian would 
probably immediately consider its appearance as 'avant-garde'. In contrast, the in
habitants ofVaals, especially those with little grasp of architecture, will at least have 
to smile furtively, because the local police seem to have moved in alongside their lo
cal prime suspects, the 'caravan-dwellers'. But the proud owners are seemingly 
oblivious to the suspicious avant-garde appearance and the possible association with 
mobile homes, because they imagine themselves to be in the sublime heights of a 
temple of culture from where authority and culture can apparently be imposed in a 
new form. Anyway Arets was given the go-ahead to execute a second police station 
in another town. One rarely encounters such complexity. The following sections will 
therefore trace the development of the concept: from its academic origins to the suc
cessful decoding of local prejudices. 

An avant-garde concept 

The independence of the buildings is accentuated by the different types of cladding, 
the related differences in detail and - to an equal degree - by the differences in 
length and embedding of the individual buildings. On closer inspection, it becomes 
apparent that it is not only the longitudinal forms and their different types of clad
ding that have created the impression of layering. What is also striking is how 
closely the three structures have been placed alongside one another: so closely, in 
fact, that one no longer reads the connecting element as a corridor or as a bridge. 
They almost seem to have been 'parked' provisionally and independently next to one 
another. Here, there can be no more talk of the presence of a 'coherently' composed 
complex as taught by the Modem Movement. This very different, postmodem treat
ment of modem-looking architecture is easily explained by looking at Arets' career. 
Arets, together with Wim van den Bergh, was an exception within the Eindhoven 
School (during the 1980's under postmodernist influence) due to his modernist radi
calism (inspired not least by Terragni's Danteum). The postmodem strategy was ex
plained in articles that Arets and Van den Bergh published in the magazine Wieder
hall. Shortly after their studies both were teaching together a design unit at the Ar
chitectural Association in London. 

Decisive for Arets' development were the two semesters he was a guest professor for 
architectural design at Columbia University (1991-1992). There he became ac
quainted with Rani Rashid. Together with Rashid and Lise Anne Couture, Arets 
submitted a competition design for a court building in Groningen (1991). It was in 
this project that the concept of the longitudinal volumes placed closely alongside one 
another first appeared. The inwardly sloping bevel form of some of the fronts is a 
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typical feature of the buildings proposed for this project; it was subsequently incor
porated into the design for the police station in Vaals. 

The reduction in height and scale of the monumental gesture extending from the 
court building to the police station meant lowering the longitudinal forms in Vaa~s. 
The result was three variations on a form with with the proportions of a mobile 
home. And in this respect a design fascination became more directly visible that had 
been very topical at Columbia University for a number of years. There, many o~ the 
students experimented with beam-like forms placed alongside one another. Vano~s 
students and professors (such as Laurie Hawkinson, Stan Allen, Greg Lynn and Wil
liam MacDonald) associated such type of positioning such forms with mobile 
homes the association with mobile homes implicating the notion of mobility and 
nomadic space (as theorized by Deleuze). Perhaps105 it has been the rejection of the 
'espace corridor', inherited from Le Corbusier, a rejection that was 'cland.estinely' 
cultivated as a forbidden fruit here and developed as a concept for a desired new 
specific type of building. 

In 1996, the Museum of Modem Art in New York, which has a reputation to uphold 
regarding its sensibility for identifying avant-garde tendencies within architecture, 
documented the search for a new concept by purchasing William MacDonald and 
Sulan Kolatan's competition design for the Berlin Spreebogen (1992), where the ap
plication of beam-like forms placed alongside one another was demonstrated as .an 
urban strategy. It is therefor all the more surprising that the product of a collec~Ive 
effort made at Columbia University should initially become implemented as a build
ing complex for a police station in Vaals. 

The regional appearance 

The regional components visible in its outward form and the phenomenon of decod
ing are at least as interesting as the concept's New York origins. Its outward appear
ance as three mobile homes parked next to one another represents the cliche image 
of 'the enemy' because the mobile home is inhabited by a social strata viewed as 
'asocial' in this region. Arets translated such image into an image of maintaining or-

der. 

For about twenty years, all of the towns and villages in the region have had to pro
vide space for a small group of three to four mobile homes (to decentralize the large 
camps that once existed here, and which were perceived as a threat) .in which th~ .so
cially most ill-adjusted strata of the population lives. The once Itmerant families, 
who traditionally dwell in caravans, refuse to live in houses. House dwelling has 
been compulsory in the Netherlands since the end of the Second World War, no one 
is allowed to permanently live in a mobile home. Such with the exception of the 
families of 'original' caravan dwellers, who are entitled to pass this privilege on to 
their children. Exceptions for houseboats are dealt with from case to case, and have 
not been restricted to a limited social group of the Dutch population. The identity of 
the caravan dwellers as an isolated social group speaks from the image of the way 
they place their mobile homes alongside one another in strict, narrow rows. Such 
image differs markedly from that presented by tourists caravans at a camping place. 

So, in this region it is quite common for three of four mobile homes to be parked 
alongside one another in described way. And this image is associated with the ex-
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perience of implicit maladjustment, and even perceived as a threat to order. Typical 
of such images are the ever-present dogs defending a clearly defined territory. Theo
rizing on 'virology', Arets 'injected' , as it were, the infectious basic substance from 
the image of enmity into the dominant one of maintaining order. He has even gone 
so far as to integrate the experience of feeling threatened into this scenario. To 
achieve this, he uses police dogs which - like the dogs of the caravan-dwellers - are 
kept at the comer to "welcome visitors". 

Artistic alienation effects 

A third component determining the unusual appearance of the police station is Arets' 
treatment of the materials. Here, he stresses the banality of the raw, untreated, pat
ina-properties of the materials in a way that gives the building its somewhat enig
matically noble character, as also demonstrated elsewhere by minimal art. Thus, in 
1966, Carl Andre created a surface comprising 144 zinc plates and, in 1975, an in
stallation with blocks made of red cedar. In 199X, these two works of art, with their 
pithy contrasting materiality, lay next to one another at an exhibition at the Guggen
heim Museum, just as they are lying next to one another as different kinds of clad
ding on the buildings in Vaals. Here, however, Arets can refer to a local source re
discovered only at the end of the 1990's: the special treatment of materials by the ar
chitect Dom van der Laan (1904-91). Laan's abbey in Vaals (1956-68) anticipates 
much of what was to make architects like Grassi famous later. The special feature 
lies in Laan's endeavor to create an impression of extreme barrenness within a 
Catholic culture. 

Arets, who consciously sought contact with Grassi in the 1980's, wanted to record in 
his design for the police station his relationship with VanderLaan's abbey. Indeed, 
one of the police station cell-windows looks straight onto the abbey in Vaals. De
spite its being a little too far away to be seen, the cartographic connection creates an 
axis of consciousness linking the fate of the imprisoned criminals with that of the 
monks in a 'witty' manner, maybe typical of the southern Netherlands. Perhaps 
Arets has consciously intended to establish a relationship between good and evil at 
this location, which - like the plus and minus poles of a battery - are intended to 
charge the space with energy. And perhaps a fragment from Arthur Kroker's 
thoughts (which are, in themselves, rather difficult to comprehend) on Arets ' archi
tecture would be appropriate right here: "Viral architecture? That means immediate 
reversibility by adopting a strategy of the simultaneity of codes: an experience 
gained outside the law, an experience capable of such far-reaching transgressions 
because it accomplishes its journeys so deep inside the labyrinth of the dominant 
machinery of perception-logistics."106 
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14. Denying a former interest in surrealism: the Koolhaas 

- Tschumi debate 

136 

During the late 1970's, Rem Koolhaas and Ber

nard Tschumi played most active roles in rein

terpreting modernism in architecture with the 

help of surrealism. Tschumi published an influ

ential article in Architecture Design. Koolhaas's 

role was not only that he declared the para

noid-critical method of Salvador Dali as a rele

vant reference for understanding the modernity 

of Manhattan but, more specifically, due to the 

surrealist paintings of his wife Madelon 

Vriesendorp that functioned as illustrations for 

his book Delirious New York. These were paint

ings in which skyscrapers are painted as human 

beings "in the auratic terms of a reciprocal 

gaze". 

However, in the Koolhaas-Tschumi debate in 

Basle on January 30, 1997, both architects 

forcefully expressed the desire to declare for

mer interests in surrealism - the hidden sym- 1 

bolic content of the abstract Sinnbild of early 

modernism - as no longer being relevant for 

the practice of new modernism in the 1990's. 

An early tool of questioning modernism has 

apparently not become part of the new 

construction. 

The presentation and debate focused on 1. the 

sensuous aspect in the real ization of new mod

ernist buildings, and 2. the relevance of the 

larger scale of urbanism as the Denkbild of new 

modernism. 

The architectural strategies of Rem Koolhaas and Bernard Tschumi in the 1990's 
may be conceived as related anti-formalist agendas. The symposium in Basle was 
dedicated to this relatedness against their common background at the Architectural 
Association in London during the 1970's.107 

Text from recording 

Jos Bosman: Forty architects presented their work in an exhibition in 1975 at the Ar
chitectural Association (AA) in London. Two of them are our guests this morning: 
Rem Koolhaas and Bernard Tschumi. Looking back on that exhibition today, it is 
evident that their work was essentially different when compared to the work of the 
other participants that include names such as Leon Krier and Hans Hollein. At the 
same time, their work represented the otherness of the AA as such, within the archi
tectural debate of that time. 

The contradictious attitude that the AA embodied had been declared in 1970 by its 
director Alvin Boyarsky, in a critical attack of the complex that Mies van der Rohe, 
the god of tectonics, had completed in Toronto in the year of his death, 1969. The 
timing was perfect. He could no longer damage the old Mies, but he intended to 
warn those who wanted to follow too closely in Mies ' s footsteps. The attack by 
Boyarsky appeared as an article in the magazine Architectural Design under the title 
"The End of the Line". Its message was that this type of architecture had to stop. The 
exhibition, with the work of forty architects, proved that Boyarsky was able to build 
up an impressive podium for an alternative approach within five years. 
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Directly after that exhibition, Koolhaas and Tschumi occupied the E~opean chair at 
the Institute of Urban Studies in New York, one after the other. And ill a most effec
tive way they connected what they had advocated in London at the AA to a highly 
intellectual debate in New York. Here they drew the attention to two almost forgot
ten sides of a decaying modern architecture: Surrealism and Constructivism. This 
impulse may have greatly contributed to what has been called 'deconstructivi~t' ar
chitecture (an invented hybrid: a surrealist sort of constructivism). However, ill the 
show in the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1986, that intended to 'legiti
mize' that architecture as a style, it was again Koolhaas and Tschumi that took a dif
ferent stand with their conscious anti-formal architectural attitude in comparison to 
the other participants. Again they primarily radicalized the potentials of 1. ~ concep
tual application of contemporary building techniques and 2. the transformatiOn of the 

city itself. 

What we will do this morning is to compare some of their experiences in construc

tion and their ideas on urban design. 

Rem Koolhaas: I think it is very interesting to be placed in a context such as here in 
your symposium, which is connected to our former shared past and to imagine t?at 
we maybe therefore share a certain programming which makes our work interestillg 
to discuss and to parallel. One of the things that I recognize that we share is an un
easiness with the status of architecture. We have both defined that uneasiness using 

different terminologies. 

(followed by presentation of recently finished buildings) 

Bernard Tschumi: Let me start with a short retrospective view of the Architectural 
Association in London. Some colleagues, now very well known under the term "his
torical postmodernism", were dealing with the idea of a form, a parti.cular memory- i 
vocabulary that is perhaps exactly that notion of form that was questwned by a few 
of us. They went entirely towards autonomy of architectural culture. Inevitably the!' 
found themselves within an autonomy, the architectural image. Others were fasci
nated by film, by certain art processes, and tried to see what was happening on the 
margins of architecture, in the places that were not so much about its foundation, but 
more about its unstable periphery. The unstable maybe had to do with the body, the 
movement of body in spaces, or event actions. It is clear that there seems to be some 
territory, some unknown and uncharted territory, which was not so much about re
turning architecture to its roots, but going to something which was perhaps un
known. The question of course was no more about architecture as such - or about ur
banism as such - but perhaps it said something which was a little bit of both. 

(followed by presentation of recently finished buildings) 

Discussion 1 

JB: The buildings that you presented perform some very surprising surreal effect:s· 
The floating heavy looking part of the house in Bordeaux, and in Le Fresnoy the btg 
roof that is folded around an existing building. I mean two highly surreal effects, 
though they both seem to avoid the performance of a pictorial c.ollag~ effe~t, a meta
phorical 'pictureness'. I would like to ask both of you to explaill a httle btt more of 
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the background of an interest in surrealism, that was enjoyed as paper architecture in 
the 1970s, but that has become both more abstract and real and, as such, turned into 
another impact in the two buildings that you presented just now. 

BT: I think what we should try to avoid is to confirm or deny hypotheses about our 
interests. Nothing is more boring at this stage than for us to say yes that's correct or 
no that's not correct. When I think, what is interesting about this moment is that we 
are both doing things that have a life independence over our words, and are therefore 
susceptible to any interpretation that comes. And I think that in a sense, I'm always 
the last to be able to confirm or not to confirm it, because in my case certainly there 
is a kind of real insistence not on ignorance but on the unconscious - to not be com
pletely explicit or deliberate or calculated on any series of steps. 

JB: Maybe it was the wrong question. 

BT: No I'm not criticizing you, but I would feel very uncomfortable today to get into 
a discussion about surrealism that is years ago- when Rem was writing about Dali 
and Le Curbusier and I was writing about Breton and Bunuel. I realize that maybe 
that was a difference that I would even claim. But I don't want do go into this discus
sion today, whether the difference between Rem and me is that maybe your interest 
for Dali as a painter, and my interest for the poets and the movie-makers and the art
ists, but not the painters, is really what is historically a very interesting difference. I 
think I've never been interested in the painters. I've only been interested in the poets. 
So maybe there is a distinction, which one can carry into the question of how one 
performs architecture. 

RK: Well, we are now forced to discuss surrealism. I have to say I was never inter
ested in the painting of Dali and the only kind of interest I had was in the writer Dali 
so, I think I remember when I was working in New York, Surrealism was extremely 
badly regarded, even by myself in fact, and I was kind of astonished at the sharpness 
of Dali's writing, but beyond that I really thought that the critical method which I 
doubted and which I was pointed at by him, was able to explain a number of nomi
nated phenomena that without such an explanation were harder to understand. So, in 
that sense, it was not necessarily a question of being intrigued by Surrealism, but 
simply a confrontation with the method that seemed to explain things that were oth
erwise doomed to remain exotic or strange. I think what have recently become 
named as the formless and the abject, that those are actually the real domains that 
my interest in surrealism kind of centered on. And I think that in that sense there is 
an interesting connection between surrealism and the formless which I think returns 
in both our discussions of performance or our resistance to fo~, simply in the sense 
- speaking for myself- that the present condition does not deserve or should not be 
confronted with this kind of claims of perfection, or claims of permanence or claims 
of ultimate realities. 

JB: So it is apparently a wrong interpretation to read your paper architecture of the 
1970's as 'interesting' looking images that had, as such, a kind of impact on the de
velo~ment of architecture. But I think you may both be a kind of victim of exactly 
that mterpretation as far as it concerns the Swiss context. Here the work of the Ar
chitectural Association has steadily been celebrated in places like the Architekturfo
rum in ZUrich as a surrealist, exotic and dreamlike type of strategy. Surrealism tends 
to be understood in this view point as the desire for an architectonic carnival, such as 
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the mask of the winning design for Ziirich airport: Surrealism as carnival, but not as 
something that you can take serious as a text, on which both of you apparently insist. 
And Bernard's vision of Lausanne is probably one of the few visions in Switzerland 
that really try to alter the condition of the existing city in such a way. Rem's vision 
of Ziirich airport is the second example, pushing the programmatic text to the very 
extreme. Such proposals hardly seem to be understood as strategies in Switzerland. 
If you don't mind we could start the second round. 

(followed by two presentations on urban design strategies) 

Discussion 2 

JB: There could be no bigger difference than between the slowness of Lausanne and 
the speed of China. What is apparently quite similar in your observations is the fas
cination of how infrastructure has a role that both of you, as architects, would like to 
take as some point of departure. What is the relationship between specific and gen
eral aspects in these situations? In Lausanne Bernard seems to treat the railway as 
something specific. In China it seems that one single architect could not possibly 
take on a position of developing something specific, or it would be a kind of observ
ing master-architect that Rem introduced by describing notions such as 'scape'. 

RK: Just one thing, there was something fascinating in the Chinese example - that 
the bridge was being built before anything was there to connect to it. And that is a 
notion of something building as a generator, which has always been a fascination 
among architects. In the history of lets say another period of fascination, the con
structive is talking about buildings as condensators, as social condensators. Here it 
says if the bridge, the connector, is a part of the infrastructure, it becomes the social 
generator. I think, I mean ironically I don't see this as a kind of catastrophic condi
tion, but actually as something that really confirms a lot of the powers in potential of 
architecture, and in which, as architects, we are generally interested in. I think, if I 1 

look at some of my own buildings or some of the story of the Zurich airport, for in
stance, or some of Bernard's buildings, what I find paradoxical and what I was hint
ing at in my introduction, is that though they are eminently realistic, I think, and ad
dress in a rare way specific economic, political artistic cultural conditions, that they 
are nevertheless not able to shake their labels of either being polemical, difficult, 
avant-garde or whatever. I mean that's an interesting issue to discuss, why is it that 
for instance our buildings, or my buildings, would be much easier to be labeled as 
such, even though they are statements of realism according to my own ambitions, 
than those of other architects who float in a much more oblivious way above the 
conditions of the contemporary. 

BT: Let me try, it's not an answer, its rather thinking aloud, its a reflection about 
what is happening today and slightly different on this side of the Atlantic as opposed 
to the other side of the Atlantic. On this side of the Atlantic there is still a very 
strong ideological framework of architecture, what constitutes good architecture. 
You have magazines; you have Universities that have a "line", that have an ap
proach, which correspond to a particular architectural tradition, and will therefore 
put certain work within that framework; will exclude from that historical framework. 
I've seen in France these certain Le Corbusier-like ones I find interesting, for exam
ple, where you see that framework, but some of the work is still ignored, because it 
doesn't fit within that Corbusier framework. My work, for example, is generally re-
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jected when it doesn't fit within that framework. fn America it's a bit of a different 
situation, and much more of concern, because there is another power, which is the 
power of the construction industry, and its interesting to have this discussion here, 
within an industry-fair, which shows that the construction industry has its own stan
dards built in a certain way. The architects have very little power to intervene, and to 
do what might be much more logical, make much more sense, and be more rational 
mo~e realistic. But as is does not necessarily conform to the industry standards: 
whtch have been developed independently from the architects over the last 100 
years, these processes, these new processes, these alternatives, are called "avant
garde", when in reality they are perfectly logical. So on one hand its the power of the 
intelligentia, and on the other hand the power of the industry that can very well force 
people into a situation of being called on the margin on the avant-garde, when in re
ality they may simply be speaking common sense. 

JB: When one starts to discuss how things are received in a different way in different 
countries, it's interesting to see Lausanne on one point of the scale (slow) and China 
at the other extreme (fast). The difference between Europe and the United States is 
maybe not so interesting anymore. And also not the one between Europe and Swit
zerland. They are still discussing here in Switzerland if they should become a mem
ber of the European Community. However, the surprising paradox about the sug
gested opposites is that Rem's taxi ride from Basle airport to this very room teaches 
us that the buildings along the road are apparently very similar to those in China. 
The similarity does not primarily concern the buildings themselves that he was look
ing at here, but more the way they are placed. Or, to use a notion that Bernard intro
duced: displaced. That notion may define various examples with a hybrid status, as 
that of the golf course in the Chinese example, that Rem called an 'event space'. As a 
possible conclusion I would like to underline the suggestion of a related notion of 
displacement in China and Switzerland as a window on the future city. Or, what is 
maybe even more challenging, as a window on the reality of today's upcoming pro
file of an artificial condition, being neither city nor landscape. 
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7 s. 'Continuity' after 7 967: a 'mutated' neo-modernism? 
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How is it that Rem Koolhaas has become a major driv

ing force behind the comeback of the modernist vision 

of the city? The early work of Koolhaas is based here 

against the background of the New City exhibition of 

1967, and the related founding of the Institute of Ur

ban Studies in New York. Emphasis is given to the sig

nificance of two architects, who may be considered as 

the two mentors of Koolhaas: Peter Eisenman and 

Oswald Mathias Ungers. The mutated Dutch practice of 

modern architecture (since the 1980's and 1990's) is 

as well analyzed along the lines of influence of Eisen

man and Ungers. 

Neomodernism 

Rem Koolhaas is one of the driving forces behind the comeback of the modernist vi
sion of the city. His argument is the same as that of Edmund Bacon, who came out 
in defense of La Defence in 1974: at least the new development had left historic 
Paris unimpaired. This opinion once represented the final convulsion of optimistic 
faith in the modem concept of the city. Twenty years later, the visitor to Euralille, 
Koolhaas's first realized large urban project, was able to recognize that the concept 
appeared in a new guise. One is bound to wonder what precisely defines the differ
ence when compared to La Defence. What make it believable that the original'totali
tarian' ideology of Modem Architecture had been banished from the formal idiom 
and had been replaced by a much looser, perhaps even chaotic, assortment of ideas? 
How is it that Euralille is understood as a mutation of La Defence, while it neverthe
less carries out a similar- though 'remixed'- type of formal modernist appearance? 

To give the answer first take a detour through the notion of mutation is made, in or
der to return to the given question and approach it from the historical background of 
Koolhaas's career as an architect; a background and career that link first (up until the 
1970's) and second (since the 1990's) modernism in architecture. 

Mutation 

A m u t a t i o n may be defined as the result of an unexpected and therefore 
'forced' change within the growth logic of an organism, because of an exchange of 
information within its system. The form of the result may be experienced as a 'de
formation' (when the result comes as an unwished surprise) or as an 'improvement' 
(when the new variant with new properties is consciously cultivated). The result is 
not necessarily a new image or something that never existed before. One of the re
nowned applications of the word mutation, as quoted in Le Petit Robert, may be 
found in a poem by Paul Valery, in which he describes his impression of the ocean 
as "les mutations rapides de la mer" (the fast mutations of the sea). Certainly 
Valery's description of the sometimes wild and anyway constantly changing form of 
the ocean's surface as a poetic phenomenon, worded as "mutation", offers a surpris
ingly suitable metaphor for some "wild" aspects oftoday's cities. 

The biological meaning of the word mutation, that the number or quality of the 
genes have changed all of a sudden - not as an exception, but as a permanent new 
state of some species - is a late 19th century notion. It coincides with the experience 
of new factors of urban life, such as the railway, its tracks and stations, which not 
only invaded, but also transformed the essence of the city structure and form as such. 
The reflection upon the transforming factor, the "mutant", is of a later date, some
where at the beginning of the 20th century. As a possible notion that may be applied 
to urban life, this further investigation into matters of mutation coincides with the 
urban impressions that avant-garde photography documented, showing several mani
festations of newness, such as the "abstract" presence of the giant shunting-yards of 
the railway, as seen from the air, of industrial sites with a random piling up of silos, 
box-like storehouses, production-houses and cranes. Shortly afterwards, in the sec
ond half of the 1920's, these impressions became stylized as an outlook on a new 
way of making architecture and the city, as in Sigfried Giedion's photographs from 
within the Eiffel Tower and those by Knud Lonberg Holm of the skeletons of sky-
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scrapers under construction and his night pictures of New York. In the mi~ds of 
many architects, these images nourished the idea of a city being made of thts new 
kind of "industrial" stuff. Modem sculpture of the 1920's also took up the challenge 
clearly enough if Constantin Brancusi's remark, entrusted to a journalist at the very 
moment that he saw the skyline of New York for the first time with his own eyes is 
to be beleived; he exclaimed, "my studio" 108

• Indeed, the artists of that time had, as 
they often still have today, a seismographic function to register the changed essenc.e 
of the cityscape, being able to model and materialize the changed modes of percepti-

bility. 

However instead of really exploring the type of fascination for urban mutations, as 
in the ca~e of artists like Brancusi in a haptic sensitive and formal expressive way, 
most modem architects, and Le Corbusier in particular, rather identified themselves 
with the scientists and the way that they were concerned about the mutant "behind 
the form" (an a priori type of abstraction). The factors that had mutated cities like 
New York, such as the skyscraper skeleton, the subway and the planning possibility 
of an extra-large park in the middle of the city, became idealized and isolated as 
compositional elements of the New City. The consequences of that option inside the 
practice of existing cities - the implementation of those. purifie~ muta~ts: such as Le 
Corbusier's housing block Clarte in Geneve - resulted m a typtcally mctdental type 
of mutation that - mainly by mute imitation - sprawled out across the world in later 
decades. In fact, nothing seems to have contributed as much to the impression of a 
fundamental and rather chaotic mutational experience of urban space as the boxes 
and rebus-like linked and interlinked slab configurations of Modem Architecture, 
especially when their presence originated at the base of an involuntary interaction 
with the urban fabric of other times and types

109 

The impression of a mutation of a general habit of making towns is most evid~nt in 
those places where two different urban categories oppose one another as an mt~r
face, for instance the type of buildings that are lined up bordering an enormous rail
road complex, when entering a big European city. Other basic mutative impressions 

1 

give the photographs that witness the appearance of the first skyscrapers .in t?e midst 
of an otherwise constructed American city. In the first example one reality ts block
ing another along a horizontal line; the second example is c?aracterize~ b!' th~ ran
domness of a new reality entering vertically from the understde of an extstmg tissue. 
These sorts of mutational forces are typical of the nineteenth century. The twentieth 
century started with a series of - sometimes desperate - readings and interpretati?ns 
of these forces in order to let them become architecture and art. The Flat Iron Build
ing in Manhattan is such an example; it follows the functional traffic lining precisely 
in the ground plan as well as the technical and political possibility to rise up. On the 
sharp edge, the bending of the traffic lines turns the building into a classical column 
and makes it look extremely thin if viewed from the side - a rounded-off slab. 
Though texture and subdivisions try to counterbalance these impressions, the result 
is the experience of a deformation, like that of a human body in a distorting ~irror. 
The Endless Column of Brancusi, on the other hand, that one may compare wtth the 
comer point of this building, transformed such an experience of deformati?n ~nto 
one of modernity: a new type of corporeal experience standing vis a vis thts gtant 
column. Instead, the misplaced effort of a formal classical interpretation, it rendered 
a modem possibility to abstract the body, in a similar manner as did the marionettes 

of Sophie Tauber-Arp. 
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The story about the mutational experience continued in a spectacular way in Man
hattan: the Rockefeller Center is an evident mutation of what Emile Kaufmann had 
characterized as "the pavilion system" in his book From Ledoux toLe Corbusier: the 
classical setting of lower pavilions around a higher building had to be deformed in 
order to fit in the given environment. The main point here, as in the case of the Flat 
Iron Building, is that it was precisely the exception that produced the main sensation 
of the New. A mutation of something was evidently something else. Sigfried Giedion 
wanted to read the exceptional placement of the buildings towards one another here 
as a Van Doesburg-like composition of abstract "planes"110

• He abstracted in that 
sense too much, as no "machine" of that time could do without "deco", as the Rocke
feller Center demonstrated - that machine being the sensation of those times. 

It is remarkable how modernist Rem Koolhaas's reading is in Delirious New York, in 
the same way as Giedion focussing on the "arrival of the slab form in Manhattan" in 
the case of the Rockefeller Center. His formal interpretation is still very close to that 
of Giedion. Koolhaas was nevertheless one of the first to rewrite the story of the 
modernization of the city, recognizing mutation as a conscious notion in the surreal
ist interpretation of Manhattan by Dali, as a completely contrasting approach when 
compared to that of Le Corbusier. Le Corbusier reduced the sensuous dimension of 
Manhattan life by limiting himself to the puritan reductions of the metropolitan real
ity of possible mutants, that would fit in his plans for a Radiant City. It may be evi
dent that Koolhaas retrospectively "invented" the significance of this counter pole of 
Le Corbusier's rationalist versus Dali's paranoid critical method of interpretation, 
that Koolhaas would practice in his own work as an architect from then on - in order 
to escape the sterility of most urban environments that were based on the ultimate 
utilitarian understanding of the urban mutants, as worded in the Athens Charter. 

However, Koolhaas did not limit his research on mutational aspects of the city to the 
delirious aspect and its impact on New York. Some years later he became aware of 
the other type of condition in cities like Atlanta and also in Asian cities in particular. 
These cities aroused in him a kind of nostalgia for the fact that the design of areas 
like that of La Defence in Paris, in particular, had made the profession conscious of 
an "uncontrolled" side of Modem Architecture (as compared to the vacuum clean 
option worded in the Athens Charter), way back in the late 1960's. Subsequently, the 
practice in the1970's had created the general impression that with schemes such as 
La Defence in Paris, the endeavor for the expression of a civic center had turned into 
its very loss: into that of monotony, traffic exposure and indifferent architectural ap
pearance. Since the 1990's, Koolhaas judges exactly these characteristics as being 
unavoidable, and sees them as ingredients that have created the potential of a new 
type of city all over the world. He calls it the Generic City. His book S,M,L,XL is 
like a folly of visual impressions around this notion of the Generic City. 

"The Generic City is all that remains of what used to be the city. The Generic City is 
the post-city being prepared on the site of the ex-city. "111 

~e~eric City, as an extremely controlled and refined text, is ambitious in a very 
stmtlar way as the Athens Charter was in its time: it is about the possibility of con
sensus and, as such, it wants to convince as a legitimization of the application of 
modernist means on a world wide scale. It is conspicuous that Koolhaas uses the 
same reference to avant-garde art as Cor van Eesteren did in his defense of the Ath
ens Charter, comparing his making of the city with the manner of combining objects 
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and materials by Kurt Schwitters: "it is like Kurt Schwitters' Merzbau at the sc~le of 
the city: the Generic City is a Merzcity112 

." It apparently is a matter of how t~ mter
pret the reference: not along "good intentions", as Colin Rowe defin~s the mam am
bition of Modem Architecture, but postmodem. For example, the mfrastructure of 
the Generic City is "no longer a more or less delayed response to a more or less ur
gent need, but a strategic weapon, a prediction: Harbor X is not enlarged to s.erve a 
hinterland of frantic consumers but to kilVreduce the chances that harbor Y w11l sur
vive the 21st century." Koolhaas defines this "postmodemism" as "a ~utation in pr~
fessional architecture that produces results fast enough to keep pace w1th the Genenc 
City's development", and in a ~ore preci~e stat~m~.nt about ~~at .ha~p1~ned to the 
modem vocabulary in the meantime, he pomts to 1ts resemanbc1zat10n 

What may be surprising in Koolhaas' s efforts of creating an understanding of mod
ernity as a "mutational" condition, is that he move~ from o!l~ extre~e. pole to the 
other in the course of twenty years: from an interest m the ongmal de/mous concept 
ofNew York to "an eerie calm" of the Generic City: "the calmer it is, the more i~ ap
proximates the pure state"114

• The respect for Dali and his "contre la pomogr~ph1e et 
l'obscenite _ pour le dieux Eros et l'erotisme" has moved tow~rds a Japanese mterest 
in pornography as the libidinous core of the contemp~rary . ~1ty. If twenty years ago 
one realized that he practiced his Dali-inspired paranmd cntlcal method not l~ast on 
Corbu-concepts, since the 1990's it is as if one meets two Harvard professors m one: 

. II h 11 . t" fth 1"115 
Timothy Leary and Walter Gropms- a a ucma 10n o e norma . 

Interestingly enough, this "move" also reflects what happened t? th.e c.ity in t~e 
twentieth century (Delirious New York being its beginning, Genenc C1ty 1ts end) m 
a more general way. The ideal image of the modem city at th.e beginnin? of the cen
tury was a volcanic one: its ground plan can be compared w1th the sect10n of a v~l
cano, observing how the trains arrive in a terminus, right ~ the ~iddle of .the c1ty 
center; the skyscrapers made the volcanic ideal a t~ee-d~ens10nal reahty as a 
Stadtkrone. The "hidden" ideal image of the modem c1ty durmg the second half of 
the century is an oceanic one, with a similar experie~ce of "fast ~utations", as 
Valery worded it. The most typical models that exemplify the oceamc concept are 
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the 1960's city model schemes by Hans Konwiarz, Kenzo Tange and Fumihiko 
Maki. It is these models that can be seen as the conceptual 'vitamin' that mutated ret
rospectively La Defence to Euralille. In a similar way, the pragmatic language of 
neutral square boxes has become linked to infrastructure elements - like Tange and 
Maki did - and have become sculpted with angles - like Konwiarz proposed. This 
suggests a formula something like: 1960's built architecture mixed with 1960's imag
ined but not built architecture = new 1990's modernism. 

Historical links, the 'influence' phenomenon 

Koolhaas published an interview with Maki in S,M,L,XL, which confirms a track of 
possible influence and inspiration. For Koolhaas, however, the 'influence' phenome
non invariably takes the form of a paradox. His own influence on others draws its 
strength from the consistent avoidance of all those who are interested in direct for
mal relationships. If any label started looking as though it were about to stick - de
constructivism for instance - he ducked instantly out of the way. His mastery in the 
art of evasion is never demonstrated better than in the books by Charles Jencks, 
which depict Koolhaas as the eternal outsider, as the 'other' rationalist, deconstruc
tivist and neo-modernist. Jencks hated all three of these categories and pursued his 
crusade against the enduring significance of modernism as gruffly as ever. Herzog 
and De Meuron's success in the competition for the Tate Gallery extension was, to 
him, only proof of the still-rampant evil. 

To Le Corbusier, where Jencks started his critical research of modernism, design 
was a 'recherche patiente' that should ideally generate prescriptions that would be 
recognizable as genial insights. Koolhaas consistently and radically rejects all pre
scriptions - making him an ideal example in the eyes of Jencks - and continually 
confronts his own achievements with those of others. That is where his book 
S,M,X,XL differs so radically from Le Corbusier's Oeuvre Complete: instead of be
ing a demonstration of maturity, synthesis and systematic research, it is an almost 
adolescent act of despair in which experience and knowledge are shattered. 
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The question that Koolhaas' s impatient research ultimately raises is, despite all the 
side-stepping of demarcations, influences and labels, how one is nonetheless l~ft 
with the impression that with the construction of Euralille he has re-conquered, VIr

tually single-handedly, the place of modem architecture in urban development that 
was abandoned at the end of the 1960's. Yet Jencks has hammered endlessly on the 
'otherness' of the way Koolhaas has used modem forms. Who is sticking a knife in 

whose back here? 

The field of interest presented by Koolhaas's impatient research can only be re
solved by understanding the places and people who were crucial to his development. 
Considering the discontinuity in the modem vision of the city marked by the events 
after Edmund Bacon's 1967 book, emphasis must clearly be given to the significance 
of two architects, who may be considered as the two mentors ofKoolhaas: Peter Eis
enman and Oswald Mathias Ungers. 

Post-1967 

The future of the metropolis of New York formed the subject matter of an exhibition 
in the Museum of Modem art in 1967, The New City. The foundation of the Institute 
of Urban Studies was announced at the time as a direct consequence of the exhibi
tion. Rem Koolhaas became involved with the Institute before he published Deliri
ous New York. Here he organized an exhibition on the work of Wallace Harrison. It 
was Koolhaas who, according to Eisenman, was regarded as filling the 'German' role 
within the Institute's ideological structure, and everything points to the fact that his 
appointment was part of a power struggle taking place on various fronts in relation 
to the inheritance of modem architecture. 

The struggle had already flared up among the participants in The New City exhi?i
tion. Peter Eisenman extolled the contribution he himself had made together w1th 
Michael Graves as the most excitingly urbane, especially in comparison to the de- i 
sign of Colin Rowe, Thomas Schumacher, Jerry A. Wells and Fred Koetter

116
• Wells 

and Koetter nonetheless managed to win the first prize in the competition for the 
Brighton Beach housing project in Brooklyn, New York. Their entry beat that of 
Robert Venturi, whose plan the jury (including Jose Luis Sert and Philip Johnson) 
dismissed as 'too ordinary' and 'too ugly', as recounted later in Venturi's Learning 
from Las Vegas whose first edition included a whole chapter on this lost competi-

tion. 

The formal diversification advocated by Colin Rowe seemed to have gained the up
per hand. The power struggle appeared in a different guise at C~mell .l!niv~rsi~, 
namely as a disagreement between Rowe and O.M. Ungers. Rowe s pos1t10n m th1s 
conflict was based on recognizing the ambivalence of design principles in the his
toric city, whereas Ungers defended the homogeneous urban object a la Schinkel and 
Mies van Rohe, that he investigated in its potential to become transformed (some-
what in the tradition of Durand). 

Hans Kollhoff, who had supplied a drawing for Rowe's book Collage City not long 
beforehand, and Koolhaas consciously sided with Ungers, and both of them held 
seminars on the work ofMies. Koolhaas's start as a theoretician stems directly from 
this choice (the study of New York being proposed by Ungers). In the debates on 
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both sides of the Atlantic, Eisenman and Ungers could be identified as mentor for a 
longer period of time. Koolhaas contributed to a collective riposte in the columns of 
Progressive Architecture to an attack on Eisenman, and he took a leading role in the 
series of ANY conferences, organized by Eisenman. In Europe it was chiefly Fritz 
Neumeyer and Hans Kollhoff who upheld the honor of Ungers as a mentor and, on 
occasion, Koolhaas lectured in association with them during the 1990's. 

The relationship between Koolhaas and his mentors was not a one-way relationship, 
they also relied on him. An indication of this is a chapter in Charles Jencks' The Ar
chitecture of the Jumping Universe, dedicated to 'superposition'. It relates to Eisen
man's method of creating complexity in the urban image. According to Jencks, 
OMA's design for Pare de la Vilette represents an important breakthrough point for 
Eisenman in giving substance to the concept of 'superposition'. In Ungers' case, too, 
it was through OMA projects that his own fascination with regular grids was newly 
expressed in the high-rise development on the Gleisdreieck in Frankfurt (1983-
1989). The trail to this work led via Unger's collaboration with Koolhaas and the 
first OMA projects for New York, and the influence these projects had on the first 
buildings executed by Arquitectonica in Miami (The Place, 1979-1982, The Atlantis, 
1980-1981, and The Imperial, 1981-1983). 

Philip Johnson wrote about Arquitectonica in 1991: "Modem architecture is in good 
hands". This was signal enough of a sensed continuity, that was made possible since 
1967 via Rowe and his student Eisenman, on the one hand, and on the other hand via 
Ungers, and- springing from their line of debate and influence - Koolhaas117

• 

M. Ungers Gleisdreieck in Frankfurt (1983-1989); A. George, detail of cover of A.D. June 1971 

A mutated practice of modernism in the Netherlands 

The Dutch practice of modem architecture has also mutated along the lines of influ
ence as described above. The Kunsthal may be understood as a major mutation from 
the Eisenman line. The competition design for the Rotterdam architectural institute 
already showed an indication of a possible parallel with the work of Eisenman, in 
terms of placing a complete construction at a provocative angle, instead of the nor-
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mality of an upright position. After Jo Coenen won the competition of the architec
tural institute, the full weight of a possible OMA strategy focussed on Koolhaas's 
commission for the Kunsthal. The general envelope of the first design was main
tained, but a complex routing was projected inside, and a means of access that pene
trates the building with the similar fascination for the void - provoking questions in 
Rotterdam such as: where is the entrance? - as Eisenman had realized earlier with his 
design for the Wexner Center for the Visual Arts. Complexity with the help of rout
ing in a box; for Eisenman that was a logical consequence of a series of lucid alien
ations of Corbusier-themes, as once taught to him by Colin Rowe and developed as 
design strategies by the New York Five; Le Corbusier themes newly combined in 
order to produce complexities. One may easily recognize in the Kunsthal the spiral 
theme from Corbusier projects as the growing museum, and the sequential spiral 
space experience of the Villa Savoye, combined with the theme of a road that pene
trates the building in the manner of the Carpenters Center in Cambridge Mass. Such 
a combined complexity of Corb themes within a restrained 'functional' vocabulary, 
opened the way for a series of buildings in the line of applying the Le Corbusier 
themes as taught by Max Risselada in Delft, especially as practiced by his most suc
cessful former students of Mecanoo (for instance in the Delft university library). 
When the Kunsthal had become a reality, the integrated Corbu complexity within 
simple functional-looking volumes became a new type in the Netherlands, where be
fore Corb-inspired buildings there had, as a rule, been revolting expressions against 

fun . l. h11 8 a ctwna 1st approac . 

The Piraeus building in Amsterdam may be understood as a major mutation from the 
Ungers line. Its sculptural quality and the specific qualities of its facade (the dark 
'Kollhoff-brick') have been applied in many new buildings. Here, the mutation as an 
implementation within a local strategy may be traced back to the first manifestation 
of Ungers with a competition design in the Netherlands in 1964. The notion of a 
possible change begins with the state of play in modern architecture two years ear
lier. A new building, Aldo van Eyck's Orphanage in Amsterdam, was then the focus 
of international attention, while Forum magazine co-edited by Van Eyck was at an 
intellectual peak. Ungers, a foreign colleague living just across the border in Co
logne, had already exhibited interest by way of Team Ten in the then raging discus
sion. At that time, a brief parallel in his work with that of Van Eyck may be dis
cerned, illustrated by two almost identical designs for coffee tables. However, the 
real trial of strength was plainly enacted at the other end of the scale: in urban de
sign. Ungers demonstrated a possible alternative urban corollary of the cluster strat
egy that is characteristic for the Orphanage. This he did in his competition design of 
1964 for student housing in the grounds of Twente University of Technology in 
Drienerlo. Like the Orphanage, it was a conglomeration of geometric forms, but it 
increased the scale of the cluster to that of a city district. Ungers worked out the 
cluster idea from classical principles rather than from modernistic ones. Willem van 
Tijen, who chaired the competition jury (which also included Aldo van Eyck), said 
the following when the jury's verdict was made known: Confreres Ungers, Geist and 
Savade! No project has intrigued the jury more than yours. Personally, I have never 
seen anything like it. The only comparable design I could discover is the Villa Ha
driani in Rome. A Caesar's palace for students - what an idea! ... I hope that one day 
some crazy millionaire or government minister will get it built.' In the jury report, 
the 'restrictive' economic factor was described in more subtle terms that suggest an 
ideological stance on the jury's part rather than a financial one. 'The scheme's con
struction in brick is not that expensive in itself, yet even given a favorable building 
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price due to rationalization and repetition, the scheme has too few possibilities in the 
jury's opinion to be realized as it stands.' Repetitive elements were indeed the hall
mark of this proposal, but the way these were linked and the 'Latin' urban ambience 
this engendered evidently failed to impress the jury's chairman. In the closing words 
of the report, the design remained 'wholly outside the spatial and architectural 
framework of Drienerlo.' 119 

No-one has been more inspired by the image of Ungers' conglomeration of Twente 
University of Technology than Kollhoff: he gave a Piranesian twist to it while at 
Cornell University with Colin Rowe. The result was the City of Composite Presence 
(made with David Griffin), which was published in 1978 in Collage City, a book in
ternationally famous in architectural urbanist circles - particularly among those who, 
like Coenen, wished to declare dogmatic functionalism as dead and buried. 

It must have come as a surprise to Kollhoffto discover, when beginning work on Pi
raeus, that the clock had stood still for over twenty years in the Netherlands. For 
Coenen's ground plan for KNSM Island, composed of semicircles and blocks, was a 
literal reminder of Ungers' 1964 configuration. This was no accident: the fact is, that 
Coenen, having briefly worked at Van Eyck's office, had embraced the Ungers type 
alternative with the greatest conviction, winning with it the competition for Rotter
dam's Weena area in 1982. This prize earned him recognition for an approach, 
which, having been barred from Dutch urban-architectural practice for a full eight
een years, steadily became regarded as a viable alternative for the jaded Team Ten 
strategy. Coenen's scheme for KNSM Island was a subsequent step in this paradigm 
shift. Kollhoff and Rapp took what proved to be an accommodating urbanistic 
framework and capitalized on it. They demonstrated just how easy it was to take 
what Coenen the urbanist had provided and transform it into a high-powered mono
lithic city block visible from far and wide120; a block shaped not from discrete com
ponents that could be optically disassembled, but from an unbroken, stern gesture. 

Besides the two buildings that mutated Dutch modernism, as object type of build
ings, another major mutation of a Dutch practice is the extreme contrast of housing 
schemes in comparison with the former extremely schematical repetitive ones. The 
Amsterdam Noord of OMA, which reintroduced modernist terraced housing during 
the 1980's, represents a playful variation on the 1930's theme. However, in the prac
tice of the 1990's this has been replaced by exercises in cryptic patterns of layout, 
always different in appearance. Here, the reference to a project by Christian Rapp, 
literally in between the influence of Eisenman!Koolhaas and Ungers/Kollhoff, may 
indicate the start - and source - of a dramatic change. 

'Tilburg completed', the project Rapp made in 1988 just after leaving OMA and 
joining Kollhoffs office, may be qualified as groundbreaking for Dutch architectural 
practice. An exercise in volumetric acrobatics, it takes relatively long, narrow strips 
and processes them both spatially and two-dimensionally into irregular patterns. 
This procedure would become all the rage in the work of many former OMA archi
tects, notably MVRDV and Willem Jan Neutelings. It can even be read into Adriaan 
Geuze's strategy for Borneo Island. That Rapp and this design were well known on 
the architectural scene may have helped the rapid acceptance which this type of lay
out gained in practice. However, instead of surfing on the wave of this trend, Rapp 
himself proceeded to blaze a trail in the opposite direction: the houses his office real
ized on the Borneo Island are utterly restrained, in the way that Grassi's library in 
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Groningen is restrained. The combination of abstraction and tradition striven for by 
Rapp, with an unashamed nod in Tessenow's direction, motivates him to give a seri
ous twist to everything in present-day Dutch architecture, tending towards the flip
pant. 

Conclusion 

Looking at the practice of neo-modernism since the 1990's in the Netherlands, it 
seems evident that a mutation is indeed generated by a profound changed habit of 
architectural thinking and designing. Theory seems not that abstract after all. A 
question might be whether the implantation of a changed point of view really has the 
power to act as a mutant in the practice of design. Is it plausible at all to think in 
terms of "genes" when concerning theoretical positions, instead of capitalist forces 
and bureaucratic processes that form architecture and the cityscape? Or do the theo
retical positions act as part of those forces and processes? 

The major factor of success in Koolhaas's case is that he came with a theory of 
Manhattan that deals with architectural fascinations in practice. After Manhattan fol
lowed the type of city that in many ways is the topic of a love-hate relationship of 
many enterprises, politicians and inhabitants everywhere in the world: the generic 
city, the tendency to have everything in a similar way as everywhere else. However, 
the possible architectural fascinations inside that frame of thinking and acting seem 
very aware of the impossibility of copying the generic mood and expression of the 
late 1960's and early 1970's too literally. The capacity of artistic editing is required. 
Since the 1990's there is evidence of a type of alertness to no longer remove the in
terest into the actualform of the architectural mutation that far, as Modem Architec
ture once advised to do (when the notions 'function' and 'space' played the role of the 
mutant). New neo-modemist architects seem to realize that the "codes" of under
standing are not only to be found behind the architectural and urban form as an in
tention, but mainly on top of it as an "invisible" layer of notice ... as it can be seen, l 

touched, remembered, discussed, photographed, painted, etc. The sensuous dimen
sion of this aura type of layer has become a more general notion of care. Probably 
less generally perceived and understood is the more specific concern about the mu
tant type of change on a theoretical level. Since the 1990's, this has been generated 
by very personal concepts - like it is more evidently the practice of product design 
and fashion (the role of concepts, Denkbilder). This chapter has focussed on two 
'lines' (Eisenman!Koolhaas and Ungers/Kollhoff). The next chapter will define the 
factor that is mutated within the practice of the application of an abstract modernist 
architectural vocabulary in more detail: the abstract Sinnbild that has become re
placed by - or is transformed into - a sensuous Denkbild. 
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16. 10/fference': Meta City of the 1960's versus Mega City 

of the 1990's 
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This chapter explores the essential differences 

and similarities between the utopian modernist 

city models of the 1960's, like those of lsosaki, 

Friedman, Constant and Bakema (all symbolic 

designs, as such abstract Sinnbilder), and the 

new modernist city models of the 1990's, like 

those of Koolhaas and MVRDV, programmed 

and designed as diagrams with innovative po

tential (sensuous Denkbilder). The question of 

the difference between the critical 'unreal' but 

sensuous position of Lebbeus Woods and the 

pragmatic attitude of MVRDV is also analyzed. 

In a film interview towards the end of his life, Walter Gropius said that despite all 
ClAM's hopes and programs, there is no solution to the problems of the city; unless, 
that is, an entirely new level is built above the existing city. This view is congruent 
with the drawings of Yona Friedman from that time, and also with Constant's 'New 
Babylon' vision of an interconnected level floating above the earth, although, unlike 
Friedman's superconstruction above Paris, this was not above a city, but hovered 
over untouched land and seascapes. This idea of rising above, which is the legacy of 
the Gropius and Le Corbusier generation, with their motif of villas and residential 
buildings, was elevated by the avant-gardists of the late fifties and early sixties to the 
level of a vision of the city. 

Architectural science fiction 

In 1978, Colin Rowe compared Arata Isozaki's Space City (1960) with Y ona Fried
mans spacial city above Paris (1963). To explain the utopian fever these images pro
ject, Rowe refers to the genre of science fiction so often quoted by Reyner Banham 
(without mentioning him by name): "Just like old-fashioned Modem Architecture, 
science fiction has a less austere, poetical facet. This is the familiar preoccupation 
with images created to illustrate scientific nature and then the extolling of these as 
proof of the universal objectivity of their creator." However, for Rowe, the poetic 
element to science fiction also has a negative side: "Rather than upholding morals, it 
is more success oriented". And although Banham cited historical grounds for his 
faible for science fiction in his re-evaluation of futurism, Rowe sees precisely this as 
the problem: "Indeed, in its freer forms, science fiction suffers from the same defects 
as futurism, of which it is, without knowing it, the ironic revival." Rowe's 'Collage 
City' appeared in the same year as Rem Koolhaas's 'Delirious New York', which 
pulls out all the stops in the areas where Rowe expresses reservations: rather than at
tempting to rescue the morals of the outdated modernists, this is a celebration of 
Manhattan's success story. The cartoonist and the technology of the fantastic become 
precursors to a new reality. 

Today it is the ideas and images of MVRDV which give reason to look back on 
Rowe and Koolhaas's considerations of 1978. Here the world of the fantastic, not to 
say the non-architectonic kitsch of Manhattan's history, is seen not as detached from 
Rowe's observations, but as connected to the objectivity of demanding science fic
tion. Here, the form of argumentation utilized by MVRDV unceasingly provides 
'proof of the universal objectivity of the creator', as Rowe claimed was the case for 
science fiction, while the images bear witness to Koolhaas's fascination. And sud
denly the cartoon which first appeared in 'Life' magazine in 1909 and was repro
duced by Koolhaas, showing a piled up landscape, becomes real in the Dutch Pavil
ion at the Expo 2000 in Hanover. The same is true of the Moses King vision 'The 
Cosmopolis of the Future,' drawn by Harry M. Petit in 1912, when projected specifi
cally onto Amsterdam as a view of the 21st century. MVRDV has clearly recognized 
the feasibility of such visions. However, this feasibility is first and foremost a form 
of interpretation; for example, the recognition that, from the viewpoint chosen by 
Petit, a projection is possible not only from below looking up (high- rise building), 
but also in the opposite direction. Indeed, if one imagines the Amsterdam of the fu
ture sunk twenty meters into the ground, then the level of the air bridge in Moses vi
sion corresponds roughly with the ground level of today's Amsterdam: the old New 
Amsterdam then appears like the new Old Amsterdam. 
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Diagram 

Even while he was still working in Koolhaas's office, Winy Maas's particular talent 
was for developing complex diagrams, instructions, cartoons and other comment~
ies on reality into design strategies. While others skeptically attempted to explam 
Koolhaas's associations as irony and fantasy, Maas busily set about transforming 
them, one might almost say magically, into a method for design. Thou~h s~me may 
object that the cartoon showing villas, complete with trees, stacked SIX high, was 
meant by Koolhaas merely as a model for thought, this objection is seen by Maas 
and his colleagues as an expression of mental lethargy which must be overcome. 
They demonstrate just how literally such a model can be taken and show tha~ it_ can 
actually be realized. Perhaps the amazement this caused was even more of an Irntant 
than the suspicion of plagiarism, as if it were Koolhaas's exclusive right to make de
cisions on the realization of the models collected in the OMA archive. 

With indefatigable persuasiveness, Rem Koolhaas has spent twenty years confront
ing the means of expression of the Modem Age with the tensions of history. 
Whether successful or otherwise, he constantly succeeds in sowing new seeds of 
doubt. These tensions appear to be neutralized at MVRDV. The impression even 
arises that if they commission a concrete supplier for their model of the Mega City, 
they are well on the way to transferring the idea uncompromisingly to a kind of su
percapitalism. For the moment this seems a little extreme, in view of this client and 
his colleagues who could not, for political reasons, act as city developers of Amster
dam, as MVRDV suggest in their vision. But the idea alone raises a pressing ques
tion: what is the social status of such a vision? Are they aiming to mobilize the po
litical world for a takeover by the big property developers? The past has taught that 
MVRDV are ambitious, they are doers. 

Pragmatic versus ideal 

As MVRDV were preparing the publication of their Amsterdam plans, Lebbeus 
Woods was asked to produce an illustrated impression of the New York of the fu
ture. Coincidentally, the two images happened to be similar, apart from differences 
in the dramatic emphasis given to extremes of height and depth. However, they in
vite differing interpretations. Woods's image is dominated by an apocalyptic tone; it 
rekindles associations with dramatic natural phenomena such as the Niagara Falls; 
the same associations which were awakened by the preparations for the construction 
of the first generation of skyscrapers in New York. In Woods's vision of the fu~e, 
Manhattan unexpectedly becomes an explosive landscape, expressionist countryside. 
MVRDV's vision, on the other hand, is more reminiscent of a futuristic version of 
Venice, a mixture of kitsch and science fiction. Koolhaas was skilled in maintaining 
a balance between such differences of taste as appear between MVRDV and Woods, 
always within the framework of considerations and designs. These two visions of the 
future for Manhattan and Amsterdam illustrate how easily a conflict can be divided 
into two parts, that is, into pragmatic ambition to build and idealistic critical com-

mentary on paper. 

As has always been the case in the history of architecture, the fact that designs are 
modeled on earlier examples must not be allowed to lead to the accusation of p~e 
plagiarism. This fact should rather lead to a recognition of the intellectual and social 
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attempt to enable th~s simil~r image to be experienced in a new way, and, just as im
portant~y, to render It real, I.e. to build it. Although there is considerably less ground 
sepa:ati~g Koolhaas and Maas than there is separating Ledoux and Le Corbusier, 
this IS stlll_a ~ase of the _theoretical condensing of the inspirational model which is 
fe~t to be simlla~ and whiCh has appeared unexpectedly after being stuck in people's 
mmds for a relatively long time. 

Theorem and fictional function 

MVRDV's notes concerning 'Datascapes' state clearly and simply: "Form is there
sult of hypothesis, extrapolation and argument: a datascape loaded with programs. 
T~~ ~o~ shows demands and norms and at the same time finds a balance between 
cnt~cizmg _ and renderi~g _ridiculous." Thus, form is a translation, an expression of 
~ction which ~uts the hmits of effect and credibility of science up for critical discus
siOn. The medi_um ,of t~i_s fiction is not th~ ~ream born of the subconscious (as sug
gested _by the titl~ Dehnous New York'), It IS rather "the medium of the hypothesis 
accor_dmg to which a phen~menon is extrapolated with precise logic". Koolhaas, 
who IS alway_s extremely reticent about speaking of his working methods, did none
thel~s~, explam the str~tegy of fiction in 1978, namely as the application of a 'theo
rem . A cartoon that IS actually a theorem that describes the ideal performance of 
the s~~craper: ~.slender steel structure supports 84 horizontal planes, all the size of 
the ongmal plot. And apart from Winy Maas, no one has made the function of this 
~eorem so clearly workable, ~nd used it to produce a new kind of architecture: 
Thu~ an ar~ent, or a collectiOn of arguments comes into being. The extrapolation 

of this results m a form." At first sight, this argumentation seems very similar to 
'form follo:vs fu~ction', however, the function in question here is (as yet) fictional 
and must still be loaded with programs': form follows fiction. 

In the Netherlands, density is the ultimate fictional function: "If we want a really 
compact city with a density comparable to that of New York (Floor Area Ratio -
F~: 7~ or Hong Kong .~F~: 10~, then we must use more vulgar means than just 
:esid~ntial development. W~th this argument as a starting point, MVRDV's sharp 
mtelhgence leads ~o Mega-city, a town in which as much floor area as possible is 
sta_ck~d and combmed both up towards the sky and down into the earth: 'the solid 
bmldmg = urban development.' There 'private and public life are mixed merci
lessly', and_ here it seems one returns for the first time (as suggested by MVRDV's 
argumentation) to models that stem from before Koolhaas's time, to plans like those 
of Van den Broek and Bakema for the city center of Eindhoven, the town for which 
MVRDV ~ave developed several projects. The city plan of 1967-1969 was one of 
pure ma~smg of volume organically knitted to the ground surface and through which 
the pubhc space strea~~ upwar~. _Th_ese large, modeled volumes bear the signs (as 
does the work ofFumihiko Maki, mcidentally) of an interest in the themes expressed 
by contemporary sculpture. These huge lumps of buildings and their irregular fea
tures are not very far removed from what is today appreciated as the urban land
scape. 

~~ile ~~n den Broek and Bakema's Tel Aviv plan, like Isozaki's Space City, was a 
VI.VId VISion of a constructively _ut?pian character (floating masses), the plan for 
Emdhoven was an extremely realistic model to increase the surface area, drawing it 
upward _throug~. the volume. The plan was based on a mobilization of political and 
economic ambition. It was worked out in great detail as all the indications were that 
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it would be realized. However the plan ran aground, probably because it paid too lit
tle attention to the feelings of people outside of the worlds of business and bureauc
racy. The city plan would have swept away the town's unique street of bars, S~ra~
seind, thus ignoring an expression of society. Thus the plan was. s.een as an ~posi
tion from above. Today, MVRDV's work in Eindhoven has a cntlcal- expen.mental 
basis. They are making Eindhoven's cultural periphery 'grown up', by altenng the 
youth center 'de Effenaar' (which may be literally translated as 'Just to'). 

Mega City and Bigness 

MVRDV publicize practically nothing about the way they work, and they almo.st 
never make general comments on the art of design (in this they follow closely m 
Koolhaas's footsteps). At this point it may be useful to compare features of some. of 
the urbanization models of the fifties and sixties. MVRDV speak of the 'Meta-city, 
but this name describing the phenomenon of superimposition would be better suited 
to the visions of Friedman, Constant and the metabolists, while 'Mega-city' more ac
curately describes the urban idea which underlies the ~oncepts. of MVRDV a~d oth
ers from the OMA School. In its form, the Meta- city of Fnedman et al. IS most 
clearly characterized by the huge stilts used to raise the level ~f the urban volume. In 
the Mega-city ofKoolhaas and MVRDV, on the other hand~ IS found.n~t so n:uch a 
raised (meta) level, but more an interweaving oft?~ new w1th th~ ex1stm?, with the 
conscious aim of massive expansion. The most stnkmg aspect of Its form IS revealed 
only in cross-section: spaces interlock like the pieces o~ a jig~aw puzzle, creating not 
only orthogonal lines, but also a great number of oblique lmes and curves. T~ose 
projects of MVRDV which have been built exhibit particular fe.atures: the flowmg, 
continuous surfaces and the extremely jutting forms bear clear Witness to surplus en
ergy (pulling, bending, pressing, pushing out, etc.) But what does this motif have to 
do with the concept of the Mega-city? In what way can these elements of form be 

described as 'mega'? 

To understand this expressiveness it may be necessary to return to the sixties - a !irne 
not only of experimentation with Mega-city style projects in the world of a~chitec
ture but also a time when new forms of modeling and sculpture were bemg ex
plor~d, inspired by Le Corbus!er:s church in Roncham~s. T~e ~i~ was to find a way 
to make a relatively small buildmg appear large, or - m G1edwn s words - to make 
mass radiate space. Giedion, who taught Maki, Tange and Pei among oth~rs at Ha~
vard often referred to the book 'Contemporary Sculpture', which was edited by his 
wife' Carola Giedion-Welcker, and which for years was seen as the most important 
survey of contemporary sculpture. Here there are motifs to be found which seem to 
connect seamlessly with the formal sensitivity of city: "Tension and inner force of 
forms. Force, Power is made forms straining or pressing from inside. Knees, elbows, 
fore-heads, knuckles, all seek to press outwards." 

The book includes a page of manuscripts by Henry Moore in which he brin?s the 
term 'bigness' into the discussion, because he believes it explain~ the fascinatiOn of 
his era with forms that radiate space: "Although carved sculpture IS approached from 
the outside, if it ends by seeming to be sliced or scooped into its shape ou~ of a larger 
mass, it will not have its maximum sense of bigness. [ ... ] It seems that m the open 
air a certain minimum bulk is needed, to contrast with the great space of the sky and 
large distances." Admittedly, this statement is in a way dated, as it refers to projects 
like those of Oscar Niemeyer: tree objects in space. In Koolhaas's defense of Man-
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hattan it alters its meaning in such a way that tree objects in space, in the style of Le 
Corbusier, must be replaced by the accumulation and interlacing of volumes. The 
question is, on what powers can this hope be based? 

A modernist alternative to the ClAM-city 

Koolhaas's approach to the project for the extension of Universal Studios throws 
light on the question of principles of form and how they may be perceived. Koolhaas 
does not seem to wish to continue the expressive language of the Educatorium in 
Utrecht; the flowing forms would be lost in the larger scale of the design for Los 
Angeles. Against this background, Koolhaas's criticism of the flowing forms of Ben 
van Berkels Mobius House is remarkable: "I find it slightly contradictory that the 
continuity indicates openness and freedom. If you compare your house to the Farns
worth House, there is an incredible amount of over-determination." In his search for 
an appropriate form for Universal Studios, Koolhaas seems - at least in the planning 
phase - to be moving more in the direction of Mies. No more of the 'lasagne' that 
Van Berkel and MVRDV experimented with, but neutral, rectangular volumes, al
though not arranged to be independent of one another as by Mies, but stacked and 
interlocking. At some stage, during his New Babylon project, Constant also reached 
this point- a fact documented by a sketch from the year 1964. The relevance of this 
sketch could lead one to the supposition that the Meta-city and the Mega-city arose 
during the same quest to find a modernist alternative to the ClAM city. The type of 
client is certainly not an insignificant factor here if the result is to be of importance 
for general practice. 

In the final analysis, the question is which criteria will underly the new concept that, 
rather than placing objects 'loosely' in space, attempts to give the urban architectural 
space a new 'image' in a kind of 'landscape' of a strikingly artificial nature. In the 
case of the Meta-city, the city is a second, technological level above the countryside 
or the existing city. In the time between the Meta-city of the sixties and the Mega
city of the nineties, the quest manifests itself in images of an artificial way of dealing 
with the landscape - in the programmatic fields of Cedric Price, in the sketches of 
~eter ~ook in search of a new form of suburbia, and in the collages of Superstudio, 
m which the landscapes is depicted as Superurbia. Koolhaas's 1972 'Exodus' design 
for London displays a direct relationship to all these forms of artificiality and com
bines them with an image of the existing city. Is this image attempting to offer a so
lution for the existing city? Or is it an expression of the city's current dilemma of 
modernization (as Superstudio expressed it)? Assuming the latter is the case, then it 
pays to study diagrams, particularly of traffic conditions, in order to see an expres
sion of reality in relation to the felt dilemma. In some case aerial pictures are used to 
inscribe the diagram of the number of cars on the roads. These numbers are then 
translated into volumes which become 'walls' (constant number) and 'mountains (at 
the busiest times and areas in the city center). This is a visualization of a problem 
t~at Gropius, ~ith his followers, attempted for most of his life to solve by scrapping 
pieces of the city (wherever walls and mountains appear on the diagram) to replace 
them with less dense building volumes surrounded by a flowing infrastructure. To
wards the end of his life, Gropius saw that this was not feasible on a large scale. But 
the fixation of Gropius and the entire ClAM with this way of approaching the prob
lem leads, even today, to actual traffic diagrams in which the city is transformed into 
a landscape of traffic hotspots. If one reads these diagrams like a 'theorem', as 
Koolhaas's Exodus design may be read, then the traffic diagram reveals itself to be a 
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datascape which rather than denying the existing built volume next to the spots of in
tense road and train traffic, suggests integrating further programs into the traffic in
tensity diagram - as a constructed landscape in which traffic is fed through branched 
tunnels. 

Theorem, paradox, diagram and the question of meaning 

The theorem has a similar function in relation to architectural imagination like the 
image-schemata: a fictional formula to which meaning may be attached, in a way 
that may become visualized. Only there is an important difference. The image
schemata are quite literally and directly extended with concepts of use, program, rest 
and action. The theorem applies the underlying acrobatic scheme of a paradox. 

The theorem was rediscovered as a formula of understanding architecture, so to 
speak 'behind the form of architecture', during the 1970's, when the relationship of 
architecture and language was seen as a new theme. One ofKoolhaas's best friends, 
Charles Jencks, has been one of the most enthousiastic pleaders for such a parallel, 
and he got a first interest in the notion of theorem, when he noticed a similar 'sensu
alist' effect in the movie ofPassolini, with that title (Theorema), and the work of of
fices like Superstudio: "( . .. ) the major axioms of Theorem are all incredible para
doxes. ( ... ) Pushing a bizarre proposition, or paradox, to its extreme conclusion is a 
normal pracitve of the Supersensualists."121 How could the abstraction of the real 
feel so sensual at the same time? This was the question for Jencks that seems to have 
set the beginning for all that followed as a new postmodem type of modernism 
eversince (at least in the way Koolhaas took it up). Within the Italian context Jencks 
saw a possible answer in the parallel of Catholicism and Marxism that could only go 
together in the form of a paradox. The involvement of theorems and metaphors, both 
kinds of replacement of the real, were ideal tools for the explorative moves and ab
stract gymnastics that the form of paradox stimulated and allowed. Possibly theorem 
and metaphor could become equally involved for the sake of a sensualist atmosphere 
in the Italian context of the early 1970' s. From such line of interest and concern 
Koolhaas has searched for examples of possible theorems of architecture, as related 
to the bigness of the metropolis, from his Exodus project, via his study of Manhattan 
to his explorations of urbanism in China and Africa. Parallel to this work Tschurni 
has explored new theoretical playground for some possible extensions of image
schemata with meaning: event-space. Both attitudes are strongly based at an interest 
in film, as taking the idea of 'transcript' for a way to supply architecture with mean
ing. 

At the tum of the millennium one problem for the generation after Koolhaas, 
Tschumi, Jencks, etc. has been that they (MVRDV, Van Berkel, Spuybroek, Lynn) 
have wished to deny the role of extension with or attachment of meaning as a form 
of understanding architectural forms, yes, so possibly any extension of the diagram
matic with meaning. Such may be seen as denying the both avant-garde as post
modem purpose of the abstraction of modem architecture as a basic theoretical tool 
to create meaning. However, it may be that the next-generation has been thinking in 
this way because of other, hidden imagination involved formula, that they did not 
yet recognize as such; hidden tools for creating meaning that are the implicit result 
of using the computer for architectural design. This problem is investigated in the 
next chapter. 
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Aerial photo of Chicago with inscribed diagram of traffic intensity, late 1950's 
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1 1. Reclaiming the Free From Approach 

In this chapter, a connection is proposed between the imagery of the 

1990's 'liquid architecture', designed with the help of the computer, 

and the 1960's fascination with the 'prehistoric cave'. This compari

son pinpoints a contemporary notion of historical valuation and con

tinuity. This response to difference does not lie primarily in possible 

resemblances of compared forms, but relates rather to the construc

tion of imagination: The cultural premises of design. 

Black Bison in Font-de-Gaume 
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"In some of the caverns ( ... ) which have remained undisturbed throughout tens of 
thousands of years ( ... ), dreamlike crystal growth arise from the ground: thickly 
clustered, white as snow and fine as needles, which shatter at the exhalation of a 
human breath. ( ... ) Everybody is free to interpret the fantastic forms occurring in 
these caverns as cathedrals, galleries, chapels, or what you will, but, whatever they 
may seem to be, these sequences of forms, sometimes sharply defined, sometimes 
utterly amorphous, are not architecture." Sigfried Giedion, 1962. 

"No matter where a person lives in the United States, he is within one day's drive of 
a cave." Charles E. Mohr and Thomas L. Poulson, 1966. 

During the 1960's there was a manifest fascination for the cavern/cave in the USA. 
A substantial part of Giedion's A.M. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts in Washing
ton, held in 1957 and published in 1961, had been dedicated to the prehistoric draw
ings in caverns. Though Giedion defined the cavern as 'not architecture', the 1959 
version of the endless house by Friedrich Kiesler may be related to the same in
trigue, referring to the idea of not architecture, as a manifest form of the architectural 
unconsciousness, however, turning it into architecture. Kiesler needed a particular 
formal motive for this translation, which looks quite similar to the gypsum flowers 
found on the walls of many drier caverns: each petal is pushed outward - sometimes 
by a foot or more - as new crystals form at the bottom. The result is a spiral or curly 
form with a somewhat rough surface, as in Kiesler's model. Kiesler also designed a 
Grotto for Meditation (1963/64) that interprets the theme of the cavern in a more di
rect, symbolic and literal, archaic sense. The fascination itself was of a popular sci
entific nature and was backed up by a National Speleological Society and a Cave 
Research Foundation. During the 1990's, the fascination returned in the software for 
digitally activated imagination, designed for Hollywood animation movies. Today, 
travelling through uncanny cavern-like spaces has become one of the most used type 
of experiences in computer animated space. The same software has been applied in 
architectural design. Both the Yokohama terminal design by Ben van Berkel and the 
realized water pavilion by Lars Spuybroek are like latex versions of the cavern ex
perience. 

Embracing versus avoiding the symbolic dimension of form 

The symbolic component was important for both Kiesler and Giedion. Kiesler: "The 
'endless' is rather sensuous, more like the female body in contrast to sharp-angled 
male architecture." (Inside the Endless House, 1966, p. 566). Giedion pointed to the 
black-painted stalactites in the form of female breasts in Le Combel, Pech-Merle, 
and a triangular opening in the rock surmounted by large red disks, which he inter
preted as a vulva. 

The computer-generated spaces are molded with the help of vectors that can produce 
various forms from a similar spectrum as the shapes inside caves, defined by 
Giedion as "sometimes sharply defined, sometimes utterly amorphous". The archi
tects experimenting with the computer rather avoid the specific literal symbolic 
forms and reading that may come up during the confrontation with the pliable and 
changing forms, generated by virtual forces (similar to those in thermodynamic re
search). They prefer "vague" appearance and "roundness" (Lynn). Those characteris
tics, together with the fluid, flexible condition of the design process, constitute a 
condition as vivid as the growing and changing caves themselves perform in extra 
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slow motion. Here one finds oneselve in the domain of protoformal imagination, 
that one shares with the way in which primitive man reacted to and in the cave. 

Interpreting forms 'as found' 

Though not being constructed space, the accidental forms, created as an imprint in 
stone by various processes of natural force, seem to be the first forms that have chal
lenged human imagination to conserve a way of seeing and interpreting forms 'as 
found' in the cave. Patterns of surface and structure are recognized as, and associ
ated with, qualities of human beings and animals. These qualities were completed, as 
it were, by carving out and painting parts of the rock surface. An example is the 
black bison in Font-de-Gaume, "part of whose back is formed from the natural 
rock", as Giedion observed. With an example such as the leaping horse in the same 
cavern in front of us, "its hind legs and tail formed by the rock", one may sense the 
same imagination at work as described much later by Shakespeare in the dialogue 
between Hamlet and Polonius (alternately): "Do you see yonder cloud that's almost 
in shape of a camel?" "By the mass, and 'tis a camel, indeed." "Methinks it is like a 
weasel." "It is backed like a weasel." "Or like a whale?" "Very like a whale."122 

It is typical for the attitude of software-design-oriented architects like William Mac
donald and Sulan Kolatan, who quoted the dialogue between Hamlet and Polonius 
from A. E. Hawkins ('The Shape of Powder-Particle Outline'), that they balance 
around the point of form recognition, and try to do the opposite to primitive man in 
the sense that they avoid the step toward a choice of a particular concept, but prefer 
the return to a point of ambiguity, where it may be read as one or the other. The me
dium of imagination is the same, however, as the images in the caves also leave a lot 
open, and can be read as such. 

When one looks at the leaping horse in Font-de-Gaume, it is as if the stalactites ap
pear as legs - and if it is possible - move in front of your eyes, like the forms that 
change in the clouds. The partial image provokes a sense of grasping the idea of a to
tal image, while looking at the image. A part is clear, as an image, and a part remains 
vague. The image looms up in an image-less field. Certain traces in this field have 
activated a possible translation of the 'as found' into an 'as constructed'. 

The forms created by forces of nature apparently work as a field for human imagina
tion. Human beings have probably always had the feeling of looking inwards when 
looking into fire, seeing forms that come in a flash and go, without becoming too 
precise and real, and for that reason work as a continuous massage of the semi
conscious imagination. In rocks they externalized this capacity as active and com
municative imagination. Shakespeare made Hamlet and Polonius exercise imagina
tion by looking at the clouds. In the same romantic period when Shakespeare wrote 
this, the same 'primitive' instinct would have been able to see the form of a cathe
dral inside a lane of trees. 

Abstraction versus representation 

Giedion wished to resist the inheritance of the romantic period in his own time. He 
did not wish to see forms of architecture as if coming from forms of nature, as he 
probably recognized a capacity of the narrative landscapes from the romantic period 
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in it, leading - in his point of view - to the later historicism that Giedion wished to 
resist as a concept of thinking architecture. In the constructi~n of authentic architec
ture, Gi.edion assume~ a more abstract principle, a principle that he called space
conceptiOn, and of which he saw three basic different ones in the history of mankind 
(see chapter 6). As shown in chapter 10, this has provoked the absolute resistance to 
a narrative and metaphorical approach, that postmodernism had to rediscover and -
to a certain degree - reinvent. 

Language theory, where postmodernism found its argument, has in the meantime 
found a link with the more abstract structures of meaning, as contained in Mark 
Johnson's argument. 

The link that Johnson has proposed is a constructive part of his wish for a more 
"complete theory of imagination". The prehistoric drawings and sculptures in the 
cavern operate from two sides that produce the link, or operate from it. Here, there is 
no split pl~tonic thinking. The drawings and sculptures origininate 1. from a power 
of asso~Iatton, and 2. from a power of defining a concept, of defining a general rep
resentatiOn of sets of properties common to a bison, a lioness, a horse123. This seems 
to have come spontaneously, as it does in a child's drawing of today. 

"' 
Child's drawing of a hors~, as published by Naum Gabo in 'OfDivers Arts ' (~ashingto~ , 1 ~62) 
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Event structure 

The existing pattern of the rock inside the cave works_as an e':'ent st:ucture. Imagina
tion becomes communicated as drawn and sculpted Images m which concepts take 
possession of the event structure in such a way that the even_t structure become~ a 
field/space of association; not a complete contour, but definmg the representatiOn 
with some lines of some properties. 

The example of early imagination in the cavern may also indicate a co~e of ima~e
schematic thinking, as Johnson has defined it. Physical_traces of forces m form, hke 
those that formed stalactites, seem to have evoked the Image of legs of a horse or a 

lioness. 

In Les Trois Freres, a lioness has been painted directly above stalac~ites. This ap
pears as more 'helpless' and less refined when compared to the leapmg horse, and 
the way the horse comes up and disappears fr_om the natural drawmg of ~he rock. 
However, in the chosen position of the lioness, Its contour alsoyrovokes an m~erplay 
with the stalactites, its tail being suggestive of the horns of a ~Is~n overpowenng the 
lioness with its contour from the other direction and appropnatmg some of the sta
lactites as its legs. This has not been interpreted as such by the researchers of the 

caverns to date. 

The image of an animal with legs that are drawn quite thinly on top ~f stalactites -
stalactites that work by themselves like a manifold of strong legs or hke the trunks 
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of a tree - points at the possibility of an intended relatedness of the painted image 
and the expressiveness of the spot where it is painted. It may be that the impression 
of legs is 'caught' at a place right above, where there was a surface to paint such an 
impression. It is also possible that the chosen place purposely aims at the interplay, 
so that the impression is created of interpreting the stalactites as animal legs or as 
tree trunks of a more hidden larger animal. Maybe the position of the drawing even 
more explicitly represents the caption of an experienced illusion, seeing the image of 
a lioness coming up on top of the stalactites in the manner of the dancing haze on top 
of a fire. Vivid imagination allows all these possibilities at the same time. Is there 
any evidence that primitive man would not have had such a burning vivid imagina
tion? Does an image like that of the leaping horse not prove the existance of an 
imagination of various posssible images in its given - and experienced as extremely 
vivid - background? The image anyway has nothing of the isolated-imprisoned im
age of a singular sign on paper. 

From hazardous endless possibilities, to the choice of a to be con
structed form 

In a similar manner as today's computer software has a modus to move from the 
hazardous to an interpretation of a constructed surface, in the 1960's Giedion made 
several efforts to relate the domain of intuitive imagination to the one on constructed 
shell-like constructions, such as those of Buckminster Fuller and Candela. He was 
very much interested in getting a more free imagination working in the mechanistic, 
repetitive technique of dome-like structures. His admiration of the double curved 
bridge of Maillart already dated from the 1940's, and retrospectively served as a 
starting point to recognize a manner of operative imagination as a manner of design
ing structure and space. In this manner of observation he could become so enthusias
tic, that he raised Utzon to a similar height of prestige as Aalto, in the last edition of 
Space, Time and Architecture. It is exactly that field of probing architecture (as real
ized by Torroja) and interpreting it (as Giedion did), that has won a second life since 
the 1990's, and that has found a new potential of executing technology and computer 
aided design control. 

Lessons of D'Arcy Thompson and Bertoia 

A later proof of renewal, as presented by Greg Lynn with the example of Shoei 
Yoh's Uchino Community Center (1995), is hardly different from Torroja's design 
for a yacht club that Giedion admired. What Lynn added, however, was a design 
theory that frames a whole spectrum of different and various thoughts, hardly 
worked out by Giedion or anybody else, as mechanisms of form, forming and de
forming. Lynn does not literally go into the dripping and growing forms of the cave, 
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but nevertheless takes one of its inhabitants, the flat worm, as an important proof of 
the existence of coded form pattern. Within the spectrum of Lynn's work, some of 
the perceptual interests from the 1960's have also been reinterpreted, such as the way 
Koestler pays attention to the studies ofD'Arcy Thompson: "Imagine the drawing of 
the porcupine fish and its lattice of Cartesian coordinates imprinted on a rubber 
sheet. The sheet is thicker at the head end, and therefore more resistant than at the 
tail end. Now you grip the top and bottoms edges of the rubber sheet and stretch it. 
The result will be the sun fish." It was a comment on Thomson's drawings, that 
Koestler wished to take serious as a type of research: "These are not idle mathemati
cal games. They provide a realistic insight into the evolutionary workshop." The 
same "simple trick of rubber-sheet-geometry" worked in the comparison of skulls of 
chimpanzees and man. 

What Lynn calls a "Cartesian deformation"- his comment on Thomson's drawings
is a notion of one particular type of demonstration of the wire mesh. The same wire 
mesh being stretched, so that the coordinates are displaced according to the 'dis
torted' grid and produce with the same information an other character. Koestler's 
fascination for such manipulation of a changing nature - starting from one basic 
form - is contemporary in the way Bertoia in particular used the wire frame for his 
famous chairs. Starting from a 'neutral' type of wire frame chair Bertoia defined a 
character for the 'female' chair as a wider stretched variant (multiplying the number 
of needed lines in the wire frame, in order to keep the same structural strength), and 
of a lower variation with a high stretched back as the 'male' chair. These chairs are 
the vital proof of a more free-form manipulation of mathematical shell geometries. 
The same manipulation at the basis of the wire frame is still the basis for all the 
forms that Lynn, Spuybroek and many others develop with the help of the computer. 
But the labels of association, character and possible meaning have been removed. 

Black Bison in Font-de-Gaume 
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PART V. RELATION THEORY 
DESIGN 
Towards a more complete conceptual frame of modernity 

Part V presents a theoretical model for modern(ist) 

imagination as a consequence of the Kantian turn in 

poststructuralist thinking. This way of thinking has al

lowed to read the Kantian inheritance as, in essence, a 

more flexible understanding in related layers of per

ception in comparison to the static meta type of un

derstanding, especially in the way historic materialism 

had made it (Chapter l 8). It are the formless qualities 

of various examples of modern art and architecture 

that allow a multi-layered reading, due to an idea and 

experience of energy that make the contours of the 

form look as though they may not be experienced as 

'stable'. Here is touched the level of an analogy of the 

religious and paranormal of modern times. It was the 

observations of an artist (Naum Gabo) and two scien

tists (the Kirlians) from Russia that raised the evidence 

of phenomenological experience of both the modern 

form and the modern formlessness. (Chapter 1 9) The 

critique of Martin Heidegger is chosen as a historical 

opposite view of the Kantian understanding: that a 

phenomenological experience of the world is excluded 

by the way Kant situated the I as imageless in a world 

of a priori understanding. One critical question is what 

the phenomenological experience of modern architec

ture could be. How is it possible to think of and ex

perience the images of the imageless, or the forms of 
the formless? (Chapter 20) 
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18. Rethinking inherited notions of Imagination 

So many architects, so many concepts - this 

seems to be the norm in architecture these 

days. No one seems willing to hazard a gener

ally applicable concept theory, as Immanuel 

Kant once did, let alone apply that theory to ar

chitecture. This is done retrospectively by re

latating the results of discussion on The Body 

(1980's) to the one on semiotics (1960's and is 

aftermath). 

Left: of Chicago Tribune, competitio~-entry for Chicago Trib"une, 1922 . 
Right: Madelon Vriesendorp, Cover for Delirious New York by Rem Koolhaas (detail), 1978 
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Even when many architects and most architectural students currently seem to regard 
the 'concept' as the essence of an architectural design, there is no generally accepted 
theory by which to assess the significance and depth of such concepts. On the face of 
it, this may seem surprising, because the major premises by which architecture has 
been assessed in the past, such as technology, social relevance and context, certainly 
did lead to the development of some very well-honed theories and these, in tum, lent 
the architectural debate a distinct identity and substance. Yet the absence of a theory 
should not surprise us, given the fact that the post-modem condition precludes uni
versal truths. 

Nowadays every designer, and in particular every teacher, has his or her own theory. 
Aldo Rossi's 'scientific autobiography' is perhaps the most vulnerable version of the 
new genre. The result is that one has become used to the fact that every architectural 
theory is liable to be affected by no end of issues and disciplines, and that theorizing, 
whatever form it takes, is very much an individual affair and as such has no claim to 
universal validity. Steven Hall, for example, is for phenomenology and against lin
guistic analogies, while Bernard Tschumi is against a preconceived form and for 
post-structuralist ideas, such as "inscribing bodies in space", which he defends as the 
starting point of his designs. Both architects have been teaching for many years at 
the same university and the students have been left to discover the difference for 
themselves. They roam around on the mille plateaux where every conceivable form, 
looked at from a different viewpoint, appears to mean something else. 

But perhaps the status of the seemingly 'open' non-consensus regarded nowadays as 
inevitable in terms of architectural concepts - because of the highly individual 
Denkbilder - is one big misunderstanding, once an attempt is made to understand the 
involved concepts otherwise in terms of their type of operation (of being formulated 
and communicated). For, instead of the countless 'unrelated semantic atoms' that 
have also long enjoyed the status of received truth in linguistics, the meaning of 
multiplicity can, in fact, as Susan Lindner demonstrated, be categorized as a limited 
number of basic representations of related expressions124

• The important thing is that 
the form of reasoning should not allow such a notional determination to lapse into a 
fixed, hierarchical schema. A consensus for this is to be found in the adoption of an 
underlying thought-image, or, as Gilles Deleuze puts it, image-pensee. 

The following section begins with with how architects deal with concepts, and at the 
same time explains how the basic understanding of concept has changed from the 
modem abstract Sinnbild to the postmodem sensuous Denkbild. It is the form of the 
understanding of a concept dealt with here, not the content. 

The most common way in which a Western-trained architect thinks about a concept 
is by means of a visual comparison. For years most architects accompanied their lec
tures by dual projection slide shows. The two images show a related expression, ei
ther with some kind of common or different features (often it is just about a slight 
difference), framed by a common term or name. If the architect succeeds to theorize 
what he/she presents by means of a visual comparison, such is often based on paired 
concepts- somewhat in the tradition of the Wolfflin School. For instance, Tschumi's 
'architecture and disjunction' and Mateo's 'vaporous solidity', are both in a way varia
tions on Wolfflin's 'tectonics-atectonics', based on the opposition stable-unstable. In 
1994 Michel Toumier published Le Miroir des idees, a 'treatise' in which he dis
cusses one hundred paired concepts, starting with 'man and woman' and ending with 
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'being and nothingness'. In his introduction Tournier reminds the reader that Kant 
employed twelve conceptual keys made up of four main concepts, each with three 
sub-concepts. 

Toumier includes two of Kant's main concepts, quality and quantity, in his own list 
of one hundred paired concepts. He observes, among other things, that it is possible 
to allow the temperature of water to fall a degree at a time in accordance with a 
quantitative scale, but that suddenly, after the temperature has reached zero, the wa
ter undergoes a change in quality and becomes ice. By thus confronting concepts 
with one another by means of the description of a representation that becomes, so to 
speak, visualized while reading, Tournier combines the powers of the visual com
parison and the paired concept in a contemporary understanding of a concept in a 
way that also architects use to apply them. 

The use of the paired concept has a source. It comes from semiotics, where the term 
'category' is used to mean obeying a categorical opposition - for instance up-under, 
when dealing with verticality. This is essentially different from the use of the term 
'category' in Kant's theory, where the categories stand by themselves as object and 
material-related concepts. 

As Kant may be seen as the major representative of the project of modernity, the 
moment has now arrived in this analysis to trace back the changed use of the notion 
of concept more precisely, as well as some of the most relevant criticism, and efforts 
of correction. 

In Kant's Critique of Practical Reason he distinguishes 'space' and 'time' as the a pri
ori of aesthetics, and he sees four categories as the a priori of analytical intellect, 
each with three subdivisions: quantity (plurality, unity, totality), quality (negation, 
reality, limitation), relation (cause-effect, reciprocity, substance-accident) and mo
dality (existence, possibility, necessity). Two subcategories are defined by pairs 
(cause-effect and substance-accident), but they function rather as the scale of a 
course and not as a polarity (like the categories of semiotics later on). 

In the sequence of influence of Kant on Wolfflin on Giedion, there was also a minor 
influence from Lipps and his empathy theory, resulting in the wish to relate the ex
perience of feeling inside of aesthetics to intellect. Giedion, who chose 'space' and 
'time' as a concept pair, suggests this by referring to the possibility of a sensed 
space-time experience in abstract painting, and of an analytical notion of space-time 
in science. He declared it to be a crucial topic, as such, to relate feeling and intellect: 
"We must first understand how far the emotional and intellectual are today interre
lated, how nearly we have approached that vital preconception of every culture: af
finity between its methods of thinking and feeling (STA 876)". Such 'vital precon
ception' may be understood as a wish to relate the a priori of aesthetics and analyti
cal thinking. 

Giedion made a strong point here, but he was not really able to deal with it as a 
theme or topic. As shown in Chapter 9, Mark Johnson pointed out in The Body in the 
Mind that the usual disengagement of emotion frequently experienced in conceptual 
thinking is a legacy from Plato in which the questions 'why' and 'what' are regarded 
as being of a different order from the question 'how'. It is a legacy that dooms the ar
chitect - as well as an art historian like Giedion - who thinks in images, to the status 
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of a wandering soul; Johnson: "According to what I am calling the 'Platonic' reading 
of this diagram, imagination is our way of grasping objects through their images, 
shadows, and reflections. But, as we all know from our experience, such images can 
be fleeting, changeable, and illusory. ( ... )To grasp( ... ) essences, therefore, it is nec
essary to jump to the 'intelligible' realm beyond the senses - to transcend all sensu
ous and imaginative cognition." In 1987 Johnson, based on studies like that of Lind
ner, set out to show that the power of imagination, once understood as working at an 
abstract level via perceptual schemas - image-schemata - forms the link between 
physical experience and the more complex manner of expression in language. He be
lieves that this discovery of an active role of perceptual schemas inside imagination 
justifies the recognition of a similar impulse in Kant's conceptual thinking, but with 
this difference: 

"In contrast to Kant's view, I have stopped short of his stronger thesis that schemata 
are procedures for generating images that can fit concepts". This can be taken as an 
adequate definition of an abstracted or abstract Sinnbild: an image that is able - by 
means of the sensuous- to "fit concepts". Johnson continues: "Instead, I am identify
ing the schema as a continuous structure of an organising activity. Yet, even though 
schemata are definite structures, they are dynamic patterns rather than fixed and 
static images, as their visual diagrams represent them." So Johnson takes an "organ
ising activity" as a starting point, that - in relation to the corporeal basis that he in
troduces with his book - may be taken as of a sensuous nature that renders the dia
gram as an elastic kind of flexibility. In this way, a possible definition of the sensu
ous Denkbild is arrived at. 

Relating meaning to abstracted schemes of perceptual understanding is a discovery 
of semiotics. Kant had supposed in a rather more open way that imagination 'sche
matizes' when it relates its power to understanding (with its concepts). In semiotics 
the notion of empathy is used to imagine such a relationship as a scheme that relates 
a perceptual understanding to meaning with a visual - sometimes symbolic - content. 
Allowing imagination to form the link between physical experience and language 
implies a dramatic shift of position within Plato's schema: instead of 'how -
what/why', from now on 'how' (analogous to emotion) might occupy the position be
tween 'what' (analogous to physical experience and material conditions) and 'why' 
(analogous to intellect). 

This 'adjustment' in the Platonic arrangement is in fact nothing new, as it corre
sponds to the Cartesian schema of the zones of the face: physical-chin, emotional
nose, intellectual-eyes/forehead. Towards the end of the 19th century, this Cartesian 
schema was rediscovered, via psychology, in theatrical theory, where it was seized 
upon as a possible conceptual basis for essential differences in expressiveness (and 
led to the entire body being divided into zones of expressiveness). In every time pe
riod and every theory, in which expressiveness has formed a key of understanding, 
emotion played a role together with intuition. For the first time at the beginning of 
the twentieth century this acquired the specific notion of 'Einfiihlung' (empathy). 
Only then was a theoretical hinge between phenomenological experience and ab
straction discovered. 

W orringer had developed a most interesting model of relating empathy to abstrac
tion, which continues its effect in the image-oriented architectural theory of Sigfried 
Giedion as an intuitive component of orientation. One can also recognize the empa-
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thy-abstraction connection in the variation of the "leiblich-natiirlichen Behelfe des 
Eingedenken" by Walter Benjamin. Benjamin invented combined understandings 
such as Bilderschrift, Schriftbild, Bildgediichtnis, Gediichtnisbild, Bilderrede, Denk
bild (sometimes criticized as a 'hollandism') and dialektisches Bild, in which the no
tions of image and space are related on a corporeal basis. This type of combination 
allows imagination to take a central position between bodily experience and lan
guage, as a way in which empathy relates to abstraction. Less refined, but most ef
fective, are Giedion's image comparisons, where the captions are often a witness of a 
similar space of imagination that links a specific type of corporeal experience to the 
analytical notion in the theory he develops in the running text. 

The basic problem of the position of imagination in modem art and architectural 
theory is that Giedion, Benjamin, Adorno, later Tafuri and many other important 
theoreticians, converted their ideas and assumptions toward a historical materialist 
model, that in itself would allow no place for the image-oriented way of thinking. 
The most absolute and extreme proof of this exclusion may be found in the East 
German 'Philosophisches Worterbuch' - Leipzig 1964, reaching 325,000 copies in 
the 8th edition of 1972 - where the understanding of the human consciousness is re
duced to a "modem information theory". As it says there under "sign, icon": "As the 
knowledge theory of dialectical materialism shows, the image of things in human 
consciousness is not of an iconic kind. This corresponds as well with the results of 
modem information theory."125 Historical materialist thinking cleaned the sensuous 
aspect out of the abstract Sinnbild kind of concept of understanding. Postmodemism 
once again had to claim the role and position of the allegorical, icon-like image, in 
order to rediscover and redefine a fundamental metaphorical capacity in thinking. 

It was in semiotics that a first answer was found. Kant was out: for a possible post
modem reorientation, the theory of Kant has not been an immediate source of cor
rection, as he was a major modem thinker. The dogmatic dialectical materialist the
ory had particularly explored the categorical thinking of Kant as a basis for its own 
model of categories.126 The focus was on a relationship of concept and materi
als/things, a concept-object relationship. Semiotics redefined the notion of category 
as a paired one, with something like an emotional field as part of the load of their 
opposition. The focus shifted toward a concept-experience relationship. In Toumier's 
adaptation of the paired concept emotions (in his words, emblematic and symbolic 
meanings) also acquires a place within a story line that reflects a form of logic. 
However, Toumier gives a subtle twist to the semiotic manner, by relating more sub
tle differences that are not strict opposites - such as Don Juan-Casanova. The fact 
that he refers to Kant is also remarkable. It probably indicates his understanding of 
how the 'Kantian tum' in the work ofLyothard and other philosophers allowed a new 
effort of relating the heritage of semiotics to the post-structuralist option of re
evaluating Kant. Deleuze offered the point of departure for such a possibility, and 
Mark Johnson elaborated on the possibility of such a connection. 

Exactly where dogmatic Marxism had criticized Kant for being subjective-idealist, 
and his tendency to deny the "objective source and content" of the categories - his 
tendency to treat them as subjective became a new source for postmodemist theory 
in the work of Lyotard and Derrida. It was Deleuze who was most precise in defm
ing a point of departure for reorientation. 
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In 1984 Deleuze presented the hypothesis (in his preface to the English translation of 
'La Philosophie Critique de Kant', 'On four poetic formulas which might summarize 
the Kantian philosophy', also published in French in: Philosophie, no.9, Winter 
1986) that a kind of continuous rather than static interpretation activity can be identi
fied as the typical, poetical contribution made by Kant. Admittedly, Kant maintains 
the static separation of the 'I' of consciousness and the 'me' of experience however 
Deleuze interprets this separation as a differentiation with poetical pote~tial : "Th~ 
concept-object relationship still exists in Kant, but is duplicated by the I-me relation
ship which constitutes a modulation, no longer a cast. In this sense the compartmen
talized distinction of forms as concepts (trumpet-violin), or of materials as objects 
(copper-wood) gives way to the continuity of an irreversible linear development that 
necessitates the establishment of new formal relationships (time) and the definition 
of a new matter (phenomenon): it is as if in Kant one can already hear Beethoven 
and before long the continuous variation of Wagner." 

Three years later Johnson took the quality that Deleuze reads as a quality of Kant as 
his difference with Kant when he wrote (as seen earlier) "I am identifying the 
schema as a continuous structure of an organising activity." There is no specific evi
dence of a perceptual dimension structured along various specific types of action and 
involved movement within Kant's notion that imagination 'schematizes', in the way 
that Johnson wishfully interpreted it. However, Deleuze opened the way to see such 
a notion of perceptual suggestion by relating it to the area of'tension'-mindedness of 
the symphony - which is indeed already the imaginative field of abstract perceptual 
forces that Johnson schematizes with his image schemata. Johnson's important con
tribution is that, with help of the image schemata, he links the inheritance of semiot
ics to that of post-structuralism after the 'Kantian tum'. 

The question left open by Deleuze and Johnson is how one might imagine the con
tinuous movement - 'la continuite d'un developpement lineaire sans retour' or 'dy
namic pattern' - in the face of the traditional reading of Kant's theory as a hierarchi
cal ordering of object-type oriented categories. Do these kind of categories fall apart 
or do they automatically split up via numerous associations into mille plateaux? 

This is a point within the argument to return to Johnson for a moment where he de
fines his correction of Kant's theory: 

"The move I am making beyond Kant can be summed up in the following way: I am 
suggesting that Kant's greatest contribution to our understanding of meaning and ra
tionality was his work on imagination, which, ironically, his system forces him to 
separate sharply from reason and understanding. I am thus led to deny that the meta
physical and epistemological dichotomies presupposed by his system are rigid and 
absolute. I regard them, rather, as poles on a continuum of cognitive structure. By 
taking imagination as central, I see its structures as a massive, embodied complex of 
meaning upon which [lie] conceptualization and propositional contents. We also see 
that meaning is not always, or even usually, univocal as Kant seems to think when 
he defines concepts as rules specifying lists of features. At least where human con
ceptualization is metaphorical, there is not a core underlying set of literal proposi
tions into which the metaphor can be translated. Finally, rationality resides in all of 
these structures taken together, each with their own special constraints." 
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Kant's habit of treating the categories as subjective may be seen in relation to Mark 
Johnson's presumption about the mental space "where human conceptualization is 
metaphorical" . This had been denied most categorically and principally by dialecti
cal materialist theory. Such a theory had seen Kant's habit of subjective treatment as 
a bad habit, not inherent to the supposed essence of his method. The correction that 
Johnson proposes in the theory of Kant is therefor not as subtle as it may seem from 
the formulation of his proposal. When Deleuze and Johnson see imagination as a 
central key in the work of Kant, and when Johnson corrects Kant's idea of meaning 
in that it "is not always, or even usually, univocal as Kant seems to think when he 
defines concepts as rules specifying lists of features", he positions the reflected no
tion of imagination from postmodem theory into the center of Kant's own model. 
This can be seen as the decisive step in redefining modernity as such. If it is at all 
possible to think and formulate a new - in the sense of redefined - modernity, it is 
given by the radical positioning of postrnodem theoretical concern in the heart of 
Kant's model. Verifying the possible ingredients of imagination itself in the center of 
Kant's model of concepts is as radical as leaving the role of imagination out in the 
type of categories that dialectical materialist theory had deducted from Kant. 

In what way is the model of Kant's twelve concepts replaced by Johnson's "sufficient 
internal structure to constrain our understanding and reasoning" (126): the image 
schemata? Apparently it is a pure coincidence that Johnson arrived at a total of 27. 
He sees this number of concepts as a "partial list": container, blockage, enablement, 
path, cycle, part-whole, full-empty, iteration, surface, balance, counterforce, attrac
tion, link, near-far, merging, matching, contact, object, compulsion, restraint re
moval, mass-count, center-periphery, scale, splitting, superimposition, process, col
lection. Some of these have been drawn as diagrams of image schemata in his book 

(seep. 105). 

What does this imply for art and architectural theory? To summarize: 1. some con
cept-pairs from the Wolfflin tradition, like Riegl's 'near-far', 2. some basic notio~s of 
balance (Johnson specifies various subcategories of balance) that one has theonzed 
since the Renaissance, 3. various tension notions that have been present in art theory 
since the Romantic period, and 4. the concept 'superimposition' as used by Tschumi 
and Eisenman. So is this a whole lot of completely different and barely comparable 

understandings? 

Indeed, Johnson's categories seem to have various contents and points of reference 
in the history of the understanding of the human mind, however, in as far as the way 
that he treated his image-schemata in more in detail in his book, there is also a re
markable type of coherence of a vectorial representation by means of schemata that 
relate corporeal experience to a manner of understanding. Such coherence is active 
once the notion of image schemata can be interpreted as one with a specific 'trajec
tory' and 'target', and therefor a scheme of force and tension. 

Johnson took Paul Klee's arrow-like type of representation of force and patterns of 
force and tension as a protolinguistic basis for the comprehension of expression in 
general. Instead of some ephemeral considerations that refer to an infinite cosm~s -
the notion of abstract forces in the Bauhaus education - the same visual expressiOn 
can be understood today as one of force, related to corporeal experience. So now and 
then already Giedion's notion of force seems to have been moving away from the 
Bauhaus vision towards the more physical one as theorized by Johnson

127
• 
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Due to the discovered basis of vectorial representation, Johnson's type of categoriza
tion has resulted in two 'traditional' kinds of architectural thinking - that have been 
considered to be fundamentally different up until now - being linked: 
1. analogous to the human body in proportion schemes (from Alberti and 
Michelangelo, to Berlage's module and Le Corbusier's Modular, and here reinter
preted not only through the notion of 'scale', but also with the help of 'part-whole', 
'full-empty' and various kinds of 'balance') 
2. Bauhaus-like understanding of forces and energies that one cannot literally 
see (according to Kandinsky and Klee, and here thematized in the variations of 
blockage, enablement, path, cycle, iteration, counterforce, attraction, link, merging, 
matching, contact, compulsion, restraint removal, and splitting). 
As such, the bridge from gestalt structures to 'pure' abstraction may become more 
evident and may fulfill what Koolhaas and Tschumi have indicated as 'event space' 
(see Chapters 9 and 14). By interpreting the Bauhaus category as also being an inter
pretation or consequence of corporeal experience, the two mentioned kinds of archi
tectural understanding may suddenly be considered as being part of the same world 
of image-schematic understanding. The elements from the two categories can be 
seen as belonging to the same spectrum. The linguistic research on the understanding 
of corporeal experience in the use and learning of language allows for seeing such a 
direct relationship. 

The open question is: is the relationship between the abstract and the sensuous de
fined in a new way? Is there a new angle of approaching such a relationship? As 
Johnson expresses it, the image-schemata are "extended" with meaning. He proposes 
the abstract diagrammatic image schemata as one of the five basic components of a 
more complete theory of imagination (in other words: of the sensuous), the other 
four being: 1. prototypical categorization, 3. metaphorical projections, 4. metonymy 
and 5. narrative structure. 

Prototypical categorization has always been a base for art and architectural theory. 
Metaphorical projections, metonymy and narrative structure were introduced or rein
troduced by postmodernist theories. The notion of the image-schemata - or diagrams 
- is the component that seems more related to a new - or 'second' - modernity. It 
anyway allows for a better understanding of what is labeled as 'second modernity' in 
architecture, as so far it has a preference to operate in an imaginative field, where 
perceptual forces can be abstracted as vectors. In contrast to forms of schematic per
ception in former episodes of modem imagination, the formative field of thinking is 
highly receptive for sensuous corporeal stimuli. 

Before second modernity existed an absolute opposition: the opposition between 
thinking modernity- from Kant to Giedion, and their supposed denial of an emblem
atic understanding of concepts - and postmodemist theory - with a focussed interest 
on emblematic understanding as part of a symbolic type of meaning as it emerges 
from forms of projection (such as metaphor and metonymy), and as it arises from 
narrative structures. The question that later (in Chapter 20) has to be answered is: 
can the elements in this separation become re-linked within a renewed theory of 
imagination? 
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Towards a renewed theory and approach of architectural imagination 

Kant's way of defining concepts is related to a way of interpreting thinking as judg
ing. The three moments he differentiates in a judgement are specific variations on 
the what-how-why chain of argumentation. The complex implication of Kant's for
mula lies in the manner of positioning the process and context of argumentation, as 
posed in a model that differentiates human insight as being based on two roots: of 
the sensuous - related to the physical experience of things and beings - and of the ab
stract - related to intellectual a priori non-things and non-beings; schemata being the 
mediator in-between the two roots. The question that defines the various differences 
in the reading of Kant is the quality of being 'in between' : from its use after the 
French revolution until the advent of Marxism the scheme is placed in the light of 
the abstract of mechanistic knowledge; after the Kantian turn in French poststruc
turalism, the scheme is instead available in the fluid realm of intuitive feeling. 

The theory on image schemata - part of its arguments were intuitively anticipated in 
the proposal of the Semiological Triangle of Charles Jencks from 1969, but the the
ory was first developed as part of a recreated modernity after the Kantian turn in 
postmodern thinking - indeed helps to redefine modernity. However, it does not 
provide the Benjaminian type of openness and creative doubt, typical for writers 
such as Giedion and Jencks. In a way, the theory on schemata is 'automatic': it may 
always connect meaning to several suggestions of force patterns. The possible iden
tification of the state of a specific 'loadedness' of the image has to be provided from 
other categories of a more complete theory of imagination. It is, as was stated at the 
beginning of this chapter, the form of the understanding of a concept tha has been 
dealt with here, rather than the content. 

For the following chapter an urgent question is now how to find an answer to a com
pletely different question: what kind of sensuousness has infiltrated and intrigued 
modernist architecture as the Denkbild of modernity, and which was able to suggest 
the impression of a new modernity? 
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Stefano Luca Colomb?'s research in Studio Jos Bosman, fall 1997, Graduate School of Architecture 
Plannmg and Preservallon at Columbia University, New York as published in Abstract 97 98 9· ' 
Colombo visu~lized the "Rubik's cube use" of the ' Kant's c~tegories as matrix' argume~t, ~~ ·p~blished 
by the author. m Archts l, 1997; the photo of Colombo's project was selected by Laurie Hawkinson to il
lus~ate the atm of the Core Studtos "to conceptualize thought into architectural form"; the orchestration 
of l~ght m the model tume~ out to be suggestive of the possibility of a new image scheme in architectural 
des1gn, as reahsed m the Stmmons Hall in Cambridge Mass. by Steven Holl, 1998-2001. 
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19. The formless of Aura versus the schematic of Moder

nity 
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Now that the a priori of analytical thinking has 

been related to tensions of classified force pat

terns (in Chapter 18), the question for this 

chapter is how to understand the other dimen

sion of the invisible; the sensuous experience 

of a felt or supposed radiating charge (the 

formless of Aura)? How may certain types of vi

tal presence or tension around objects and 

places - the charisma of objects, including ar

chitecture - be explained? 

One cannot simply suppose that now 'tension' can be grasped from the inside of the 
understanding of meaning in language, it may be recognized in a similar way at the 
outside of forms. Such a radiance observed from the outside is related to such an es
sentially different way of thinking that the practitioners of the two ways have the 
tendency to suspect one another's approach. Nevertheless, it seems possible to as
sume a suggested correlation: between the a priori of tension in the form of a spe
cific pattern (that is recognized in the image schemata), and the notion of radiation 
of tension itself as vitality. The former may be recognized from the qualities of a tra
jectory and a target, the latter may be recognized from the presence of a nebulous 
envelope of the tension itself. Both may operate as an explicit diagrammatic notion, 
like those of the trace and splash in cartoons. 

However, the difference is essential, which may be explained on the basis of two 
considerations: 
1. The image-schemata since Kant operate in the abstract moment of wordless and as 
well 'almost' imageless imagination. The moment in which (in the way recent re
search has reflected it) an identifier- that uses bodily stimuli as its sensorium to ac
tivate an understanding of a trajectory and a target in the mind- 'extends' one of the 
available image-schemata, in order to provide a word that corresponds with the 
meaning of an - in that very next moment - imagined more detailed image of what 
becomes imagined or identified. 
2. The graphic representation of tensions in cartoons is placed as an abstract scheme 
on top of the image, that itself is an allegorical abstraction of reality. In this way an 
abstract layer with the image of 'tension' is consciously added to an abstracted im
age (often contours filled in with colors). The two layers together present a sugges
tive manifestation of a 'psychic' -in fact inner- reality. 

The imagination of a notion of 'tensions' -which is at work in both of the two high
lighted considerations - is related to a completely different domain of reasoning 
when compared to that of analytical thinking - the type that structural engineers 
need in order to control their intuition; an intuition, which in tum is their first means 
of making an expressive use of their knowledge of tensions in construction. The in
tuitive domain- one of 'tentative attempts' -has something of what Kant recog
nized in the experience of looking into fire or moving water: an exercise of feeling 
infinite possibilities; a random sequence of constantly changing forms. 

In fact it is possible now to distinguish different dimensions of how the abstract re
lates to the intuitive. The question is, if and how the implied differences are relevant 
to dealing with the notion of abstraction, as it has become explored in 20th century 
painting and sculpture, and how it became a vocabulary in modem architecture. 

The opposition of the schematic (or analytic) and the intuitive dimension of the 
changing shapes of the formless, when looking into fire or moving water is a 'primi
tive' fascination throughout time. It must have somehow irritated Kant that he had 
no conceptual 'grip' on such experiences. Kant could, so to speak, best categorize 
imagination in a museum, where the world may become categorized as forms, iso
lated from each other, within an environment that allows for the function of an over
view, like a catalogue. In fact in the visual arts of the 18th and 19th centuries a large 
part of art production was in a way of form of 'cataloguing' meaning and experi
ence. And such changes completely in early abstract art. 
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The practice of cataloguing functions in a similar way as the abstract s~heme in lan
guage: a category is filled in with embodied ideations. It would be a misunderstand
ing that early abstract art would have operated the other way ar~und - lo~king for ~he 
' scheme' behind the embodied realities.One may understand thts by paymg attentwn 
to one of the first sculptures that represents a world in action: The Horse (1914) of 
Raymond Duchamp-Villon. Giedion Welcker wrote about Duchamp-Villon's Horse, 
"This sculpture seems to have captured bodily function an? rhythm alo~e, _so that the 
natural creature, horse, vanishes entirely in the presentatwn of the pnnctple of en
ergy." So, in Giedion Welcker's reading, Duchamp-Villon did ~ot look for t~e 
scheme (horse), but for the experience of energy that fills a posstble scheme wtth 
'object matter' , instead of the 'real' image of the object that would ~espond to the 
scheme in figurative terms. This focus on energy may be seen as one m between the 
scheme and the embodied idea: To quote Mark Johnson again, the "bodily basis" of 
meaning. To recognize a walking horse, in the way that Duch~mp~Villo~ sculpted 
and abstracted it, would have been for Kant a type of representatwn 1~ whtch the ab
stracted scheme- the instrument of identification- becomes too 'activated' and de
formed to 'function'. Kant's understanding of the abstract loses its grip. 

Giedion Welcker's 'principle of energy' seems an appropriate ~erm. It too can b_e 
applied to the experience of looking into fire or moving water. I~ ts about the ~xpen
ence of a changing shape that one cannot pin down to one prectsely defined tmage. 
The are examples of a tendency towards the formless. However, in the abstr~ct 
sculpture of the Horse there is something more specific to ~ee: F~rmal charactens
tics that tend to 'hold' the image for a moment. The other mgredtent, one that ren
der~ the sculpture the experience of 'energy', is activated by the amorphous mo
ments, in which the possible idea of the specific gets lost, and wher~ the_ onlooker 
moves to another possible grip of identifying, being confronted agam wtth a new 
amorphous moment of somewhat undefined gesture~ . ~erhaps it is becau_se of the 
perceived challenge to "keep lookin~" that, f~r <?te~wn Welc~er, ~he !mage of 
Duchamp-Villon's Horse was one the tmportant mdtcattons of an tmagmatt~n of the 
cinematic. "Raymond Duchamp-Villon's Horse which is purely an embodtment of 
movement, presents an outstanding example of 'volume cinetic' . .. ". ~his Fren~h 
term Giedion W elcker defines as "the simultaneous coincidences of vanous spattal 
qualities". This definition of Duchamp-Villon's example implies a most interesting 
exercise for consideration, because the notion of abstraction refers on the one hand 
to precisely constructed moments, referring to the sequence during a m?vement, 
where as on the other, the representation of 'coincidences' implies the quahty o~~he 
coincided. This means that the sculpture balances between the notion of prec1s10n 
and the notion of dissipation. 

This applies even more to Marcel Duchamp's famous painting_ that registers various 
moments during a movement of a human body decendmg a staucase: The sch~me ?f 
the movement is shown together with a representation of moving body parts m dtf
ferent positions. The two notions of scheme and representation of r~ality overla~. 
This anticipates the later graphical conve~tions in cartoons to add notwns.of e~p~n
enced tension to an abstracted representatwn of the real. In fact Duchamp s pamtmg 
represents an open-ended set of variations of observing the movement_ th~t is _sug
gested. It is possible to discern a slightly different seque~ce, when revtewmg tt re
peatedly. For instance at one moment, a rhythm of slowmg down; A_t another mo
ment, one of speeding up. Such different readings relate to a conscwusly created 
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ambivalence of precise construction and the formless. It is about the suggestion of an 
effect of how the real and its schemes overlap in the painting. 

The visual as 'psychic manifestation', along the scheme of 'aura' 

It was in the domain of reflection on a possible correlation that Sigfried Giedion, 
who had an interest in dealing with the suggestive outside field of expressiveness in 
art and architecture, provided new specifications towards the end of his life. This is 
where Benjamin had situated the notion of aura in relation to modernity (see Chapter 
1 ), and where Giedion came with new speculations towards the end of his life. This 
is seen in sentences such as: "This is an electronic age, when visual understanding is 
constantly growing in strength in comparison to the written word. Seeing cannot be 
understood merely from the aspect of optics. It is more of a psychic manifestation. 
This is where the function of art and its means of expression come to the fore. (ST A, 
556, 558)". 

What is a 'psychic manifestation'? To what does it relate? 

Since the advent of psychological ideas in art and architecture, in theories such as 
those of Camus de Mezieres, a most direct expression has evolved through allegori
cal representation. Allegorical representation appears in all ages of human expres
sion, but its use during the 19th century is indicative of a psychological analysis of 
human behaviour. A typical example is Gustave Dore's illustrations of Dante 
Alighieri's 'La divina Commedia': A language of sensations, that illustrates Dante's 
imagination in a 19th century way. Dore works out themes of contrast, representing 
hell and heaven. One may recognise in the images of heaven an extremely stylised 
version of auratic representation, not only of God, but as well of angels that together 
create a pattern of light, drawn in a way that seems to anticipate the group auras of 
20th century expressionist drawings. Dore's sharp white lines overlay reality with an 
expression of ' tension', like in the later imagination of Duchamp's moving legs. In 
Dore's drawings light is conceived to be part of a 'real' imagined experience, while 
Duchamp pictures the experienced 'inner' imagination. In the images of hell, in the 
contrast to the floating experience of the auratic expression, snakes represent a typi
cal presence. They strangle naked human beings. The snakes are darkly drawn and 
have the presence of lines of 'force' that work- in those drawings where one sees 
many of them - almost like a language of various force moments that may be studied 
as a 'series' . The rays of light and the snakes indicate - in their contrast of white 
straight and dark curved properties- a multi-layered difference. Besides their role in 
supporting the allegorical difference between heaven and hell, there is the contrast of 
tensions of, on the one hand, a suggestion of blinding light widening and floating 
experience while on the other hand, an expression of extreme restriction of body 
movement (through the possible identification with the depicted human beings and 
angels). 

Dore's paintings and drawings represent the popular art of its period. They belong to 
the major examples in France of what Giedion Welcker categorizes as 'sentimental' 
art. Probably she would have applied the same label to a painting by Frans Stiick that 
represents the notion of the Sensuous (its title being 'Sinnlichkeit'). StUck's repre
sentation of the sensuous seems to play with the tension of opposites - as told by 
Dante and drawn by Dore - of which one course leads to punishment and the other 
to salvation. A snake - that is as enormous as the tail of Minos in Hell - is coiled 
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around the naked upper body of a woman, while she holds the snake in one hand -
again comparable to the way Minos holds his tail in his hand, as drawn by Don\. The 
proportions of the snake are such that it might easily strangle the woman, but th.e ex
pression on her face shows that she is in control of the situation. The loose coils of 
the snake express the tension of potential danger, but at the same time represent re
laxed domestication. Is it a coincidence that these coils, which are the dominant fig
ure in this painting, represent a motif that continues to represent the Sensuous in 
modern architecture (see Chapter 7)? Might a supposed 'abstraction' of the snake as 
a curved form, for example, be the way to imagine that the process and vocabulary 
of abstraction 'inherits' a content of a former period of imagination? 

These questions are linked with another major consideration of how to imagine the 
process of abstraction in art and achitecture: If abstraction does not literally focus on 
the abstract scheme that 'transports' the possible notion of 'a thing' or 'a being', but 
on the 'energy' that 'replaces' the embodied idea (as Giedion Welcker saw it), is it 
the imagination of a psychic manifestation that should be considered as the domain 
and its motives, which have become 'abstracted'? A further question is: How does 
such abstraction 'work'? 

An idea of a trajectory of the process of abstraction is implicit in many observations 
of Sigfried Giedion and it comes up explicitly in some of the remarks in the theory 
of his wife, Carola Giedion Welcker. As she explains: "The historic achievement of 
Cubism was the transformation of sentimental into abstract images. To Cubism we 
owe the introduction of 'the object' and its optical analysis in terms of weight, den
sity and volume." The question arises whether one still believes today in a trajectory 
that is able to represent the suggestive expressiveness of ideas in which the senti
mental, the sensuous and more various psychic manifestations is part of a 'develop
ment' which adopts the notion of abstraction that transformed painting into the new 
habits of 20th century avant-garde. Maybe "the transformation of sentimental into 
abstract images" was imagined not as a phase within a gradual 'development' by 
Giedion Welcker, but rather as a leap forward. 

Later research attempted to be more explicit about a possible understanding of what 
kind of depiction of 'transformation' must be considered as relevant. Various re
searchers have felt the necessity to retrace the French line of 'development' with the 
help of supposed precedents of 'growing abstract imagination'. The Carceri e~chin~s 
of Piranesi are linked with the analytical paintings by Picasso and Braque. It ts typt
cal of the researchers who have been arguing in such a way, that they always seem to 
focus immediately on the 'abstract' quality of spatial construction and strong black 
and white contrast in the Carceri etchings, as a supposed anticipation of later ab
straction. Doing so they failed to explore the role of allegorical ingredients (like the 
ropes, torture instruments and details of stairs) within the possible experience of an 
abstract image, details that often appear as articulation on the edge of the 'abstr~ct' 
black and white contrast. The allegorical details contribute to the effect of suggestwn 
that allows for imaginings to 'move' inside the image beyond where one can see 
the black areas - where one has to imagine for oneself what happened in the dark. 
This dark 'absence' is suggestive in relation to the title 'carceri', and the allegorical 
details that support that suggestion. 

In the example of Duchamp-Villon's sculpture 'Horse', the role of the allegorical is 
restricted to the title. Various early abstract paintings serve to demonstrate how the 
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role of a title has fimctioned in the process of abstraction. This is seen in the work of 
some painters who published their ideas in 'De Stijl' . The painting with the title 
'Abstraktion' by Kurt Schwitters shows an abstracted face, which means it needed 
the representation of something that became abstracted in order to represent the idea 
of abstraction as such. Theo van Does burg used the image of a cow that became ab
stracted in various steps, just as Bart van der Leek has done with human beings. You 
may slightly still see what is abstracted, and therefore you may recognize the proce
dure of transformation as 'abstraction'. There is in all these examples an expressive 
motif, which is 'abstracted'. All these examples clearly possess a didactic urge to 
explain, maybe even to 'prove' the existence of a procedure of transformation, from 
figurative to abstract. It is as if, step by step, the abstract disguises a recognisable 
image using an alias from 'reality'. 

Of course there are many possible types of expressive modes both prior to and sub
sequent to abstraction. In Piranesi's etchings and Don\'s drawings allegoric imagina
tion manifests - through its symbolic way of communicating - a dramatic psycho
logical thematic. This drama is dependent upon a 'Sinnbild' that needed at least a 
word, as a title, to survive in the process- or jump - of becoming abstracted. 

Aura as metaphor 

The next step in these considerations raises the question wether the earlier assump
tions made about the notion of 'radiating energy' and 'flowing space' in modern ar
chitecture - that without doubt is connected to notions of abstract painting and 
sculpture - may be related to a symbolic type of communication from a former pe
riod of expressing imagination. The example ofDore's drawings for such purpose is 
too specific to serve as evidence of an ideation of 'radiance', also when one might be 
tempted to see in some of his drawings a prefiguration of the later imagined 'flowing 
space'. By taking the word 'aura' as a possible notion of radiating energy and flow
ing space, one may easily find more, and more appropriate associations. But is there 
any proof of the use of such associations in forms of argumentation in the period 
when 'abstraction' was reflected by the advocates of modernism? 

The Giedions used the metaphor of radiation and aura in an abstract way. Their ar
gument was about a suggestive radiance and a kind of energy 'envelope' in relation 
to modern sculpture, "the space surrounding the form and emanating from the 
form". In a similar way, Le Corbusier also expressed a notion of aura. This notion of 
aura, as a glow about head or body, has been widely used to portray 'holiness'. For 
instance Griinewald painted auras in very different ways in various paintings using 
dot patterns as well as iridescence. A typical 'abstract' form of aura is represented in 
many paintings by a perfect, usually gold, circular form around the head of the sub
ject: an aura of sanctity.One also finds gold in Islamic representations from the 16th 
and 17th centuries. Here the aura takes the form of a flame around the head (with a 
sharp point at the top), or completely around the body. The gold, the nebulous, the 
dot, and ray-like forms of the aura 'envelope' all have in common the representation 
of a field with properties that have everything in common with the 'undefined' 
experience when becoming aware of the properties of moving flames or water. 

The question arises whether there exist any real links between such ways of expres
sion on the one hand and the world of abstracted representation in modernism on the 
other? 
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Russian evidence 1 

Towards the end of his A.W. Mellon Lectures in Fine Arts in Washington, 1959, the 
well known artist Naum Gabo presented the following image comparison: Eight Red 
Rectangles, c. 1914, by Kasimir Malevitch, and a detail from a fresco dating from 
1363 in the Church of the Assumption of the Virgin in Novgorod, in which flat ab
stract rectangles also appear in the cloak of the representation of a saint. Could the 
analogy be more than pure suggestion, or - at best - a sign of a rather 'unconscious' 
historical parallel? The point Gabo made, however, was not completely dependant 
on the formal analogy that the comparison suggested. Gabo gave some important in
formation that gives a real hint of how the new world of modernity and the old world 
of aural representation may indeed be seen to be related in the context of Russian art, 
and to the specific root of 'constructivism', of which Gabo is a major representative. 
Gabo wished to interpret the paintings of Mikhail Vrubel, in particular, as a rebirth 
of abstract concepts in Russian secular and ecclesiastical art, that had been in decline 
since the end of the seventeenth century (under the influence of Peter the Great's in
terest for Western European naturalistic concepts). Gabo used a series of examples 
of Russian secular and ecclesiastical art to show how, apart from the silhouettes of 
the figures and their positions as dictated by the Church, there was a very independ
ent treatment of the patterns inside and outside of the silhouettes, that can be seen as 
rather abstract aesthetic conceptions. Free and independent type of handwriting is 
also seen in the patterns of the folds in the clothing, and sometimes even an entire 
field of tension suggesting lines towards the sky, such as in Joseph with a shepherd 
in the previously mentioned church in Novgorod. Also seen are flat abstract forms 
projected as independent, non-realistic patterns. In Vrubel's painting of Madonna 
and Child from 1890 he exaggerates the free-line type of painting, and with it re
draws attention to the old tradition. In other paintings of the same period he takes 
themes such as Tamara and the Demon to unfold the technique of free brush work in 
a more fragmented way, which- when looked at in detail- looks extremely similar 
to the sensibility of Cezanne. Gabo explains that he and his colleague painters did 
not know Cezanne, but when they came to Western Europe, they felt very familiar 
with what they saw had happened in art under Cezanne's influence. The same was 
true for the collectors. Gabo: "It was not an accident that the Russian collectors were 
the first to understand and accept the new trend in Western art which was inspired by 
Cezanne. They were the same patrons who also collected the ancient Russian icons 
and belonged to the circle of those who, in Vrubel's time, kept him alive." 

In fact, it is interesting to realize that the properties Gabo reflected and explained 
also became expressed in his own series of open sculptures. These deal with a simi
lar theme he described in Russian secular and ecclesiastical art: contours that are 
filled with abstract patterns - patterns that represent the pure idea of spiritual ten
sion. Giedion W elcker writes about the sculptures of Pevsner and Gabo that they 
"enter into a kind of fierce possession of the space around them". 

Russian evidence 2 

In the very same period when Carola Giedion started to interpret abstract sculptures 
like those of Gabo - seeing some particular patterns of energy flows that seem to 
claim a new variation with a new expressiveness when compared to the representa-
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tion of aura in. the pai~tings of the past - the painter and clairvoyant Ingo Swan 
co~ents ?n ~ visualizatiOn of aura that is described along very similar lines as those 
which G~edwn. Welcker wrote on modern sculpture ("figures and objects are no 
l~nge~ pl~ced m sel~-contained isolation"). Even more astonishing is that Swan's 
VIsualizatiOn of aura IS worded as one in dialogue with certain features in the techno
logical medium of its possible representation: "I was stunned to discover that a great 
deal of my work between 1962 and 1966 exactly duplicates the results of the elec
!romagnet~c .fields a:ound the body, as revealed by the recent photographic work us
mg the K1rhan device. ( ... ) Rather than using the traditional auras, which follow 
more exactly the contours of the body, I painted fields in various colors, which in
cluded bubbles, dots, and flares of energy. The result was almost exactly the same as 
portrayed in the Kirlian photography results." The fact that Swan did not follow the 
contours of the body, but broke these contours and painted "flares of energy" corre
spo~ds very much. with what Giedion Welcker defines as a "means of bringing space 
to hfe as an emotiOnal stimulus". The notion of a particular emotional stimulus ap
parently allowed the representation to have a particular 'flare'. 

Sw~ re~orted on ~ following discovery that is described as a new experience and is 
also m dialogue with a new technological registration of energy in space during the 
early 1970's: "There was a study break in my work between 1967 and 1970. How
ever, wh~n I b~gan to paint again, the aural effect had changed so as to represent en
er~y parf:ICles m outer space. This is seen in the large (6' by 10,5') painting 'Aft 
Ship's VIew of Sagittarius'. This type of representation is validated by recent photo
graphs of the energy potential in empty space, as reported by British investigators." 

s:van, wh~ app~rently sees himself as a medium rather than as an artist, reports his 
discovery m a time when architectural schools like the Architectural Association in 
London were just rediscovering the work of the International Situationists and of 
Constant Nieuwenhuys. Swan's painting 'Aft Ship's View of Sagittarius' shows 
some remarkable parallels with the work of Constant. It is not that he must have seen 
!his ~or~, but rather the other way around: it is the way that Swan refers to a type of 
Imagmatwn of that period itself (the "recent photographs of the energy potential in 
empty space") ~hat might explain why the imagination of Constant had gained a new 
sense of actuality. The language of Constant's models together with that of Swan's 
cosmic vision add a kind of twist to it which one only rediscovers some years later in 
Koolhaas's design for Pare de la Villette. This is a design that is often referred to as 
the beginning of a new base for an essential other type of modernity, one that is re
lated to a new cosmic interpretation of an operational context of science, because of 
chaos theory (Jencks, Jumping Universe). 

T~e new ~ay of re~resenting aura at the beginning of the 1970's also shows parallels 
With new Impulses m modern imagination, which became vital in the work of James 
Turrell in p~icular. He realized a series of artworks that demonstrate the presence 
of a glow ~f hght at the border of a wall (similar to the glow in the Kirlian photogra
phy). The I.mpulses for such a fascination started with a more analytical notion of 
what electncally-char~ed phenomena are and how they can be visualized. The pho
t?graphy by the Russian couple Kirlian played an important role here. Using blurry 
hght photographs full of dots, they showed the difference between a cut leaf that is 
still ~live, fo!lowing it when it is dying, until it is dead. The form of representation 
of this technique could be compared with everyday observations, like those of driv
ers in the America mid-west traveling at dusk down straight stretches of road lined 
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by high voltage transmission lines: apparently they often see "a transparent blue 
glow" enveloping the power lines. The same effect could be seen on TV afte~ the 
landing of the Apollo 12 on the moon, when astronaut Pete Co?Iad appeared with a 
soft glow around him. The color photo of the glow show~d It mor~ sharply. T~e 
color turned out to be bluish when shown on the cover of Life magazme (the T:' It
self was still black and white in those days). The glow was generated by the vanous 
items of voltage-producing equipment contained in the astronaut's backpack. Such 
characteristics are literally identical with what is written in clairvoyant reports on the 
aura of trees in the dark, moments before a thunderstorm arrive: the aura is also light 

blue. 

moon 

The light blue glow can be found in the painting 'The rise of C~ist' by Griinewald. 
The light around the head is of a light tone that corresponds with the ~esh of the 
face, turning darker toward the contour of the giant ball that su~ounds him from the 
position of his throat (as the center) and his hands almost touchmg the contour. The 
flesh-colored ball appears as a cosmic celestial body, accentuated as such by the 
light blue contour bordering the black sky. 
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The schematic auratic understanding of first and second modernity 

Having chosen the notion of aura as a key to evaluation, it is interesting to discover 
how the specialized literature on the phenomenon of aura of the 1970's offers two 
more observations that are useful for the auratic understanding of modernity in ar
chitecture. 

1. One observation is that it is not only the aura of human beings, plants, animals 
and stones that may be visualized, but also that of architecture. An aura of a church, 
painted by W.H. Gmelig Meijling, is described as a result of devoted thoughts of 
people living on a mountain. The painting suddenly becomes of interest when com
pared with the original cover that Sigfried Giedion had made himself for his book 
'Space, Time and Architecture', where the patterns of radio emission are related to 
the contours of a church in Zurich. The comparison allows the reading of Giedion's 
notion of space-time as an aura type of vision. With a conversely scheme of influ
ence: in modern times of radio emission the message is distributed from a source 
(represented by Giedion as a church tower) to the individual listeners, while in the 
painting ofGmelig Meijling the contour of the church is charged, so to speak, by the 
devoted thoughts of the individual churchgoers. However, the scheme/diagram of 
the charge and its pattern of radiation is the same. 

2. Another particular observation in the literature on aura of the 1970's is based on 
older reports about psychic energy etched in glass. One report goes back to 1887, in 
which a violent thunderstorm etched a photographic likeness of an aged widow into 
a windowpane of her home. A more verifiable report was from an incident in Wash
ington D.C. when the images of a man in his sixties and his aged mother were etched 
into the large plate window "through which, it was known, they often enjoyed 
watching electrical storms". The "true-to-life portrait" was discovered in 1903, many 
years after their deaths, and turned over to the Smithsonian Institute, where (in 1973) 
the glass was still believed to be in its collection. In such examples there is supposed 
to be an active interaction of electric tension with psychic impulses of a living or
ganism. Such reports served in the seventies as a historical context for the Kirlian 
process of photographing psychic energy of healer's fingertips and leaves. 

Etching in and printing on glass has become a motive of various new modernist 
buildings of the 1990's. Herzog and De Meuron are especially interested in treating 
walls with photographic emulsion for an imprint, and they have also used the motive 
of leaves printed on glass, producing an effect like that in the Kirlian photography. 
What Herzog and De Meuron bring to the experience of the skin of architecture also 
shows some similarities with the illusion type of photographic experiments in the 
work of avant-garde photography, such as that of Man Ray. However, it is the Kir
lian photography that indicates the specific fascination for leaves that became a key
note image for a new treatment of the architectural skin in the Ricola building. 

The way the fascination for etching arrived in the architectural practice of neomod
ernism of the 1990's has everything to do with a fascination for the new media, 
where psychic energy has become a layer of communication via television and film, 
but now extended to the general use of the computer, and enlarged, as such, in the 
possibility of media walls in architecture. In this example, the charge and pattern of 
the image in which psychic energy is visualized is also similar, and again the direc
tions of emission and reception have been swapped. 
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As coincidental as the comparison of these examples may be, they portray three im
portant things in an intriguing way: l. a relatedness to an imagination that is fasci
nated by the idea of electric tension as psychic energy, which in turn is interpreted 
differently according to the sensibility and expressiveness of technology in a certain 
time period; 2. a thematic connection in the imagination between various (at least 
two) different kinds ofmodemity; 3. relating psychic energy to image-schemata and 
meaning. 

In the previous chapters specific facts about articulations of modernist aspirations in 
architecture (or aspirations directly related to architecture) have been used to relate 
and document the discovery of this intrigue. In the last chapter a diagram is devel
oped in order to picture such intrigue within a historical context of thinking modem 
architecture. 
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20. Towards a sensuous and imaginative cognition of the 

Formless 

The conclusion of this study is that there is 

now a way out of the dilemma of the 'formless' 

imagination of modern art and architecture. 

Both Kant's and Heidegger's opposition may be 

left behind (in fact each had the tendency to la

bel the expressive modes of modern imagina

tion as a schematic type of formlessness). To

day the sensuous and psychic dimension of the 

Formless can be embraced more consciously as 

a design notion and approach. 

Joost van Santen Jos Bosman, permanent day-light installation in Topografische Dienst Emmen, 
changing moods and manifestations of light, 1985 
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At the start of this study a cognitive basis of modem architecture using a series of 
definitions that allow notions of the potential sensuous expressiveness of the abstract 
vocabulary was outlined. In doing so it was presumed that the Sinnbild of absolute 
calm and the Sinnbild of being in a hurry had arrived in each other's scope by being 
abstracted using similar formless means. In the introduction that followed, it was as
certained that such a form of abstraction with modernist means often holds a sugges
tive formula that aspires to express transcendence. Two global aura-types that mark 
the abstract vocabulary of architecture were distinguished: The Mies-aura (framed 
flowing space) and the Corbu-aura (radiating volume). Finally, in Chapter 19, a di
agnoses was made of a new experience and representation of aura in art since the 
decade 1965 to 1975 (emerging particularly from the psychedelic post-1968 margins 
of art) - one of "bubbles, dots, and flares of energy" (Swan). The expression of these 
forms in the new modem architecture of the 1990's has added a new chapter to the 
repertoire of modem expressiveness. The question at the end of this study is how (a.) 
the cognitive basis, (b.) the notion of aura and (c.) form renewal, relate to one an
other. Such relationships would imply a theoretical understanding of a type (or vari
ous types) of imagination that employ abstract 'formless' means. There remains a 
major and interesting problem to be solved towards the end of the study: What levels 
of understanding are able to differentiate between the early modem and postmodem 
uses of the similar modem vocabulary? Is the relationship between early 20th cen
tury modernism - and its effects till the 1970's - and the new tum-of-the-century 
modernism in conflict or in dialogue with the notion of the 'final' break that the 
postmodernism of the 1980's had announced? 

Two poles becoming related 

First to be considered, and this time more in detail, the subject of the potential rela
tionship between the abstracted Sinnbild of calm and the abstracted Sinnbild of 
hurry. The fact that abstract means allowed such a relationship is not necessarily a 
good enough reason for the possible fusion of two different allegorical contents. 
Only the presence of a cognitive basis could allow for functioning in the way of mu
sical keys. And it needs a notion of 'translation' to link one key to a different one, in 
order they may function as two ways of telling the same story in two different ways. 
At least: when it aimed tofunction as one vocabulary. 

In the 19th century the cognitive basis operated with opposites, such as technical 
form (the building language of engineers) and art form (the building language of art
ists and architects). It meant that essentially different types of formal language filled 
in the opposites. Using such opposites (as already demonstrated in Chapter 7) the art 
and architecture of the 19th century had a menu for what component of calm had to 
relate in what way to the expression of restlessness, of for instance the utilitarian 
metal bridges. Such a component was always placed at one or both ends of the 
bridge, providing an image of calm, or more 'actively' of calming down (as an image 
of slowing down the movement, or of an arch that prepares psychologically for en
tering the image of movement). Different types of formal vocabularies ruled the play 
between the two components. 

A notion of the subtle relatedness of dealing with opposites as pairs can already be 
recognized in the role of empathy that allows for the formation of related pairs in the 
art theory of Wolflinn, that most evidently deals with a relatedness of the tectonic 
and the atectonic principles (see Chapter 4). Wolflinn could only see it as one prin-
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ciple (tectonics) allowing the existence of the other ( atectonics ). Only the condition 
of solidity and order of the first could allow the second to express release and resolu
tion as a condition of transformation from within outward boundaries. The remark
able aspect here is the receptiveness to an artistic desire for a notion transformation, 
instead of a combination of essential different ingredients. 

Undeniably in some examples of early modem architecture such 'differences as re
latedness' became abstracted in one formal vocabulary, as in J.J.P. Oud's housing 
scheme in the Hoek van Holland with the curved ends (shop premises) to the hous
ing blocks (as discussed in Chapter 7). Such may be the reason that Hitchcock 
judged the example as 'true art', as it fulfilled the expectation of an older common 
formula of two differences being balanced out within one composition. It is remark
able that Oud felt that he had to go back to the principle of expressing different in
gredients (and returned to ornament), after his period of white architecture, espe
cially in the Shell building in Den Haag. Also it is typical when Oud returned again 
to the complete abstract vocabulary in the 1950's and 1960's, that he still expressed 
a wish for something complementary. The era of functionalism was devoid of an 
urge to reflect the principles and rules of an abstract vocabulary. And when someone 
felt this urge, as Oud did, he could hardly find the words to express it. Retrospec
tively however, it is possible to find the words to express how the former opposition 
of quiescence and haste could become part of a potentially coherent duality within 
the vocabulary of modem architecture. With modernist art and architecture the no
tion of 'transformation' - as the principle of a potential coherence - became, so to 
speak, available in two directions: A solid expression that may become weakened, or 
a fragile form that aspires to solidity. Probably the most typical characteristic of 
most famous modernist buildings of the 1920's and 1930's is that they can be read 
either way. But Giedion's defence of modem architecture tried to establish the atec
tonic principle as its only basis. Nevertheless in his last work (see Chapter 6) appears 
the notion of 'transformation' as part of his theory. 

Learning from two discussions among modern architects in 1951 

After Wolfflin, two philosophers discussed one more time the relevant state or ne
cessity of complementariness in relation to modem architecture in 1951: Heidegger 
and Ortega y Gasset. 

In two discussions among modem architects in 1951, one in Hoddesdon on the 'heart 
of the city' and the other in Darmstadt on 'man and space', a strong desire was ex
pressed for a re-appreciation of the tectonic principle to play a role in the city and in 
architecture. In the discussion in Darmstadt, where Mies van der Rohe and Gropius 
had also been invited (but were not able to come), it was Rudolf Schwarz who, 
sketching the problems of modem architecture, pointed to the problem of Wolflinn's 
categories, saying that they were hardly precisely related to concrete notions of ex
pression.128 Two philosophers had been invited to the discussion in order to specify 
the problem of the expression of modernity, starting from the theme 'man and space'. 
At the beginning of his contribution, Martin Heidegger formulated the doubt of 
whether houses that are well organized, open to the air, light and sun, can actually 
guarantee the experience of being at home (a point of view somewhat similar to that 
of Leger, eighteen years earlier, as shown in Chapter 5). 129 Heidegger wanted the 
experience of having the notion of a place as a Denkbild of rest to be seen as a theo
retical basis for architecture. For Heidegger even a bridge was primarily the setting 
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of an inhabited place, where before there been a gap between inhabited places. Hei
degger's key understanding was, as already established in his main work Sein und 
Zeit, the notion of Entfernung: narrow the gap between things that appear to be far 
from each other. The contribution of Jose Ortega y Gasset was experienced an as 
'opposite' type of view. He spoke of the myth of the human behind the presence of 
technical forms and expressions. Such forms would not come out of the blue, but 
from man him self as 'a technical being'. The speaker essentially referred to bodily 
movements that according to him include 'technical' movements, when people create 
things. Ortega y Gasset reactivated the Sinnbild of restlessness as a Denkbild, moti
vated by the pressure of realizing ideas, being filled with imaginary images (136) as 
an essential human type of behavior. He suggested that elegance and intelligence 
have a related etymological root, at least for Latin people, pointing to a way out of 
the dilemma of modernity, being dictated by technical form. A keyword for Ortega y 
Gasset was Entfremdung (de-alienation). 

The Hoddesdon discussion referred to traditional town schemes such as those of 
Venice, in order to give inspiration for the design of a contemporary heart of the 
city; the Darmstad discussion occasionally referred to the Shell building of Oud that 
also represented a desire to continue in a different way after the early modem de
signs. In both discussions it was felt that something was lacking in the expression of 
early modem architecture. In Darmstadt the question of whether the UN building in 
New York was not too simple as an expression ("cigar box"), came up several times. 
The various viewpoints in the discussion proved that theory and practice of architec
ture related rather to a division into two 'camps': (a.) one with a preference for a 
more profound Sinnbild of rest, realized with a more profound notion of tradition 
and place, and (b.) one with a motivation to express new ideas and images that might 
sprout from the Sinnbild of the pressure of being in a hurry to discover new hori
zons. Despite the friendly mood of the Darmstadt meeting, a dichotomy in theoreti
cal positions had become rather evident in the reactions to the speeches of Heidegger 
and Ortega y Gasset. In their reactions, the architects were able to express a notion 
~f their standpoint rather than their own independent reflections. The single excep
tion here was Paul Bonatz, who referred in his contribution to a choice of principles 
between warmth and heart on one side and 'empty schemes' on the other side. Hei
d.egger pronounced the phenomenological point of view, having rejected the oppo
Site 'too abstract' principles since Sein und Zeit. He was against a Kantian type of 
~osition ('empty schemes'). It is unlikely that Ortega y Gasset's speech could, at that 
ttme, have been understood as anything other than a (maybe not completely serious, 
due to its spontaneity) variation on a Kantian position. This was obvious from Or
tega y Gasset's reaction to Bonatz' statement was that it needs above all the Zerden
ker: the one who thinks concepts apart. 

The practice of zerdenken, as suggested by Ortega y Gasset, would blossom much 
later as a philosophical practice with the rise of post-structuralism. In Chapter 18 it 
was shown how, in the end, post-structuralism allowed for a new reading of Kant 
making a new acceptance of modernity possible. This reinterpretation of imaginatio~ 
with the help of concepts integrated a new reflection of the corporeal, as a basis for 
the sensuousness that relates to the abstract. It is no longer necessary to polarize 
Kant and Ortega y Gasset's abstract on the one side, and Heidegger's phenomenol
ogical sensuousness on the other side. It seems possible to have a cognitive basis 
into which both viewpoints fit. 
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What may be conceived of as a common cognitive basis that may be relevant for 
'modem' looking architecture? This will be attempted first with the help of a dia
gram, in which the charismatic viewpoints of Mies van der Robe and Le Corbusier 
are represented in the lines of the Sinnbild of calm and the Sinnbild of being in a 
hurry. The diagram will then be examined in more detail and 'continued' up until the 
new modernist practice of the 1990's. Finally specific aspects of the same cognitive 
basis will be dealt with, by specifying the theoretical foundations of the changed de
sign practice in greater detail. 

Diagram 

Aided by the post-structuralist rereading of Kant, it is particularly Wolflinn's related 
pair tectonics-a tectonics that enables more precise readings of the possible, various 
relationships between the Sinnbild of rest and the Sinnbild of hurry, especiallly for 
the old well-known examples of modem architecture. Mies van der Robe's houses of 
the interbellum period, and the experience of the Farnworth house both express this 
most evidently; when the effort is taken to recognize such relationships, one finds 
that they concern an open framework on nature, a framework that acts as a tectonic 
filter in relation to all the streaming (and in that sense atectonic) forms of movement 
in nature (such as rain, wind and changes in light). Nature becomes tempered 
through a filter, becoming an utmost subtle game of changing light and color. On the 
outside, the same frame acts as an object creating character. Mies studied the propor
tions of the frame to make it strong enough to render the object character strength. A 
notion of a coherence between material and measurement that works 'strongly' at the 
outside could define the properties of the frame, fulfilling completely different per
ceptual functions when looking from the outside in or from the inside out, and yet 
defining the properties of one and the same frame. The sensibility of such a notion is 
completely different from the one of critics who assumed that only the organization 
of the house inside would determine the outside appearance of such modem houses. 

Le Corbusier's architecture shows a completely different sensibility when compared 
to that of Mies, arriving at the impression of a force that suggests a 'radiating' vol
ume. His formula has always been about the way in which the light falls on the vol
ume, and the expression of volume is always present in his architecture. He has ex
perimented with this in various ways, varying from homogeneous smooth walls of 
stucco and glass to rough concrete walls. During his whole career, Le Corbusier ex
plored ways of subtracting volume from mass. He played with suggestions of vari
ability and relativity, using the theme of light and transparency in relation to volume. 
Consciously as he did not want to 'destroy' the volume as Doesburg did, he had re
jected Van Doesburg's idea of a 'counter composition' as a base for a modem build
ing. Le Corbusier wanted to start from the principle of volume. However, volume 
was always manipulated with a broad range of possible suggestive notions of dialec
tic oppositions, such as exploring one and the same space with a staircase and a 
ramp, applying different registers of proportion to the pattern of floor tiles and win
dow divisions. Le Corbusier was a master at evoking the experience of heaviness 
becoming light, and fluid transparency becoming solid, both starting from the prin
ciple of volume. Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky have analysed such principles in 
their book 'Transparency'. The suggestion of transitional 'games' of open-ended 
possibilities of reading surface and volume is demonstrated by Rowe and Slutzky us
ing Le Corbusier's drawings and paintings. In the German translation of the book 
Bernhard Hoesli added a few illustrations of what is suggested as experience. How-
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ever there is a tendency here to read the open-ended suggestion of the drawings and 
paintings in one possible manner only. 

In t?e course of their careers, Mies and Le Corbusier have tried out very different 
design methods. In terms of 'development' their architecture shows extreme differ
ences. The presence of their positions seems to have been directed to a remarkable 
focus of modem expression around 1927 (demonstration at the Weissenhofsiedlung 
in Stuttgart). Five years later this focus was declared as a common formal character
istic of the 'International Style'. Before 1927 both architects had affections in two 
ver~ different domains of modem art and architecture, when considering cognitive 
notions. And from there a common focus can be traced. Mies had directed the mod
em Sinnbild of restlessness, expressionism and constructivism (two very different 
movem~nts, to which he was able to refer to in the impressive high-rise designs with 
undulatmg walls) to a neutral type of calm. Le Corbusier, on the other hand, had 
equipped the modem Sinnbild of absolute calm, the Mediterranean image of white 
cubic houses in the sun, with nervous capacities in a similar way as the painter Van 
Doesburg expressed his theory about 'modem nerves' in architectural models: with 
planes of colors, asymmetries and cantilevering volumes. 

After the heroic period of modem architecture (which finished around 1937), the dif
ference between Mies's and Le Corbusier's attitudes manifested itself again. After 
settling in the USA, Mies was again confronted with the stylistic means of expres
sionistic and constructivist architecture, in the possibility of a steel skeleton filled 
with glass. However, he applied this means in the most classical way possible, that 
is, in a tectonic instead of an atectonic way. Le Corbusier, on the other hand, went 
further into the Mediterranean inheritance, with a focus on more heavy and plastic 
forms, but he once again infused this inheritance with a form of nervousness to such 
a degree that Jencks labeled it a 'tragic view'. ' 

The developments in the architecture of Mies and Le Corbusier can be shown as fol
lows: 
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If the above schemes are combined in one diagram, in which the Sinnbild of calm 
and that of restlessness are applied as references for a difference in design-'keys', 
than the interpretations of Giedion can be positioned in relation to two decisively 
different moments in the same diagram. In 1928 Giedion shared the views of Van 
Doe~burg and Moholy Nagy, who imagined a type of modem artistic imagination 
that mfuses the tectonic inheritance with a more airy vision that tends towards the 
representation of kinetic energy. In 1966 Giedion's line of interpretation looked very 
different. In his judgement of the changing notions of spatial imagination he used the 
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development of Le Corbusier's architecture as a guideline, that since the late 1950's 
had become heavier in its expression, and that would express a second phase in 
modem spatial understanding: volume and space in one. The fact that Giedion's ob
servations both in 1928 and in 1966 operate along a Corbusier-vector may explain 
the impression of a 'reversal', that was shown in Chapter 6. The reversal can be 
clearly seen in the diagram. 

A TECTONIC 
ABSTRACTION 

MODERN SPACE 
ACCORDING 

TO G I EDION IN 1928 : 
INCREASING 

PERFORATION 
OF MASS AS SPACE. 
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MODERN SPACE 
ACCORDING TO GIEDION 
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MASS THAT MODULATES 

SPACE IN A PLASTIC 
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VOLUME AND SPACE IN 
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Chapter 7 made mention of a number of reactions against Giedion, that manifested 
themselves after his death. These were counteractions that had to be experienced as a 
reaction against modernism. This was most evident in the breakthrough of allegori
cal tectonic representation, especially in the reuse of columns articulated in an ex
plicit neoclassical fashion. The earlier re-appreciation of constructivism by theoreti
cians like Banham became accelerated in an expressive mode, acquiring the name 
'deconstructivism'. These reactions can also be positioned in the diagram. They may 
be drawn as two vectors that operate in opposite directions, in comparison to those 
of Giedion. As such the double line of an intrigue continues. 
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A~cr~lc r.- ~----------------------~.---------------------------~ 
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THE CLASSIC COLUMN 

Giedion never problematised the syntax of modem architecture, but rather the ex
perience within, through and along it, a variation on a space-time notion - such as 
the cinematic and the kinetic experience. In opposition were those who wished to 
make the notion of tectonics more expressive (Robert Venturi and Denise Scott 
Brown, Leon and Rob Krier). They proposed a conscious return to the crucial alle
gorical image of tectonics: The classical column. The post-modern variation of the 
classic column reinterprets the abstract presence of columns in the open modern 
frame, and aims to correct its lack of formal differentiation. The return to a classic 
appearance is often made in an anecdotal way. This tries to break open the experi
ence of an hermetic introverted 'tectonic abstraction' -from the Villa Savoye till the 
Berlin National Gallery; The way syntax was "without rhetoric" in modern architec
ture. 

Other opponents to Giedion's heritage (such as Portoghesi) wished to express a dif
ferent, implicit, and abstract principle in the use of abstract vocabulary that Giedion 
had defined as part of a 'second phase of a third space conception' : A more precise 
notion of how the atectonic and the tectonic principle may interact and interpene
trate. The later dominant post-modem form of envisioning the penetration of a con
temporary expressive atectonic principle into the Mies type of tectonic 'boxes ' of 
modern architecture, was given names such as 'parasite' (Coop Himmelb(l)au, Leb
beus Woods) and 'viral architecture' (Wiel Arets), a way to 'violate perfection' 
(Aaron Betsky). 
It is interesting to note that within both postmodern reversals of a supposed tendency 
of modern imagination, can also be traced a new modernist interest. By analyzing 
this interest one can better understand the mechanisms of understanding that the dia
gram of modern imagination indicates. For this purpose the two most extreme and 
most evident examples of the allegorical representations of the Denkbi/d of tectonics 
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and the Denkbild of atectonics will be analysed: the interpretations of the classic 
column and of the parasite. 

The classic column as mental image of 'tectonics' 

A postmodemist type of interest for the classic column has g~nerally been expr_essed 
in a rather burlesque way. In contrast, the photos taken by Mies and Le Corbusier ?n 
their visits to the Acropolis, and Moholy-Nagy's film from 1933 show the modernist 
type of interest. The images provide scenes of contemplation on a serious 'source' of 
architecture. A remarkable slow scene in Moholy's movie is when his camera pans 
across the slices of the fallen columns. This can be interpreted as images of the sym
bolic fall of tradition, but the slow speed of the camera movement may also be re
lated to the state of the column lying on the ground, a column that is being freed of 
the active role of carrying, thus completing the analogy of the column with the hu
man body. It is this analogy with the human body that returns in the early postmod
emist fantasies. These fantasies take the shape of for instance cartoons of a Cor
busier-like house that looks like his face. It is in that line of visual association, that 
the metaphor of objects is used in order to establish a new (post-modem) kind of re
lationship between the build object and an experience of a private interpretation. In 
June 1971 a drawing by Adrian George appeared on the cover of Architectural De
sign, in which the Chrysler Building was represented as a pencil lying on the edge of 
a table. A couple of years later Madelon Vriesendorp painted (for the cover of De
lirious New York) the Chrysler Building in the same position, but now instead of be
ing stiff (like a pencil) it had movement, just like the parts of the columns in the 
Greek landscape. And now literally the object represented a human body, a female 
one. The extremely suggestive image of this horizontal skyscraper was later ab
stracted in drawings by Greg Lynn, where he only used the underlying image
scheme. In these examples can be seen a clear sequence of a transformation of an 
original imagination: 1. the lying classic column interpreted in a modem, abstract 
way, 2. metaphor as postmodem understanding, 3. narrative as modernist interest 
within a postmodem type of understanding, and 4. diagram as new modernist under
standing. It is via these mechanisms of imagination that the connotations of the clas
sic column as the Denkbild of absolute calm have become integrated within a more 
complex and more complete toolbox of architectural design. 
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The parasite as mental image of 'atectonics' 

There are many images of parasitic architecture, understood as direct consequences 
of deconstructivism, that present the allegorical representation of the mental image 
of restlessness during the 1980's and 1990's. An image already mentioned in Chap
ter 10 was Lebbeus Woods's Hermitage, one of the last in the row (1998), though 
Philip Johnson typified Woods once as the visionary of the deconstructivist impulse. 
It meant that Johnson had realized that Woods had taken a more radical position in 
comparison to Coop Himmelblau, for instance, because his drawings have nothing in 
common with the optimistic look of their realized buildings, and express the notion 
of the parasite much more strongly. Despite of this stronger expression, however, 
there existed not yet a constructed equivalent of Wood's drawings. Even in some 
drawings which had an extremely realistic appeal, such as the Solohouse of 1988-
1989, the profiles of beams seem to be purposely drawn in a rather undefined way. 
The necessity of being made meant that the Hermitage became expressive of modes 
of relating parts. Such modes of relating parts may indicate the way in which the 
form of the object as a whole communicates meaning. 

Notable in the Hermitage is that the parasitic form of straight machine cut and 
slightly rusted steel panels are optically supported by gently sloping thin legs. So the 
main form invades (or breaks out, depending on how you look at it), was related to a 
more gentle gesture of legs, that linked the aggressive form to the ground. Countless 
bicycles were locked to this connecting form, made up of nine legs, during its exis
tence; a dominant street image of theft prevention in the Netherlands. The combina
tion of bicycles and legs resulted in a certain suggestion of a dialogue, as the U
profiles of the legs were very similar to those of old-fashioned bicycle stands, in 
which the bicycle is positioned vertically for compact storage. The soft undulating 
form of the legs conjured up another picture: they were reminiscent of bicycle tracks 
in the snow or damp earth (the city of Eindhoven had been covered by a layer of 
snow during its installation). The legs of the Hermitage therefore contained an image 
scheme of riding bicycles, with an upward moving tendency. Such an image scheme 
tempers the aggression of the expression of the wider upper part that an older reader 
of a local newspaper likened to an invading airplane during the Second World War. 

It is therefor a very special lesson from the Hermitage that after the world had been 
shocked by the reality of airplanes invading the World Trade Center in Manhattan, it 
was Lars Spuybroek, who knows the work of Woods and has visited the installation 
in Eindhoven, who made a design for new towers on the site of the collapsed WTC 
at the base of an image scheme that was the same as the one for the legs of the Her
mitage. This image scheme counterpoints the image (and image scheme) of invasion 
and collapse. This means that the emotional reaction to what had happened could 
become sublimated in an abstract form, being expressive of a counterbalance (in ex
actly the same way as the legs of the Hermitage in their expression counterbalanced 
the emotional gesture of the invading main form). 

Such notion of counterbalance can even be interpreted as a notion of correction 
within a much wider cultural context of art and architecture. In 1969 Robert Smith
son wrote: "Today the artist can uphold the failure of Modernism with its pretense of 
closed, immobile hierarchical values by being a slave to all its compromises or he 

h t b . u130 Th" h S . can c oose o e a terronst. IS message t at mithson addressed to artists, to 
take up the position of a terrorist, was a metaphor of the anti-establishment. The 
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same metaphor went bankrupt after the literal collapse of the WTC. As a result of 
that bankruptcy the more hidden image-scheme of deconstructivist gestures also had 
to be given up as a carrier for the expression of a 'progressive' attitude (at least in re
sponse to the collapse of the WTC). For that reason, the image scheme in Spuy
broek's design for new towers on the WTC site is all the more interesting as an ex
ample of a new imagination (in a way similar to that of Lynn he sees his architecture 
as a 'next step' after the narrative images of'the generation ofKoolhaas'). 

This example shows that the more recent uses of the Denkbild of restlessness also re
late to similar mechanisms of understanding as the reactivated Denkbild of calm 
does: the postmodem phase made architects conscious of metaphor, image scheme 
and diagram. In the toolbox of design the mechanisms of understanding relate to one 
another via the historically determined coherence of 'designer stories'. 

Extension of the diagram of modernist imagination 

The role of Symbol in modem architecture (the Sinnbild of restlessness as atectonic 
abstraction) may be understood as being 'activated' during the period of po~t
modem architecture by means of metaphor (with parasitic types of imagination, w1th 
a narrative presence). In neo-modemist architecture the role of the same pole of 
imagination is at work via underlying image schemata that, instead ~y means of an 
'obvious' metaphor, operate by means of a Denkbild. Such changes m ways of op
eration may, however, be understood along the same idea of the orginal diagram of 
modernist imagination, only extended with a notion of how the bodily basis of 
meaning is involved in the act of imagination. 
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The same is relevant in relation to the way tectonic abstraction plays a role in mod
ernist imagination, that started with the Sinnbild of calm. This pole of modem 
imagination was made post-modem with the reintroduction of traditional columns, -
litereally 'representing' a Denkbild of calm - and became renewed and again ab
stractted through new Swiss architecture in particular. 

It is now possible to extend the Semiological Triangle of 1969, as a diagram of mod
ernist imagination: 
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Aura as hidden metaphor 

The imagination of modernist architecture, introduced and understood in two differ
ent ways by Mies and Le Corbusier, has become a more feasible - maybe even more 
coherent - notion since the 1990's. The notion of "bubbles, dots, and flares of en
ergy", that arrived (at) around 1970, could act as a notion towards a new coherence 
of aura tic expression, after Mies and Le Corbusier. Not only in terms of the formal 
appearance, but more especially of a new poetry of auratic expressiveness, like of 
light walls (Steven Holl and Toyo Ito, amongst others), allowing for an experience 
with certain intensity at the edge of the form: tension expressed in an more indirect -
abstract - way. The aura of modernity could, as a mental construction of expression, 
leave the predominance of personality, once particularly occupied by Mies and Le 
Corbusier, because of a new intense experience of suggestive radiance, since the 
work of artists such as James Turrell; their work has opened a new angle to involved 
corporeal experience, as explored in both artistic expression and theoretical studies 
of the body. Through the new experience is entered a new domain of consciousness 
about metaphorical, image-schematic and material considerations. The properties of 
membrane-like space and surface (shown in the Vacchini house and the Panton 
chair) could become exercised more as schematic latex-like surfaces of imagination, 
with the help of new computer aided design techniques. 

In the literature of the 1970's -but within the dropout-like subculture rather than 
within the architectural discourse - such a change of perception regarding the con
cept and imagination of aura can be discerned. Its fascination may be placed in a so-
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cial cultural context of specific interests that started in diverse subcultures and 
reached a wide audience in the end: the expressive modes of cartoon drawings and 
psychedelic fantasies pushing towards a new collective understanding of image 
schematic patterns becoming more 'figurative', finding a way out of the dilemma 
that the somewhat sterile modernity of the 1960's had imposed. 

Next to the inheritance of the Mies van der Rohe and the Le Corbusier type of auras 
of space-form eminence, a third has arisen, not based on the image of flowing space 
or radiating volume, but based on imagined patterns of energetic exchange that are 
more ambivalent. It is the connection between the formerly marginally understood 
idea of mental change (the opened "doors of perception") and the commercial and 
technical ambitions of a new modernity, related to a digitally controlled world with 
satellite connections, advanced laser techniques, barcodes and Internet. 

The 'basic' format of modern architectural theory 

A more complete theoretical base is available for a design practice with an experi
enced new coherence: a set of metaphorical, image-schematic and material consid
erations, that allow many different possibilities in design exploration, such as for a 
smooth or grained, a frosted and/or light object and/or space. Various studies in art, 
philosophy and architectural design have developed various new ingredients of sen
suous and imaginative cognition. Some of the most relevant ingredients out of a 
mostly yet unwritten architectural history have been brought together here in this 
study that has tried to open a perspective towards a new possible cognitive coher
ence. As a result a more complete toolbox of architectural theory is available. 

The 'basic' format of modern architectural theory in this study could be verified as a 
cognitive basis of modern imagination, based on image schemata. The 'atectonic' 
notion, already of first modernity, that started from the experience of movement and 
tension, has become related to engineering notions of trajectories, and the way these 
become abstracted as arrows; as 'vectors'. The experience of abstraction can be un
derstood on behalf of the extension of such diagrammatic notion, with imageries of 
aura. A new profile of such imagery, that Giedion and his wife already intuitively 
groped for in words during the 1960's, has become reality in current modes of per
ception that accompany - as image and/or text - various examples of new modern ar
chitecture since the 1990's. 

A theory for a broken tradition 

A question at the end of the summing up so far is how a relatively arbitrary insight 
into "bubbles, dots, and flares of energy" should or could be taken as something es
sentially new (introduced as a major reference for reorientation). One reason to 
doubt such an impression is because the insight came up almost as an afterthought of 
avant-garde architecture and art. Another reason is that the analogy that relates it to 
architecture already existed much earlier in the theoretical reflections of Carola 
Giedion-Welcker on modern sculpture. And in that field, several images were able to 
suggest what later was understood as 'flares of energy' at a much earlier date. One 
should think here of the photos of Plexiglas sculptures by Moholy-Nagy from 1944, 
or of the photo of his moved mobile two years previously. For the theoretical side of 
this identification of 'flares of energy', one might even go further back to texts of 
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Klee and Kandinsky. All these insights seem to possess a capacity to suggest the 
continuous line of a modern fascination that gradually becomes more real. The fun
damental question that this suggestion raises is: whether and how similar capacities 
and insights may become interpreted as being directly related as 'imagination', as a 
sequence of a growing conscience to make this imagination become 'true', or 
whether they suggest a relationship through a more complex set of mechanisms of 
understanding, that has layers of meaning and codes of apprehension that do not 
necessarily 'touch' one another in the manner of one coherent type of consciousness. 

Especially the photos of Moholy-Nagy's plexiglas sculptures may act, together with 
those of Naum Gabo, as a clear reference for the notion of an imagination of 'flares 
of energy'. As a type of imagination of making models of abstract space they seem to 
have a place in the continuous line of influence, reaching till the models of Constant 
in the 1960's, and with a later impulse from there to the new modernist imagination 
of the 1980's in some of the models by Tschumi and Koolhaas, for instance. But the 
photos of Moholy's Plexiglas objects may have an even greater function as a refer
ence for testing the content of a way of understanding space, as they can be seen as 
the illustration of his theory of space. In 193 7 he wrote that "man perceives space 1. 
through his sense of sight in such things as wide perspectives, surfaces meeting and 
cutting one another, corners moving objects with intervals between them; 2. through 
his sense of hearing, by acoustic phenomena; 3. through means of locomotion, hori
zontal, vertical, diagonal, jumps, etc.; 4. through his sense of equilibrium, by circles, 
curves, windings (spiral stairways)." He combined these capacities in his objects. He 
adopted his basic idea of space from physics: "A definition of space which, even if it 
is not exhaustive, may at least be taken as a point of departure for further considera
tion, is found in physics: Space is the relation between the positions of bodies. An 
explanation for that may be this: Two bodies exist, say the earth and the moon. The 
relationship between their positions means space." As an explanation this idea of 
space is fundamentally different from that ofHeidegger, who- ten years earlier- had 
taken the position of the sun in relation to the earth as his reference to state that 
space experience may not be determined by the distance of objects, but through the 
places in which they may effectuate their presence. In the case of the sun this is 
clearly related to where it raises, the places that it warms up most intensively at 
noon, and the places that have a direction and mood related to the sunset. For Hei
degger, distance could never be measured when considering a thing being too far 
away. The experience of meeting this thing was the intrinsic value of spatial pres
ence. The consciousness of far (Ferne) could only become part of the surroundings 
by an experience of actively coming near (Entfernung). Thinking along these lines, 
Moholy's example of the moon to earth distance only became a reality of a spatial 
experience when the television images of the first landing on the moon were trans
mitted. Before that moment the idea of distance could be nothing more than a 'scien
tific' abstraction. And that is why Swan's relating his painted representation of 'flares 
of energy' directly to photos of the universe from the time of the first moon landing 
may be considered to be a typical aspect of a phenomenological breakthrough in 
modernist imagination. The corporeal touch of the moon by one human being had 
'grounded' modernist imagination of a world population. The human eyes that had 
seen the universe outside the atmosphere around the earth could disclose the abstrac
tion of the cameras that could even see further than they could. A plasma of energy 
in space became identified as real, and new methods of photography, such as those 
of the Kirlians, made the disclosed view of the universe a reason to have another 
look at the plasma ofliving appearance of leaves and human hands (also surrounded 
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by 'flares of energy'). All such images have an experience of ener~y in space in 
common that became documented as something real. What was preVIously thou?ht 
of as in~isible forces around features was now made visible as a notion of reahty. 
The invisible had become x-rayed as visuality. 

Modern imagination has from the beginning thought in terms o~ 'invisible' for~es ~n 
between objects that would have been started by Kant as a p~oJect of mode~mty m 
terms of concepts and abstraction. It is now necessary to position the mechamsms ~f 
modern understanding more precisely in relation to Kant's model and the way this 
has been active in terms of understanding space. The direct line of influence f~om 
Kant to modernist imagination goes via Fiedler to Wolfflin to Giedion. Conrad ~Ied
ler may be seen as the thinker who applied Kant'~ 'Critiq~e of P~e Reason' t? visual 
arts131 • According to Fiedler, art interprets reahty and IS not 1t~ re~roductwn. ~ 
produces reality in itself. As an autonomous medium of ex~resswn 1t ~a~ be Situ
ated between the visual registration of reality and the reflectiOns of reahty m words. 
With his art history principles Wolfflin created a theoretical frame with a vocabulary 
that was able to articulate the notion of the autonomous layer of the human con
science that is active in art production. In doing so, the capacity of conscience that 
Kant typified as 'schematic' acquired a more concrete and diver~e meaning. One 
could say that concepts were related to a notion of c~aracter that m turn related to 
experience. But it was a notion of charac_ter that rem~med open-ended, as ~ant had 
intended and that resisted the allegoncal companson (such as force-bon). In 
Wolfli~'s categories it becomes clear that the 'schematic' conscience of art is ~ot ~o 
literally 'autonomous' that it isolates itself, but - on t~e contrary - fo~s the hnk m 
between image and word, seeing and thinking. Wolflm~ creates exerc~se~ of obser
vation and interpretation with the help of image compansons. That a sumlar feature 
may be thought to be essentially different he explains using different _schemes of 
imagination, enabling features to be read in different wa~s. The tecton~c and atec
tonic understandings form an important (but not the most 1mportan9 p~1r for r_ecog
nizing schemes of imagination. The 'image-schematic' ty~e of_ readmg m the hne of 
Wolfflin has been a reading of 'forces'. In a text by art h1stonan Peter Meyer from 
1923 is found the idea of a force that is radiated by a form: "Axes are in_ fact for~e 
directions that radiate from a built body, in relation to this belongs a medmm that IS 
able to absorb these forces, such as a place, some environment that adjusts. them." 
Here, Meyer expressed a clear intuition that would become reflected by He1degger 
four years later. Meyer's observations during h_is ~isit to _Greek temples were most 
probably motivated by the articles of Le Corbus1er m ~spnt ~ouve~~- Meyer ~anted 
to test this vision himself on the spot. He expressed himself m a cnttcal way, m fact, 
in exactly the same way as Colin Rowe would express hims~lf more than fifty years 
later, about the way that the Greek temple served Le Corbusier as a base for a mod
ern imagination of architecture. "These temples" , wrote M~~er, "are therefor ~o un
approachable, because they are loaded with the s~me p~s1t1~e corporeal _feehng as 
the human being himself, seen as such they are h1s sp1ttmg Image, not h1s comple
mentary counterpart. Human being and building push each other away, when they 
are loaded with electricity with a common denominator." Rowe would speak much 
later along the same lines about "the crisis of the object" in the practice of modern 

architecture. 
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The literal aura metaphor 

Via the notion of the radiation of forces in the Wolfflin type of argumentation, one 
also approaches what later would become a literal understanding of aura, as in the 
case of Le Corbusier's 'radiant city' from the 1930's and his notion of the 'radiating 
object' in the 1960's. Meyer points in 1923 to the fact that such a position is thought 
of from outside the object: "The antique temples are in fact not thought as houses 
that one may enter, but one stays in front. These are also not the house of the God, 
but the frame of his image." It is remarkable that Meyer ended this line of reflection 
with the literal aura metaphor: "The temple is so to speak the vapor circle around 
God turned into stone; it does not encircle him, but he becomes radiated from it." 
But the corporeal meeting with the temple, as a freestanding object in space, is not a 
positive experience for Meyer as such: "every time your feelings are hit by the brutal 
marble edge of a temple,( ... ) Room effect [Raumwirkung] is never thought of." The 
experience of spacelessness is expressed here, of objects that have no relationships 
and are isolated in 'emptied' space. Modern architecture continues this way of think
ing, as seen in the theory ofMoholy-Nagy. Banham, who in contrast to Rowe was a 
big admirer of his art and writing, would nevertheless weaken on a theoretical level 
the position that the refinement of a corporeal dimension is lacking: "Architecture
the ordering of space - is justified in Moholy's eyes in so far as it furthers the ascer
tainable biological needs of man, and where the book has a weakness in the eyes of 
the reader today is in never coming to grips, in detail, with those needs." 

A cognitive basis of modern imagination 

The notion of 'place related needs' had been worked out by Heidegger as a funda
mental critique of Kant. For Heidegger, spatiality is acting in relation to a place, a 
way of acting in which habits and memory play a crucial role. According to him 
Kant denies such a notion of memory. In Heidegger's theory, corporeality and orien
tation are mentioned as being crucial points of departure for a phenomenological 
type of image schematic understanding. This is a theme that was worked out in detail 
by Mark Johnson during the 1980's. Johnson not only succeeded in defining the con
tent of this type of schematic imagination, but he also succeeded in bridging the gap 
with Kant's points of departure, from which Heidegger had taken such a decisive dis
tance. 

All possible variants between the Sinnbild/Denkbild of absolute calm and that of 
restlessness - may be defined with the help of image schemata, as proposed by John
son. These schemes indicate all subtle shades of possible relationships between the 
mental and the sensuous positions of being calm and in a hurry. On one side is the 
tectonic notion with the idea that the tradition of architectural treatises always had a 
special attention for various kinds of harmony that could be reached through the no
tion of balance. On the other side is the a tectonic notion that starts from the experi
ence of movement and tension, that can become related to engineering notions of 
trajectories, and become abstracted- such as used within that tradition- as arrows. 

A cognitive basis of modern imagination-based image schemata may certainly also 
be seen as an elaboration ofMoholy-Nagy's four attention points. In that sense a no
tion of modern imagination may be understood as being continued. At the same time 
Heidegger's reflections articulate the beginning of a doubt about the abstracted un-
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clarity of ways of reflection such as those of Moholy and Giedion. Johnson's elabo
ration of Heidegger's corporeal argument may in that sense be seen as the elabora
tion of the notion of a break away from a modem type of argumentation. However, 
doing this while re-appreciating the Kantian heritage resulted in the presence of both 
arguments in one frame: of a continuation and a break at the same time. The result is 
that from now the notion of a broken tradition in which both the moments of break
ing and continuity may be traced, observed, experienced and understood, may be ex
plored. 

Image of 'out' (in the manner of 'pour out the teacup') for the understanding of Herzog and de 
Meuron's applicated imagination in wall patterns of Atelier Remy Zaugg, Mulhouse-Pfastatt, 1995-97, 
and of Ricola building in Mulhouse-Brunnstatt; photograhs JB 
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Theory 

Architectural history is at large an overview with a description and illustration of a 
collection of built images, that are inscribed in the collective memory in a way that 
rises them to the status of 'icons'. Such explanation of the meaning of buildings 
combines the description of the form with what every specific building m
volvedlchosen represents as a form, as a social icon (or symbol, Sinnbild). 

Modem times, since Rene Descartes, have added the notion of individual psycho
logical understanding of representation (of passions) to the one of social representa
tion. As such the understanding of buildings could become explored in terms of 
more complex and rich mental images, images of representations of intentions, and 
on top of that layers of understanding, that may be of different character and content 
during the course of several periods. Such notion of meaning stands for a more open 
understanding of architecture (associated thought, mental image, Denkbild). 

Since the last part of the 19th century the most abstract form of meaning relates to 
possible and highly specific ideas of space. Most understanding of the spatial form, 
or envelope, does not necessarily follow the exact contours of the built form, but is 
defined by various possible specific notions of tension around, or in between, con
structed surfaces or structures. In contrast to the presence of the described form as 
'icon' may be taken the notion of the 'invisible' mental space as 'aura'. 

Too much in a reductive way 20th century theory of modernist architecture assumed 
space as one category with an invisible quality. Too easily the theory of modernist 
architecture assumed the absence of specific mental images, as a result of an ab
stract, schematic vocabulary. 

Too categorically the first theories of postmodemist architecture assumed the neces
sity of a reintroduction of the iconographic approach as a corrective for what mod
ernist architecture was not controlling in terms of applying and understanding means 
of expression. 

A possible theory on the aura of modernity, dealing with the suggestiveness of ab
stract form, is based on cross-references between modem and post-modem assump
tions. 
(I.) A modem assumption: the suggestion of the quality of sensed spatial tensions 
may become specified as somehow different qualities, such as flowing through 
openings and radiating from the surface of a solid form (Giedion). 
(2.) A post-modem assumption: the imagination of such spatial tensions may adopt 
and transport meaning, such as in the case of the Opera House in Sydney, and the 
way it became associated with the image of coping turtles (Jencks). 
(3.) A cross-reference: both the notion of a spatial tension as the image of a possible 
association may be related to the notion of one or more specific underlying image 
schemata that map the reading of the spatial tensions and that function at the same 
time as the abstraction of specific images that are involved in a possible interpreta
tion of the form of the building. 
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Some remarks on the method of research 

The research has been carried out in such different places as Amsterdam, Zurich and 
New York. One's approach of research and teaching is understood differently in 
such different places, one tends to think and write slightly different as well, even 
when concentrating on the same questions of research. I have not experienced such 
as a problem, but rather as a challenge to sharpen a compa~iti.ve insight into the wa~ 
how each time something else out of the spectrum of the similar, or even of one mi
nor aspect of the similar, had been able to come into play else way, a~d could have 
its effect on and its contribution to a final result. Such way of working makes re
search both a more personal experience, as well as a more objective one. 

After Geert Bekaert was appointed as a first professor of architectural history and 
theory at the University of Eindhoven, I was the first graduate student who chose 
him as my diploma mentor. I graduated in 1978. As a student I learned from Bekaert 
to sharpen my arguments and above all I learned from him a type of concentration 
for finding words for a deep sense of observation. Over the years I learned to prac
tice such in articles. I started to write these articles first in the margin of my scien
tific work in the architectural archives in Amsterdam, Nederlands Documentatie 
Centrum voor de Bouwkunst (NDB), an institution that later would develop itself 
into the Rotterdam based Dutch Architectural Institute (Nai). The articles may be 
characterized as 'mini case studies'. 

A way of posing questions and giving answers with the help of ~ini c~s~ studies is 
maintained through the whole line of this study. One may recogmze a similar way of 
writing in the books of Sigfried Giedion, whose ~rchives in ~.urich I have bee~ re
searching for several years. I know how he practiced the wntmg of shorter. articles 
within the ambition of the wider framed ambition of several books. Especially the 
aspect of directness and sincere curiosity in his style of writing and his ma~er of ~e
search deserve to become reappreciated, especially in the face of some rulmg habits 
of architectural theory production. 

The topic of this study, as well as the type of research, started in the form of an ex
hibition, 'Le Corbusier en Nederland', for which I was curator, researcher and de
signer in one person (Frans Hals Museum in Haarlem, December 1985 - January 
1986). I am still gratefull to Dick van Woerkom and Bernard Colenbrander for en
trusting me those responsibilities. Thematic parallels between t~e work of Le ~or
busier and Dutch architects I judged more useful as literal ones (m terms of architec
ture), as such easily would indicate too many weaknesses in the form of epi~onis~. 
The approach of thematic parallels allowed for transcending the author or region on
ented clustered islands of knowledge, as created in art history. Another consequence 
was that a continuous line could be chosen going from the 1920's right till the period 
itself (the mid 1980's), showing the work of Jo Coenen, Mecanoo and Rem Kool
haas in the last room: 'Le Corbusier today'. Here I applied the term 'aura' as a no
tion for understanding the expression of modernist architecture (see p. 44). T~e 
method of writing and documenting was limited to underbuild obvious or less obvi
ous parallels with the help of short architectural history research efforts. S~ch ac
quired in the catalogue the character of short notes next to many compared Image.s. 
The exhibition was a success, but most colleagues were somewhat reserved, both m 
being positive (the type of presentation seemed too 'risky' for that) and negative (the 
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exhibition was too successful for that). At that moment, I had the impression that 
Dutch architectural historians tended to see my approach as not 'correctly' scientific. 

When I was appointed one year later at the Institute of Architectural History and 
Theory of the ETH Zurich, the newly appointed director Werner Oechslin was the 
first one to openly recognize and appreciate a method in my way of writing. He 
stimulated me to develop it in a more essayistic way. Such resulted in an essay on 
the lionardonesque nature of Le Corbusier, for which Oechslin wrote an introduc
tion, and that together with the reproduction of documents from the archives formed 
my first book. From Oechslin I learned to explore more the notion of a theoretical 
framework, and the way to problematize it, which I did, but in the manner of deep -
introverted - observation, as I had learned from Bekaert: with clear short parts (each 
built up around various ways of seeing and interpreting a specific aspect) that like in 
a patchwork start to interlink, now with the ambition of a wider frame in front of my 
mind's eye. During the same time period Bekaert asked me to write articles for Ar
chis. A typical example of an effort from the position in between those of my two 
mentors was the first version of the Chapter 'The Abstract and the Sensuous', as it 
appeared in Archis. It was too eccentric for integrating such way of thinking into my 
research on ClAM in Zurich, and it was slightly too wide speculated for a short arti
cle in Archis. It had however an important effect in my daily work as a scholar, in 
the period I was asked to write four essays on the way Giedion developed his opin
ions: the question of method and manner of approach became thematized within a 
larger theoretical framework. Much later, the marginal discovery in the smallest of 
these four essays (it was in the comment text next to a cluster of illustrations only) 
could become worked out as the theme for Chapter 6: that there is a schematic un
derstanding underlying spatial imagination, that is, in the case of Giedion, reversible. 
Such would later tum out to be an important key for developing the specific content 
of the theoretical framework of my own approach. My other speculations were still 
more imbedded in the post-modem theory of the 1980's, such as pointing to the use 
of metaphor, that I, like Stanislaus von Moos, liked to apply as well on the argu
ments of modem architects. Such was especially appreciated by Thomas A.P. van 
Leeuwen, who invited me to give a lecture in Leiden about Giedion, and who liked 
me to sharpen my speculative side a bit more, which I answered with an article on 
Mart Starn and the bicycle metaphor, published in the magazine Decorum that stu
dents of Van Leeuwen run. The challenge to link these 'side-steps' in my research to 
a way of commenting contemporary design production was offered to me by Ernie 
Miralles, who immediately after he became the new director of the architectural de
partment of the Staedelschule in Frankfurt asked me to teach architectural theory. 

The next possibility for developing my scope of experience was offered by Bernard 
Tschumi with a teaching position at Columbia University in New York in 1994. 
Thanks to the advice of Tschumi Fred Koetter employed during the same period at 
Yale University. After that experience I returned to Switzerland and taught at SCI
ARC's wonderful villa in Vico Morcote. Every week I travelled over night to teach a 
studio at the TU Delft and on my way back the next day I taught a theory course in 
Tilburg in the evening, before taking the nighttrain back to Ticino. The relationship 
with the TU Delft was maintained for years by the invitation of Henco Bekkering to 
give two times a year a course in the history of architecturural concepts in urban de
sign. 
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The first notes for the starting point of a theoretical strategy that reflects Kant's 
imagination at the basis of exercises I did together with students in Vico Morcote 
and in Tilburg were published in Archis on request of Ole Bouman, who followed 
up Bekaert as the chief editor. Returning to New York in 1997 Tschumi encouraged 
me to further develop the link between my historical research and the practice of the 
architectural design studio. For a moment I was desperate to find literature that could 
fill the gap. The solution was found in a bookstore in Cambridge Mass., where I dis
covered the graphically unattractive book The Body in the Mind, written by Mark 
Johnson. It was a not yet explored source for architectural theory and my seminar at 
Columbia University was a decisive experience to develop a first sketch of a possi
ble extension what I had started with 'The Abstract and the Sensuous' . At the base 
of this my students were able to explore contemporary 'new modem' architecture 
with arguments of Giedion, using image-schemata of perception and conception as a 
medium in between image and argument. In Johnson's approach I found the ground 
for a possible theory of 'event-space' that I published as an essay in a book on the 
work of Tschumi at the occasion of the Anyhow Conference in Rotterdam. Such has 
become the first draft for Chapter 9. After this it was Lebbeus Woods who often 
joined the seminars for which he employed me in Vico Morcote (Switzerland) and 
who most actively discussed with me the content of the course. The last station of 
finishing the research - mostly from the sideline of other obligations, now as a uni
versity teacher - has been at the university of Eindhoven, where the theoretical 
framework could become worked out as the base for a course that unites the educa
tion in architectural design and architectural history in one. 

The willingness of Georges Teyssot to read the manuscript helped me to finish the 
book. Two years earlier he had seen some results of my teaching, in a seminar on the 
relationship between theory and design at the University of Barcelona. He belongs to 
the few, here mentioned, who both impulsively and thoroughly found an immediate 
access to what I was trying to explore. The same counts for Helga Fassbinder, who 
could best understand my Swiss period as a complementary experience to what I had 
started once in Eindhoven. Wim van den Bergh has been another supportive com
menting voice on my road, with whom I joined (and enjoyed!) teaching architectural 
design. Last but not least the support came from Gerard van Zeyl, whose name did 
not figure in the jumps of discovery mentioned above, but who has been the big 
stimulator behind it to do so, as he has followed all of it, eversince the time I was a 
student. He has been the major critic of my graduation project, visited all of the re
sults I succeeded to realize eversince, from the exhibition in Haarlem, to moments of 
presentation and education in Zurich, Newark, New York and Helsinki. If other col
leagues and friends first now may recognize a track of discovery in the form of this 
book, Gerard may overlook it in retrospect with the memories of a witness. 

The various topics of this book have not been planned so precisely as such from the 
beginning. But the way of operation, the manner of writing plus the theme had a be
ginning with the exhibition 'Le Corbusier en Nederland'. A question was raised, and 
a line was set out that wanted to discuss the breaks and continuities of modem archi
tecture with the help of a palette of various examples, that could be organized along 
parallels with the help of themes. Such was the start and the challenge, and such 
could become worked out with a further thematic differentiation over the years, 
growing from an effort into a method of writing, and from there into a theory. In 
other words: I had an agenda. Only the mood and research habits of the profession 
forced me for some period to hide it. What for many years was condemned to have 
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the status of a 'less serious' spin off of my academic research, aspired all the time to 
become acknowledged one day as a serious tool to link architectural history to ques
tions of architectural design. For having raised specific questions of architectural de
sign for such purpose I thank especially Hana Cisar, who, as nobody else, has sharp
ened my architectural sensibility. Not in the last place I wish to thank my students of 
architectural theory in Frankfurt, New Haven, New York, Tilburg, Vico Morcote, 
Maastricht and Kassel, and and all my students of architectural design in Newark, 
New York, Vico Morcote, Delft, Kassel and Eindhoven for their dedication, inspira
tion and confidance, that made it possible for me to see and believe in the link be
tween history and design. Through all of you and for all of you I wrote this book. 
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Samenvatting 

Deze studie bestaat uit vijf delen. De samenhang wordt bepaald door de ontdekking 
dat het begrip van de verbeelding in de architectuurtheorie uit de perio?e kort voor 
de opkomst van het post-modernisme (aan het einde v~n ~e 1960er Jaren) ster~e 
overeenkomsten vertoont met het begrip van de verbeeldmg m de taalwetenschap m 
de tweede helft van de 1980er jaren. Tijdens die twee momenten wordt theorie ge
vormd waarin Kant's begrip van 'schemata' verder genuanceerd, uitgebreid, en ge
schikt ~emaakt wordt als onderlegger voor ~en mo~elijk be~rip van ?oe mo?ernis~i
sche architectuur 'werkt' als een vocabulmre dat betekemsgevend kan zlJn. Utt
gangspunt voor de structuur van de invulling van de vijf delen van de studie vormt 
de Semiologische Driehoek van Charles Jencks uit 1969, metals hoekpunten sym
bool, concept en perceptie. 
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1. In het eerste deel 'Shapes of the Formless' wordt in hoofdstuk 1 de be
tekenis van abstracte vormgeving onderzocht aan de hand van de Pan
ton stoel; de afwisselende beoordeling van de abstracte vormgeving als 
concept wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 2 met de titel 'Modernity as 
loss, refusal and fulfillment of aura-type aspirations', waarin wordt 
aangetoond dat 'aura' een min of meer verborgen concept van de 
avant-garde architectuur is geweest. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de receptie 
van de moderne architectuur behandeld onder de titel 'Modernity as a 
twin phenomenon of promise and suspicion'. 

II. In het tweede deel 'Shaping'wordt, opnieuw aan de hand van de drie 
hoekpunten van de Semiologische Driehoek, ingegaan op de kennis
overdracht in de wereld van het architectonisch ontwerpen. Hoofdstuk 
4 behandelt de veranderde receptie aan de hand van de architectuurfo
tografie. Hoofdstuk 5 gaat in op de manier waarop de Acropolis in 
Athene als symbool is gei:ntroduceerd waarmee jarenlang de beleving 
van het vrijstaande modernistische gebouw in verband is gebracht. 
Hoofdstuk 6 analyseert de argumentatie van de kunsthistoricus Sigfried 
Giedion, die bij het type van het vrijstaande moderne gebouw een 
ruimteconcept bedacht. Aangetoond wordt dat er opvallende ornkeer
bare onderdelen in zijn argumentatie zitten, die een type van 'beweeg
lijkheid'in zijn discours tot gevolg heeft gehad. 

III. In het derde deel 'Breaking' worden de aspecten in de architectuurthe
orie behandeld, die zich tegen bet wezen van bet 'puur' abstracte in 
de modernistische architectuur hebben gekeerd. Hoofdstuk 7 gaat in op 
'zinnelijkheid' als tegenhanger van ,abstractie', hoofdstuk 8 stelt bet 
'triviale' tegenover het, 'pure', hoofdstuk 9 gaat in op de zin van bet 
'eventueel' mogelijke, als tegenstelling tot het schematisch functione
Ie- en hoofdstuk 10 gaat nader in op het thema 'bevlekking' in tegen
st~lling tot het moderne ideaal van het hygienisch 'schone'. Aile vier 
de hoofdstukken geven inzicht in een breed gevoelde behoefte om de 
modernistische architectuur te bekritiseren vanwege het feit dat daarin 
te weinig een 'sensueel' aspect aan de orde is. 

IV. In deel vier 'Repairing' worden een aantal casestudies gepresenteerd, 
die Iaten zien dat de modernistische architectuur in de 1990er jaren 
vernieuwd is door middel van 'sensuele' aspecten. Nadat de postmo
derne architectuur met behulp van metaforen en via 'herkenbare' beel-
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den had uitgeprobeerd om meer betekenisvol te werken is geprobeerd 
om een verwante intentie ook via een eigentijds abstract vocabulaire 
'over te brengen'. Hoofdstuk 11 en 12 gaan in op de manier hoe in 
Zwitzerland de overstap van postmoderne naar neo-modernistiscbe 
arcbitectuur is verlopen; hoofdstuk 13 gaat in op een voorbeeld in 
Nederland. Hoofdstuk 14 belicht de overschakeling van de post
moderne belangstelling voor het surrealisme (als beeldtaal) naar een 
afstand nemen daarvan door de architecten Rem Koolhaas en Bernard 
Tschumi, als (imniddels) overtuigde neo-modernistische architecten. 
Hoofdstuk 15 vergelijkt de resultaten van het neo-modernisme met de 
beelden en het gedachtegoed waar het modernisme in 1967 voor stond, 
en daarbij wordt in dit hoofdstuk ingegaan op de vraag of er sprake is 
van een fundamenteel verschil, van een 'mutatie'. Hoofdstuk 16 verge
lijkt op een analoge manier de modernistische stadsbeelden uit de jaren 
60 en 90. In hoofdstuk 17 is een bijzondere variant van de modernisti
sche abstracte taal aan de orde: de 'vrije' (vaak gekromde of zelfs dub
belgekromde) vorm, en ook in dit hoofdstuk worden de ideeen en de 
vormen uit de jaren 60 en 90 met elkaar vergeleken. 
In deel vijf 'Relation Theory- Design' wordt de vraag gesteld en be
antwoord of de beschouwde vernieuwing in deel vier aanleiding geeft 
om een 'verbreed' begrip van de abstracte verbeelding in de mo
dernistiscbe arcbitectuur aan te kunnen nemen. Om die vraag te be
antwoorden wordt in hoofdstuk 18 op de erfenis van modemistische 
concepten dieper ingegaan. In hoofdstuk 19 wordt het vermoeden on
derbouwd, dat in de jaren 60 het 'verborgen' concept van de modernis
tische architectuur, 'aura', diepgaand veranderd is. Op grond van de 
verbrede inzichten die in hoofdstuk 18 aan de orde zijn, wordt in 
hoofdstuk 19 een ontwerp voorgelegd, om de Semiotische Driehoek uit 
te breiden tot een Filosofiscbe Ruit. Aan de hand van dat diagram is 
het mogelijk om te indiceren hoe modernistische architectuur op ver
schillende manieren 'werkt', als een vocabulair dat 'betekenisgevend' 
kan zijn. Wat betreft de verschillende manieren dient het diagram een 
mogelijk inzicht in wat er theoretisch is veranderd in en sinds de 
1990er jaren, t.o.v. de theorie en praktijk vanaf de 1920er jaren tot en 
met de 1960er jaren. 
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List of publications of earlier versions of the chapters in 

this book 

'Pretentious photographs: manipulations of perceiving and remembering architec
ture' appeared in an earlier version as Pretentious photo's: manipulation of viewing 
and remembering in Archis No.9, Sept 1993, p. 66-73 

'How Le Corbusier was able to determine the discourse, since Athens 1933' ap
peared in an earlier version as: Sur le Pdtris II, de Marseille a Athenes, in: Tim Ben
ton, Jos Bosman [et al.] Le Corbusier et la Mediterranee, Marseille: Editions Paren
theses, 1987 

'The remarkable reversibility of Sigfried Giedion's concept of modern space' ap
peared in an earlier version in two parts, as Die Quintessenz von Giedion 's Ar
chitekturtheorie der Moderne: Die Deutung einer neuen Raumkonzeption and Der 
Ingenieur, der die Stiltze und Last bekiimpft, in: Jos Bosman, Sokratis Georgiadis, 
Dorothee Huber ... [et al.]Sigfried Giedion 1888-1968: der Entwurf einer modernen 
Tradition Ziirich, lnstitut gta, ETH Ziirich, Ammann, 1989, p. 185-190 and p. 55-
70 

'The Abstract and the Sensuous' appeared in an earlier version under the same title 
in Archis no. 7, 1993 July, p. 66-80 

'Notes on the Trivial in Architecture' appeared in an earlier version under the same 
title in Proprietat internacional I International property, Barcelona: monographies 
·Quaderns d' Arquitectura I Urbanisme, 1996, p. 4 - 11 

'Real Space versus Ideal Space' appeared in an earlier version as Between the mir
rors of ideal space and real space, in: Bernard Tschumi - Architecture in/of motion, 
NAI Publishers, Rotterdam, 1997 

'The Contamination of the White Cube' appeared in an earlier version under the 
same title in Unidade No.5, May 1997, p. 8-13; parts of it were earlier contained in 
Expressive austerity, in: Christian Kieckens : the place and the building Antwerp, In
ternationaal Kunstcentrum De Singe!, 1997, p. 9 -39 

'The contribution of Northern Swiss Architecture' appeared in an earlier version as: 
Northern Swiss architecture: its rise and fall, Archis No. 5, 1996 May, p. 18-24 

'A case study of a shift from post-modern to neo-modern Swiss design' appeared in 
an earlier version as: Emptiness on a pedestal: Livia Vacchini 's house in Ticino, Ar
chis No. 11, 1994 Nov., p. 41-49 

'An example of 'multimeaning' in a Dutch neo-modern way' appeared in an earlier 
version as: Ein New Yorker Konzept landet auf einer siidniederliindischen Wiese; 
oder: wie Minimal art regionale Vorurteile zu dekodieren vermag, Archithese no. 3, 
May-June 1997, p. 30-33 
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'Denying a former interest in surrealism: the Koolhaas- Tschumi debate' appeared in 
an earlier version - not under such title - as part of a video registration of the Basle 
symposium that was held during the Swiss Bau, 30 January 1997; the video tape was 
distributed by Kommerling, Pirmasens, 1997 

"Continuity' after 1967: a "mutated" neo-modernism?', appeared in an earlier ver
sion in three parts: as Mutations, Quaderns 214 1996, p. 133- 137; La recherche im
patiente, in: Bernard Colenbrander, 'Reference: OMA: the sublime start of an archi
tectural generation', Rotterdam: NAI, 1995, p 20- 23; The mason's muse, in: Chris
tian Rapp- Hohne&Rapp Architekten, Rotterdam, 010 Publishers, 1997, p. 22- 29 

"Difference': Meta City of the 1960's versus Mega City of the 1990's' appeared in 
an earlier version as Form follows fiction: From meta-city to mega-city, Daidalos no. 
74, 2000 Jan., p.30-37; and as Form Follows Fiction, in: Reading MVRDV, NAi 
Publishers, 2003, p. 88- 103 

'Reclaiming the Free From Approach' appeared in an earlier version as The Cave 
and the digital Wire Frame, Hoch 4, Jahrbuch 2004 I.H. Universitat Hannover, 
Fachbereich Architektur, Hannover, internationalismus verlag, 2004, p. 12- 17 

'Rethinking inherited notions oflmagination' appeared in an earlier short version as 
Kant's categories as matrix, in: Archis 1, 1997; the first version was reworked and 
extended for presentation at the 2003 ASCA Conference in Helsinki, and was pub
lished in the proceedings of that conference under the title Is architectural Theory li
able to be affected by no End of Issues and Disciplines?, ACSA, New York, 2004, p. 
382-387 
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The adventure of writing, Nassaukade Amsterdam, Spring 1985; photo Jill Sobcov 
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The notion of aura is crucial for architecture. It has the capacity to suggest essence, personal truth, and 
inner value. The w.:ry or medium of suggestion is one of soft and subtle seduction; a mise-en-scene of spi
ritually controlled libido. 
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Analoge Architekten guided by Miroslav Sik. 
104communication by Walter Custer to the author 
105 The idea of dissecting space strip by strip cannot really be ascribed to any one person in particular. The 
students oflecturers as different as William MacDonald, Laurie Hawkinson, Stan Allan and Greg Lynn 
have experimented with this idea. 
106 Arthur Kroker, 'Virencodes fiir eine neue Architektur', in Jos Bosman (ed.) Wiel Arets: Strange Bod
ies/Fremdkorper, Basel1996. 
107Basel30 January 1997, Congress center, room San Francisco, II AM- I PM, 1500 attendants. The Ba
sle symposium was held during the Swiss Bau, the highly popular, annual fair of building materials. The 
buildings that Koolhaas and Tschumi presented at the symposium are the fruit of two efforts to explore 
the possibilities of technical and conceptual innovation in using rather 'standard' building materials. By 
consciously choosing these guests for the celebration of their jubilee, the firm Kommerling, a major 
European building industry that produces synthetic profiles for making windows, doorframes etc, de
clared its goal to be the stimulation of conceptual application and innovation as part of their future pro
duction policy. It seems a challenge for both practice and education, that the horizon of radical innovation 
in design, on the one hand, and the production of a radical alternative for traditional building materials, on 
the other, found an incentive for a common interest. 
108 Friedrich Teja Bach, Constantin Brancusi : Metamorphosen plastischer Form, Koln 
109 Jos Bosman, Modes of Co-Existence for Urban Fragments; in: Cartas Urbanas, University of Las Pal
mas de Gran Canaria, 1995 
110 in Space, Time and Architecture, "like the vanes of a windmill", p. 850 
111 GenericCity6.1 
112 Generic City 11.6 
113Generic City 2.3 

114 Generic City 3.2 
115 Generic City 3.1 
116 New City, Museum of Modern Art New York, 1967 
117 During the 1980's, Eisenman and Ungers still both cultivated the image of the architect with a bow tie 
(as the two exceptions remaining from the tradition of modern architecture). Nevertheless, it is impossible 
to imagine a greater contrast than between them and their respective pedagogic predecessors Frank Lloyd 
Wright and Walter Gropius. As an intellectual, Eisenman represents the perfect anti-Wright and Ungers 
the perfect anti-Gropius. However, all four of them have in common that they cultivated the image of the 
architect in a bow tie . Koolhaas has literally showed them up by wearing aT -shirt to deliver some of his 
lectures. With this gesture he has symbolized the inversion in the discourse of his mentors, whom he 
nonetheless respects very much. The double inversion, the somersault, has transformed the image of the 
modern architect, as such: he no longer stands for imperturbable circumspection, formed in studious soli
tude in the private library, but for an impatient research - formed during countless study situations with 
colleagues, students and collaborators. 
118 Robert Mens, in: Robert Mens, Bart Lootsma and Jos Bosman, Le Corbusier en Nederland (Utrecht, 
1985) 
119Tjeerd Hazewinkel won the competition with a proposal for diagonally linked blocks. Van Tijen and 
S.J. van Embden, who were jointly responsible for that spatial and architectural framework, then invited 
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Piet BJorn to design a city plan for the entire campus. This, in tum, led to BJorn getting commissioned to 
design the student restaurant. Van Tijen and Van Embden's policy were in all likelihood authoritative in 
contributing to BJorn's avowedly informal approach being embraced in the Netherlands as an urban plan
ning strategy (the building of the Twente restaurant seemed to naturally lead to the commission for the 
Kasbah housing in Hengelo ). If this is the case, we might look here for the beginnings of an amorphous 
brand of urbanism that swept the country and gave urban expansion schemes the ambiance of villages; an 
informal form, not a classical one as Ungers wanted. 
1201t was probably the affinity between Kallhoff's architecture and that ofUngers that stimulated Coenen 
in his choice of architects, and a happy coincidence that the delayed Ungers-type fantasy could be actual
ized at a stroke by Kollhoff and Rapp. That Coenen was lionized for seizing the opportunity he saw to 
break new ground is entirely justified. 
121 Charles Jencks, The Supersensualists; in: Architectural Design, Juni 1971, p.345-347 
122quoted by A. E. Hawkins in 'The Shape of Powder-Particle Outline', and quoted from there as a conclu
sion at the end of a presentation of 'Recent work' by William Macdonald and Sulan Kolatan, published in 
D Columbia Documents of Architecture and Theory, Volume 6, 1997. 
123Mark Johnson, The Body in the Mind. The Bodily Basis of Meaning, Imagination, and Reason, Chi
cago/London 1987, p. 148 
124 see Susan Lindner's doctoral thesis, A Lexica-Semantic Analysis of Verb-Particle Constructions with 
UP and OUT, San Diego, 1981 
125 "Wie die Erkenntnistheorie des dialektischen Materialismus zeigt, sind die Abbilder der Dinge im 
menschlichen BewuBtsein nicht ikonischer Art. Dies entspricht auch den Ergebnissen der modemen In
formationstheorie" 
126"Kants Lehre von der logischen Funktion der Kategorien im Denken enthalt wichtige Erkenntnisse und 
Ansiitze, die fiir die weitere Ausarbeitung der dialektisch-materialistischen Kategorienlehre bedeutsam 
sind." 
127Such a type of interpretation links the modernity of Kant's notion of category to the modernity of a type 
of imagination that works for tension and forces in space. As examples we can refer here again to the the
ory of Giedion, who takes the notions of 'force' and 'flow' as basic ideas (that he nonetheless hardly sub
stantiates). Force: "To use plane surfaces, on the one hand, and to give them force and expression by the 
frank use of undisguised materials, on the other, is to employ( .. . ) one of the means of painting, which( .. . ) 
in France was opening the way for our new spatial conceptions." (STA, 411) Flow: "( ... ) there must be 
unobstructed freedom of movement, a flow of traffic maintained evenly at all points without interruption 
or interference." (STA, 824) . 

• 128 (78) 
129 (88) 
13° Can man survive?, unpublished text from 1969, included in Robert Smithon, The Collected Writings, 
1996 
131 Eduard Hiittinger, Wiilftlins Werk- Heute (1967); in: Zeitschrift fiir Asthetik und Allgemeine Kunst
wissenschaft, Band XII/I, p. 107 

I want to thank Jac de Kok for his design of the cover, and Mark Wolffe and Bert 
Spierings for their help in getting text and images in the right form and format for 
this book. JB 
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